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Michael Baker International, Inc.
3815 River Crossing Pkwy., Suite 20
Indianapolis, IN 46240
(317) 663-8190

Owner
owner address
owner city state zip

RE:

*Letter sent to both Indiana and Kentucky residences

Des. No. 1702256
Sherman Minton Renewal Project: Floyd County, Indiana and Jefferson County, KY
from Approximately I-64/I-265 Interchange in New Albany, Indiana to I-65/I-64 Interchange
in West Louisville, Kentucky
Notice of Entry for Survey or Investigation
September 13, 2018

Dear owner ,
Our information indicates that you own property near the above proposed transportation project.
Representatives of the Indiana Department of Transportation will be conducting environmental surveys
of the project area in the near future. It may be necessary for them to enter onto your property to
complete this work. This is permitted under Indiana Code 8-23-7-26. Anyone performing this type of
work has been instructed to identify him or herself to you, if you are available, before they enter your
property. If you no longer own this property or it is currently occupied by someone else, please let us
know the name of the new owner or occupant so that we can contact them about the survey.
Please read the attached notice to inform you of hat the Notice of Entry for Survey or
Investigation means. The survey work may include the identification and mapping of wetlands,
archaeological investigations (which may involve the survey, testing, or excavation of identified
archaeological sites), and various other environmental studies. The information we obtain from such
studies is necessary for the proper planning and design of this highway project. It is our sincere desire
to cause you as little inconvenience as possible during this survey.
If any problems do occur, please contact the field crew or contact Mary Jo Hamman at (317) 663-8190
or via e-mail at SMCP mbakerintl.com.
Please be aware that Indiana Code 8-23-7-27 and 28 provides that you may seek compensation
from INDOT for damages occurring to your property (land or water) that result from INDOT’s entry for
the purposes mentioned above in Indiana Code 8-23-7-26. In this case, a basic procedure that may
be followed is for you and/or an INDOT employee or representative to present an account of the
damages to one of the two above named INDOT staff. They will check the information and forward it
to the appropriate person at INDOT who will contact you to discuss the situation and compensation.
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In addition, you may contact Ron Heustis, the INDOT Project Manager at (317) 691-8190 or via e-mail at
rheustis indot.in.us or Jessica Goodwin, the KYTC at (502) 782-5518 or via e-mail at
jessica.goodwin ky.gov. INDOT staff will provide you with a form to request compensation for damages.
After filling out the form, you can return it to INDOT for consideration. You may contact INDOT if you have
questions regarding the matter, rights, and procedures.
If you are not satisfied with the compensation that INDOT determines is owed you, Indiana Code
23-7-8 provides the following:

8-

The amount of damages shall be assessed by the county agricultural extension educator of the
county in which the land or water is located and two (2) disinterested residents of the county,
one (1) appointed by the aggrieved party and one (1) appointed by the department. A written
report of the assessment of the damages shall be mailed to the aggrieved party and the
department by first class United States mail. If either the department or the aggrieved party is
not satisfied with the assessment of damages, either or both may file a petition, not later than
fifteen (15) days after receiving the report, in the circuit or superior court of the county in which
the land or water is located.
It is our sincere desire to cause as little inconvenience as possible during our work, and we thank you
in advance for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Mary Jo Hamman, PE
Project Manager

Attachment
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Indiana Department of Transportation
Notice of Entry for Survey or Investigation
Indiana Department of Transportation

If you have received a “Notice of Entry for Survey or Investigation” from INDOT or an INDOT representative,
you may be wondering what it means. In the early stages of a project’s development, INDOT must collect as
much information as possible to ensure that sound decisions are made in designing the proposed project.
Before entering onto private property to collect that data, INDOT is required to notify landowners that
personnel will be in the area and may need to enter onto their property. Indiana Code, Title 8, Article 23,
Chapter 7, Section 26 deals with the department’s authority to enter onto any property within Indiana.
Receipt of a Notice of Entry for Survey or Investigation does not necessarily mean that INDOT will be buying
property from you. It doesn’t even necessarily mean that the project will involve your property at all. Since
the Notice of Entry for Survey or Investigation is sent out in the very early stages and since we want to collect
data within AND surrounding the project’s limits more landowners are contacted than will actually fall within
the eventual project limits. It may also be that your property falls within the project limits but we will not need
to purchase property from you to make improvements to the roadway. Another thing to keep in mind is that
when you receive a Notice of Entry for Survey or Investigation, very few specifics have been worked out and
actual construction of the project may be several years in the future.
Before INDOT begins a project that requires them to purchase property from landowners, they must first offer
the opportunity for a public hearing. If you were on the list of people who received a Notice of Entry for
Survey or Investigation, you should also receive a notice informing you of your opportunity to request a public
hearing. These notices will also be published in your local newspaper so interested individuals who are not
adjacent to the project will also have the opportunity to request a public hearing. If a public hearing is to be
held, INDOT will publicize the date, location, and time. INDOT will present detailed project information at the
public hearing, comments will be taken from the public in spoken and written form, and question and answer
sessions will be offered. Based on the feedback INDOT receives from the public, a project can be modified
and improved to better serve the public.
So, if you have received a “Notice of Entry for Survey or Investigation”, remember:
1. You do not need to take any action at this time. It is merely letting you know that people in orange/lime
vests are going to be in your neighborhood.
2. The project is still in its very early planning stages.
3. You will be notified of your opportunity to comment on the project at a later date.
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100 North Senate Avenue
Room N642
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

PHONE: (317) 234-0796
FAX: (317) 233-4929

Legal Notice of Planned Improvement Regarding Sherman Minton
INDOT and YTC Soliciting Public Comments

Eric Holcomb, Governor
Joe McGuinness, Commissioner

ridge Construction

DES
The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) and entucky Transportation Cabinet
( YTC) invite public comments on the Preferred Alternative for Sherman Minton ridge
construction.
The Sherman Minton Renewal Project Team has completed the environmental study required by the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and has recommended a Preferred Alternative for
maintenance of traffic during construction.
The purpose of this extensive bi-state bridge rehabilitation project is to add up to 30 years of
additional service life to the 57-year old bridge. The Sherman Minton Bridge, the first interstate bridge
in Louisville, still has its original concrete deck.
To minimize impacts on cross-river commuters in Louisville and Southern Indiana during rehabilitation
of the Sherman Minton Bridge, the Project Team is recommending a Preferred Alternative that limits
full closure of the bridge to only 54 total days of the estimated 843 total days of work.
The Preferred Alternative will ensure at least one lane of traffic in each direction will remain open for
nearly 95% of the estimated three-year construction process. Closures will not be in one consecutive
period, but will be limited to 9 consecutive days per direction in a calendar year and up to three 3-day
weekends per direction per calendar year.
•
•
•
•
•

Cross-river traffic will be maintained with two eastbound and two westbound travel lanes open
during the majority of construction.
Temporary crossovers and additional temporary widening to ramp lanes will be implemented to
facilitate the movement of traffic during construction.
One eastbound and one westbound lane will be closed throughout construction.
Existing access ramps will remain open during the majority of construction.
Two eastbound and/or two westbound lanes and associated access ramps may be closed
nightly during construction for up to 180 nights per calendar year.

The recommended approach reflects the public’s preference for maintaining access to the bridge to
the fullest extent possible during construction, while providing a safe environment for the driving
public and the contractor team.
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The design-build contractor will be permitted to work 24 hours per day, seven days per week.
Changes in traffic patterns and full closures will not be allowed during certain holidays and other
approved exceptions.
The following detours will be in place during all full closure periods. For Indiana, I-64 through traffic
will be detoured via I-265 to the I-65 Kennedy/Lincoln bridges. Local access to New Albany will follow
the same detour route.
For Kentucky, I-264 and I-64 through traffic will be detoured to the I-65 Kennedy/Lincoln bridges.
Local access to west Louisville will follow the same detour route.
The Environmental Document required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) has been
completed and is posted on the Project website (www.shermanmintonrenewal.com). It is available for
review at the following locations:
o
o
o
o
o

INDOT Seymour Office, 185 Agrico Ln, Seymour, IN 47274
TARC, 1000 W. Broadway, Louisville, KY 40203
Shively City Hall, 3920 Dixie Hwy, Shively, KY 40216
NIA Center, 2900 W. Broadway, Louisville, KY 40211
Hope Southern Indiana, Brown-Starks Neighborhood Place, 1200 Bono Rd., New
Albany, IN 47150

Persons with limited Internet access may request project information be mailed; please contact the
Project Team at (502) 329-8320 with your request.
Per the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and with advance notice, INDOT/KYTC will
provide accommodations for persons with disabilities in regards to the public participation
process and access to project information including converting project documents into
alternative formats, visual and hearing impaired interpretation services and other support
services, upon request. If you represent an ADA person and/or group and wish to request
support services related to the public participation process and/or accessibility to project
documents, please contact the Project Team at (502) 329-8320 or email
info shermanmintonrenewal.com.
In addition, INDOT/KYTC will provide accommodations for persons of Limited English
Proficiency (LEP) requiring auxiliary aids including language interpretation services and
document conversion services related to the public participation process and accessibility to
project documents. Should accommodations be required please contact the Project Team at
(502) 329-8320 or email info shermanmintonrenewal.com.
The public will have 45 days to submit comments and/or to request a public hearing. INDOT
respectfully requests comments be submitted by August 14, 2020. All comments will be reviewed,
evaluated, responded to and receive consideration as part of the decision-making process for this
project. Comments may be provided through the “Contact Us” page on the Project website
(www.shermanmintonrenewal.com), by calling the project hotline at (502) 329-8320, by emailing
(info shermanmintonrenewal.com), by completing a comment card at one of the above locations or
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by mailing comments to: Michael Baker International,1650 Lyndon Farm Ct. 101, Louisville, KY
40223.
After considering all comments, the states will confirm the Preferred Alternative. Final approval of the
Preferred Alternative will come from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
Construction is anticipated to begin in 2021 and take approximately three years to complete.
This is a design-build best value project, which means price is not the only criteria that will determine
which team is selected. The project delivery method invites innovative solutions that will potentially
reduce construction time and impacts to the public.
This notice is published in compliance with: 1) Code of Federal Regulations, Title 23, Section 771
(CFR 771.111(h)(1) stating, “Each State must have procedures approved by the FHWA to carry out
a public involvement/public hearing program.”; 2) 23 CFR 450.210(a)(1)(ix) stating, “Provide for the
periodic review of the effectiveness of the public involvement process to ensure that the process
provides full and open access to all interested parties and revise the process, as appropriate.”; and
3) The INDOT Pu ic nvo vement Po icies and Procedures approved by the Federal Highway
Administration on August 16, 2012.
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Thank you for your continued commitment and input to help us develop plans for rehabilitation
of the Sherman Minton Bridge. We’re close to reaching two key milestones in the project and
we’re reaching out to share this news with you..
Today the official Request for Proposals (RFP) is being issued to the short list of qualified
construction teams; scoring will reward teams that provide solutions that improve upon the
baseline requirements, including fewer total days of construction. The RFP foreshadows the
Environmental Document required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which
identifies the Preferred Alternative for construction beginning next year.
You have been a vitally important part of this process. We’ve spent many months conducting an
extensive environmental impacts analysis and gathering insights from committee members
(CAC and Environmental Justice), business leaders, elected officials and the general public.
We studied several different options for Maintenance of Traffic, knowing a combination of these
alternatives would likely be needed throughout the approximately three-year construction
process.
The clear consensus from citizens: Keep the bridge open and accessible as much as possible
throughout construction.
As a reflection of the public’s preference, the Project Team is recommending a plan that:
•
•
•

Ensures at least one lane of traffic in each direction will be open for nearly 95% of the
three-year construction period
Limits full closure of the bridge to a maximum of 54 days of the estimated 834 days of
work
Limits the 54 days of closures to a maximum of nine consecutive days per direction in a
calendar year and up to three 3-day weekends per direction per calendar year

A member of the Project Team will be reaching out to you in the coming days to schedule a
virtual briefing. Meanwhile, don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Andrea Brady
andrea c2strategic.com
(502) 386-3706

*This letter and materials, (G16 - G24) were the public involvement
materials used during the public comment review period.
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Media Note: Andrea Brady, spokesperson for Sherman Minton Renewal, will be available for interviews
this morning to discuss the preferred alternative and next steps in the project. Interviews available any
time between 10 and 10:30 am at the New Albany Riverfront Amphitheater, 201 E. Water St.

Contact: Andrea Brady
Sherman Minton Renewal spokesperson
502.386.3706, andrea c2strategic.com
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE IDENTIFIED FOR SHERMAN MINTON CONSTRUCTION
Full closure of the bridge will be very limited
Ne Albany, Ind. (July ,
) To minimize impacts on cross-river commuters in Louisville
and Southern Indiana during rehabilitation of the Sherman Minton Bridge, the Project Team is
recommending a plan that will limit full closure of the bridge to only 54 total days of the
estimated 843 total days of work.
The Preferred Alternative will ensure at least one lane of traffic in each direction will remain
open for nearly 95% of the estimated three-year construction process. Closures will not be in
one consecutive period, but will be limited to 9 consecutive days per direction in a calendar year
and up to three 3-day weekends per direction per calendar year.
Project leaders credited community leaders, elected officials and business owners with
providing valuable input that helped guide the Project Team to a low-impact traffic alternative for
the major rehabilitation project, the first major overhaul in the bridge’s 57-year life.
“The community felt the impacts of the emergency shutdown in 2011 and underscored just how
important the need is for a construction and traffic maintenance solution that will not repeat that
sudden, long closure,” said Mary Jo Hamman, project manager for the Sherman Minton
Renewal.
The Sherman Minton Bridge, a double-decker arch bridge originally opened to traffic in 1962,
required emergency closure for nearly six months to repair cracks found during an inspection in
September 2011.
The recommended approach reflects the public’s preference for maintaining access across the
bridge to the fullest extent possible during construction, while providing a safe environment for
the driving public and the design-build contractor’s team.
•
•
•
•

Cross-river traffic will be maintained with two eastbound and two westbound travel lanes
open during the majority of construction.
Temporary crossovers and additional temporary widening to ramp lanes will be
implemented to facilitate the movement of traffic during construction.
One eastbound and one westbound lane will be closed throughout construction.
Existing access ramps will remain open during the majority of construction.
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•

Two eastbound and/or two westbound lanes and associated access ramps may be
closed nightly during construction for up to 180 nights per calendar year.

The design-build contractor will be permitted to work 24 hours per day, seven days per week.
Changes in traffic patterns and full closures will not be allowed during certain holidays and other
approved exceptions.
Environmental Document and Public Comment
The Environmental Document required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) has
been completed and is posted on the Project website (www.shermanmintonrenewal.com). It is
available for review at the following locations:
o
o
o
o
o

INDOT Seymour Office, 185 Agrico Ln, Seymour, IN 47274
TARC, 1000 W. Broadway, Louisville, KY 40203
NIA Center, 2900 W. Broadway, Louisville, KY 40211
Shively City Hall, 3920 Dixie Hwy, Shively, KY 40216
Hope Southern Indiana, Brown-Starks Neighborhood Place, 1200 Bono Rd., New
Albany, IN 47150

Public and agency comments will be accepted through August 10, 2020. Comments may be
provided through:
•
•
•
•
•

The “Contact Us” page on the Project website;
by calling the project hotline at (502) 329-8320;
by emailing (info shermanmintonrenewal.com);
by completing a comment card at one of the above locations; or
by mailing comments to:
Michael Baker International
1650 Lyndon Farm Ct. 101
Louisville, KY 40223.

After considering all comments, the states will confirm the Preferred Alternative. Final approval
of the Preferred Alternative will come from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
Construction is expected to begin in 2021 and take approximately three years to complete.
This is a design-build best value project, which means price is not the only criteria that will
determine which team is selected. The project delivery method invites innovative solutions that
will potentially further reduce construction time and impacts to the public.

The Sherman Minton Renewal is a $90 million rehabilitation and painting project that will
significantly extend the life of the 57-year-old bridge. The double-decked bridge carries six lanes
of traffic (I-64 and US 150) over the Ohio River connecting Louisville, KY and New Albany, IN.
Find more information at www.shermanmintonrenewal.com.
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MAINTENANCE
OF TRAFFIC APPROACH

2020
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INTRODUCTION
The Sherman Minton Renewal is a $90+ million bridge rehabilitation and painting
project that will significantly extend the service life of the 57-year-old bridge.
The double-decked bridge carries six lanes of traffic (I-64 and US 150)
over the Ohio River connecting Louisville, KY and New Albany, IN.
The project includes replacement or refurbishment of all bridge decks, rehabilitation
or replacement of structural steel elements and hanger cables, new lighting, drainage
repairs and painting of steel components. The long-term repairs, along with normal
preventive maintenance, will add up to 30 years of service life to the bridge.

MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC
PREF E R R E D ALT ER NATIVE
The recommended approach reflects the public’s preference for maintaining access across
the bridge to the fullest extent possible during the estimated three-year construction
process, while providing a safe environment for the driving public and the design-build
contractor’s team.
The Preferred Alternative will ensure at least one lane of traffic in each direction will remain
open for nearly 95% of the construction process. Closures will not be in one consecutive
period, but will be limited to 9 consecutive days per direction in a calendar year and up
to three 3-day weekends per direction per calendar year. The recommended plan will limit
full closure of the bridge to only 54 total days of the estimated 834 total days of work.
Cross-river traffic will be maintained with two eastbound and two westbound
travel lanes open during the majority of construction.
Temporary crossovers and widening to ramp lanes will facilitate traffic flow.
One eastbound and one westbound lane will be closed throughout construction.
Existing access ramps will remain open during the majority of construction.
Two eastbound and/or two westbound lanes and associated access ramps may
be closed nightly during construction for up to 180 nights per calendar year.
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LEGEND
Reduced to 2-lanes

Historic District

Existing Ramp

Park

Temporary Pavement

Business/Community Center

Short-Term Full Closures and Overnight Closures (In Each Direction)
Short-term closure of the Sherman Minton Bridge will be allowed for nine consecutive days
for one period and up to three 3-day weekends per direction per calendar year. During the
short-term bridge closure, the I-64 (US 150) cross-river traffic will be diverted to alternate
interstate river crossings.
During construction, two eastbound and/or two westbound lanes and associated
access ramps may be closed nightly.
Maintaining Access and Notifications
Cross-river travel lanes will be maintained in both directions.
Existing access ramps will be maintained for local traffic access in Kentucky and Indiana.
Ramp closures and second lane restrictions will occur overnight.
Many public notification methods will be used during construction, including the
project website, social media channels, traditional media and traffic signage.
Holidays and Special Events
The design-build contractor will be permitted to work 24 hours per day, seven days per
week. Full closures and added restrictions will not be allowed during holidays and select
community events.
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DETOUR OPTIONS
Indiana
I-64 through traffic will be detoured via I-265
to the I-65 paired Kennedy/Lincoln bridges.
Local access to New Albany would follow the same detour route.

Kentucky
I-264 and I-64 through traffic will be detoured to the
I-65 paired Kennedy/Lincoln bridges.
Local access to west Louisville would follow the same detour route.

These detour options for Indiana and Kentucky
will be in place during full closures.

SUBMIT COMMENTS
O R Q U E ST IO N S

To submit a comment or question about the Sherman Minton Renewal project,
please visit www.shermanmintonrenewal.com or call the project hotline
at (502) 329-8320.

/ShermanMintonRenewal

@ShermanRenewal

@ShermanMintonRenewal

Sherman Minton Renewal
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A bridge rehabilitation and painting project that will significantly extend the life of the bridge

SHERMAN MINTON BRIDGE

OVERVIEW

•
•
•
•
•
•

First interstate bridge in Louisville
Opened in 1962
Unique double-decked design
Carries six lanes of traffic (I-64 and US 150)
Carries about 90,000 vehicles daily
Long-term repairs needed to extend the
life of the bridge
• Five bridge structures associated with
the crossing

ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESS

• $90+ million bridge rehabilitation
• Will add up to 30 years of life to the bridge
• Replacement or refurbishment of all bridge decks
• Rehabilitation or replacement of structural
steel elements and hanger cables
• New lighting
• Drainage repairs
• Painting of steel components

CONSTRUCTION APPROACH

• Federally-funded projects re uire a study to
analy e temporary social, economic and
environmental impacts
• Public involvement is a key part of the study
• State, local and federal officials along with
the project team will consider ways to
avoid, minimi e or mitigate temporary
impacts of construction
• Project Team must identify best construction
approach

FUNDING

• IN and KY transportation officials are committed
to a safe, cost-effective project and are working
to minimi e traffic disruptions
• pproach involves a combination of maintenance
of traffic options
• Limited periods of full closure allow full access
for construction crews, shorten the timeline and
reduce costs, but impact traffic more
• Partial closures would maintain traffic with lane
restrictions, but lengthen the timeline and
increase costs

TIMELINE

• Project will use federal and state
highway funds
• IN and KY will share the cost of the work
• There are no plans to toll the Sherman inton
ridge when this project is completed

• Summer 0 0 Recommend construction approach
• Fall 0 0 Complete contract procurement and
choose design-build contractor
• 0 1 egin construction
• 0 4 Complete construction
shermanmintonrenewal.com
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Public Involvement Website and Social Media July 1, 2020 to August 16, 2020

7/1 - 7/10
Website Summary
Users:
Acquisition Channels
Direct:
Via Search:
Social Media:
Email link usage:

Social Media Summary
Impressions
Engagements
Links Clicks
Comments
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7/11 - 7/17

7/18 - 7/24

7/25 - 7/31 8/1 - 8/7 8/8 - 8/16

581

130

96

82

128

140

259
171
122
28

72
53
7
0

43
21
8
0

39
33
11
0

76
39
14
0

71
48
22
0

3,407
141
29
2

1360
41
5
0

452
21
8
0

659
29
7
0

1302
23
2
0

6,000
96
32
0
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
Date,
Method
Received:
7/23/2020
Email

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter
USFWS

Comment

Response

Dear Mary,

Comment noted.

We will not be providing any comments on the NEPA document.
Our concerns and recommendations were addressed in the
Section 7 consultation.

A copy of USFWS (IN) correspondence is provided in Appendix C.

Sincerely,
Robin
Robin McWilliams Munson
Fish and Wildlife Biologist
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
8/12/2020
Email

IDNR

Good afternoon. Attached is DNR’s comments on the above
referenced project.
Summary of IDNR’s Comments are as follows:
• IDNR construction and flood way Permit will be
required.
• A list of project species
• Project commitments

Comment noted.
IDNR’s requirements regarding construction and floodway permitting
have been established and clarified within the technical provisions of
the contract.
The list of project species provided on August 12, 2020 matches the
early coordination letter list and the RFI listed species that are currently
identified in the CE.
The project commitments match those recommended in the IDNR early
coordination letter as noted in the CE.
IDNR’s comment letter is provided in Appendix C.

Comments recorded in this document as hotline number are from the project Hotline Number: (502)-329-8320
Note any words within […] are best educated guess based upon audio, subject or context.
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
Date,
Method
Received:
8/13/2020
Email

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter
USEPA

Comment

Response

Good Afternoon Everyone,

Comment noted.

Please see attached pdf file for EPA’s e-signed / dated letter
regarding our review of the CE-4 for the Sherman-Minton
Renewal Project. A paper copy of the letter will not be sent.
Thank you and take care.

USEPA’s coordination letter is included in Appendix C.

Virginia Laszewski
Environmental Scientist
US EPA, Region 5
Tribal and Multi-media Programs Office
Office of the Regional Administrator
Summary of EPA’s response letter is as follows: EPA has no
comments or concerns with the project documented in the CE.
8/16/2020
Email

USACE

The following comments are provided regarding the Categorical
Exclusion 4 for the Sherman Minton Bridge Renewal project
from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Louisville District:
1. Appendix C states that all waters are being avoided by the
project, however, it is our understanding that barges may be
used on the Ohio River. If barges are to be moored, a Section 10
of the Rivers and Harbors Act permit would be required.
2. Wetlands/open waters will need to be reevaluated under the
Navigable Waters Protection Rule to determine if they are
jurisdictional waters.
3. All future correspondence with the Corps should reference
the Corps ID number for the project, which is LRL-2018-1114.

Comment noted.
Provisions regarding the use of barges during construction are included
in the project commitments and discussed within the technical
provisions associated with the procurement document, as appropriate.
Reevaluation requirements associated with recent changes to the
Navigable Waters Protection Rule have been added to the project
commitments and discussed within the technical provisions associated
with the procurement document, as appropriate.
The Corps ID number (for future correspondence) has been added as a
project commitment and discussed within the technical provisions
associated with the procurement document, as appropriate. Project
commitments are on page 51 of the CE document.

Please contact me if you have any questions.
Comments recorded in this document as hotline number are from the project Hotline Number: (502)-329-8320
Note any words within […] are best educated guess based upon audio, subject or context.
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
Date,
Method
Received:

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter

Comment

Response

Regards,

USACE’s coordination letter is included in Appendix C.

Norma Castillo Condra
7/2/2020
Website

David
Aebersold

I read article in Newspaper about the Sherman Minton Bridge
Project and the traffic proposals. I am very glad to see three of
the recommended proposals I sent in last December are going to
be used: two lanes open, Saturday and Sundays will be
workdays, and 24 hour workdays when possible. Great ideas. I
also sent two others along that will go a long way in help the
thousands of citizens to cope with this two year plus project.
1. No SEMI TRUCKS allowed on the bridge during the
construction. a. slow down traffic way too much. b. if traffic is a
stop and go issue semi-trucks are very slow in starting up again.
c. if there is a traffic issue with a semi very difficult to rectify
(Long Delays).
2. No Tolls for Transponders. Local people who have paid for the
transponders and are using them cross any bridge free while
construction is going on. Many people are like my drivers, we
use all the bridges all the time. Traffic is going to be doubled on
some of them during this and we need to relieve the people of
our area of this extra expense and burden of a toll.
Keep up the good work, let me know what you think of these
two suggestions. I am on the New Albany City Council. cell
phone or work number [Numbers were provided] Thanks.

Comment noted.
Based on the feedback received during the project development process
and the associated technical studies references in the CE and its
appendices, the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT)
was developed to maximize the use of the bridge, minimize lane
closures, allow for local access during construction; while still meeting
critical construction and safety requirements and the CE identified
Purpose and Need. The Preferred Alternative for MOT includes the
opportunity for very limited intervals for the closure of all six SMB travel
lanes; in addition to allowances for individual travel lane closures during
construction. The Preferred Alternative for MOT is identified on page
18 of the CE document.
Extensive technical studies related to traffic and community impacts
were conducted to assess the overall temporary impact of construction
during the rehabilitation of the Sherman Minton Bridge. These studies
included evaluation of impacts to the community as a whole, and
specifically, to Environmental Justice (EJ) populations within the project
study area. This technical analysis was developed and vetted with input
from the project’s Community Advisory Committee (CAC), both EJ
Technical Committees (EJ Committees), at two public open houses,
provided on the project website, and discussed during briefings with
public officials (public Involvement information and feedback is
provided in Appendix G and community impacts are detailed in
Appendix I).
The technical studies conducted considered the prohibition of trucks on
the I-64 and the Sherman Minton Bridge (SMB) and determined that
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
Date,
Method
Received:

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter

Comment

Response

prohibiting trucks would not have a significant positive impact on overall
travel or temporary congestion associated with construction. Further,
feedback received during public outreach activities indicated that many
businesses in New Albany rely on truck traffic for the delivery and
shipment of goods and materials. Traffic control measures (such as
project detour routes and signage) are anticipated to encourage a high
percentage of trucks to use other available crossings of the Ohio River in
the greater Louisville area. Therefore, truck traffic on I-64 and the SMB
during construction will not be prohibited.
Technical studies also evaluated temporary traffic diversion associated
with all of the Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) options considered for the
project. The Community Impact/Environmental Justice Technical Report
(Appendix I) found that the Preferred Alternative for MOT, maximizes
cross river mobility during construction, minimizes overall temporary
community impacts, and did not result in a disproportionately high or
adverse effect to EJ populations. Further, the Clark Memorial Bridge will
remain a non-tolled option for motorists. Therefore, toll relief is not
proposed as a project mitigation measure.
Tolling policy on the Ohio River Bridges is the responsibility of the BiState Tolling Authority. All changes relative to tolling of bridges under
the control of the Ohio River Bridge Joint Board would be at the
discretion of that body, with membership from the State of Indiana and
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
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Method
Received:
7/2/2020
Website

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter
Sandra Kelly

Comment

Response

As a resident of Floyd County, IN. I have zero issue with and
welcome the Sherman Minton Bridge Renovation. (It is needed)

Comment noted.

However, I am more in favor of closing bridge completely and
get the work done (more) expeditiously. I honestly believe the
various lane changes, traffic redirections, etc... over a span of a
year is more intrusive than a full closure for a few months.
Just my opinion and with the new bridges in East
End/Downtown we have options.

Based on the feedback received during the project development
process, the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) was
developed to maximize the use of the bridge, minimize lane closures,
allow for local access during construction; while still meeting critical
construction and safety requirements and the CE identified Purpose and
Need. The Preferred Alternative for MOT is identified on page 18 of the
CE document.

Thank you!
7/2/2020
Website

Tiffany
Cooper

As a resident of Indiana [whose] employed in Louisville who
works holidays and weekends etc. why would you NOT consider
those 9 completely shutdown days to be during the weekend &
holidays? [That's] the least impact you can make on the
communities of commuters/travelers? Especially since the
project is expected to be 3 years long?

Comment noted.
The timing and duration of lane closures were determined based on
feedback from the community and the need to allow for limited lanes
closures to facilitate critical construction activities. Limiting contractor
activities during major holidays and large community events was a
direct request from members of the Community Advisory Committee,
elected officials and others during the development of the
environmental document over the past two years. Further, travel during
major holidays such as Thanksgiving and Christmas is an important
consideration for regional and Interstate through traffic and commerce.
Additional information on public Involvement activities and feedback
are provided in Appendix G and community impacts are detailed in
Appendix I. Additional details regarding MOT accommodations for
special events, festivals and holidays are listed on pages 19 and 51 of
the CE document.
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Date,
Method
Received:
7/2/2020
Website

7/2/2020
Website

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter
Becky Bundy

Mike Doyle

Comment

Response

I see concessions were made for Harvest Homecoming I would
like to request consideration for Lanesville Heritage Weekend in
September starting 2nd Friday of the Month. We get 80,000
people to our 3 day festival. Our festival being the largest 3 day
festival in Indiana. Thanks

Comment noted.

[Don't] paint it YELLOW!!

Comment noted.

Thank you for bringing this event to our attention. Limitations on
construction activities, as they relate to holidays, weekends, and high
traffic community events, have been developed over the past two years
through various public involvement activities including the project's
Community Advisory Committee (CAC), local public official briefings and
other outreach efforts. The proximity of the events to the Sherman
Minton Bridge and the regional traffic network were considered and
evaluated. These limitations have been incorporated into procurement
contract documents. Given the general location of the event and the
availability of alternative crossings of the Ohio River in the greater
Louisville area, additional limitations are not being considered at this
time. Additional details regarding MOT accommodations for special
events, festivals and holidays are listed on pages 19 and 51 of the CE
document.

Due to the existing condition of the bridge, identified on page 8 of the
CE document, bridge painting is a planned item to occur during the
project construction. The paint will prevent corrosion and protect the
structure further against natural elements. The paint color for the
Sherman Minton Bridge and the Kentucky Approach Bridge has been
specified as “Aluminum/Silver,” in the technical provisions for the
procurement document.
7/5/2020
Website

Dawn Johnes

I think tolls should be suspended on the other bridges for those
of us who normally use the Sherman Minton and will be
inconvenienced with this project. This should have been done
when the bridge was closed before. We should not have to pay
tolls due to the Sherman Minton being closed or when traffic is

Comment noted.
As described in the CE, traffic and community impact studies were
conducted to assess the overall temporary impact of construction
during the rehabilitation of the Sherman Minton Bridge. These studies
included evaluation of impacts to the community as a whole, and
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Name/
Organization
of
Commenter

Comment

Response

so bad because it only has one lane open. The toll company
already screws people over or attempts to.

specifically, to Environmental Justice (EJ) populations within the project
study area.
This technical analysis was developed and vetted with input from the
project’s Community Advisory Committee (CAC), both EJ Technical
Committees (EJ Committees), at two public open houses, provided on
the project website and discussed during briefings with public officials.
Based on the feedback received during the project development
process, the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) was
developed to maximize use of the bridge, minimize lane closures, allow
for local access during construction; while still meeting critical
construction and safety requirements and the CE identified Purpose and
Need. The Preferred Alternative for MOT includes the opportunity for
very limited intervals for closure of all six SMB travel lanes; in addition
to allowances for individual travel lane closures during construction.
The Community Impact/Environmental Justice Technical Report
(Appendix I) found that the Preferred Alternative for MOT, did not result
in a disproportionately high or adverse effect to EJ populations.
Therefore, toll relief was not proposed as a project mitigation measure.
Tolling policy on the Ohio River Bridges is the responsibility of the BiState Tolling Authority. All changes relative to tolling of bridges under
the control of the Ohio River Bridge Joint Board would be at the
discretion of that body, with membership from the State of Indiana and
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

7/5/2020
Website

James Smith

The current plan for renovation may have been made before this
economic shutdown and nationwide quarantine, yet now
deserves a "renewed" plan to support the times of today. It has
taken 58 years to get to this point in time for strengthening this
major Kentuckiana structure, so it can take "several" months to

Comment noted.
Based on the feedback received during the project development
process, the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) was
developed to maximize use of the bridge, minimize lane closures, allow
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
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Method
Received:

7/6/2020
Website

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter

Kathleen
Reader

Comment

Response

place the needs of the public and local businesses above budgets
and shortest time to finish the bridge upgrade. The Sherman
Minton Bridge serves citizens, may the Sherman Minton
Renewal Project leadership and the Indiana DOT management
seriously update the 2017 data and input to today's condition
facing the states of Indiana and Kentucky. Choose wisely, for
your public's sake, take whatever time it takes to do it right.

for local access during construction; while still meeting critical
construction and safety requirements and the CE identified Purpose and
Need. The Preferred Alternative for MOT is identified on page 18 of the
CE document. The underlying data and technical analysis (traffic
modeling, temporary community impacts, etc.) remain valid.

I attended the presentation in New Albany in July 2019. I
submitted several questions and requested that someone
respond. I included my phone number, home address and email
address. To this date, [I've] not received a response. For the past
year, have you been reading Comments submitted by the public,
or is this just a legal formality? Thank you.

INDOT and KYTC projects are planned years in advance for economic,
environmental and engineering concerns to be taken into consideration.
If the project is delayed the structure could further degrade resulting in
unplanned circumstances that could have a negative impact on the
communities and traffic served by the SMB.
INDOT’s 2017 data has been reviewed and updated as the Sherman
Minton Renewal Project team prepares for the upcoming construction.
Page 13, Design Criteria for Bridges, of the CE identifies data from 2019.
The proposed construction schedule remains viable and the necessary
funding is in place. Therefore, the project will continue as originally
planned with construction activities commencing in 2021 and
completion expected in approximately three years.
Comment noted.
The project team reviewed all public comments received since the
inception of the project but was unable to locate any comments (via
comment card or otherwise) by Ms. Reader. Several attempts were
made via Facebook and e-mail (July 8, 2020, July 9, 2020 and again on
August 9, 2020) to follow-up with Ms. Reader regarding the nature and
extent of her original comments. Unfortunately, the project team has
not received any response or additional comments from Ms. Reader. A
memo regarding the project team’s attempts to contact Ms. Reader is
provided in Appendix G.
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Date,
Method
Received:
7/6/2020
Hotline
Voicemail

7/7/2020
Hotline
Voicemail

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter
Kim
[ButtlerWork
s]

Jeff Warren

Comment

Response

Inquiry of construction company

On July 8, 2020 a member of the project team spoke with Kim regarding
the procurement process and schedule. The inquiry was of a personal
nature relative to potential employment opportunities.

I am just calling to see if you all have decided on a company who
will be [completing the] construction of the Sherman Minton
Bridge and if it will be a Union Company. [Phone number for
response was included].
Concern on how to get to work.

Comment noted.

I have a concern of how I am going to be able to get to work. It is
terrible now on how traffic has been changed from the Floyd
knobs area and if you close this bridge there is no way to get in
there. They have changed traffic lights all down highway 150
and the timing and it is already backed up as it is.

Two members of the project team spoke to Mr. Warren. Mr. Warren
expressed his concerns on overall regional traffic congestion and the
ability of traffic coming from the Floyd Knobs area to access the
Interstate system in a timely manner given the spacing between exits
coming into the I-64/I-265 Interchange from the east.
Mr. Warren recommended routes, and areas for additional signage that
would be useful for traffic originating in the Floyd Knobs area including
signage regarding trip times and land closures. Mr. Warren’s concerns
and suggestions have been relayed to the project study team for
consideration. Construction related signage will continue to be reviewed
and evaluated through the procurement process and the final
Maintenance of Traffic scheme is developed for construction.
Construction related signage will be limited to the Interstate versus local
roads and traffic will be directed toward Interstate facilities, as
appropriate. A project specific communication plan will be developed,
maintained and implemented by the selected construction contractor.

7/15/2020
Comment
Card

Angie [Graf]

Mr. Baker, Thank you for caring for our community. Hope
Southern Indiana will help clients navigate the bridge.

Comment noted.
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
Date,
Method
Received:
7/15/2020
Comment
Card

7/15/2020
Comment
Card

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter
April A.

Anonymous

Comment

Response

Thank you for sending out the information. I received it from
Hope Southern Indiana. We work with low income + strive to
help them with issues such as transportation. Make sure bus
routes are still running.

Comment noted.

I’m sorry to see more construction. I live in New Albany. Keep
the bus running.

The Preferred Alternative for MOT avoids and minimizes temporary
impacts to bus routes and bus service. Coordination with the Transit
Authority of River City (TARC) has occurred through the project planning
phase and will be on-going throughout construction. TARC was also an
active participant in the project’s Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
and provided the project study team with valuable information about
ridership, service and operations. Concerns regarding transit service was
also conveyed through the project’s Environmental Justice (EJ) Technical
Committees (New Albany and West Louisville) and discussed during EJ
Technical Committee meetings and other outreach activities. The
Community Impact/Environmental Justice Technical Report (Appendix I)
considered and evaluated potential impacts to TARC Routes 71, 72, 82,
and 65X. All public involvement related activities are feedback are
provided in Appendix G. Coordination with TARC will continue in
accordance with the project specific communication plan that will be
developed, maintained and implemented by the selected construction
contractor.
Comment noted.
The Preferred Alternative for MOT avoids and minimizes temporary
impacts to bus routes and bus service. Coordination with the Transit
Authority of River City (TARC) has occurred through the project planning
phase and will be on-going throughout construction. TARC was also an
active participant in the project’s Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
and provided the project study team with valuable information about
ridership, service and operations. Concerns regarding transit service was
also conveyed through the project’s Environmental Justice (EJ) Technical
Committees (New Albany and West Louisville) and discussed during EJ
Technical Committee meetings and other outreach activities. The
Community Impact/Environmental Justice Technical Report (Appendix I)
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Name/
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Comment
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considered and evaluated potential impacts to TARC Routes 71, 72, 82,
and 65X. All public involvement related activities are feedback are
provided in Appendix G. Coordination with TARC will continue in
accordance with the project specific communication plan that will be
developed, maintained and implemented by the selected construction
contractor.
7/15/2020
Comment
Card

Margaret
Sims

I’m elderly and my appts. are in Louisville, please help make sure
I can ride the bus.

Comment noted.
The Preferred Alternative for MOT avoids and minimizes temporary
impacts to bus routes and bus service. Coordination with the Transit
Authority of River City (TARC) has occurred through the project planning
phase and will be on-going throughout construction. TARC was also an
active participant in the project’s Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
and provided the project study team with valuable information about
ridership, service and operations. Concerns regarding transit service was
also conveyed through the project’s Environmental Justice (EJ) Technical
Committees (New Albany and West Louisville) and discussed during EJ
Technical Committee meetings and other outreach activities. The
Community Impact/Environmental Justice Technical Report (Appendix I)
considered and evaluated potential impacts to TARC Routes 71, 72, 82,
and 65X. All public involvement related activities are feedback are
provided in Appendix G. Coordination with TARC will continue in
accordance with the project specific communication plan that will be
developed, maintained and implemented by the selected construction
contractor. The following commitment are included in the project
documents for the contractor and project team to follow.
“Advance notice must be provided to Metro Public Works, Emergency
Management, and Transit Authority of River City (TARC) prior to any
closures that extend more than 24 hours.”
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Date,
Method
Received:
7/15/2020
Comment
Card

Name/
Comment
Organization
of
Commenter
George Walts Thanks for sharing. I ride a bus. As long as I can get across to the
VA, I’m ok

Response

Comment noted.
The Preferred Alternative for MOT avoids and minimizes temporary
impacts to bus routes and bus service. Coordination with the Transit
Authority of River City (TARC) has occurred through the project planning
phase and will be on-going throughout construction. TARC was also an
active participant in the project’s Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
and provided the project study team with valuable information about
ridership, service and operations. Concerns regarding transit service was
also conveyed through the project’s Environmental Justice (EJ) Technical
Committees (New Albany and West Louisville) and discussed during EJ
Technical Committee meetings and other outreach activities. The
Community Impact/Environmental Justice Technical Report (Appendix I)
considered and evaluated potential impacts to TARC Routes 71, 72, 82,
and 65X. All public involvement related activities are feedback are
provided in Appendix G. Coordination with TARC will continue in
accordance with the project specific communication plan that will be
developed, maintained and implemented by the selected construction
contractor. The following commitments are included in the project
documents for the contractor and project team to follow.
Advance notice must be provided to Metro Public Works, Emergency
Management, and Transit Authority of River City (TARC) prior to any
closures that extend more than 24 hours.

7/16/2020
Website

Jim
Staashelm

I was wondering if the state is going to do anything about
invasive plants along our state and federal highways.? I have
been doing this on my property through a forestry grant from
the feds. The state forester is the one who got me involved with
invasive management. It seems hypocritical for the state to tell

It is the responsibility of the project sponsor to notify school
corporations, hospitals and emergency services at least two weeks prior
to any construction that would block or limit access.
Comment noted.
In accordance with INDOT and KYTC policy and procedures, the project
will use approved native seed mixes upon completion of construction.
The seed mix is approved by Indiana Department of Natural Resources
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7/21/2020
Phone Call

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter

Jackie Cobb

Comment

Response

me to clean up my property when they don’t do the same to
theirs.
Also, the landslides in the [cut] on I64 going west out of New
Albany? Are they going to be cleaned up? They seem like a
hazard for drivers.
I don’t want this to sound like a complaint. I [a]m just curious.
Thanks

(IDNR) and KYTC’s Division of Environmental Analysis. The seed mix
contains only local grass seeds in effort to combat invasive species. For
more information on measures taken to prevent invasive species please
see IDNR’s coordination in Appendix C or page 26, Terrestrial Habitat of
the CE document.

Ms. Cobb sent an e-mail to Andrea Brady requesting a telephone
conversation regarding her request for the addition of bicycle
and pedestrian facilities on the Sherman Minton Bridge. Ms.
Cobb also provided an e-mail of support for her concept from
Mayor Gahan.

Comment noted.

A synopsis of the conversation that took place on July 21, 2020 is
provided below:

The current and proposed configuration of the bridge is designed to
utilize all existing travel lanes to safely and efficiently accommodate the
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) on the bridge, approximately
90,000 vehicles a day.

Jackie introduced the idea of a material change in the scope of
work to include a ped/bike path on the Sherman Minton bridge.
Jackie is asking that the team entertain an idea, a “material
change in the scope of work”, before contractor team is
selected. She’d like the Project Team to consider including a
bike/ped path on the bridge. She has spoken with Mayor of New
Albany and Mayor of Louisville. She said Mayor Gahan (of New
Albany) had suggested to previous transportation Secretary a
desire for a pedestrian crossing. In an email exchange with
Mayor Gahan’s office, Jackie received a response that they had
submitted a request of INDOT to include a ped/bike (email was
from Oct. 2018). She has also spoken with River Heritage group
that is building a park nearby. She has made a mock-up her idea
of converting upper deck to park ped/bike access and lower deck
to cars. She believes there’s a natural and economic benefit that

Comments and concerns regarding the landslide on I-64 have been
referred to INDOT’s Seymour District for additional consideration.

The Sherman Minton Bridge (SMB) does not have bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations; the addition of such facilities is not within the scope
of the rehabilitation project.

Local and regional bicycle and pedestrian plans do identify the desire for
cross-river bicycle and pedestrian connectivity, however, existing plans
to not identify the SMB as the preferred location to accomplish that
goal.
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Comment
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Jeffersonville has gained with the Big Four that this project could
leverage. There’s also an environmental benefit of less car traffic
and for Louisville’s West End to have less capacity for cars (but
overall more capacity for people to move freely). She believes
creating this would also steer people to the tolled bridges.
Would love to see a win-win—where the community gets to use
all the facilities and the state’s finances stand to gain from
increased toll revenues. Jackie also provided this link, for
referencing her idea: Thanks for your time today. Here is the link
to the GoogleMap sketch of a potential way the Sherman
Minton Bridge could be converted to:
- Upper Deck: Bike/Ped/Park
- Lower Deck: Car Travel
Jackie forwarded the following email, to show Mayor Gahan's
support of her concept:
Jackie,
On behalf of Mayor Gahan, thank you for your email. He agrees
that a pedestrian connection between New Albany and Louisville
is badly needed. The nearest pedestrian crossing is on the Clark
Memorial Bridge (with no dedicated bike accommodation),
several miles from New Albany.
He has requested that INDOT include a pedestrian/bike facility
with the Sherman Minton Renewal Project. While
acknowledging the need, they said that no new facilities could
be added to this reconstruction Project, only the existing
structure can be addressed.
Thanks for your comment. We will continue to pursue an
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Name/
Organization
of
Commenter

Comment

Response

appropriate crossing as the Mayor feels strongly that one is
much needed.
Sincerely,

8/10/2020
Email

8/14/2020
Email

Larry Smith

Charles Aull,
Greater
Louisville Inc.

Cheryl Cotner Bailey
Administrative Assistant to Mayor Gahan
As an Elizabeth resident and with 2 Employed in Louisville a total
shutdown would be devastating.
Thanks for reading.

Greater Louisville Inc., The Metro Chamber of Commerce,
submits the attached comments regarding the Preferred
Alternative for the Sherman Minton Renewal Project.
Summary of Greater Louisville Inc. response comments are as
follows:
• GLI urges the project team to continue being aggressive
with the project timeline, to be consistently attentive to
the importance of minimizing disruption and ensuring
adequate traffic flow, and to prioritize clear and timely
communication to stakeholders on changes to traffic
patterns – especially full closures.
• We applaud the Preferred Alternative’s aim to keep at
least one lane of traffic open in each direction for
nearly 95 percent of the estimated construction
process.

Comment noted.
Based on the feedback received during the project development
process, the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) was
developed to maximize use of the bridge, minimize lane closures, allow
for local access during construction; while still meeting critical
construction and safety requirements.

Comment noted.
Based on the feedback received during the project development process
and the associated technical studies references in the CE and its
appendices, the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT)
was developed to maximize the use of the bridge, minimize lane
closures, allow for local access during construction; while still meeting
critical construction and safety requirements and the CE identified
Purpose and Need. The Preferred Alternative for MOT includes the
opportunity for very limited intervals for the closure of all six SMB travel
lanes; in addition to allowances for individual travel lane closures during
construction. The Preferred Alternative for MOT is identified on page
18 of the CE document.
GLI’s comments, concerns and recommendations have been relayed to
the project study team for further consideration as the project
continues to develop.
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Method
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Name/
Organization
of
Commenter

Comment

•

•

•

Response

We strongly encourage the project team to commit to
maximizing the number of two-lane days to the furthest
extent possible. Our members would like to see the
number of two-lane days significantly outnumber the
number of one-lane days.
While we appreciate efforts to limit consecutive days of
closure and closures on weekends, we encourage the
project team to continue finding ways to minimize
consecutive days of disruption and closures on
weekends. So that businesses can appropriately plan
for full closures, which are expected to be 54 total days,
we request assurances that ample notice will be given
to community members and stakeholders. Businesses
will need time to notify workers, customers, vendors,
and suppliers.
Our members have requested additional information on
what can be known about the potential timing of full
closures. For example, do we anticipate most of the 54
days of full closure to take place at certain times or
months? Do we expect more closures at the start of the
project? Establishing effective procedures for
communicating closures and other changes to traffic
patterns will be critical to supporting businesses during
the project.]

The list of local events, festivals and holidays which have been identified
for MOT accommodations and closure exclusions are identified on
pages 19 and 51 of the CE document. These are also replicated in the
procurement documents and will be part of the formal contract
between IFA and the selected Design-Build Contractor. The
procurement documents are publicly available and can be found at the
following website:
https://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/ShermanMinton/ShermanMinto
nCorridorProject_RFP.htm
A project specific communication plan will be developed, maintained
and implemented by the selected Design-Build Contractor to facilitate
communication in a timely manner before and during construction.
This will include specific aspects of the MOT plans and the associated
timelines. The procurement documents, specifically Technical
Provisions, Section 5.3 and Section 12, outline various communication
requirements.
The project team appreciates your support and feedback. As the
contract with the selected Design-Build Contractor is advanced,
additional information will be shared.
GLI’s comment letter is included in Appendix G.
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
Date,
Method
Received:
8/18/2020
Email

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter
Ellen Hesen
Office of the
Mayor,
Louisville, KY

Comment

Response

Dear, Commissioner McGuinness,

Comment noted.

Thank you for your team’s work to thoughtfully approach the
Sherman Minton Renewal Project. Louisville Metro Government
(Metro) applauds the creative work of the project team to
complete this vital project while minimizing disruption to the
traveling public. We have reviewed the environmental
document and we are pleased with the proposed Maintenance
of Traffic (MOT) Plan. We believe the preferred alternative will
be the least impactful to residents and businesses in the
Louisville region. We would respectfully request that as much
advance notice as possible is provided to Metro Public Works,
Emergency Management, and Transit Authority of River City
(TARC) prior to any closures that extend more than 24 hours.
Metro and TARC may need to adjust roadway operations
accordingly to ensure equitable connections are maintained
during such closures.
Again, we very much appreciate the partnership with INDOT and
look forward to work with the project team throughout
construction. Should you or your staff have questions please do
not hesitate to contact me or my team.

Based on the feedback received during the project development
process, the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) was
developed to maximize use of the bridge, minimize lane closures, allow
for local access during construction; while still meeting critical
construction and safety requirements. The Preferred Alternative for
MOT is identified on page 18 of the CE document.

Sincerely,
Ellen Hesen
Deputy Mayor

There is a public outreach plan in place for during construction to notify
the public and local business of any changes to the MOT. As requested,
provisions regarding coordination with local departments of public
works in Indiana and Kentucky, emergency responders, and with TARC
have been added to the project commitments and discussed within the
technical provisions associated with the procurement document, as
appropriate. Project commitments are on page 52 of the CE.
A firm project comment has been created for the Design build
contractor to follow stating:
Advance notice must be provided to Metro Public Works, Emergency
Management, and Transit Authority of River City (TARC) prior to any
closures that extend more than 24 hours.

The City of Louisville, Office of the Mayor, comment letter has been
included in Appendix G.
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
Date,
Method
Received:
8/20/2020
Email

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter
City of New
Albany

Comment

Response

Dear Mr. Heustis,

Comment noted.

Please find enclosed a copy of a resolution unanimously passed
by the Common Council of the City of New Albany Calling for the
Ohio River Bridges Authority to stop collecting tolls on vehicles
with transponders during the period of the Sherman Minton
Renewal Project. Sponsored by Councilman David Aebersold,
this legislation was brought about of concern for residents, as
well as small businesses, who currently use the Sherman Minton
Bridge to get to and from work. Being forced to cross a tolled
bridge twice each day could create additional financial hardships
on these individuals in an already uncertain and difficult time,
not to mention how additional travel times and grid-locked
traffic can negatively affect ones' mental well-being and quality
of life. Through this resolution, I urge you to find a way to
alleviate the financial and mental difficulties that the Sherman
Minton Renewal Project will have. Feel free to contact me, or
Councilman Aebersold, should you have any questions or
concerns, Sincerely, Jeff M. Gahan, Mayor

Based on the feedback received during the project development process
and the associated technical studies references in the CE and its
appendices, the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT)
was developed to maximize the use of the bridge, minimize lane
closures, allow for local access during construction; while still meeting
critical construction and safety requirements and the CE identified
Purpose and Need. The Preferred Alternative for MOT includes the
opportunity for very limited intervals for the closure of all six SMB travel
lanes; in addition to allowances for individual travel lane closures during
construction. The Preferred Alternative for MOT is identified on page
18 of the CE document.

[Summary of the copy of resolutions are as follows: The City of
New Albany Common Council advocates that INDOT cease
charging tolls on vehicles with transponders who cross the
Kennedy Bridge, Lincoln Bridge and Lewis and Clark Bridge
during the rehabilitation project of the Sherman Minton Bridge
in order to lessen the financial and mental burden on residents
and small businesses in the Southern Indiana and Louisville
Metro Area.]

*This email was received by the following:
• INDOT Seymour District Director – Tony McClellan
• INDOT Sherman Minton Project Manager – Ron Heustis

Extensive technical studies related to traffic and community impacts
were conducted to assess the overall temporary impact of construction
during the rehabilitation of the Sherman Minton Bridge. These studies
included evaluation of impacts to the community as a whole, and
specifically, to Environmental Justice (EJ) populations within the project
study area. This technical analysis was developed and vetted with input
from the project’s Community Advisory Committee (CAC), both EJ
Technical Committees (EJ Committees), at two public open houses,
provided on the project website, and discussed during briefings with
public officials (public Involvement information and feedback is
provided in Appendix G and community impacts are detailed in
Appendix I).
These studies considered the prohibition of trucks on the I-64 and the
Sherman Minton Bridge (SMB) and determined that prohibiting trucks
would not have a significant positive impact on overall travel or
temporary congestion associated with construction. Further, feedback
received during public outreach activities indicated that many
businesses in New Albany rely on truck traffic for the delivery and

Comments recorded in this document as hotline number are from the project Hotline Number: (502)-329-8320
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Public Involvement Comments Received July 1, 2020 thru August 28, 2020
Date,
Method
Received:

Name/
Organization
of
Commenter

Comment

•
•

Response

INDOT Commissioner – Joe McGuinness
Indiana Governor – Eric Holcomb

shipment of goods and materials. Traffic control measures (such as
project detour routes and signage) are anticipated to encourage a high
percentage of trucks to use other available crossings of the Ohio River in
the greater Louisville area. Therefore, truck traffic on I-64 and the SMB
during construction will not be prohibited.
Technical studies also evaluated temporary traffic diversion associated
with all the Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) options considered for the
project. The Community Impact/Environmental Justice Technical Report
(Appendix I) found that the Preferred Alternative for MOT, maximizes
cross river mobility during construction, minimizes overall temporary
community impacts, and did not result in a disproportionately high or
adverse effect to EJ populations. Further, the Clark Memorial Bridge will
remain a non-tolled option for motorists. Therefore, toll relief is not
proposed as a project mitigation measure.
Tolling policy on the Ohio River Bridges is the responsibility of the BiState Tolling Authority. All changes relative to tolling of bridges under
the control of the Ohio River Bridge Joint Board would be at the
discretion of that body, with membership from the State of Indiana and
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
The copy of the City of New Albany resolution is included in Appendix G.
Commissioner McGuinness’s response letter is also included in
Appendix G.
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This comment was received during the public comment period.

August 28, 2020

The Honorable Jeff M. Gahan
City of New Albany
City County Building
311 Hauss Square, Rm. 316
New Albany, Indiana 47150-3586
Dear Mayor Gahan,
Thank you for your letter and copy of the resolution passed by the Common Council of the City of New Albany calling for
INDOT to cease toll collection during reconstruction of the Sherman Minton Bridge.
INDOT cannot unilaterally change tolling policy on the Ohio River Bridges; that is the responsibility of the bi-state tolling
authority. As a member of that body, I will share the Council’s resolution and its concerns.
As you are aware, INDOT and KYTC have taken important steps to reduce the impact on citizens and the driving public
during construction. Following an extensive effort to gather input from community leaders, elected officials, business
owners and the general public, we have recommended a low-impact traffic alternative for the major rehabilitation
project.
Unlike the emergency shutdown in 2011, the Project Team has sufficient time to plan and communicate restriction and
closure details to the public in advance of these occurring. Additionally, the Sherman Minton Bridge and the Clark
Memorial Bridge will remain non-tolled options for the driving public.
The Sherman Minton Renewal is an essential rehabilitation and painting project that will extend the life of the 57-yearold bridge for up to 30 years. As a vital connector between Louisville and New Albany, we must preserve this
infrastructure to ensure the safe travel of those who rely upon it.
Thank you again for sharing your concerns with me.
Sincerely,

Joe McGuinness, Commissioner
Indiana Department of Transportation
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This comment
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

as recei ed during the u lic comment eriod.

Sherman Minton Renewal
Pusti, Mary
EXTERNAL: New Entry: General Comment/Question
Monday, August 10, 2020 12:35:39 PM

Name
Larry Smith

Email
Slarryloo

yahoo.com

Dropdo n
General Question / Comment

Comment or Message
As a Elizabeth resident and with 2
Employed in Louisville a total shutdown would be devastating.
Thanks for reading.

Sent from Sherman Minton Renewal
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From: Jackie Cobb <jackiercobb@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Andrea Brady <andrea@c2strategic.com>
Subject: Fwd: Sherman Minton
Hi Andrea,
Good morning.
Please see below for the email from office of Mayor Gahan. It states that Mayor Gahan requested
that INDOT incorporate ped/bike facilities into the Sherman Minton Renewal Project.
Thank you,
Jackie Cobb
502-552-0362
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cheryl Cotner <ccotner@cityofnewalbany.com>
Date: Thu, Oct 18, 2018 at 3:08 PM
Subject: RE: Sherman Minton
To: Jackie Cobb <jackiercobb@gmail.com>, Mayor Gahan <mayorgahan@cityofnewalbany.com>

Jackie,
On behalf of Mayor Gahan, thank you for your email. He agrees that a pedestrian connection
between New Albany and Louisville is badly needed. The nearest pedestrian crossing is on the
Clark Memorial Bridge (with no dedicated bike accommodation), several miles from New
Albany.
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From: Jackie Cobb <jackiercobb@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:56 PM
To: Mayor Gahan <mayorgahan@cityofnewalbany.com>
Cc: Cheryl Cotner <ccotner@cityofnewalbany.com>
Subject: Sherman Minton
Hello,
I'm emailing to ask that Mayor Gahan voice his support for adding a bike/pedestrian path to the
Sherman Minton renewal project.
A pathway on the Sherman Minton could be great for the economies of both New Albany and
Louisville, as well as a fantastic, scenic trail that creates a loop with the Ohio River Greenway, the Big
Four Bridge, and the Louisville Loop. Getting people moving by bike or on foot between these two
communities would bring excellent social, health and environmental benefits.
While Louisville and New Albany are less than a mile apart, it takes 13 miles to get between the two
on foot or bike. That needs to change!
The Sherman Minton Renewal Project presents a great opportunity. I really hope you will consider
voicing your support for adding a bike/pedestrian path as part of the scope of work. Thanks!
Best,
Jackie Cobb
502-552-0362
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Sherman Minton Renewal: Jackie Cobb Phone Call

A.Brady Response

7/21/2020
Jackie is asking that the team entertain an idea, a “material change in the scope of work”, before
contractor team is selected. She’d like the Project Team to consider including a bike/ped path on the
bridge.
She has spoken with Mayor of New Albany and Mayor of Louisville. She said Mayor Gahan had
suggested to previous transportation Secretary a desire for a pedestrian crossing. In an email exchange
with Mayor Gahan’s office, Jackie received a response that they had submitted a request of INDOT to
include a ped/bike (email was from Oct. 2018). She has also spoken with River Heritage group that is
building a park nearby.
She noted that both Mayors had wanted K & I bridge to serve that purpose.
She has made a mock up her idea of converting upper deck to park ped/bike access and lower deck to
cars. She believes there’s a natural and economic benefit that Jeffersonville has gained with the Big Four
that this project could leverage. There’s also an environmental benefit of less car traffic and for
Louisville’s West End to have less capacity for cars (but overall more capacity for people to move freely).
She believes creating this would also steer people to the tolled bridges.
Would love to see win-win—where the community gets to use all the facilities and the state’s finances
stand to gain from increased toll revenues.
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This comment was received during the public comment period.

August 14, 2020
Greater Louisville Inc., The Metro Chamber of Commerce, (GLI) appreciates this opportunity to submit comments
regarding the “Preferred Alternative” for the Sherman Minton Renewal Project. GLI represents more than 1,800
businesses and organizations across 15 counties in Kentucky and Southern Indiana.
The importance of the Sherman Minton Bridge to Greater Louisville’s regional economy is difficult to overstate. The
bridge serves as a major link in our bi-state region, facilitating the movement of workers, customers, tourists, vendors,
and suppliers across the Ohio River. Many businesses in Indiana and Kentucky have workers and customer-bases on
both sides of the river. GLI’s members are deeply invested in this project and the bridge’s future.
For GLI’s members, minimizing the disruption of the flow of traffic across the Sherman Minton is of the utmost
importance. The need to minimize disruption has become more critical as the Coronavirus pandemic has forced many
businesses in our region to scale back operations for much of 2020. As we look ahead to 2021 and the years that the
bridge will be under construction, it is important to understand that this timeframe will coincide with the recovery
efforts of many businesses in our region. The need to minimize disruption has therefore taken on a whole new level of
urgency. Construction on the Sherman Minton must not be a barrier to the recovery of businesses and our regional
economy.
With these points in mind, our members offer the following comments and questions regarding the Preferred
Alternative:
•
•

•
•
•

GLI urges the project team to continue being aggressive with the project timeline, to be consistently attentive
to the importance of minimizing disruption and ensuring adequate traffic flow, and to prioritize clear and timely
communication to stakeholders on changes to traffic patterns – especially full closures.
We applaud the Preferred Alternative’s aim to keep at least one lane of traffic open in each direction for nearly
95 percent of the estimated construction process, but we strongly encourage the project team to commit to
maximizing the number of two-lane days to the furthest extent possible. Our members would like to see the
number of two-lane days significantly outnumber the number of one-lane days.
While we appreciate efforts to limit consecutive days of closure and closures on weekends, we encourage the
project team to continue finding ways to minimize consecutive days of disruption and closures on weekends.
So that businesses can appropriately plan for full closures, which are expected to be 54 total days, we request
assurances that ample notice will be given to community members and stakeholders. Businesses will need time
to notify workers, customers, vendors, and suppliers.
Our members have requested additional information on what can be known about the potential timing of full
closures. For example, do we anticipate most of the 54 days of full closure to take place at certain times or
months? Do we expect more closures at the start of the project? Establishing effective procedures for
communicating closures and other changes to traffic patterns will be critical to supporting businesses during
the project.

Thank you again for this opportunity to comment on the Preferred Alternative.
Sincerely,

Sarah Davasher-Wisdom
President & CEO
Greater Louisville Inc.
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This comment was received during the public comment period.

athleen Reader E change:
Kathleen Reader email exchange below. In summary – Ms. Reader commented on a Facebook
post and sent an email on July 6 and 8, 2020 asking if comments submitted were a formality –
that she never heard back from the comments she submitted at the New Albany public meeting
in July 2019. We went back through comment logs and the public inquiry log – there is no one
with that name or any similar name having submitted any comments. She claims to have
snapped a photo of her comment card and was going to send it – but never did. Last
communication was August 10, 2020.
Kathleen Reader via Facebook (July 6, 2020):
I attended one of the public meetings in New Albany in July 2019. I spoke to several
representatives and was encouraged to submit my questions in writing that could not be
answered at that time. I submitted my questions, along with my contact information. Today, I
submitted a comment through the website. However, one has to wonder if the request for
comments is just a formality?
Sherman Minton Renewal via Facebook (July 8, 2020):
Hi, Kathleen –
We apologize if we’ve missed your previous notes. The Project Team reads all comments and
questions and they become part of the official Project record. We’ve reviewed our records and
we have no record of any submitted comments from a ‘Kathleen Reader’ – or any with last
name of Reader—apart from your recent comment on our social media and your comment
submitted on our website. If you’d like to submit your question again, we’ll be sure that it
receives a review and response.
We also sent a message to the email address you provided on your comment submitted to our
website.
Thanks,
Sherman Minton Renewal
Sherman Minton Renewal via Email (July 8, 2020)
Hi, Kathleen –
We apologize if we’ve missed your previous notes. The Project Team reads all comments and
questions and they become part of the official Project record. We’ve reviewed our records and
we have no record of any submitted comments from a ‘Kathleen Reader’ – or any with last
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name of Reader—apart from your recent comment on our social media and your comment
submitted on our website. If you’d like to submit your question again, we’ll be sure that it
receives a review and response.
Thanks,
Sherman Minton Renewal
Kathleen Reader via Email (July 9, 2020)
Dear Renewal,
Thank you for responding. I handed it to a Renewal Team Member at the meeting in New
Albany. I’m thankful that I snapped a photo with my phone before submitting it. I will send you
the pic. Before I do, May I ask who I’m speaking to? Are you with INDOT or the consulting firm?
Thanks,
Kathleen
Sherman Minton Renewal via Email (July 10, 2020)
Kathleen –
I’m a member of INDOT and KYTC’s consulting team for the Sherman Minton Renewal. Once
you send along the photo of your previous card, I’ll be glad to pass that along.
Thank you!
Sherman Minton Renewal
Kathleen Reader via Email (August 9, 2020)
Dear Member,
I thought I’d check in to see if you’d received my screenshots from the meeting last year.
Thank you.
Kathleen Reader
Sherman Minton Renewal via Email (August 10, 2020)
Hi, Kathleen We have not received your screenshots from last year’s meeting.
Best,
Sherman Minton Renewal
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This comment was received during the public comment period.
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This comment was received during the public comment period.
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This comment was received during the public comment period.
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This comment was received during the public comment period.
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Public Involvement Plan
Prepared for:
Indiana Department of Transportation and
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
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1. Introduction and Goals
Introduction
The Sherman Minton Renewal is a $90 million bridge rehabilitation project that will
significantly extend the service life of the 56-year-old bridge. The double-decked bridge
carries six lanes of traffic (I-64 and US 150) over the Ohio River connecting Louisville,
KY and New Albany, IN.
The extensive rehabilitation project includes replacement or refurbishment of all bridge
decks, rehabilitation or replacement of structural steel elements and hanger cables, new
lighting, drainage repairs and painting of steel components.
The long-term repairs, along with normal preventive maintenance, will add up to 30
years of service life to the bridge.
The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) and the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet (KYTC) are committed to delivering a safe and cost-effective project while
working to minimize disruption to the average 90,000 drivers using the bridge on a daily
basis.
The states have initiated a study of the corridor under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). The study is required for all federally-funded projects. It includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of a range of reasonable alternatives
Public involvement, including opportunities for interaction and comments
Coordination and consultation with local, state and federal agencies
Assessment of temporary impacts of the project
Consideration of ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate temporary impacts

The Project Team is expected to identify a preferred alternative by winter 2020 (Q1). It
will include a preferred approach to construction and traffic management for the
project.
A design-build contractor is expected to be selected by the fall of 2020. This is a designbuild best value project, which means price is not the only criteria that will determine
which team is selected. The project delivery method invites innovative traffic
management and constructability solutions that will help reduce construction time and
impacts to the public.
Construction is expected to begin in early 2021 and take two to three years to complete,
depending on the final scope of the work and the approach to construction and
closures.
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Purpose and need
The need for the Project stems from the deteriorating structural condition of the existing
Sherman Minton Bridge over the Ohio River and the Indiana and Kentucky approach
bridges.
The purpose of the Project is to rehabilitate the deteriorating Sherman Minton Bridge
and the associated Indiana and Kentucky approach bridges with the goal of extending
the service life of this Interstate crossing of the Ohio River by up to 30 years.
A standalone “Purpose and Need” document has been created, as part of the project
record.
Public involvement goals
INDOT and KYTC are committed to a meaningful public involvement process. The
Public Involvement Plan (PIP) is designed to educate and engage key stakeholders
throughout the environmental study.
A variety of communications tools are being used to help ensure stakeholders have a
clear understanding of the environmental process, the work underway and the
rehabilitation project.
The goals are to build awareness of the Sherman Minton Renewal study, promote
dialogue and gather important public feedback to guide the decision-making process.
Through public involvement efforts, INDOT, KYTC and the Project Team will build
relationships, encourage conversation and share information throughout the project.
NEPA timeline and key milestones
Summer 2018
Project Team begins its works
Late Summer 2018
Public launch, media announcement, first Community Advisory Committee (CAC),
Environmental Justice (EJ) Committee Resource Agency meetings, initial open houses
2018/2019
Environmental work, public outreach and second round of open houses, second and third
rounds of Community Advisory Committee (CAC), Environmental Justice (EJ) Committee
Resource Agency meetings, development of contract specifications
Spring 2020
Public hearings to be held, environmental document submitted to FHWA with preferred
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alternative identified
Summer 2020
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) approval of environmental document expected;
contract procurement begins
Fall 2020
Complete contract procurement, select design-build/best value contractor
Early 2021
Construction expected to begin
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2. Key Stakeholders
There are a number of key stakeholders to communicate with and engage throughout
the environmental study. Making sure these stakeholders are informed will help
reinforce the purpose and need of the project, set expectations, dispel rumors and
misinformation and build engagement.
Sharing information throughout the environmental process will help build project
understanding and support before construction begins.
A variety of tools will be used to reach these stakeholders around key milestones and
throughout the environmental process.
A representative list of stakeholders includes:
•

•

•

•

•

Businesses
o Ford (Kentucky plant)
o Horseshoe Casino
o UPS
Community agencies
o Community Action Southern Indiana
o Hope Southern Indiana
o Portland Library
o Metropolitan Housing Coalition
o West Louisville Community Ministries
Economic development organizations
o Develop New Albany
o Greater Louisville Inc.
o One Southern Indiana
Elected officials and city officials
o City of New Albany
o City of Jeffersonville
o City of Louisville
o City of Shively
o City of Utica
o Clark County
o Floyd County
o Harrison County
o Town of Clarksville
Emergency responders and medical
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•

•
•
•

o Baptist Health Floyd Hospital
o Clark County Sheriff’s Department
o Clark Memorial Hospital
o Floyd County Sheriff’s Department
o Indiana State Police
o Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office
o Jeffersonville Fire Department
o Jeffersonville Police Department
o Kentucky One Health
o Kentucky State Police
o Louisville Fire Department
o Louisville Metro Emergency Services
o Louisville Metro Police
o New Albany Fire Department
o New Albany Police Department
o Norton Healthcare
o University of Louisville Hospital
Environmental justice
o Advocacy groups
o Business representatives
o Neighborhood associations
Motorists and public
Reporters and members of the media
Resource agencies
o Federal Highway Administration
o US Army Corps of Engineers
o US Coast Guard
o US Environmental Protection Agency
o US Fish and Wildlife Service
o US National Park Service
o Indiana Department of Environmental Management
o Indiana Department of Natural Resources
o Indiana State Historic Preservation Office
o Kentuckiana Regional Planning Development Agency
o Kentucky Division of Water
o Kentucky State Historic Preservation Office
o National Park Service
o Natural Resources Conservation Service
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•

•

•

Schools
o Greater Clark County Schools
o Indiana University Southeast
o Ivy Tech
o Jefferson Community and Technical College
o Jefferson County Public Schools
o New Albany Floyd County Consolidated School Corporation
Special interest groups
o West Jefferson County Community Task Force (WJCCTF)
o Coalition for the Advancement of Regional Transportation (CART)
o Historic preservation groups
o Kentuckians for the Commonwealth
o Louisville Urban League
o One West
o Urban Enterprises Association of Jeffersonville
Transportation groups and agencies
o Indiana Motor Truck Association
o Kentucky Trucking Association
o Transit Authority of River City (TARC)
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3. Branding
Branding is essential for project identity and will support successful public outreach
efforts. Through branding, concise messaging and key collateral pieces, we ensure all
communications from INDOT, KYTC and the Project Team are clear and consistent.
Name and logo

The brand identity for Sherman Minton Renewal is a clean, modern graphic with a simple
and compelling typeface to covey a fresh start. The iconic Sherman Minton bridge features
prominently in the design, and the two different shades of blue represent blue skies and the
Ohio River. The colors evoke a sense of calm and also represent a bright tomorrow. The
typography is bold and contemporary.
Key messaging
Strategic messaging to the public is critical and influences the public’s understanding,
acceptance and support of the project. It’s important to ensure the public is aware and
understands the purpose and need of the project, key milestones and next steps.
Building a strong foundation of knowledge will support project awareness and
acceptance.
Key messages (Appendix A) have been developed and will continue to be updated, as
needed, throughout the duration of the project. These key messages will be the basis
for content for the project website, project FAQs (Appendix B), project fact sheet(s)
(Appendix C), collateral materials, social media channels, presentations, videos and
other communications needs.
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Branded outreach materials
Branded outreach materials support project awareness and understanding. They
reinforce key project elements and complement key messages. Branded materials
include, but are not limited to:
• Collateral materials
• Project website
• Social media channels
• Fact sheet(s)
• Progress cards
• Surveys
• Questionnaires
• E-newsletters
• Display boards
• Maps
• Banner shades and event signage
• PowerPoint presentations
• Reports
• Project templates
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4. Outreach Tools
Project website
One of the most important outreach tools is the project website
(www.shermanmintonrenewal.com). It is a one-stop shop for project information.
Visitors to the site can easily find information about the project, learn about upcoming
events, find answers to their questions and share their feedback.
A mobile-optimized website allows stakeholders using mobile devices easy access to
project information.
The website was launched with several simple pages, but will evolve throughout the
project. The website contains the following key project information:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Pro ect Overvie : Facts about the project, key milestones, introductory
video, project map, frequently asked questions, graphics, videos and
photographs documenting the project
out t e rid e: Information and infographics about the bridge, previous
work on the bridge and more about Sherman Minton
Pu ic eetin s Outreac : Information about the Community Advisory
and Environmental Justice Committees, including a list of members and
meeting summaries including any meeting handouts and presentations
e s Events: Recent news releases and any upcoming events
ontact s: Key contact information including a form to submit project
emails and a toll-free phone number to reach INDOT4U, 855-463-6848
Links to social media accounts
Graphic on home page for stakeholders to sign up for the project enewsletter (future addition)

The website is maintained by the Public Involvement Team, with updates provided to
the Project Team. Project Team requests will be implemented by the Public Involvement
Team.
The Public Involvement Team will capture all comments and questions in a public
inquiry log, which will be shared with the project team on a monthly basis. Google
Analytics will be used to inform the Project Team about web traffic and engagement. A
monthly report will be created and shared with the Project Team throughout the duration
of the project.
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Fact sheet(s) and frequently asked questions (FAQs)
The Public Involvement team has produced a branded fact sheet and FAQs. The fact
sheet and FAQs are evolving documents and will be updated, as needed. The initial
fact sheet includes the project timeline and map and an updated version includes the
Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) options being considered.
The project fact sheet is available for download on the project website, is distributed at
open houses and other key meetings and is in an electronic format for sharing with key
stakeholders via email.
The FAQs are part of the Project Overview section of the website and provide content
for a variety of communications channels.
Comment cards
Branded comment cards (Appendix D) will be used to gather public input throughout the
project. The cards include space for users to details questions, comments and
concerns.
The cards will be used at open houses, presentations, the public hearing and other
venues. The cards are printed with a mailing address for C2 Strategic, which will add
comments to the public inquiry log.
Surveys and questionnaires
Surveys and questionnaires will be used, as needed, to gather specific public input
throughout the environmental process. Surveys and questionnaires may be printed and
used at open houses, the public hearing, presentations and other venues. A short travel
questionnaire (Appendix E) was used at the first open houses in October, 2018. An online
questionnaire related to Maintenance of Traffic preferences was developed and promoted
in time for the second open houses in July 2019.
Online surveys and questionnaires can be included on the project website and shared
on social media channels, as appropriate. The need for surveys and questionnaires will
be directed and approved by the Project Team.
Follow our progress cards
Follow Our Progress cards (Appendix F) are easy-to-distribute cards that include the
channels for staying in touch with the project and sharing feedback.
The branded cards include the website URL, social media accounts and project email
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address. The cards are used at open houses, committee meetings, presentations,
stakeholder meetings and other venues.
Preferred Alternative Overview Handout
A handout (Appendix K) includes an overview of the Preferred Alternative for
construction and information about how to submit comments, connect with the project
team and get more details on the project and timeline.
The handout and comment cards will be placed at locations within the project area (see
Appendix J) and the comments collected will be officially documented for the project
record.
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Maps and display boards
Maps and display boards are used to visually reinforce key messages and to share
project information. The maps and boards are printed and mounted for public meetings,
presentations and stakeholder meetings, as needed.
The maps and display boards will evolve throughout the environmental study and will be
produced surrounding key milestones.
A representative map of the study area was created for use at launch events and to
share with key stakeholders and the news media. The map includes key landmarks on
both sides of the river. This map is included in the initial fact sheet and has been
printed in a large-scale format for open house events and other key meetings. The
map was updated in fall 2019 to reflect the removal of two bridges from the project.
E-newsletters
An inexpensive way to proactively communicate with key stakeholders and ensure they
have factual information at their fingertips is through periodic e-newsletter
communications.
E-newsletters require users sign up to receive the emails. The communication option
will be promoted at open houses, presentations, stakeholder meetings, on the project
website, on social media and through traditional media over the course of the project.
The frequency of e-newsletter distribution will be determined by key milestones and
project information.
PowerPoint presentation(s)
A branded PowerPoint template will serve as the basis for all public presentations. The
core presentation will be customized for use in Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
and Environmental Justice (EJ) meetings and other small group outreach meetings, as
needed.
The Public Involvement Team will maintain the presentation, updating and sharing it
with key team members as milestones approach.
Team members who schedule presentations should coordinate with the Public
Involvement Team to customize the presentation without changing its core content. At
least one week will be requested for the Public Involvement Team to review new
presentation content.
All PowerPoint presentations will be filed on ProjectWise.
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Photos and videos
Photos and videos are a compelling medium to share project information. Project
photos reinforce key messaging and provide critical visual support on the project
website, social media channels and for presentations and other needs.
Videos allow the Project Team to share project information, promote upcoming events
and solicit public feedback, when needed. Videos allow the team to tell its own story
and can easily be shared with a variety of stakeholders. Videos are an effective and
inexpensive tool to share important project milestones.
Photos and videos will be used on the project website and social media channels
throughout the project to build awareness and understanding.
Photos and videos will be shared in advance for Project Team awareness and approval.
Templates
To support the project brand, all internal and external documents will be placed on
branded templates. These items include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comment cards
Questionnaires
Surveys
Letterhead
Reports
Presentations
Name tags
Table tents
Business cards (if needed)
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5. Media Relations
A proactive and strategic media relations plan is an important part of the project.
Sharing information through the news media is a highly-effective and low-cost tool to
build awareness, understanding and engagement for the Sherman Minton Renewal.
The Public Involvement Team is working closely with reporters and media outlets to
provide project information, share important updates and help ensure accurate
coverage.
Reaching key stakeholders
Media coverage is an effective way to reach many key audiences and stakeholders,
including:
Motorists
Residents
Business leaders
Community leaders
Local media relations efforts focus on reaching outlets in Louisville Metro and Southern
Indiana for targeted communications.
Targeted local media outlets include, but are not limited to:
WAVE TV
WDRB TV
WHAS TV
WLKY TV
Courier-Journal
News and Tribune
Business First
WHAS radio
Louisville Public Media
Lane Report
Insider Louisville
Tactics and deliverables
A strong media relations strategy helps to ensure the consistent flow of trusted
information throughout the study to build stronger community understanding and
engagement.
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Tactics and deliverables include:
Local media database, updated throughout the project
Media log to track all media inquiries and interviews
Key project messaging
Media relations plan, including project milestones to share and promote
News advisory and news release templates for external communications
Appropriate visuals (photos, videos and graphics) to support media pitches
Project spokesperson (Andrea Brady, C2) to handle all media inquiries
News advisories and releases
Key messaging and talking points to support all media pitches
Events to mark key project milestones, as appropriate
Regular monitoring of media coverage and responses, as necessary
Monthly reports of media coverage
Project spokesperson
A project spokesperson ensures a clear, consistent and trusted voice for the project. A
dedicated spokesperson helps to ensure continuity, develop trust and build relationships
with members of the local media and community stakeholders.
C2 Strategic Communications (Andrea Brady) serves as the primary project
spokesperson to share project information and to respond to all media inquiries and
requests.
Protocol
Media requests are directed to C2 to ensure all inquiries are tracked and responded to
in a timely fashion. C2 will respond or identify the appropriate member of the Project
Team to respond and coordinate any needed interviews and/or responses.
Inquiries are responded to with approved messaging. All requests and responses are
shared with Project Team leaders and communications directors for INDOT and KYTC
for awareness and for approval of the response, if needed.
Media opportunities
Media opportunities focus primarily on sharing information regarding the project’s
milestones and public engagement opportunities. News releases, media availabilities,
interviews and story pitches are used to share the progress of the Project Team and to
promote open houses and the public meeting.
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Expected milestones:
Project launch (Summer 2018)
Open houses (Summer 2018)
Project update (Summer 2019)
Public hearing (Spring 2020)
FHWA approval of environmental document (Summer 2020)
Selection of contractor team (Fall 2020)
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6. Social Media
A strategic social media campaign keeps stakeholders informed and engaged. They will
quickly and conveniently receive key project updates and have an easily-accessible
avenue for two-way communication with the Project Team. Social media is an important
interactive format that allows questions to be asked and voices to be heard.
Social media provides messaging that’s fast and easy for people to access and easy for
stakeholders to share with their followers.
Social media channels are closely monitored, with approved responses posted in a
timely fashion.
Handles
Facebook: Sherman Minton Renewal
Twitter: ShermanRenewal
Instagram: ShermanMintonRenewal
YouTube: Sherman Minton Renewal
Reaching key stakeholders
Social media is used to engage local and regional stakeholders, educating them about
the project, alerting them to key events and building support for the project.
Stakeholders include:
Motorists
Residents
Elected officials and local governments
Community leaders
Business leaders
Members of the media
Key benefits include:
Providing timely and accurate information about the project
Reaching people who are not engaged with traditional news outlets
Providing a low-cost and effective means of engaging with stakeholders
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Tactics and deliverables
Facebook and Twitter are the primary channels for engagement. Instagram will be used
to share project photos and interesting visuals and graphics. YouTube provides a
repository for all project videos and serves as a video portal for social media channels
and the project website.
Tactics and deliverables include:
Secure and develop social media channels
Social media plan
Strategic following to build followers
Monthly content calendars for team approval
Monitoring all channels and providing timely responses
Visuals (photos, videos and graphics) to support posts and content
Social media reports on a monthly basis
Content
Social media posts will provide an overview of the project, share key messages,
highlight project milestones and promote and support public engagement opportunities
(open houses, public hearing).
Examples of content include:
An overview of the project
Publicize open houses dates, times and format
Share pictures and posts from CAC and EJ meetings
Share pictures and posts from presentations before local groups
Promote website and content, www.shermanmintonrenewal.com
Share and promote ways to share feedback
Share and promote ways to follow project progress/stay informed
History of Sherman Minton Bridge
History of Sherman Minton
Share success stories from other regional projects
Share positive local pride stories to help build audience for the page
Photos of Louisville, New Albany, Sherman Minton Bridge and surrounding area
Protocol
A social media calendar is provided for review and approval by Project Team leaders on
a monthly basis. Messaging to answer expected and routine questions about the project
will be pulled directly from approved key messaging and responses to FAQs.
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Responses that are not included in the approved messaging will be shared in advance
with identified project leaders for their input and approval.
Social media reports will be shared with the Project Team on a monthly basis, tracking
number of followers, engagement and top posts.
Terms of use will be posted. Any posts that include profanity, nudity, depictions of
violence, threatening language, inappropriate or indecent content, commercial
advertisements or solicitations, spam, directives to other sites, content that may violate
copyright/trademark law and content that may suggest or encourage illegal activity will
be removed.
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7. Advisory Committee Meetings
Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
A Community Advisory Committee (CAC) has been formed and includes about two
dozen community and business leaders from both sides of the river. This diverse group
is expected to meet 4 times during the environmental process, with two meetings
planned for 2018 and two additional meetings planned in 2019/early 2020.
Members will hear project updates, consider a number of issues and share their
opinions with the team. This stakeholder feedback will help to identify and resolve
issues of concern during the environmental process.
Members also play a valuable role by sharing information with their networks and other
members of the community.
The CAC will meet and consider key project details, including:
Public launch of project and goals
Discussion of maintenance of traffic alternatives
Mitigation of temporary impacts
Impact analysis and presentation of menu of alternatives
Non-CAC members will be permitted to observe the meetings, even though these
meetings are not advertised as public meetings or presentations. Non-members will be
given the opportunity to comment and ask questions at the end of the meetings.
Meeting summaries will be shared with CAC members within 14 business days of the
meetings. Summaries will also be posted on the project website and will include any
handouts, the meeting presentation and copies of any materials discussed.
Meeting locations are expected to alternate between Indiana and Kentucky during the
course of the project.
A CAC charter will be developed, to ensure the roles and responsibilities of the CAC are
clearly stated and acknowledged by committee members. A CAC presentation will be
developed, to include the purpose of a CAC, guidelines on how CACs are established,
requirements of CAC members and any additional information pertinent to the formation
of CACs.
Member organizations include:
Baptist Health Floyd Hospital
City of Jeffersonville
City of Shively
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Community Action of Southern Indiana
Develop New Albany
Ford (Kentucky Trucking Plant)
Greater Clark County Schools
Greater Louisville Inc. (GLI)
Hope Southern Indiana
Horseshoe Casino
Horseshoe Foundation of Floyd County
Indiana Motor Truck Association
Indiana University Southeast
Ivy Tech (Sellersburg campus)
Jefferson County Public Schools
Kentucky Trucking Association
Metro Louisville
Metro United Way
New Albany Floyd County Consolidated School Corporation
New Albany Planning Commission
One Southern Indiana (OSI)
Town of Clarksville
Transit Authority of River City (TARC)
UPS
West Louisville Community Ministries
Environmental Justice (EJ) Committee
Two Environmental Justice Committees have been formed (one in Louisville and one in
Southern Indiana) to better ensure organizations representing environmental justice
populations are part of in-depth discussions about the project. Environmental Justice is
the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color,
national origin or income.
The committees includes about one dozen community leaders each, from both sides of
the river. This diverse group is expected to meet 4 times during the environmental
process, with two meetings planned for 2018 and two additional meetings planned for
2019/early 2020.
Members are asked to attend meetings and share their input, concerns and feedback.
Members also play a valuable role by sharing information with their groups and
members of the community.
The EJ Committee will meet and consider key project details near the same project
milestones as the CAC, including:
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Public launch of project and goals
Discussion of maintenance of traffic alternatives
Mitigation of temporary impacts
Impact analysis and presentation of menu of alternatives
Additional EJ Committee meetings or small group meetings will be scheduled, as
needed, to ensure environmental justice issues are addressed thoroughly and important
input is collected by the Project Team. Examples of these meetings include the Project
Team’s participation in the Community Conversation event, sponsored by One West,
and the meetings with TARC, Downtown New Albany and the Park DuValle Property
Owners Association.
Non-EJ members will be permitted to observe the meetings, even though these
meetings are not advertised as public meetings or presentations. Non-members will be
given the opportunity to comment and ask questions at the end of the meetings.
Meeting summaries will be shared with EJ Committee members within 14 business
days of the meetings. Summaries will also be posted on the project website and will
include any handouts, the meeting presentation and copies of any materials discussed.
Dual meetings are expected to be held on each side of the river to address the unique
needs of the different areas, and to help prevent geographical barriers from impacting
meeting participation and attendance.
The Environmental Justice Committees will evolve, as needed, to ensure the
necessary level of representation from EJ populations is achieved.
An EJ charter will be developed, to ensure the roles and responsibilities of the EJ
Committee are clearly stated and acknowledged by committee members. An EJ
presentation will be developed, to include the purpose of the EJ Committee, guidelines
on how the committee was established, requirements of members and any additional
information pertinent to the formation of the committee.
EJ Louisville Member organizations include:
Center for Neighborhoods
Community Action Southern Indiana
First Gethsemane Baptist Church
Goldberg Simpson
Good Shepherd Catholic Parish
Louisville Central Community Center
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Metropolitan Housing Coalition
One West
Park DuValle Property Owners Association
Pleasant Ridge Neighborhood Association
Portland Now
Portland Promise
Seven Counties Services
Dixie Area Business Association
Simmons College
EJ Southern Indiana Members include community representatives and the following
organizations:
Clean Socks Hope
St. Mark’s United Church of Christ
New Albany/Floyd County NAACP
Hope Southern Indiana
New Albany City Council/Floyd County Historical Society
PNC Bank (retired executive)

Resource agency coordination
Resource agency coordination is a vital part of the environmental process. It includes
coordination and cooperation with several state, local and federal resource and
permitting agencies. These organizations will be briefed throughout the study and
leaders will provide critical input on nearly every aspect of the project.
Resources agencies will be consulted and updated throughout the project and will
discuss many areas including:
Purpose and Need
Maintenance of traffic options
Alternatives screening process
Preferred alternative
Mitigation of temporary impacts
Resource agencies include:
Federal Highway Administration
US Army Corps of Engineers
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US Coast Guard
US Environmental Protection Agency
US Fish and Wildlife Service
US National Park Service
Indiana Department of Environmental Management
Indiana Department of Natural Resources
Indiana State Historic Preservation Office
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Kentuckiana Regional Planning Development Agency
Kentucky Division of Water
Kentucky State Historic Preservation Office
National Park Service
Natural Resources Conservation Service
Resource agencies are expected to meet 4-6 times throughout the environmental
process. Meeting summaries will be distributed within 14 business days of the meetings.
Section 106 Consulting Parties
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA) requires
consideration of historic preservation for any project receiving federal funding.
Consulting parties are key stakeholders with a tie to historic preservation.
These stakeholders will be engaged throughout the environmental study, meet as
needed and have the opportunity to share their comments and input throughout the
process.
If there are temporary impacts to historic properties, the Project Team will work with the
Consulting Parties on a Memorandum of Understanding about how impacts to those
properties will be mitigated.
Consulting Parties are expected to meet as needed throughout the environmental study.
Meeting minutes will be sent to the Consulting Parties within 14 business days of each
meeting.
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8. Public Open Houses and Public Hearing
Sharing information with residents and gathering public input is a key part of the
environmental study and is important to the Sherman Minton Renewal project. The
Project Team will host a series of open houses on each side of the river, starting with
two in early October, 2018, and a second round in July, 2019. Using an interactive
format, the Project Team will provide information about the project, make a formal
presentation and gather feedback. Additionally, the Project Team will host a public
hearing in winter 2020 to share information about the preferred alternative and gather
public opinions on record.
Key milestones
Initial open houses were scheduled in early October, 2018, with a second round taking
place in July, 2019.
Should additional public open houses be considered, the proposed schedule for possible
subsequent open houses is:
Fall 2020, selection of design-build/best value contractor
Early 2021, before construction begins
The proposed timing for public hearings is spring 2020.
Meeting accessibility
The Project Team takes all reasonable steps to ensure project information is accessible
to all stakeholders. All open house meetings and the public hearing will be held in
facilities that meet the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and
are located within proximity to public transit.
All public hearing notices offer, upon prior notice, to address any reasonable request for
accommodation, including foreign language translation. The Project Team will also
gather feedback from stakeholders and monitor requests for translation to determine if
select project materials require translation to other languages.
Open house meeting format
For each round of open houses, one open house will be held in New Albany and one
open house will be held in Louisville. The formats for these meetings are identical, to
ensure the public receives the same information, regardless of which meeting they
attend.
Sites for the open house are selected to meet these criteria: accessible public space in
proximity to the project, near a public transit route and with ample free parking.
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During each open house event, the public will have an opportunity to interact with
Project Team members to learn about project scope and details, timelines and to ask
questions.
Opportunities to share input and comments are available during all open house events.
All open houses will feature comment cards and short surveys or questionnaires, when
needed or appropriate.
In addition to using all tools supporting the project, the Public Involvement Team will
work with INDOT and KYTC to promote open houses via traditional and social media
and websites.
Multiple stations will be included at each open house, with Project Team members
available to share information, answer questions and listen to input from the public. In
addition, a brief presentation is planned. If needed, a looped video presentation will also
be used to offer a project summary to attendees.
Open houses may include the following stations:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We come i n in Attendees sign in and are directed to the first station
Pu ic invo vement Attendees receive appropriate handouts and an overview of
the open house format and presentation time. Handouts may include a project
fact sheet and map, follow our progress cards and comment cards. Short
questionnaires or surveys may also be distributed and collected on site.
Pro ect Overvie
Project scope, budget, timeline, maps showing study area
natom o a rid e The parts of a bridge and description of work expected
onstruction
roac
Different approaches that could be considered and
tradeoffs involved
Environmenta Process Summary of NEPA and requirements of the
environmental study
Environmenta ustice − How this is defined as it relates to the
project
W at to E ect Overview of key project milestones and next steps
rid e Histor
Description of Sherman Minton Bridge
aintenance o tra ic o tions Overview of options under consideration for how
traffic will be maintained during construction
Pre erred a ternative Explanation of the recommended approach for
construction
Procurement rocess Explanation of Design Best Build Value approach and the
process for bid development
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•

iti ation o tem orar im acts The mitigation approach(es) that will be taken
to offset any disproportionate temporary impacts of the project, if any are
determined to exist

Public hearing meeting format
Two public hearings are expected in spring 2020 (Q2) to gather feedback on the preferred
alternative; one will take place in Southern Indiana and one will be held in Kentucky .
The site for the public hearing will meet these criteria: accessible public space in
proximity to the project, near a public transit route and with ample free parking.
During the hearing, the public will have an opportunity to interact with Project Team
members, learn about the preferred alternative, ask questions and offer comments
during the hearing.
Attendees will sign up to speak at the hearing and are expected to have 2-3 minutes for
their remarks. People can also submit written comments. All comments will be recorded
and considered by the Project Team.
The Public Involvement Team will work with INDOT and KYTC to promote the public
hearing via traditional and social media, websites and through a legal notice.
Multiple stations will be included at the public hearing, with Project Team members
available to share information, answer questions and listen to input from the public. In
addition, a brief presentation is planned. If needed, a looped video presentation will also
be used to offer a project update to attendees.
The public hearing may include the following stations:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

We come i n in Attendees sign in and are directed to the first station
Pu ic invo vement Attendees receive appropriate handouts and an overview of
the hearing format and presentation time. Handouts may include a project fact
sheet and map, follow our progress cards and comment cards. Short
questionnaires or surveys may also be distributed and collected on site.
Pro ect Overvie
Project scope, budget, timeline, maps showing study area
natom o a rid e The parts of a bridge and description of work expected
Environmenta Process Summary of NEPA and requirements of the
environmental study
W at to E ect Overview of key project milestones and next steps
rid e Histor
Description of Sherman Minton Bridge
aintenance o tra ic o tions Overview of options under consideration for how
traffic will be maintained during construction
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•
•
•

Pre erred a ternative Explanation of the recommended approach for
construction
Procurement rocess Explanation of Design Best Build Value approach and the
process for bid development
iti ation o tem orar im acts The mitigation approach(es) that will be taken
to offset any disproportionate temporary impacts of the project

Open house and public hearing deliverables
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Planning and logistics
Briefing documents for INDOT, KYTC and the Project Team, including
key messages and Frequently Asked Questions
Run-of-show for open houses and public hearing
Directional signage and parking signs, when necessary
Display boards
PowerPoint presentations (Note: The presentation will be posted to the
project website the same day as the open houses and public meeting.)
Handouts/brochures (Note: Handouts distributed at the public meetings
will be posted on the project website the same day as the open houses
and public meeting.)
Comment cards
Questionnaires and/or surveys
Interactive displays, whenever possible and appropriate
Follow Our Progress cards to publicize the website URL and social
media channels
Meeting attendance and sign-in coordination

Revision to Public Open Houses and Public Hearings (June 2020)
The proposed public involvement activities have been updated to reflect new guidance
from INDOT, KYTC and FHWA. The recommendations outlined in Appendix I align with
the interim INDOT guidance and KYTC guidelines for disseminating project information
and for soliciting feedback on the environmental document.
At this time, the Project Team is not recommending a traditional or virtual public meeting
be held, as there is no legal precedence for doing so and there is no requirement
associated with the project’s level of environmental documentation, unless requested. If
such a meeting is requested, the Project Team will make a decision on the best means
for executing this, once the request (s) has been reviewed.
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9. Internal and External Communications Protocols
Internal Communications
It’s important for all Project Team members to stay informed with clear communication
among team members. Members of the Project Team, including INDOT, KYTC and
consultants will participate in scheduled meetings and conference calls as required.
Project team members contact information
Agency leaders
Name
Ron Heustis
Daryl Greer
Erica Tait/Michelle
Allen
Eric Rothermel

Title
Project Manager
Project Manager
Planning
Environmental
Specialist
Environmental
Protection
Specialist

Consultant leaders
Name
Title
Mary Joe Project Manager
Hamman
Wendy
Deputy Project
Vachet
Manager
Aaron
Deputy Project
Stover
Manager
Dan Miller Project
Manager/Environ.
Services
Manager
Alex Lee
Senior
Environmental
Planner
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Employer
INDOT
KYTC
FHWA-IN

Email Address
rheustis INDOT.IN.gov
daryl.greer ky.gov
Erica.tait dot.gov;
michelle.allen dot.gov

FHWA-KY

Eric.Rothermel

dot.gov

Employer
Michael Baker
Int’l
Michael Baker
Int’l
Michael Baker
Int’l
Parsons
Transportation
Group

Email Address
mhamman mbakerintl.com

DanielJ.miller

parsons.com

Parsons
Transportation
Group

Alexander.lee

parsons.com
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Craig
Moore

Traffic Engineering
Lead

Toby
Randolph

Engineering
managerInfrastructure
Public Involvement
Lead/Project
Spokesperson
Environmental
Justice

Andrea
Brady
Ryan
Holmes

Parsons
Transportation
Group
Parsons
Transportation
Group
C2

Craig.moore

EHI

rholmes

parsons.com

Tobias.randolph

andrea

parsons.com

c2strategic.com

ehiconsultants.com

Tactics
•
•

Bi-weekly progress meetings/calls
Bi-weekly communication and environmental team coordination
meetings/calls (on weeks opposite of bi-weekly progress meetings with
INDOT and KYTC)

External Communications
Public involvement team contact information
Agency leaders
Name
Scott Manning

Naitore Djigbenou
Andy Dietrick
Natalie Garrett
Stephanie Caros
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Title
Strategic
Communications
Director
Executive Director,
Office of Public Affairs
Public Affairs
Manager
Media Relations
Director
Public Involvement
Officer

Employer
INDOT

Email Address
smanning1 indot.IN.gov

KYTC

Naitore.Djigbenou

INDOT

adietrick

INDOT

NaGarrett

KYTC

stephanie.caros
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Consultant leaders
Name
Role
Andrea Brady
Project Spokesperson,
media relations, social
media, public involvement
lead
Mindy Peterson Overall public involvement
strategic support
Berry Craig
Overall project
coordination, social media,
maintain public inquiry log

Employer
Email Address
C2
andrea c2strategic.com

C2

mindy

C2

berry

c2strategic.com
c2strategic.com

Routing and answering inquiries
Written inquiries (letters, comment forms or emails) All written comments and
inquiries are forwarded to C2 (Berry Craig) to be logged into the public inquiry database.
Inquiries will be responded to with approved project messaging. If necessary, C2 will
route inquiries to appropriate team members to coordinate in drafting a response and
sharing for team approval.
When a response is necessary, written inquires will be responded to within two
business days with an answer or an estimate of when an answer will be available.
The team will make every effort to respond to all inquiries within three business days. All
responses will be copied to Ron Heustis, Stephanie Caros, Mary Jo Hamman, Wendy
Vachet and Aaron Stover, with additional team members copied as needed, according
to the subject matter
Phone inquiries A monthly summary of INDOT4U phone inquiries about the
Sherman Minton Renewal Project will be provided to C2 by the INDOT Strategic
Communications team, for inclusion in the public inquiry log. Phone inquiries will be
responded to within three business days, when possible.
Comments at meetings or open houses Individuals who share comments or
requests with Project Team members will be encouraged to complete a comment card.
All comment cards are routed to C2 for inclusion in the public inquiry log. Inquiries will
be responded to within three business days, when possible.
Media inquiries All inquiries and requests from members of the media should be
directed to Andrea Brady, C2 Communications.
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The inquiry database will be saved in ProjectWise, and routed as part of the Public
Involvement report each month.
Tracking inquiries
It is important to the project’s success to collect and maintain an organized record of
inquiries throughout the environmental process. Inquiries can be submitted in multiple
ways the “contact us” link on the website, social media channels, comment cards at
public open houses and at the public hearing and the INDOT 4U (855-463-6848) phone
number on the website.
Information collected includes:
Name
Date of correspondence
Email (if available)
Category of question (e.g. multi-modal, toll-related, etc.)
Specific question asked
Specific channel where the question was submitted (e.g. social media, email,
etc.)
Response
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Appendix A: Key Messages
•

The Sherman Minton Renewal is a $90 million bridge rehabilitation and painting
project that will significantly extend the service life of the 57-year-old bridge. The
double-decked bridge carries six lanes of traffic (I-64 and US 150) over the Ohio
River connecting Louisville, KY and New Albany, IN.

•

This is an extensive rehabilitation project. There are five bridge structures
associated with the Sherman Minton crossing. The project scope of work includes
replacement or refurbishment of all bridge decks, rehabilitation or replacement of
structural steel elements and hanger cables, new lighting, drainage repairs and
painting of the steel components.

•

The long-term repairs, along with normal preventive maintenance, will add up to 30
years of service life to the bridge.

•

The project extends from I-265 in Indiana to I-264 in Kentucky and includes the
rehabilitation or refurbishment of one additional bridge on I-64 within the 3-mile
corridor. By including this needed work in the Sherman Minton Renewal, a
coordinated approach will help reduce impacts to the public.

•

About 90,000 drivers rely on the iconic bridge to travel between the two states on a
daily basis.

•

The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) and the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet (KYTC) are committed to delivering a safe and cost-effective project while
working to minimize disruption to drivers. The Project Team will explore multiple
options for construction, including lane closures and complete closure of the bridge.

•

Partial closures (lane restrictions) would maintain traffic, but would create traffic
delays, potential safety concerns, extend the project timeline and increase costs. A
full bridge closure would provide full access for construction and reduce the timeline
and costs, but would create more impacts to traffic.

•

These preferences will be taken into consideration when the RFP (Request for
Proposals) is developed for design-build teams later this fall/winter.

•

There are no plans to fully close the bridge for a 2 to 3 year time period. The project
team is exploring multiple options, including lane restrictions or some closures
during the anticipated 2-3 year construction period.
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•

There are six maintenance of traffic options currently being considered. A
combination of these options is likely to be used.
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Two lanes, two decks open (Option 1)
One lane, two decks open (Option 2)
Full closure (Option 5)
One deck closure, alternating directions AM/PM (Option 3)
Reversible lanes AM/PM (Option 4)
One direction, two phases (Option 6)

Construction duration timeframes have been estimated for each maintenance of
traffic option; timeframes range from 15-38 months; the shortest anticipated duration
is associated with a full closure and the longest duration is associated with the “onedeck open” options.
Two public hearings will be held in winter 2020 (Q1), one in Louisville and one in
Southern Indiana.

•

The Project Team is working with state, local and federal agencies and will seek
input from the public before recommending a final approach for FHWA approval. A
recommendation is expected in winter 2020 (Q1).

•

A design-build contractor team is expected to be selected by the fall of 2020. This is
a design-build best value project, which means price is not the only criteria that will
determine which team is selected. This project delivery method invites innovative
traffic management and constructability solutions that will help reduce construction
time and impacts to the public.

•

Construction is anticipated to begin in 2021. The construction work will likely require
two to three years to complete, depending on the final scope of the work and the
approach to construction and closures.

•

The project is fully funded through federal and state highway funds, with no plans to
toll the Sherman Minton Bridge.
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Appendix B: Frequently Asked Questions
What is the Sherman Minton Renewal?
The Sherman Minton Renewal is a $90 million bridge rehabilitation and painting project
that will significantly extend the service life of the 57-year-old bridge. The double-decked
bridge carries six lanes of traffic (I-64 and US 150) over the Ohio River connecting
Louisville, KY and New Albany, IN.
This is an extensive rehabilitation project. There are five bridge structures associated with
the Sherman Minton crossing. The project scope of work includes replacement or
refurbishment of all bridge decks, rehabilitation or replacement of structural steel elements
and hanger cables, new lighting, drainage repairs and painting of the steel components.
The long-term repairs, along with normal preventive maintenance, will add up to 30 years
of service life to the bridge.
Why is the work necessary?
While safe for travel, the 56-year-old bridge is deteriorating and long-term repairs are
needed to extend the life of the bridge.
The significant overhaul is necessary to maintain this important cross-river connection.
About 90,000 drivers rely on the iconic bridge to travel between Indiana and Kentucky on a
daily basis. Without these extensive repairs, there will be increasing maintenance needs,
costs and potential disruptions in travel.
Will the bridge remain open during the work?
The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) and the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet (KYTC) are committed to delivering a safe and cost-effective project while working
to minimize disruption to drivers. There are no plans to fully close the bridge for a 2 to 3
year time period. The project team is exploring multiple options, including lane restrictions
or some closures during the anticipated 2-3 year construction period.
Partial closures (lane restrictions) would maintain traffic, but would create traffic delays,
extend the timeline and increase costs. A full bridge closure would provide full access for
construction and reduce the timeline and costs, but would create more impacts to traffic.
The Project Team is working with state, local and federal agencies and will seek input from
the public before recommending a final approach for FHWA approval. A recommendation
is expected in winter 2020 (Q1).
What maintenance of traffic options are being considered?
There are six maintenance of traffic options currently being considered. A combination of
these options is likely to be used.
o Two lanes, two decks open (Option 1)
o One lane, two decks open (Option 2)
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o
o
o
o

Full closure (Option 5)
One deck closure, alternating directions AM/PM (Option 3)
Reversible lanes AM/PM (Option 4)
One direction, two phases (Option 6)

When will a contractor be selected?
A contractor is expected to be selected by fall 2020. This is a design-build best value
project, which means price is not the only criteria that will determine which contractor is
selected. This project delivery method invites innovative solutions to reduce impacts to the
public.
When will construction begin?
Construction is anticipated to begin early 2021.
How long will the project take?
The project will require two to three years to complete, depending on the final scope of the
work and the approach to construction and closures. Construction duration timeframes
have been estimated for each maintenance of traffic option; timeframes range from 15-38
months; the shortest anticipated duration is associated with a full closure and the longest
duration is associated with the “one-deck open” options.
What is happening now?
INDOT recently initiated an environmental study for the project, as required by the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The study is required for all federally-funded projects,
such as the Sherman Minton Renewal. The environmental study will include an analysis of
the temporary impacts of the project, and consideration of ways to avoid, minimize or
mitigate those impacts.
Indiana and Kentucky will implement a public involvement plan as a part of the
environmental study. In addition, the study will include coordination with local, state and
federal agencies, such as Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), US Army Corps of
Engineers, US Coast Guard, state and local environmental agencies.
Is the rehabilitation of the Sherman Minton Bridge the only work being done as part
of the Sherman Minton Renewal?
No. The project extends from I-265 in Indiana to I-264 in Kentucky and includes the
rehabilitation or refurbishment of one additional bridge on I-64 within the 3-mile corridor. By
including this needed work in the Sherman Minton Renewal, a coordinated approach will
help reduce impacts to the public.
How can the public be involved during the environmental process?
Public involvement is a key part of the environmental study process, and there are many
ways for stakeholders to stay informed and share opinions. The Project Team hosted two
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open houses in fall 2018 and a second round of open houses in July 2019 to provide
information about the project. Two public hearings will be held in winter 2020 (Q1), one in
Louisville and one in Southern Indiana. The Project Team will also meet with neighborhood
and community groups, business organizations and other stakeholders.
Project information is available online (www.shermanmintonrenewal.com) and on social
media channels Facebook (Sherman Minton Renewal), Twitter ( ShermanRenewal) and
Instagram ( ShermanMintonRenewal). In addition, members of the public can share
comments by email at info shermmintonrenewal.com.
How much is construction expected to cost and how will it be paid for?
The long-term structural rehabilitation work is expected to cost around $65 million. Another
$25 million will be spent to paint the bridge, extending the life of the steel components and
protecting the investment being made in the rehabilitation work. The total investment is
expected to be $90 million.
The project is fully funded through federal and state highway funds.
Indiana and Kentucky will share in the cost of the work on the main spans of the Sherman
Minton Bridge. INDOT will fund the cost of work on the Indiana approach bridges and some
nearby improvements. KYTC will fund the cost of work on the Kentucky approach bridge.
Who is overseeing the work?
Indiana and Kentucky share responsibilities for the bridges connecting the two states.
INDOT is the lead agency on this project and will oversee the contracts for design and
construction of the overall project. Kentucky will reimburse Indiana for its share of the work.
Will the Sherman Minton Bridge be tolled to pay for the project?
No. The project is fully funded, with no plans to toll the Sherman Minton Bridge.
If the Sherman Minton Bridge is closed for construction work, will tolls be waived on
the three tolled bridges connecting Southern Indiana and Louisville during the
work?
Toll revenue from the Lewis and Clark, Lincoln and Kennedy bridges is used to meet the
financial obligations of the Ohio River Bridges Project and for operations and maintenance
of those bridges. Tolling will remain in place on those bridges to meet those financial
obligations.
Does the Sherman Minton Renewal include the addition of bicycle or pedestrian
lanes?
No. This is a rehabilitation project only, the purpose of which is to rehabilitate an aging and
deteriorating structure. The scope of work does not include an expansion of the current
footprint of the Sherman Minton Bridge corridor. A bicycle pedestrian connection between
New Albany and West Louisville could be considered by the states as a potential project for
the future.
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Appendix C: Project Fact Sheet
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Appendix D: Comment Card
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Appendix E: Travel Questionnaire
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Appendix F: Follow Our Progress Card
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Appendix G: Public Inquiry Log
Social Media [14]
These comments were received via the project’s social media channels, Twitter (@ShermanRenewal)
and Facebook (@ShermanMintonRenewal).
Date
10/2/2018

Theme
Closures

2/20/2019

Closures

3/30/2019

Closures

4/23/2019

Closures

8/30/2019

Closures

9/4/2019

Closures

10/16/201

Closures

9/17/2018

Multimodal

12/21/201
8

Tolls

2/13/2019
2/20/2019

Tolls
Tolls

Des. No. 1702255

Comment
Please Please Please, do not shut it down totally. This would be unfair
burden on folks who live in the Knobs and Harrson, or other outside
counties who use it to get to work. You should ban semi trucks and other
trucks from using it during construction. Maybe close it at night like the
Clark Bridge. We would be forced to get up an hour or 2 earlier to get to
jobs in Kentucky. Plus pay for tolls. Thank you.
Closing it completely and forcing all traffic onto tolled bridges is a good
way to blatantly violate the public's trust.
Hi, Where can i receive updates on this project? If/when it will happen
and if it will be a total closure or not.

That's awesome… Now DON'T SHUT IT DOWN OR TOLL IT. Just sayin
cause I know how it tend to work out.
The bridge is beautiful. I’m sure it needs some updating but please don’t
close all together or toll it.
Traffic will be great when they shut it down... I will be forced to find a job
in Indiana.
Super excited.... :/
During the Sherman Minton total shutdown a few years back, there were
extra lanes added to the entrance & exit ramps at the interchanges of
I265/I64 and I265/I65. They helped tremendously & made the extra
traffic using those roads move much more smoothly. I hope the powers
that be consider doing this again. Frankly, I wish we had those extra
lanes ALL the time. Traffic on Eastbound I265 trying to go north or south
on I65 often has to deal with LONG lines!
Any chance a pedestrian walkway could be incorporated into the
project?
Just two simple things to remember. 1 don't close it down 2 don't toll it.
Do that and we'll all get along. Toll the bridge and you're all just
greedy.... well you understand.
NO TOLLS….
Don't close it or TOLL it please. 30 years of BS with the Kennedy was
enough.
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2/27/2019

Tolls

3/20/2019

Tolls

10/2/2018

NO TOLLS... DON'T SHUT IT DOWN. Rest is up to you. People running the
tolls on Kennedy are making 3 times what it cost, so yeah good times for
Jon Q Public.
DON'T CLOSE IT OR TOLL IT!
Is there somewhere online where we can share feedback? We are not
able to attend the open houses.

Open House (Mailed Cards) [21]
Comment cards were handed out at open houses. These are mailed in submissions.
Date
10/2/2018

Theme

10/2/2018
10/2/2018

Closures
Closures

10/2/2018
10/2/2018

Miscellaneous
Closures

10/2/2018

Closures

10/2/2018

Closures

Des. No. 1702255

Comment
Thanks for doing the public meeting(s). It's important to keep
people informed as to what's happening. You'll get more
cooperation when people are informed.
DO NOT CLOSE ALL THE LANES. Only partially close bridge.
1. I am concerned about my commute to downtown Louisville from
New Albany. During the emergency shutdown I had to leave
my home 2 hours early every morning, and leave about 1.5 hours
late to avoid sitting in traffic for 2 hours. Any ways to shorten the
bridge closure would be welcome.
2. I am concerned for the bridge closure to 2-3 years could
negatively impact New Albany's downtown business sector. Some
businesses may close if it is difficult to get to New Albany from
Louisville.
3. I am concerned about tolls. I believe tolls on the Kennedy and
East End should be waived to lesson my cost to get to and from
work. People from low income groups would be negatively
impacted by prolonged bridge closure.
Who determines the color of the bridge?
Concept to improve or provide other means of crossing the ohio
river during the bridge closure.
1. Temporary Bridge
2. Mass Transit- free crossing?
3. More walking lanes
4. Boat traffic to get cars across
5. Change work schedule to change bridges more evenly through
the day
6. Etc.
It is important to know the possible length of the closure. If it is
only going to shorten the construction less than half the time, it
most likely isn't worth it. If the closure
is 6 months or less I would support it.
I would like to see the bridge stay partially open. My son uses it
everyday to get back and forth to work in Louisville. Traffic would
be terrible if he had to go to Jeffersonville to cross a bridge.
We have friends in Louisville who use the bridge to eat at
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resturaunts in New Albany.
I realize this would be more expensive and take longer but it would
be so much more convenient to keep it partially open.
10/2/2018

Closures

10/2/2018

Closures

10/2/2018

Closures

10/2/2018

Multimodal

10/2/2018

Closures

10/2/2018
10/5/2018

Miscellaneous
General

Des. No. 1702255

It would be a mistake to completely close the bridge during repairs.
Perhaps it would be closed at nightand re-open for morning rush
hour.
I drive 64E and 64W to and from work everyday. The only detour is
a 1 lane ramp to I-265 (Lee Hamilton) in both directions. This ramp
gets backed up even under normal conditions.
Closing the bridge would cause significant delays and backups on I64E and I-265. Even though it would take longer to make repairs,
leaving lanes open during construction would be the best. Thank
you
Please try very hard to keep portions of the bridge open during rush
hour times at a minimum.
My wife and I are making numerous trips weekly for medical
treatment. Being 83 years old, one is not at all comfortable in heavy
traffic and unfamiliar streets. We know the Sherman Minton Bridge
desperately needs painting plus other repairs, but you should
realize this bridge must not be totally closed--- work some plan that
accommodates ALL of us.
Incidentally, I am now making more trips to the veteran hospital on
Zorn Ave-- crossing the Sherman Minton going NE up the river to I71 us great with minimal traffic problems-- It's easy to get confused
at my age-- I am depending on you for a good plan.
I request that this project incorporate a pedestrain bike access.
What better way to truly connect our two communities for the next
30 years. We could connect two parksystems and offer community
members a FREE way to cross the bridge- walking is free and
owning a car shouldn't cross be a requirement for crossing the river
between New Albany and Louisville.
Also, does the Federal funding being used in this project require the
consideration of pedestrain and bike access? Federal Aid Policy
Guide 23CFR652
I DO NOT want the bridge closed. I refuse to pay a toll to cross over
to Louisville- so I frequently use the Sherman Minton or 2nd Street
Bridge. The people are being gouged!!!
Keep it open. Clean It now.
Your 'open house' was very informative as was all of the crew-- ie.
Engineers, consultants, etc... Something everyone should be proud
of especially the no toll! Although I'm just a minority and use the
bridge seldom. I wish you luck and hope to see the project to it's
finale.
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10/5/2018

Environmental

10/5/2018

Tolls

10/9/2018

Tolls

10/23/2018

Tolls

10/30/2018

Closures

8/15/2019

Closures

8/17/2019

Closures

Des. No. 1702255

1. Bridge Project seriously failed to calculate the increase in usage
of Sherman Minton and 2nd Street Bridge. Consequently, the
prediction of NO environmental impact was based on uncomplete,
undecided data. Do an environmental study of impact at
neighborhood level. Use active groups that have collected such
data.
Mutigation of impact can then be incorporated.
2. Make cars in 5 counties exempt from tolls as the Sherman
Minton is done expecially during period of being closed or seriously
impacted with lane closure.
3. The neighboorhood are EXTREMELY in low racially segregated are
without shops. They rely on New Albany shopping. This will
dispurse them more.
4. Metro allows access to all schools. Exempt students.
I travel to work at Tyson Foods sometimes 6 days a week. I live in
the Portland area. It takes me only 20 minutes now. If they shut
down the Sherman Minton bridge, It will take me I know over 1
hour. Most of my coworkers live in Louisville. What I believe would
help with this it to not changet tolls until the bridge until the bridge
is finished. Those tolls would add up for us. When we only bring a
$200 to $300 check every week.
I'd like to see the bridge painted a color tha twould contrast well
with the greenery of the Knbs in the background. I think tolls should
be reduced while the Serman Minton is closed, or lane reductins
occur.
Allow no tolls or discounted tolls during the shut down; therefore,
shutting bridge completely and completing bridge work in shorter
period and less costly. Thanks
When this all starts - at the top on ramps to I-264 west, you need to
tell the drivers if there will be long delays so we can go to the 65
bridge or go to the east end bridge to cross. Once your on the I264W by pass its to late - all you have to exit is at state street hen
your fucked you need at the top of the ramps to 265at
Charlestown Rd, Grantline Rd, an State st before you get on 265W,
to tell people to go across the bridge (one day I set in traffic for 1.5
one day i set for 2 hour and 17 min just to get to the bridge i would
have taken anothre bridge.
Keep the bridge open in order to allow the downtown businesses to
maintain their livelihood. And - the hospital must transfer pts to
downtown Lousville - that could be detrimental to lives!
Option #2 seems to be the most resonable compromise plan. Other
options that involve changing directions on the "normal" bridge
trafvel will cause issues with current ramps. A full closure will add
an additional financial burden to commuters who will be forced to
travel across th etolled bridges, as well as causing issues for all of
the downtown businesses.
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Email/Online Questions and Comments [213]
Comments to the ShermanMintonRenewal.com website are below.
Date
10/2/2018
10/4/2018

Theme
Closures
Closures

10/10/201
8

Closures

5/10/2019

Closures

Comment
I think the bridge needs to remain open during construction
I believe it would be best to get it done as soon as possible by
shutting the bridge completely down. I don’t like the idea of
paying tolls on the other bridges while this construction is going
on, so can the tolling be lifted during this major process?
Having experienced the hell first hand when the bridge was
closed, I would strongly suggest not closing the bridge. The
ramps to 65 and the Lee Hamilton were not abled to handle the
overflow traffic last time and it made it very difficult to access
the interstate. My son, who was receiving therapy at the time,
spent on average over 4 hours getting to and from Louisville normally a 20 minute trip. I read the CJ article that said if it is
closed, it might be for 9 months. That seems like a nightmare
for those of us working and going to school in Louisville. At the
very least, I would expect that construction would be going on
24/7 on the bridge - maybe you could close the bridge at night
to minimize the transportation nightmare? Closing the bridge
during the day would be very disruptive to all of us who truly
need to access a west end bridge, not just the folks trying to
dodge the tolls.
Dear Sherman Minton Renewal Committee members,
I use the Sherman Minton from southern Indiana to Louisville,
KY at least 5 days a week, as does my husband, my sister, my
best friend, 2 colleagues in my department alone, and of
course, 90,000 other folks. We all appreciate the bridge, so
much so that I had bumper stickers made that said "Bring back
the Sherm" the last time it was closed. I couldn't print enough
of them!
I am just writing to encourage you to go ahead and close the
bridge completely to restore it as quickly as possible. Repair
work is a like ripping off a band-aid as there is no sense to do it
slowly and prolong the agony, with partial lane closures and
tied-up traffic for years. Please consider just closing it down,
work on it 24/7, and stabilizing it so it will stand another 50 or
so years. Although I am not a road engineer or traffic expert, I
just wanted to voice my opinion that getting the project done
quickly is best. Thanks for listening.
Dr. DeDe Wohlfarth
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Resident of Crandall, Indiana; Professor at Spalding University in
Louisville, KY

7/16/2019

Closures

I work out of town during the week and I am unable to attend
the public meetings. So, I offer my comments and observations
via email.I concur that a complete shutdown would be more
expeditious and cost-effective. Traffic disruptions would force
folks onto I-65 (downtown Louisville and points south) and I-265
(eastern Jefferson County and points east). However, the same
occurred during the shutdown a few years back; today we have
better bridge access between southern Indiana and Louisville.
Yes, there are tolls. Get over it!! either pay higher fuel taxes or
accept the tolls. (I note that Indiana has higher fuel taxes while
Kentucky remains in the 'gas fuel tax stone age.') I'm a
Kentuckian so I think that criticism is VERY valid!
An alternative would be to close the upper deck first, finish it,
and then move to the lower deck.. This alternative assumes
that the projected work can be done in this manner. It cuts the
traffic disruption by 50% - I-64 East is open and I-64 West is
closed. When the top deck is finished, the reverse would be
true.
Lane closures would lead to massive back-ups in either
direction; reduced speed limits, perhaps 45 MPH, would further
slow the traffic. So, I recommend serious consideration of my
alternative. It's not perfect, but it should allow a more timely
and cost-effective completion of the project versus lane
closures.
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7/17/2019

Des. No. 1702255

Closures

Dear Commissioner McGuinness,
Thank you for your interest in public comments concerning the
Sherman Minton Renewal project. I am writing to urge the
Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) to recognize the
negative effects on community businesses if the Sherman
Minton Bridge were to be completely closed during this renewal
project.
One Southern Indiana (1si) is an 1,100-member business
organization that operates as both the chamber of commerce
and economic development organization for Clark and Floyd
counties in Southern Indiana. 1si proactively works to grow our
regional economy through business attraction, retention and
expansion; through encouraging and supporting entrepreneurs
and workforce development; and through providing
government and workforce advocacy, business education,
networking opportunities and other business services to our
members and investors.
We have followed the work of the INDOT team with great
interest as part of the Community Advisory Committee.
Notably, we appreciate the time and attention given to our
concerns by Ron Heustis, project manager, and the entire team
of INDOT employees and contractors. We certainly understand
and support INDOT’s first and foremost priority of ensuring
public safety in the design and construction of the renewal
project.
Additionally, 1si understands the need for the maintenance
project. Adding new life to a 56-year-old bridge is vitally
important to the economic well-being of our region. However,
as long as public safety can be ensured consistent with overall
fiscal responsibility, we strongly support maintaining access to
the Sherman Minton Bridge for vehicular crossings during the
entirety of the project.
We have gathered the following information from businesses
and community members on the anticipated effects of the
project to be included in the public record. As you will see, the
Sherman Minton Bridge is an economic lifeline for many of our
businesses, their employees and their customers. A full closure
will have an immensely negative effect on these businesses and
their customers and employees.
• Horseshoe Casino, Elizabeth, Ind. – The location of this
complex just west of Floyd County along the Ohio River requires
most of the employee and customer traffic from southern and
eastern population centers (Metro Louisville) use the Sherman
Minton Bridge:
o Effects on Workforce: Horseshoe has 1,300 team members,
and about 400 of them (31%) use the bridge to get to/from
work. Effects of using alternate bridges are significant when
calculating tolled alternatives, mileage increases and additional
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time.
o Effects on Business: When the Sherman Minton was closed
for six months beginning September 2011, Horseshoe saw a
15% decline in business.
o Effects on State of Indiana Revenue: Not only did this loss in
gaming revenue affect the company, but the loss also affected
the State of Indiana. Horseshoe’s tax payments to the State
saw a decrease of approximately $15 million for this time
period.
• Baptist Floyd Hospital, New Albany, Ind. – This major hospital
with 236 beds serves as the primary medical facility for Floyd
County with more than 2,000 physicians and associates. Care
services at Baptist Floyd include heart, cancer, mother and
baby, neuro and stroke, orthopedic and urgent services. In an
employee survey of 600 associates, Baptist Floyd found 504
respondents and/or their families utilized the Sherman Minton
Bridge to get to work or for other routine purposes.
Additionally, these respondents reported weekly crossings
averaging 2.3 passengers per vehicle.
• Samtec, Inc., New Albany, Ind. – Based in the New Albany
Industrial Park along Grant Line Road near I-265, Samtec is a
locally-owned worldwide manufacturer of computer
components, including board level interconnects. With
approximately 1,800* employees producing products from this
headquarters location, the Sherman Minton Bridge is vital to
the company’s associates as well as shipping partners. Samtec
estimates that 20% of its associates utilize the bridge on a daily
basis, and all shipments of products to customers are routed
across the Sherman Minton through Louisville via common
carriers, including UPS Worldport, Fed Ex Louisville Airport and
DHL Louisville Hub.
• Ford Motor Company, Louisville, Ky. – Ford Motor Company
has two major facilities in the Louisville Metro area, and both
draw employees from Southern Indiana. Those resident
employees in western Floyd, Harrison and other counties along
I-64 in Indiana utilize the Sherman Minton bridge to get to
work. Approximately 860 employees cross this bridge as part of
their daily commute. Additionally, Ford estimates
approximately 60 semitrailers use the Sherman Minton bridge
daily to deliver parts to the two Louisville facilities.
• Rodefer Moss & Co, PLLC, New Albany & Corydon, Ind. – Not
only are large businesses bracing for impact, but smaller
companies are concerned, as well. Rodefer Moss provides
certified public accounting and business advisory services. In
both the downtown New Albany location in Floyd County and
the downtown Corydon location in Harrison County,
approximately 30% of the 65 employees utilize the Sherman
Minton daily, with 176 bridge crossings weekly.

Des. No. 1702255
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• Indiana University Southeast, New Albany, IN – The main
campus of Indiana University Southeast, located along Grant
Line Road, conducted a transportation survey in 2014 to better
assess the commuting patterns of its students, staff and faculty.
The survey found 58.5% of the 1,115 respondents use one of
the regional bridges to get to and from Indiana University
Southeast, and 43.1% (or 481 individuals) utilize the Sherman
Minton Bridge.
• Ivy Tech Community College, Sellersburg, Ind. – The campus
location near the intersection of I-65 and I-265 can be best
accessed from the southwest via the Sherman Minton Bridge.
After surveying students and faculty, it appears there are
approximately 900 trips by 100+ individuals who would be
impacted on a weekly basis.
As our region’s chamber and economic development
organization we are committed to providing growth strategies
and resources for our community partners. For our part, we
intend to help our business members, service providers and
communities better prepare for this disruption to our regional
transportation routines. These suggestions include tips for
minimizing travel across the Sherman Minton bridge, more
flexible work schedules for employees, encouraging carpooling,
toll reimbursements for alternative routes, etc.
We recognize the renewal project – however constructed – will
have a negative economic effect on our businesses and services
to regional residents. But with these examples in mind, and
with safety as our shared top priority, we urge INDOT to
maintain access to the Sherman Minton Bridge for vehicular
crossings during the entirety of the project.
7/18/2019

Closures

7/19/2019

Closures

Des. No. 1702255

Please do NOT completely close the bridge. It causes a major
hardship for people who live in Portland and are cut off from
the amenities of New Albany - Kroger, Target, Home Depot, etc.
The closest Target, for example, is way out in St. Matthews. We
don't have those types of businesses readily available on the
Kentucky side without driving long distances. Shutting it down
would also cause an issue for those in New Albany who need
emergency medical care at the Louisville downtown hospitals.
Has a decision been made yet, if the Sherman Minton Bridge
will remain open (in some capacity) during the renewal project?
I am a daily commuter between New Albany and Louisville and
use the bridge daily.
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7/19/2019

Closures

7/22/2019

Closures

7/23/2019

Closures

7/26/2019

Closures

7/26/2019

Closures

Des. No. 1702255

Please do not close the Sherman Minton completely. Having to
take the tolls will make it almost impossible to take care of my
family and see my parents as often. Please consider families
who's children live in one state and who's parents live in the
other who are already tasked with the expenses and
transportation of taking care of their families. Please do not add
an additional expense to their plates. Have compassion.
The bridge tolls are already hard enough for the citizens of
Kentuckiana. Please have compassion for the small businesses
of downtown New Albany. This bridge is essential and for some
the only means of getting into Indiana or Kentucky. Please make
your decisions cognizant that some people cannot commute
any other way. Keep the bridges open and free.
I am opposed to closing the bridge totally during the work
project. There are people in New Albany, and further west who
would be very inconvenienced by closing the bridge. Also, tolls
plus extra gas to drive further would be a hardship on some
who have to make daily trips to and from Kentucky for their
jobs. If one lane is closed, and traffic is an issue for them, they
can always choose to change their route. But please, don't
FORCE a closure on so many people.
New Albany downtown has recently started to revitalize. This
project is likely to kill it or cause it significant damage and close
businesses. I am suggesting that a timely and strong effort be
made to reconstruct the K & I bridge allowing vehicular traffic
once again with a tow if necessary. Or a bridge parallel to this
bridge connecting Vincennes to Portland avenue with access to I
64. This project would recycle a mode of transportation that
existed years ago and allow for access to New Albany.
I cannot imagine that completely shutting down the bridge
would even be considered. I travel across the bridge every day
for work as do most of my friends and family members. Some
days I make 4 trips across it. When the bridge was shut down
previously my commute time went from 30 minutes to 90
minutes, and that was on a good day. It didn't matter if I
started out at 6:30 a.m. or 9:00 a.m. The routes to other
bridges were limited, congested and unpredictable. Even if I
wasn't traveling to Louisville, just getting from the Georgetown
exit to the I265 was almost impossible. If there is any way to
keep it open during renovations, even partially, I am for it.
Perhaps if the bridge were shut down completely on weekends
as opposed to during the work week that would be a preferable
option.
I live in southern Indiana and don't go to Louisville all that often
but have always used to SM bridge especially to go to the
airport. I would prefer the option of a longer closure and
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limited lane use. To shut down the bridge completely would
create a hardship for people in southern Indiana.
7/26/2019

Closures

7/27/2019

Closures

7/29/2019

Closures

7/29/2019

Closures

7/29/2019

Closures

7/29/2019

Closures

7/30/2019

Closures

Des. No. 1702255

I hope you choose to full closure. However, if you choose one of
the other options, then Market Street in New Albany should be
changed back to one way between 4th and State streets. Traffic
in that part of town will be backed up with everyone trying to
access the bridge. People who want to get to downtown will be
totally blocked off.
How about closing one deck at a time using dividers and barrels
to direct traffic. I know it's more complicated than this but
figure it out and let's do it
In 2011, the full closure had an effect not just on those crossing
the river, but also on Kentuckians who were unfortunate
enough to work in the downtown Louisville area anywhere near
the Second Street Bridge. Police were controlling all the
intersections in the area, and yet traffic was nearly always at a
standstill from 3:45 till 6:00. Exiting the parking garage on
Market next to the Old Spaghetti Factory was essentially
impossible. After the mayor evidently got stuck in the garage
around Day 4, Police were stopping traffic periodically to allow
the garage traffic to exit. Even with this, exiting the garage and
getting up the River Road ramp to the interstates, took longer
than the drive home to Lagrange. Although there was this Police
presence, there were daily near accidents and fistfights due to
the resulting road rage. Please, please, please avoid the full
closure, for the sake of those working in downtown Louisville.
1. Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New
Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block access from the
bridge's left lane traffic westbound to the New Albany exit. 4.
Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it
expands to 3 lanes.
I would prefer partial lane closures especially since so many of
us in Southern IN need to get to western or southern Louisville.
One could leave home a little earlier to compensate for having
fewer lanes as opposed to going so far out of our way in both
time and distance to get to our destinations.
I was unable to attend the Louisville meeting to give input on
the proposed options but was in the Courier-Journal that I could
comment at this website. My preference would be Option 1
(one lane shut down in each direction, leaving two lanes
available for transportation). Thank you for your attention to
my comment.
Hello - we have great concerns about the traffic, if Sherman
Bridge is fully closed down for 3 years. With recent changes to
New Albany streets to fewer lanes, and added bike lanes (hardly
used that can see), how and where will everyone go - Most
traffic seems to be traveling in mornings east to Louisville.. We
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7/30/2019

Closures

8/1/2019

Closures

8/2/2019

Closures

are really concerned. I survived the Shermagedden several
years back (2012), but New Albany had not transformed their
streets over reducing down to two-way lanes/with bike lanes
yet; and were able to accommodate in making one way streets
(up to 4 lanes) in congested areas all throughout New Albany
downtown area (Spring, Market, Main, Elm, etc.) going towards
I65 South. Thank You!
Alternative:
Provide Tarc Bus pickup stations in N.A. and Jeff local parking
areas to transport many people back and forth across bridge to
downtown Louisville area; and bump up more express Buses for
popular routes throughout the city and its outskirts.
Alternative: VanPools, Uber-pools or taxi -pools.
Any chance for multiple Ferry stations back and forth between
Indiana and KY?
Thank you!
Please keep some lanes open on the bridge.If it takes a couple
extra years so be it.It will help disperse heavy traffic from the
other bridges.
Commuting to work Monday through Friday from Harrison
County, I traverse The Sherm twice a day.
Although my selfish choice would be option three (3 lanes east
in the morning, 3 lanes west in the afternoon), my opinion is
that option 4 (one deck closed; and on the other deck: 2 lanes
east, 1 lane west in the morning; 2 lanes west, 1 lane east in the
afternoon) is by far the best plan.
This would maintain flow in both directions at all times, with the
number of open lanes east or west to maximize flow during
rush hours, and would isolate traffic from construction.
Closing the bridge during rush hours should be avoided at
nearly any cost.
Regardless of the total length of time it takes to complete this
project, the primary concerns should be maintaining the best
traffic flow possible and protecting construction workers from
traffic.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

8/5/2019

Des. No. 1702255

Closures

Gordon Stout
If you are able to leave any lanes open during the Bridge
Project, may I suggest not allowing semi's to cross? This will
lower the amount of traffic and improve safety in construction
areas. Thank you.
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8/10/2019

Closures

8/22/2019

Closures

Dear fabulous bridge folks,
I emailed a while ago to encourage you to just shut down the
Sherman Minton bridge completely and get the work done as
fast a possible. The more I learn about the shutdown plans, the
more I have changed my mind. My opinion (as one driver of the
90,000 who cross daily ;-)) is to keep the bridge partially open
while you work. It seems like closing it all together would be a
really unfair burden to many people, especially people with less
flexible jobs and limited financial means. Anyway, my opinion
has changed. Thanks for considering public input. I appreciate
your willingness to hear what commuters prefer. Rock on,
bridge gurus!
Good Morning,
I would like to register my opinion that the bridge not be fully
shut down during renovation, but rather keep at least one lane
each way open. By shutting down the bridge fully, it will
severely impact my ability (and I'm positive thousands of others'
ability) to get to work everyday, attend church, and participate
in my day-to-day life. I rely on the Sherman Minton Bridge daily,
sometimes crossing it multiple times a day. I am a resident of
New Albany, IN. Having to cross at a different bridge into
Louisville will add hours to my commute time daily and will have
a negative impact on my family's financial stability.

8/22/2019

Closures

8/22/2019

Closures

9/3/2019

Closures

9/8/2019

Closures

Des. No. 1702255

Thank you for your consideration.
Please keep part of the bridge open. I have to commute from
New Albany to Louisville several times a day, and having to take
65 or 265 would cost me thousands of dollars I cannot afford.
I wanted to share some real data from this morning. There was
a wreck on the bridge this morning which closed a lane, the
drive to the bridge under normal conditions for me is 9 minutes
(coming from exit 119). 1 lane being closed made that
commute 40 minutes. Please consider options where all 3 lanes
are open!
Is it possible to only close the bridge going one direction? Then
at least only one direction at a time is impacted? I'd rather have
the option to travel east from Indiana to Kentucky for the whole
project and have to divert my return trip home. And then vice
versa.
DONT CLOSE BRIDGE !
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9/9/2019

Closures

9/13/2019

Closures

10/2/2019

Closures

10/5/2019

Closures

Des. No. 1702255

If all lanes of the Sherman Minton are closed ;then, several
things are very eligible to happen.
1-Emergency services and especially those of a medical nature
would clearly be potentially life threating if getting across the
bridge in either direction a timely fashion were medically
necessary.(. Wrecks, heart attacks etc.) 2-From time to time
barges seem to crash into bridges and thus risk environmental
and structural damage incidents. Access to timely respond to
correct or repair problems ;or remove barges would be
impaired., Severity of potential problems would depend upon
which bridge was put out of commission besides the one
already closed totally..
3-All semi-trailers and other large commercial vehicles should
be rerouted since keeping open minimal lanes and semi-s don't
mix well.
4-Truck wrecks, terrorists, and earthquakes are other issues
that can compromise bridges as well as hidden undiscovered
repair needs etc. . Its not just the Sherman Minton that can be
involved and if its closed and something happens to one or
more the others; then the Courier Journal might finally have
something important to write about.
As a resident of Floyds Knobs, Indiana, a full time mom and a
full time PhD student at U of L, a complete closure would cost
me too much in gas and waste a lot of what little time I have
during the day. I would prefer to be able to still cross the bridge,
as I only have a year and a half left at U of L.
I live in Floyds Knobs and work in Louisville, so I will be directly
impacted by this construction project in its entirety. Irregardless
of which option is finally selected, I recommend that the project
include adding a temporary lane in both directions on 265
between I-64 and I-65 . This could be easily accomplished by
temporarily converting the emergency lane into a drivable
surface and adding a "soft" emergency lane. Also, as in the past
bridge shutdown, add an additional lane to the ramps for I-64
and I-65.
During the meeting a few months ago it mentioned 2 lane
closure during project would add on average 7 minutes. Those
numbers are bad data. This morning at 11:30am it took over an
hour to go 2 miles to cross during whatever "work" was being
completed. This project will cripple southern Indiana business.
Please do work at night and weekends and allow us to cross for
business.
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10/14/201
9

Closures

I missed the local town halls due to be out of town. Thank you
for providing this medium to participate in the discussion.
I am in the camp of keep the bridge open during construction
with a couple of caveats. I suggest that ALL tractor trailer semi
traffic be diverted for the duration of the event. This alone
would reduce traffic flow across what I assume to be diminished
capacity.
For the cost and over run to keep the bridge open during
construction. Is it feasible to build another bridge in parallel?
Even if tolling comes into play? Then decommission Sherman
Minton into a pedestrian bridge.
I know you have no easy decisions to make here. Thank you, I
do understand its a must be situation however it turns out.

10/21/201
9
12/9/2019

Closures

12/9/2019
12/10/201
9

Closures
Closures

Des. No. 1702255

Closures

best regards,
Terry Rutledge
New Albany resident
Please do not close bridge when doing repairs it would really
hurt New Albany businesses.
The toll bridges create problems for a lot of southern Indiana
residents.
New Albany Indiana has so much road construction going on
none complete just creating more headaches.
I am fortunate I am retired live with my daughter Amanda son
in law Rollie and my 2 granddaughters.
We live in an older neighborhood homes built in early 1950s
more like country than city.
Lot of younger and middle age families have to work and
navigating the city and county roads is sometimes hard.
Finish a project before starting a new one hire qualified caring
workers listen to the people of New Albany Indiana we are not
Louisville Ky do not make us them.
The city of New Albany is too congested two way streets so
wrong The Breakaway Apts are not appealing to residents of
New Albany Indiana may be if you are a dr lawyer engineer but
there are poor medium and elites everyone should have a voice.
Thank you
Leave one deck open.
I strongly believe that at least one lane of traffic must remain
open in each direction. In addition, with just one lane open
each way, I propose that truck traffic be restricted from using
the SM bridge during renovation. I say this as VP of a
wholesale distribution company based in Louisville (I live in New
Albany) that delivers to customers in 5 states. I'm definitely
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NOT anti truck. It's a safety issue for workers and vehicles.
Having no truck traffic would also help increase the volume of
traffic the bridge could handle during the lane restrictions.

12/10/201
9

Closures

10/2/2018

Closures, Tolls

7/22/2019

Closures/Presentatio
ns

Thank you.
Mark
If the bridge is shut down for 2 years, how will businesses be
able to stay afloat to pay their business taxes to the state of
Indiana?
Also, will the bridges in Jeffersonville be toll free to
accommodate those having to travel it back and forth for work
and necessities? The next bridge to break down due to wear
and tear will be the only free bridge and that is the 2nd street
bridge - which has enough traffic right now due to 65 lane
closures.
Please do not close the Sherman Minton! It is the only
expressway bridge that isn't tolled! While I agree that the work
needs to be done, there must be a way to avoid a complete
shutdown. The additional cost in tolls would be such a burden
for the thousands of people that use the Sherman Minton
everyday. I would rather sit in traffic. Please don't shut it down!
Will the presentation have estimated timelines and costs for the
different options? That is my biggest concern in which way I
would go. If it is just a couple of months more and not much
more in costs then keeping a lane open would be beneficial.
But if we are talking a year or longer in project time I would
want the bridge shut down to get it back up faster.
The other item I would like, if someone has created it, would be
expected back up times for getting across the bridge with only
one lane. Many people who talk about having a free way to
cross the bridges don't think about the expected time it will
take to cross with only one lane available. This will force more
individuals to pay just to save on gas and other expenses
associated with waiting to cross the bridge. I only bring it up
because when there is an accident or other reason for a lane to
be down it backs up a good 20 to 30 minutes.

7/26/2019

Des. No. 1702255

Closures/Ramps

Thank you for your time. I am hoping to be able to go to the
presentation in New Albany but it is unclear if I will make it.
I think it is essential to keep the off ramp to downtown
Louisville open during the renovation. Access to downtown
New Albany including the schools Scribner Middle School and
even the hospital will be greatly affected by a closure of this
access. State Street is already very congested from 265 to the
hospital many times a day, especially morning and afternoon
rush hours. I fear it will become impassible during these times
resulting in much delay in accessing the hospital, the schools
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10/31/201
8

Construction

2/28/2019

Construction

and downtown businesses. New Albany has worked hard to
create a vibrant downtown and many people depend on it for
their lives and livelihood.
I'm also concerned about the traffic bottlenecks on 265 in
Indiana backups happen nearly every weekday night. This
would only increase the frustration/anger of drivers. I fear the
effects of road rage and accidents that may happen as a result.
Dear Ron,
I am writing to begin the introduction and discussions
regarding Kwik Bond PPC 1121. Our material is used in over 30
states for the last 35 years as a Polymer Concrete Overlay for
bridge decks. This material has many benefits that include no
chloride intrusion and a 35 year(and counting) life span.
The reason for reaching out to you is to make you aware of
this product in consideration for use on the Sherman Minton
Renewal project and any other projects that may be on the
horizon.
Our company is familiar with Michael Baker and we are in
touch with them about this project, along with others. We also
have a meeting scheduled with Indiana DOT in mid-November
to introduce this product to the Bridge Engineering Team in
Indianapolis. If you would like more information about the
meeting I would be happy to provide it to you. Otherwise I can
schedule a time to meet with you and present our material
portfolio to you and others that might be interested.
Thank you for the time. I look forward to hearing from you.
Regards,
Bobby Scarpitto
320.221.7611
Ron Heustis,
We have few questions about the Sherman Minton Bridge
Project:
1. When will the environment study be completed &
approved?
2. When will design start?
3. What date do you anticipate RFQ for construction?
Give me a call, so that we can discuss the project further.
Thanks,

7/25/2019

Des. No. 1702255

Construction

David Rainford
219.787.0850.
It would be a great step to the future to build a completely new
bridge from I-64 to connect to I-264 and I-64 in KY. That would
allow the Sherman Minton to be overhauled without
inconveniencing the public. A single deck , four lane bridge may
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not be that expensive, especially since the river is narrower at
that point.
11/13/201
9

General

First, I apologize for the delay in submitting this Board
Resolution, given the date on the resolution. My
understanding, per the Sherman Minton Renewal website, is
that public comment continues to be sought and is appreciated.
At our last Board meeting, there was much discussion and
concerns raised regarding the "how" of the renewal, leading to
a vote and formal resolution, now provided to you. The
Resolution will also be sent to you in a hard copy, signed
original manner.
The Region 10 Workforce Board is one of 12 regional Workforce
Development Boards (WDB) in Indiana. It is a businessleadership driven, independent 501c3 organization, operating
under the federal Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(WIOA) and under both the Governor's Workforce Cabinet and
the IN Department of Workforce Development. The Board
manages and grows the WorkOne Career Center system across
the region's 6 counties, conducts/accesses much labor market
research, performs regional workforce planning (in our case, in
conjuntion with the Louisville, KY area), and acts as an effective
partner and/or intermediary in numerous community initiatives
around talent development. See: www.workoneregion10.com
The resolution below is being submitted by Ron McKulick,
Executive Director (812-786-9816)
Whereas, on September 10, 2019, at the regular meeting of the
the Region 10 Workforce Development Board (a publicly funded
non-profit organization led by 28 provate and economic
development companies in the counties of Clark, Crawford,
Floyd, Harrison, Scott and Washington, in Southern Indiana), a
resolution was approved as follows:
The Region 10 Workforce Board, Inc. is greatly concerned that a
complete closure of the Sherman Minton Bridge for the
proposed renewal project will have a dire adverse impact on
Southern Indiana business, economic development, and the
vitality of the Workforce in the Southern Indiana region.
While we are aware and supportive of the need for safety of
resident and business traffic, we are advocating consideration
for a partial lane closure only during the renewal process.
While this consideration will extend the duration of the process,
it will reduce the negative economic impact to Southern Indiana
business andwill allow continuation of free commerce between
the bi-state regional economies of Louisville, Kentucky and
Southern Indiana.
Signed this 10th day of September, 2019, by Todd Garrison,
Chair of the Board (502-242-1414)

Des. No. 1702255
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10/15/201
9

Lighting

10/15/201
9
10/21/201
9

Lighting

10/21/201
9

Lighting

10/21/201
9
10/21/201
9

Lighting

10/21/201
9
10/21/201
9

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

10/21/201
9
10/21/201
9
10/21/201
9
10/21/201
9
10/21/201
9

Lighting

10/21/201
9

Lighting

10/21/201
9

Lighting

Des. No. 1702255

Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting

A friend and business owner of mine suggested the bridge could
have lights installed to accent New Albany’s downtown. It could
possibly attract more visitors and customers to downtown New
Albany’s exponentially growing marketplace. I believe that it
would be an interesting estimate to take place prior to the
ground breaking date. It would make sense to do this to help
Indiana residents feel that they benefited even more from the
bridge closures, seeing as there is much public outcry due to
this situation.
I am submitting my vote to put lights on the Sherman Minton
bridge during construction.
Aesthetic lighting installation on bridge would be of great
benefit to our region..
Thanks!
I am a citizen of New Albany and Floyd County. I am writing to
express my interest in lighting the bridge while it is under
construction. My congressman is Trey Hollinsworth and my
councilman is Al Knable.
I think lighting the bridge is a wonderful idea
In my opinion, it would be very beneficial to have decorative
lighting on the Sherman Mitton bridge. I would hope though,
that private funding could be obtained to do such a project.
Hi INDOT, New Albany loves you. But, we have a request. Please
light up our bridge!! Make it pretty!! Let’s do it!!
Installing lights during the already scheduled bridge repairs
would make the Sherman Minton a true focus of Hoosier pride,
and not just a quick route to Kentucky.
This shouldn’t be paid for with tolling, by the way, but grants
and private donations would be appropriate.
During the process of planning PLEASE add lights to the
Sherman Minton Bridge.
Light the Sherman-Minton Bridge!
There is no reason to use public funding for strictly aesthetic
lights on a bridge.
Please find a way during the renewal project to add lighting.
Now is the time to do it while repairs are underway.
Please keep the bridge open during repairs.
Lighting the bridge after would be nice, but not necessary.
I just wanted to share my support to look into lighting the
Sherman Minton Bridge. I think it could provide an economic
stimulus to the area with visitors on the riverside taking in the
spectacular view.
During the upcoming INDOT repairs can you look at adding
lights to the bridge?
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10/21/201
9

Lighting

10/21/201
9

Lighting

10/22/201
9
10/22/201
9

Lighting

10/22/201
9
10/22/201
9
10/22/201
9
10/22/201
9

Lighting

hello, I believe that while doing construction the bridge should
stay open and that you should put decorative lights on it. the
bridge is so close to downtown new Albany it would truly add to
the beautiful town.
Get lights on the Sherman!

Lighting

Light up the Sherman Minton and help the local business’s

Lighting

10/22/201
9

Lighting

Please add led lights to the bridge! New Albany is so up and
coming right now, the lights would just be the icing on the cake!
I would like to have new lighting added to the bridge renewal.
It would make the bridge standout and be a great welcome to
New Albany and Indiana. I am a resident of Floyd County.
Thank you
Light up the bridge!

Des. No. 1702255

Lighting

Lighting

I drive home 5nights a week on this bridge. It's very dark and
uninviting. Lets welcome people to New Albany! The walking
bridge into Jeff/Louisville always makes me smile, no matter
what color it is illuminated.
Please heavily consider lighting the Sherman Minton Bridge and
adding it to the work that is planned to be done. This is
something our city and visitors will enjoy for years to come as
we continue to revitalize Nee Albany. It just makes sense!
Supporting the request to add LED lights to the bridge!
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10/22/201
9

Lighting

Hi,
I love the thought of having lights on the bridge! Maybe it
would help brighten some people’s mood knowing we would
have a safe, painted and lighted bridge in the end.
I do hope you are still working on a plan for the shortest
amount of time the bridge will have full closure. The
construction length is not as important as the inconvenience of
complete closure. Personally my husband and daughter works
across that bridge. The wasted time of using 65 would add at
least an hour to their commute each day.
As a local business owner 1/5 of our employees travel across
that bridge along with an average of 25% of our customers. It
will hurt us along with many of our locally owned business
neighbors.
While I am happy it is getting fixed I just hope the actual full
closure time is as short as possible. Again I would rather have 3
years of construction verses no access for months!
Last thought the K&I bridge could be a simple fix on the traffic
load, If trains still use it it has to be safe for cars! What is even
better after the Sherman Minton is fixed it could be used for a
walking bridge connecting both Louisville and Indiana’s
Greenway’s, you guys would look like hero’s giving New Albany
a lighted bridge and a walking bridge all in the same project!
I am apart of the Develop New Albany’s merchant group and
have an appointed seat on SoIn Tourism board. I will be happy
to help in anyway I can. Preparations are being made to help
the small business owners advertise when construction starts
but communication is key. We must know in real time what the
plan is. Less surprises to the business owners and public the
smother it will go.
I appreciate your consideration on the lights and walking bridge.
Hoping you become hero’s to our town!

10/22/201
9
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Lighting

Thank you,
Stefanie Griffith
502-645-6256
If it costs Louisville tax payer 1 single cent or one single minute
over construction I am completely against it. Only 1 single
business in New Albany is pushing for this, and they have no
intention of paying for any of it. Do not be bullied by a small
minority.
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Light the Sherman—I would contribute to a private fundraiser.
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Please do not close Bridge completely. I worked Louisville last
time it was closed and travel was very difficult getting to work.
The downtown New Albany is thriving now but a closure could
break some businesses. The timeline for getting bridge repaired
isn’t much different with closing part and allowing folks to use
the bridge.
I would like to express support in lighting the Sherman Minton
during the upcoming construction. I believe that lighting the
Sherman Minton will provide increased safety to travelers and
LED lights would be a wonderful aesthetic addition to
downtown New Albany and Louisville.
I support installing lighting on the Sherman Minton during the
impending construction. I believe that lighting the Sherman
Minton will provide increased safety to travelers and LED lights
would provide a great aesthetic to downtown New Albany.
Light it up baby!

10/22/201
9
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Lighting

Lighting this bridge would be beautiful and really add to
Downtown New Albany. What a great way to make the bridge
more beautiful.
There's been a lot of talk on social media about adding lighting
to the bridge during its renovation. I am in complete support of
this as it would help modernise the whole area. Not only would
it look nice to residence but it would improve the appeal for
those residing in or visiting Louisville to come spend time and
money in the New Albany area. It would also add appeal to the
west end of Louisville which is well overdue for some
modernization.
I also think that adding a pedestrian path is an absolute must.
Perhaps as a different phase of the project. Having the
Greenway link to the Louisville Loop right in Mew Albany would
be a massive boost to the active/outdoor community. It would
provide a much more direct route for those looking to bike in to
the city without having to backtrack from the Big Four Bridge. It
would also link New Albany to a pathway that extends out to
Jefferson Memorial Forest.
Having the bridge renovated is going to be a massive
headache for many for quite a while and I believe that having an
updated bridge almost would have to provide some extra
benefit to the community for them to perceive it as being
worthwhile. I'm an engineer so I completely understand the
structural improvement side of it, but that is lost on the vast
majority of people. Having something to improve outdoor
activity and access along with a much more visual pleasing
appearance would make the world of difference for everyone.
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Hello!! As a child, I remember being dazzled by the LRS102 that
would light up on the bridge. I can imagine how a beautifully
designed bridge with gorgeous lighting can have a positive
effect of wonder on a whole community and our visitors. Please
do everything you can to light the bridge!!
Sincerely,
Michele Finn
Aesthetic lighting as part of the Sherman Minton bridge project
would be a great enhancement to the community. It’s a
welcome to travelers and those who live here. Thanks for
taking care of the bridge. I
It is bright, welcoming, and aesthetically pleasing. The lights will
not only increase visibility but also it's inviting and people want
to visit and live in places with sights and attractions. I think the
perfect time to do this will be when the bridge is already set to
be under construction. Thank you for your time and
consideration.
I am highly in favor of lighting the bridge, at least as it has been
described to me. If it will not delay construction/renovation,
and if it can be done largely with private support, I see no
reason not to. It would improve the visibility, which would be
welcome.
Would love to see the bridge lit.
Hello! I would love to see the Sherman Minton bridge with
lights! I think it would really add to the aesthetic of our city!
This project desperately needs to include accent lighting, just
like the sister bridge in Memphis. It will draw badly needed
businesses, tourists and residents to actually want to locate
within the eyesight of the bridge unlike today where property
values and scenery decline the closer you get. It will also spark
the economic recovery that will be needed by those who
survive the bridge construction. Much of the progress we have
made with attracting visitors from across the bridge, convincing
people to cross the bridge will revert to the way it was 10 years
ago for New Albany. It would be a spark to light the entire local
economy with just one project. Please make this happen!
Brian Hampton
Owner
Floyd County Brewing
502-724-3202

Des. No. 1702255
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9/10/2019

Mitigation

Good afternoon. I am the program manager for Every
Commute Counts, the KIPDA Regional Rideshare Program. We
have been working with the region for years to promote
ridesharing to work, and more recently, specifically with the City
of New Albany and Floyd County to try to get out and assist with
congestion mitigation ahead of the rehab project for the
Sherman Minton Bridge.
Would it be possible to provide a link somewhere on this site to
our website: www.EveryCommuteCounts.org as a congestion
mitigation measure? We are also in talks to try to develop park
and ride lot partnerships with existing commercial land owners
in southern Indiana once an alignment/maintenance of traffic
plan is decided. Park and Rides would help provide some of the
rideshare infrastructure needed for more people to adapt to
ridesharing. We know it isn't for everyone, but if we could get
5% of the people in the 90,000 vehicles daily to rideshare
instead of drive alone, that would be a potential reduction of
4500 vehicles daily, and most would likely be at peak hour.

10/2/2018

Multimodal

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Hello!
Please consider including a pedestrian and cycling route to the
Sherman Minton Bridge during the update. Practicing equity
means providing means of transport for all citizens, not
exclusive to those with cars. Furthermore, adding pedestrian
and cycling routes to the bridge will bring more business to the
area.
Sincerely,
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Katlyn McGraw
Make transportation fair for all users and add bike & walking
access to the Sherman Minton during the renovation. It would
be easier of course to open the K&I Bridge from Portland to
New Albany. That would be ok too! I ride a bike and I have not
visited New Albany in years even though it's just a couple miles
away!
Dear INDOT,
Louisville and southern Indiana have long wanted a loop to
connect the Big Four bridge with New Albany/Portland. The
renovation of the Sherman Minton bridge is a terrific
opportunity to do that. Anyone who has ever crossed the
Golden Gate bridge or other significant bridges that have wide,
separated pedestrian/bicycle accommodations know how
valuable these are, and how popular. New Albany and Portland

Des. No. 1702255
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have both worked hard to boost their neighborhoods.
Connecting them with foot and bike traffic would be a big
attractor AND, an important transportation connection.
Thank you.
Carolyn Cromer
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Let’s include bike/pedestrian options for all of our bridges as
they go through renovations. It just makes sense to give folks
options.
The bridge renewal project needs to include bicycle and
pedestrian access. It is the only way across the river in the
western part of the city.. those folks need to be able to cross
the river.
I would love to see a bike/ped lane on the bridge. this would
complete the trails already in place and allow riders to loop
back across the river. getting to New Albany would be so much
easier.
Please include the Sherman Minton bridge renovation a
bike/pedestrian lane. Let's better connect all the communities
in the Kentuckiana.
It's important to me that the Sherman Minton Bridge have a
way for pedestrians and bikes to cross the bridge safely. More
and more people are relying on bicycles for transportation
because they cannot afford the costs of buying, maintaining,
insuring and licensing a car. If we are already going to make
major changes to the bridge, we should seriously consider this.
Cycling during peak hours would contribute to emission
reductions by reducing congestion and improving traffic flow.
Cycling is a pollution-free mode of transport. Bikes reduce the
need to build, service and dispose of cars.
Please consider those who could use a bike trail on this bridge
as it is updated. Biking not only improves the neighborhood it is
great for the environment and physical health of its citizens.
Please consider adding Pedestrian and Bike lanes to the
Sherman Minton Renewal project. It would be a great and
significant move towards connecting our communities and
providing options for alternative transportation to the many
people that need to get back and forth across the river.
Pedestrians and Bicyclists desperately need access across the
river west of downtown Louisville, so I would advocate including
it in the Sherman Minton Renewal Project. I also want to have
pedestrian and bicycle facilities on the K&I Bridge, and would
accept that in lieu of facilities on the Sherman Minton. We
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definitely need one or the other, preferably both.
Cassandra Culin, Clifton Neighborhood, Louisville
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Hey there,
I would really like to see biking and pedestrian access become a
definite consideration for the renewal project. Allowing people
alternate forms of transportation has almost undoubtedly
always helped cities financially, both with helping the flow of
traffic and allowing job opportunities across the board.
Additionally with Mayor Gahan taking interest in the rails to
trails program, which would have New Albany become the trail
mouth for one of the largest trails in the state of Indiana, it only
makes sense to build infrastructure to include Ky. in on this
endeavor by connecting both sides of the river in a meaningful
way. When I first moved to Louisville 2 years ago, I didn't have a
car and it severely limited my ability to see all the Kentuckiana
area had to offer. Now, I see strides being made every day to
better allow people access, and this could be yet another huge
step.
Thanks for your time,
Mallory
I would like to see public pedestrian and bike access added to
the bridge during the over hall to give locals more
transportation options.
Please oh please create bike and pedestrian lanes for the
Sherman Minto bridge- what a boon for both sides of the river
that would be!
Considering the heavy use of the Big Four bridge by those
exercising on bike or by foot, wouldn't it be prudent to consider
adding a dedicated path/lane/trail for such activity on the
Sherman Minton bridge as part of the renewal project? Facilities
for such activity will be completed on both sides of the Ohio
River prior to the your start date.
S. R. Byrne
Hello, I am an avid cyclist and regularly ride ithrough New
Albany. The addition of a pedestrian path on the 64 bridge
would get a lot of traffic and would benefit business on both
sides of the river. Very exciting this is being considered. Thank
you.
Kevin
While I recognize that the renewal project is mainly concerned
with extending the life of the Sherman Minton Bridge for
automotive traffic, I strongly you to consider options for adding
a lane for pedestrians and cyclists, similar to the one on the new
East End Bridge. People make extensive use of the Big Four
bridge and the pedestrian lane on the East End Bridge. For
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recreation and commuting, both have significantly benefited
communities on both sides of the Ohio River. The addition of
pedestrian access to the Sherman Minton Bridge would benefit
residents of Louisville and New Albany in countless ways. If the
design of the Sherman Minton Bridge will not accommodate
pedestrian access, then I urge you to take steps to compel
reopening of the pedestrian lanes on the K&I Bridge. Pedestrian
and cycling access to a bridge on the western side of Louisville is
essential!
This renovation of the Sherman Minton bridge affords the
opportunity to better connect New Albany with the city of
Louisville and connect people on both sides to the waterfront.
Pedestrian and bicycle access to the bridge would allow people
to enjoy spectacular views of the Ohio River.
On both the Kentucky and Indiana sides of the river,
recreational enjoyment of the waterfronts are being enhanced
through major projects (the Louisville Loop and the Ohio River
Greenway). The connection between these projects, however, is
severely limited by the river. If we prioritize making the
Sherman Minton bridge accessible and enjoyable for people -not just automobiles -- New Albany would benefit by providing
that access across the river. And both riverfront projects would
benefit as well.
Please add a bike lane to the Sherman Minton bridge. This
would aid bike commuters, recreational cyclists, and attract
folks to Louisville/southern Indiana.
Please consider incorporating pedestrian/bicycle access into the
revamp of the bridge.
It would be so wonderful if the Sherman Minton bridge had a
multi use Lane. Would make a tremendous economic
differences between the two communities of Louisville and New
Albany. It would encourage folks to travel for work or pleasure
and would encourage people to cycle more which would be
better for our environment overall..
I think a bike lane is not only an excellent idea but a fair request
given the major push towards reducing traffic, carbon foot
prints, and ensuring a safe means of travel for those that ride
bicycles as their sole transportation method. A bike lane across
this bridge would create a more direct safe and efficient
method across the river and would promote the possibility of
others choosing an alternative to driving vehicles.
Hello! Please add bicycle and pedestrian facilities to the
Sherman Minton Bridge. I primarily travel by foot and by bicycle
and it would be really helpful to be able to cross this bridge to
get to New Albany.. The Ohio river is a huge barrier in our
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region and it's important that all people, regardless of their
mode of travel, are able to cross it..
I ask that renovations should include bike and pedestrian access
on this crossing or persuade Norfork Southern Railway to open
Bicycle passage across the K&I bridge which I believe is more
feasible and would probably cost less money. Louisville and
southern Indiana deserve a western bike and pedestrian
crossing.
Thanks,
John Mahorney
I am a regular bike commuter and regular ride recreationally
across the Big 4 bridge. I would utilize bike access on the
Sherman Minton bridge on at least a weekly basis if it was
available.
I just moved back from Austin TX which has multiple bridge
crossings for pedestrians and cyclists and because of it has an
extremely vibrant waterfront. One of these crossings is
underneath a major expressway and is one of the highlights of
the riverfront there.
Please consider adding access for walkers and cyclists if at all
possible.
Thanks,
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Michael Miller
Please convert a small lane for bicyclists and pedestrians
Please consider adding a bicycle/pedestrian lane to the renewal
project. This would allow access to many opportunities in New
Albany to those people in Portland and the west end of
Louisville. Thank you.
I am suggesting a bike and pedestrian (protected from traffic)
Please, when making improvements to the Sherman Minton
Bridge, also create pedestrian and cycling access. It would be
much appreciated!
So many bike lanes have been created in downtown and other
areas, why not add bike lanes to the Sherman-Minton? What a
beautiful ride and yet another way to provide more exercise
and less pollution.
Must accommodate cyclists and pedestrians.
During the renovation of the SM, please add a dedicated biking
and walking lane. This will allow folks to ride across for
recreation and allow those who don't have or want a car to ride
to work from the western end of New Albany!
Thanks!
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This bridge would better connect the Portland area of Louisville
to Indiana, as currently the quickest way there by bike or foot is
over the 2nd street bridge, which easily could add 5+ miles for
just one trip. This lane would benefit both runners, cyclists, and
everyday pedestrians. We need another lane just like the one
on the east end bridge!!!!
Please add bicycle / walking facilities to the Sherman Minton
Bridge.
Hello, when the Sherman Minton bridge is renovated it would
be in the best interest of the community to include a bikelane.
New albany is quickly becoming a hot spot for its social aspects
and affordable living compared to Louisville.
Adding infrastructure that supports cycling supports a great
community as most cyclist earn $80,000 or more a year.
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Thanks
Jason.
It would be a great opportunity to include a bike and pedestrian
lane! This would give easy access to residents of west end
Louisville and the New Albany area who want to travel in a
healthy mode of transportation that doesn't produce harmful
emissions.
Please consider the addition of a bicycle/pedestrian path while
planning the Sherman Minton Renewal project. When the
proposed rails to trails conversion is completed from New
Albany to Bedford, IN the start of tens of thousands of bicycle
trips will begin in KY instead of Indiana!
Please add a Bike/Pedway to the bridge to tie the two
communities togther and bring more tourism!!
Let's take advantage of this planned renovation to truly connect
the communities of New Albany & Louisville by providing
bike/ped access. Today, only vehicles can cross the Sherman
Minton Bridge. Providing a way for pedestrians and bikes to
cross would be great for both cities. We cyclists don't want to
be terrified for our lives every time we bike across a bridge.
Even my grandma should be able to bike over.
Hello,
To better connect our communities, please consider adding a
dedicated bike / pedestrian lane to the Sherman Minton Bridge
Renewal.
Thank you.
Rob Shoaf
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pedestrian/bicycle access with Sherman Minton renewal, I’m in
favor of this.
I believe the Sherman Minton renewal project should include a
bike/PED lane! We should always be looking for ways to allow
people without cars easier access to our communities across
the river. This is also another golden opportunity to build up
bike infrastructure that is badly needed.
Add a pedestrian/bike lane! The east end bridge has one and it
has connected Utica and the east end fabulously because it
increased pedestrian use despite little economic activities on
either side. Now imagine if you connected the burgeoning
downtown new albany and the revitalizing Portland
neighborhood for walkers!
Since the bridge is being renovated, it would be amazing to see
bike/pedestrian access that somehow connected from New
Albany to Louisville!
The Big Four bridge has been such a hit for pedestrians and
cyclists. Wouldn't it be great if we added similar access to the
Sherman Minton bridge during its renewal? With the existing
waterfront bike trail, I for one won't hesitate to come over from
my job downtown for lunch on occasion. Plus, Hoosiers could
walk to Shawnee Park!
Hello! Can we include a bike lane? I recently rode a bike across
the Golden Gate Bridge. What an experience! I think it would be
a great addition to this project! Thanks!
Is it possible to add a pedestrian and bike path to this bridge?
Perhaps by adding decking to the outside of the bridge. There is
a big need for this.
The only way to cross from Portland to New Albany on foot is
via the 2nd Street Bridge... Which adds 8 miles to the trip.
Please find a way to construct a bike/ped crossing on the
Sherman Minton Bridge. It would open up a whole world of
possibilities to connect Louisville with New Albany and give the
residents another health and fitness option we really need.
With all the road construction that just happened in Louisville
and the new bridge and the reconfiguration of spaghetti
junction we've placed enough attention on the car! Thank you.
Please put bike and pedestrian access on the SM.
I strongly encourage the inclusion of bicycle lanes in both
directions on the refurbished bridge. We have great bike paths
on both sides of the river that will soon create an almost
complete loop, including the Big Four. All that’s missing is a
western crossing. The K&I railroad bridge seems to be a
nonstarter, leaving the Sherman Minton as the best option.
Thank you.
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While you are redesigning the Sherman Minton bridge please
accommodate bicycles and pedestrians. This would fill a huge
gap in the area and would increase cross river traffic for
commercial and leisure needs.
This accommodation was made for the east end bridge and
seems only a logical next step. Help bring Louisville into the
modern era where our infrastructure supports multimodal
transportation
I'd would like to see a bike and pedestrian path planned on this
bridge just like the East End Bridge to help connect the two
cities, promote healthy lifestyles, and help the local economies.
Mike.
I declare my desire to see biking and pedestrian options as part
of the renewal. I'll be speaking out about this up until
construction starts. Just to let you know. This will be easier to
accomplish than working with K&I Bridge owners.
Please include pedestrian and bike access on the renewal of the
Sherman Minton bridge.
Hi. I am writing to express my support for the Sherman Minton
renovation to include lanes for pedestrians and bicycles. It
would be a wonderful enhancement of the bridge to have the
ability for folks to cross the river in west Louisville without
having to have a motorized vehicle to do so. Louisville is
working to become a more healthy, sustainable city, and this
would be a great step in that direction. Thank you!
Best,
Nicole Gaines
Louisville 40204
Please add a protected bicycle lane to this bridge, consider the
positive economic impact to the areas at the base of the bridge.
Please add someway for bicyclists and pedestrians to cross the
Sherman Minton. bridge.Thank you!
The renewal should include facilities for bicycles and
pedestrians to use the bridge.
Pedestrians and bicycles should have a way to cross from New
Albany IN <-> KY. Let it happen on the Sherman Minton.
In the interest of public health (increasing healthy exercise),
decreasing vehicle exhaust pollution, and increasing multimodal options, I suggest that the Sherman Minton Renewal
Project incorporate Bicycle and Pedestrian Access. People who
walk and bicycle pay taxes also. The example of the East End
Bridge accommodating pedestrians and bicyclists has been a big
success at a very modest cost less than 1%.
Bike and pedestrian lanes need to be included.
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The renovation of the Sherman Minton Bridge should include
bicycle and pedestrian facilities. There is currently no way to
cross the Ohio River from Louisville to New Albany on foot or by
bicycle without boarding public transit. This new accessibility
might even help improve health and commerce.
What a great opportunity to re-purpose a portion of the
Sherman Minton for vehicles other than cars. Bicycles deserve
a chance to cross the river as well. With great success, the Big
Four bridge has shown that there is demand for vehicles other
than cars to get across the river. The Big Four is clearly not very
convenient for those in New Albany or West Louisville.
Please consider adding bike/ped facilities to the bridge for going
from Louisville to New Albany by bicycle or on foot.
It is imperative that the citizens of New Albany and west
Louisville have the alternative to travel by foot or bicycle across
the Ohio at the Sherman Minton bridge. For many years, there
has been significant effort to negotiate with Southern Railroad
to open one side of the K&I bridge to ped/bike access to no
avail. With the precedent of the East End Bridge and the
current access at the Big 4 bridge, it is an inequity that no
option exists at the New Albany crossing. Considering the great
investments in the Louisville Loop, the Ohio River Greenway,
and the commitment of the Louisville, New Albany, and
Jeffersonville governments to supporting and investing in
bike/ped facilities, now is the time for this project to include a
bike/ped component in the same design such as the East End
Bridge. Thank you for your consideration.
The renewal of the Sherman Minton Bridge offers a rare
opportunity to provide a river crossing for all forms of
transportation. Those who can not afford, or choose not, to
own motorized transportation have very limited options in the
Louisville Metro area for crossing the Ohio River. Adding
bike/ped access to the Sherman Minton Bride would create a
safe loop of travel between the cities of New Albany, Clarksville,
Jeffersonville and Louisville.
There is currently no route across the Ohio River on the west
end of Louisville/New Albany, IN. There are awesome
pedestrian/bike trails on both sides of the river (Louisville Loop
and the Ohio River Greenway). Please find a way to connect
them! I don't know the feasibility of adding bike/pedestrian
access to the existing bridge, but I think it has to be worth
investigating! I would be happy with any other solution as well,
but this seems like a good opportunity to get something done.
Thank you!
Justin Feaster
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Seize this opportunity, and Kentuckiana will shine. A
completed, cross-river cycling circuit for all ages and skill levels
sends a strong message to young entrepreneurs and corporate
headquarters: Kentuckiana is a smart, active, vibrant, and
forward-thinking community -- and that's where we want to be.
Thoughtful, principled, persuasive, and unwavering leadership is
required -- and we're looking to YOU to provide it. Resist mob
mentality and the hegemony of the automobile. Show the
country that we're smarter than that, we've got what it takes,
and we're in this for the long term.
When renewing the bridge please add a cycle/running path to
connect with the Louisville Loop and with the greenway in
Indiana.
Please include bicycle and pedestrian accommodations in the
bridge overhaul. This would be a very big addition to the
transport infrastructure of the metropolis.
Please add a pathway for pedestrian and bike use to connect
each side and encourage this form of transit!
Please consider adding a bike lane to the Sherman Minton
Bridge do that bikes will have access to the west end of
Louisville, entering into New Albany safely.
Thanks
I am the President of the Coalition for the Advancement of
Regional Transportation (CART). We have been involved in
transportation planning in Metro Louisville for over 25 years. I
would like to participate in the Environmental Justice
Committtee on this project.
Thank you.
There's no reason this project shouldn't include bike and
pedestrian access. It makes New Albany more accessible to
people without cars or people who opt for more
environmentally conscious transportation.
Please include a protected ped/bike access lane on this project.
This would greatly improve green commute options from New
Albany into West & Central Louisville. I moved to the area from
Portland Oregon and greatly miss having options to cross the
river on my bike. There was a bike path on the interstate bridge
there so I know it is a possibility.
I am now living in Old Lou and bike access on this bridge would
open up the ability for me to bike over to the craft breweries
and riverfront events in New Albany. If you build the access
people will use it and businesses will follow as slow (therefore
more willing to stop) traffic come through these areas.
Please add a way for bicycles and pedestrians to cross this
bridge. Thank you!
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10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018
10/4/2018

Multimodal
Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

Please consider a bike lane addition to the Sherman Minton
bridge.
Thanks so much,
Robert Underhill
I'd like to advocate that pedestrian and bicycle facilities be
included in this project. Given the massive success of the East
End bridge path, and the pedestrian Big 4 Bridge, adding similar
facilities to the Sherman Minton would be a huge win for the
Kentuckiana community.
There is no way to cross the river by bicycle or on foot to or
from New Albany. Adding a lane for bikers and walkers on the
bridge would be an enormous improvement for people who
cannot or who do not wish to drive.
I support a bike path on the Sherman Mitten bridge.
I urge you to include safe, well-designed bike and pedestrian
access along the bridge.
Please add a bike path to the Sherman Minton bridge while you
are renovating it.
Please add a much needed bike path to the SM bridge!!! It’s
long overdue and would be a great addition.
Be sure to include facilities that are attractive to pedestrians
and bicyclists. By including accommodations implemented
thoughtfully and in good faith, this project will promote healthy
behavior and more democratic access within our region.
As an avid cyclist, I feel that adding this to the Sherman Minton
would be an outstanding idea. It is actually doable. I know there
have been efforts for many years to open the lanes on the
nearby railroad bridge. These efforts have gone nowhere!!
Jefferson County and Southern Indiana have fabulous bike
paths, and are getting better all the time. A route from the west
end to New Albany would be an incredible addition to the area.
The bike path on the East End bridge has been a great addition
to the area.
Hi,
I'd love to see a bike/ped path added to the Sherman Minton as
part of the renewal project. There's been a lot of talk in New
Albany and Louisville over the years of opening up the K&I
Bridge, but that looks like a political impossibility due to liability
and legal issues for K&I. A pathway on the Sherman Minton
(similar to what was implemented on the Lewis & Clark "East
End" Bridge) could be great for the economies of both New
Albany and Louisville, as well as a fantastic, scenic trail that
creates a loop with the Ohio River Greenway, the Big Four
Bridge, and the Louisville Loop.
This renewal project presents a great opportunity. I really hope
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you all will consider adding a bike/ped path as part of your
scope of work. Thanks!

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018
10/4/2018

Multimodal
Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/4/2018

Multimodal

10/5/2018

Multimodal

Des. No. 1702255

I think it would be great to add some pedestrian and bike access
as part of the upcoming work!
We regularly bike the Bid4Bridge, Lewis & Clark Bridge and the
Clark Memorial Bridge (when not being under construction). So
we have eastern, middle but no western access to cross the
river between Louisville & New Albany. Since the K&I Bridge, an
ideal candidate, is not a option this severely limits active
transportation on the west side. We need a solution!
Please include a pedestrian/ bike path in plans.
I'd like to see some type of structure to allow pedestrians or
bikes to safely cross the Sherman bridge. Transportation is one
of the #1 things to enable economic mobility, and not everyone
can afford a car or have access to a carpool. Sometimes buses
are too slow. And lastly, it would allow people to commute to
work in a healthy manner and help make Louisville feel more
connected to its community.
Bike and pedestrian access on the Big Four and Lewis & Clark
Bridges has been an unquestionable success. I travel across
both bridges on foot/bike frequently and always see people
crossing, even the L & C bridge which lacks amenities on both
sides of the river. With all the new development in downtown
New Albany, the Ohio River Greenway, Phase IV of Waterfront
Park, the proposed rails-to-trail to Bedford, etc., it would be a
shame not to add this feature to the Sherman Minton while we
have this opportunity. It would be an incredible link to a
growing network of trails, and a boon for businesses on both
sides of the river. Younger generations prefer having multiple
transportation options, and prefer municipalities that provide
them.
I would encourage the planners of this renovation to
accommodate bicycles and pedestrian-dedicated lanes in each
direction on the Sherman Minton bridge. Boosting nonmotorized transport between the cities of New Albany and
Louisville benefits our health and tourist economy. Thanks.
As a world Traveller I must note that the access to bike Lanes in
this region makes it not only dangerous but unhealthy to ride in
this area. We need Lanes and bollards. Car drivers aren't paying
enough attention
I am a resident of Kentucky and visit both cities regularly for
business and leisure. I believe adding bicycle and pedestrian
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10/5/2018

Multimodal

10/5/2018

Multimodal

10/5/2018

Multimodal

10/6/2018

Multimodal

access to the bridge would be huge benefit for both states and
provide more opportunities for circulation across the river
I fully support a bike and walking path on the Sherman Minton
Bridge
Please configure bike lanes into the renewal. Now there is only
access across the river on the Big 4 bridge. You could connect
up with the Riverwalk and the Ohio River Greenway. Do it while
you can. Thanks.
Let’s get a bike/walking area includied. Open the Norfolk
Southern railroad bridge to all not just their employees. We
would accept cars or bikes or walkers. But don’t close the SM
Bridge for more than 4 days at a time and not on weekends.
Jp
In recent years there has been some debate regarding whether
or not the 'East End' bridge would be built with bike lanes. It
looked like it surely wouldn't happen. "Too costly" they said.
The debate is over. Wealthy people nearby can comfortably
work on a healthy lifestyle on 1500 dollar frames. I'd love to
see the numbers on usage.
The Sherman Minton Bridge was, to my understanding,
originally planned to have just such access. The West End needs
just such access. In the poorest parts of town, people rely on
bikes more than merely for healthy relaxation and fitness. We
NEED bikes. And we NEED access to jobs we can bike to. 'A
Rising Tide Floats All Boats'. But if it only rises on one side of
the globe?
Think of the advantages that a west side bike crossing would
give to the economy of the West End, and with that the
reduction in crime, disease, and a general desperate
lawlessness that has some people racing across the bridge in
untagged/unlicensed vehicles and even scooters to try and hold
down a job. I live here, I've seen it.

10/8/2018
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Multimodal

I feel with some certainty that the numbers on usage on the
Sherman Minton, with it's stunning views and access to the
burgeoning service industry jobs in New Albany, would far
outstrip that of the East.
The addition of bike lanes to the bridge would be great for the
people of Louisville and New Albany. The big 4 bridge and east
end bridge help keep people healthy and encourage
walking/cycling for local residents.
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10/8/2018

Multimodal

10/8/2018

Multimodal

10/9/2018
10/9/2018

Multimodal
Multimodal

10/15/201
8

Multimodal

10/15/201
8

Multimodal

12/3/2018
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Multimodal

Hello,
As you are in the process of redoing this bridge that you will
consider the possibility of adding bike/pedestrian connections.
This would help make mobility more accessible and equitable to
everyone on both sides of the River.
Thanks,
Evan Judge
Hello,
I would like to be able to walk from Portland to New Albany
easier and more safely than I do now. Currently it is very
dangerous and newer and safer facilities would be supported in
both areas.
Please add bike lanes and sidewalks for non-motorized users.
Please include sidewalks and bike lanes on the Sherman Minton
renewal project. Many thanks, Halida
During the project, please make accommodations for
pedestrian and bicycle traffic in order to connect Louisville to
New Albany and promote healthy living. Both sides of the river
have much to offer including bikeways. This is a great way to
connect the communities and be more appealing to outside
development and people looking to relocate here. It will have
positive economic development and move us up in the
"progressive cities" rankings.
This project is a fantastic opportunity to finally fix a huge
mistake in the original Sherman Minton bridge design - i.e. to
accommodate ALL road users, not just those in cars and trucks,
but those on foot and bicycle, as well. There's a reason why this
is now a requirement for all federal road projects. Times have
changed and people want more healthy, sustainable, clean
options for getting across the Ohio River.
There has been a lot of talk in New Albany and Louisville over
the years of opening up the K&I Bridge to pedestrians, but that
looks like an impossibility due to liability and legal issues for
Norfolk Southern. A pathway on the Sherman Minton (similar to
what was implemented on the Lewis & Clark "East End" Bridge)
could be great for the economies of both New Albany and
Louisville, as well as a fantastic, scenic trail that creates a loop
with the Ohio River Greenway, the Big Four Bridge, and the
Louisville Loop. It could also help reduce emissions and improve
local air quality which has long suffered due to lack of
transportation infrastructure for non-motorized alternatives.
Since the Sherman Minton lands right in downtown New Albany
and close to Portland, it makes perfect sense that it should
accommodate pedestrian and bicycle functions. This is the best
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3/12/2019

Multimodal

time to make the change and make the Sherman Minton a
multi-modal crossing, able to serve those without cars and
those who want to leave their cars behind. Please don't let this
be a missed opportunity!
Ron,
Please do not proceed with the bridge revitalization project for
Sherman Minton without creating a way for people to cross on
foot or on a bike.

7/26/2019

Des. No. 1702255

Multimodal

A walking and biking pathway on the Sherman Minton could be
great for the economies of both New Albany and Louisville, as
well as a fantastic, scenic trail that creates a loop with the Ohio
River Greenway, the Big Four Bridge, and the Louisville Loop.
Getting people moving by bike or on foot between these two
communities would bring excellent social, health and
environmental benefits. While Louisville and New Albany are
less than a mile apart, it takes 13 miles to get between the two
on foot or bike. That needs to change! The Sherman Minton
Renewal Project presents a great opportunity. I really hope you
will consider voicing your support for adding a bike/pedestrian
path as part of the scope of work
Any chance the Sherman Minton Renewal Project will include a
bike/walking/jogging lane similar to what is on the new I-265
East End bridge, or a pedestrian deck similar to the Big 4 bridge?
The Big 4 Bridge crossing in Jeff with a park or either end has
been a great addition for that city and I have been surprised by
how many folks are driving in to Jeff use it. Last Saturday
morning, I couldn't find a parking spot and I noticed it is busy
enough that they are building a multistory parking structure
nearby. I would think a pedestrian crossing on the Sherman
Minton bridge that links the New Albany and Shawnee
riverfront parks would similarly entice folks to drive in to
downtown New Albany to start and stop their river crossing
there (rather than driving to Jeff or the Kentucky side as they do
now), I also saw a surprising number of serious bikers (more
than I expected) on the Kentucky side near Shawnee park last
Sunday afternoon, I think many of them and less serious bike
riders, would choose to start and stop their rides (and spend
some money) in New Albany due to its great restaurant scene,
riverfront park, farmers market and YMCA, if there was a
pedestrian river crossing in Downtown New Albany that
connects to the Louisville Loop rather than a dead end in New
Albany. There's something hard to explain but definitely more
appealing about a loop along both sides of the river than a dead
end out and back on one side.
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7/30/2019

Multimodal

Inquiry - Curious; will there be a ramp on each side of bridge as
you cross over with access to the ground level/sidewalk and/or
street?

1/11/2020

Multimodal

Please include pedestrian and cycle access when renovating the
Sherman Minton bridge.

10/30/201
9

Poject Updates

Thank you for your consideration!
Ray
Is there a list of potential project teams for this First, I apologize
for the delay in submitting this Board Resolution, given the date
on the resolution. My understanding, per the Sherman Minton
Renewal website, is that public comment continues to be
sought and is appreciated. At our last Board meeting, there was
much discussion and concerns raised regarding the "how" of the
renewal, leading to a vote and formal resolution, now provided
to you. The Resolution will also be sent to you in a hard copy,
signed original manner.
The Region 10 Workforce Board is one of 12 regional Workforce
Development Boards (WDB) in Indiana. It is a businessleadership driven, independent 501c3 organization, operating
under the federal Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(WIOA) and under both the Governor's Workforce Cabinet and
the IN Department of Workforce Development. The Board
manages and grows the WorkOne Career Center system across
the region's 6 counties, conducts/accesses much labor market
research, performs regional workforce planning (in our case, in
conjuntion with the Louisville, KY area), and acts as an effective
partner and/or intermediary in numerous community initiatives
around talent development. See: www.workoneregion10.com
The resolution below is being submitted by Ron McKulick,
Executive Director (812-786-9816)
Whereas, on September 10, 2019, at the regular meeting of the
the Region 10 Workforce Development Board (a publicly funded
non-profit organization led by 28 provate and economic
development companies in the counties of Clark, Crawford,
Floyd, Harrison, Scott and Washington, in Southern Indiana), a
resolution was approved as follows:
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The Region 10 Workforce Board, Inc. is greatly concerned that a
complete closure of the Sherman Minton Bridge for the
proposed renewal project will have a dire adverse impact on
Southern Indiana business, economic development, and the
vitality of the Workforce in the Southern Indiana region.
While we are aware and supportive of the need for safety of
resident and business traffic, we are advocating consideration
for a partial lane closure only during the renewal process.
While this consideration will extend the duration of the process,
it will reduce the negative economic impact to Southern Indiana
business andwill allow continuation of free commerce between
the bi-state regional economies of Louisville, Kentucky and
Southern Indiana.
Signed this 10th day of September, 2019, by Todd Garrison,
Chair of the Board (502-242-1414)?
8/2/2019

Presentation

9/17/2019

Presentation

Des. No. 1702255

The size of the group - Downtown and Uptown New Albany
Business Owners The group’s current knowledge of the project
and what they’d like to learn- Many are very knowledgeable
about the project and have a vested interest in it. Many
attended the public input session in New Albany but asked for
the chance to speak to the team on a more "business owner"
level.
What impact the project may have on the group’s members This project has a profound impact on the business owners in
this community. As stakeholders in the community, they have
felt the effects of closure and construction before and want to
be as proactive as possible this time. They would like to share
statistics of traffic to the downtown and uptown area that is
coming directly from Louisville on the Sherman Minton.
The date, time and location of the meeting - We are flexible on
date. We would prefer an evening meeting so all the merchants
(most retail stores close at 6) can attend as well as restaurant
and service based business owners. We will handle the location
details but it will be in downtown New Albany.
We are requesting a representative to attend our next Park
DuValle Property Owners Meeting on Tuesday, November 12,
2019 at 6:00 PM. Our meetings usually consist of approximately
40 residents. We are quite concerned regarding the possible
closing of the bridge which will completely cut us off from
traveling to Indiana on this side of Louisville. Further, we would
like to entertain questions and answers regarding planning
objectives, changes and other considerations moving forward
that would have a direct impact on us, other than the local
news reports.
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11/15/201
9

Presentation

Dear Mr. Heustis,
On behalf of the New Albany Rotary Club, I would like to issue
you an invitation to speak to our club. We have 76 business and
community leaders in our club who are very interested in the
Sherman Minton Bridge Renewal project and would welcome a
speaker from the project. Speakers should prepare a 20 minute
presentation, which will allow up to 10 minutes for Q & A. We
meet every Thursday from 11:45 to 1:00 at the Calumet Club in
New Albany. The open dates we have are: Feb. 20; March 12,
19, 26; June 4, 11, and 18.
Please let me know if you need more information about this
invitation and I look forward to hearing back from you.

7/17/2019

Project Updates

7/26/2019

Project Updates

10/29/201
9

Project Updates
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Thank you for considering our invitation.
Sally Newkirk, Co-Chair, Programming Committee
hi i would like to sign up for project updates and construction
updates regarding the Sherman Minton Renewal Project.
We are a WBENC Construction Materials Supplier here in
Indianapolis, and would like to have knowledge of , when
available , of the materials specified on this project to offer a
contractor a comparative and competitive quote on all his
materials needed for this massive project. Can you tell me
where to find, design by whom, and when this will be out for
bid please.
If needed, my cell number is 317-697-2028 and I appreciate
your time .
Regards,
Rick Wampler
Smart Building Supply - Indianapolis
Where may we find a spec section calling out for repair
products, patching, grouts, epoxies, rebar, Silane sealers, water
proofing, and when will this actually be out for bid, may I ask..
sincerely,
Rick Wampler
Smart Building Supply,
Indianapolis, In
317-697-2028
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10/14/201
9

Project Updates

Robert L. Fisher Enterprise Unlimited / TK Electric, LLC
100 Gordon Street - Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
608-215-7476 PHONE * 219-513-2270 Fax *
bob.tkelectric@gmail.com We are a service-oriented company
concentrated in commercial and industrial wiring. All projects
are completed with integrity, quality workmanship, on time and
within budget. We are proud to be a certified Minority Business
Enterprise (MBE) in the State of Indiana and National Minority
Supply Development Council member.
Electrical Energy:
• Lighting retrofitting / LED
• New construction electrical contracting
• Solar Energy Solutions
• Wind Energy Solutions
• Free Energy Facility Audit

Lighting Retrofitting:
• Save 40-70% on your energy bills
• 1 consulting and installation teams
• Free energy audits, bills and facilities
• Improved quality of lighting in and around your facilities
• Increase workplace safety
• Meet and exceed OSHA requirements
• Upgrade your infrastructure
• Reduce your facilities carbon footprint

Green Construction:
• Green Roof Systems
• Roof Top Landscaping
• Rain Gardens
• Storm water retention
• Underground Water Harvest systems
• Rooftop Urban Farms
• Blue Roof System (Rooftop Water conservation)

Construction Procurement / (MBE Sourcing)
• Roofing Supplies
• Landscaping Supplies
• Construction Materials
• Electrical Contracting Supplies
•
Contact Us:
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• Dawn Kelly dawn.tkelectric@gmail.com 219-513-9161 Ph
• Gerald Waffler tkelectric@sbcglobal.net / jwe@netnitco.net
219-746-1037 Cell
• Bob Fisher bob.tkelectric@gmail.com 219-513-9161 Ph 608215-7476 Cell
• Illinois Office: 100 Gordon Street Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

10/15/201
9

Project Updates

8/16/2019

Request

To whom it may concern, my name is Mark Knabb and
represent Hill and Smith. We manufacture steel barrier wall that
is approved by the Indiana DOT. We would like to discuss our
product with any of the design engineers working on this
project. Is there a list of those that you could send me?
To whom it may concern,
I attended the Open House on July 25th and I was wondering if
it was possible to obtain a copy of the sign-in list on that day
and on the 23rd if possible. Thank you for your help!
Best regards,
Durbin Richardson
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9/18/2018

Stakeholder

Has the stakeholders been selected yet? If so id there a list I can
obtain or look for a way to become a stakeholder and get
involved?

10/9/2018

Tolls

10/2/2018

Traffic noise

As someone who commutes daily with her husband via the
Sherman Minton bridge to a jobs in downtown Louisville, I
encourage you to suspend tolls on the other bridges while this
project is underway. That would help alleviate some of the
financial impact (time, additional gas spend idling) this will have
on those of us who rely on the bridge to access their livelihood.
I am a Louisville resident who lives near the Sherman Minton
and 64 is at my backyard.. I am excited and grateful for the
upcoming project. After speaking with neighbors, the concern
of traffic noise from the expressway arose again, as it did during
the last bridge construction and reopeninh. My question is, will
there be a sound barrier wall installed? Please advise and thank
you in advance for your time.
INDOT had 500 million in the bank from the Toll Road lease.

9/18/2018

Money is not a valid excuse.
Now motorists have to suffer from this poor planning and lack
of innovative thinking.

10/2/2018

Des. No. 1702255

Take 100 million from the Toll Road lease fund. Pay the tolls for
2 years on the bridges projects to show good faith with the
public.
if the bridge is in this bad of shape why are we waiting for years
to start the work
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Questions and comments above were responded to according to standardized, approved messaging.
The messages above are grouped by themes (Multimodal, Lighting, Closures, Tolling).
Multimodal: Most of these messages were in regard to adding walking/biking lanes or a footpath to
the Sherman Minton bridge.
Thank you for your comments and suggestions concerning multimodal access to the Sherman Minton.
The Sherman Minton Renewal is a rehabilitation project only, the purpose of which is to rehabilitate
an aging and deteriorating structure. The scope of work does not include an expansion of the current
footprint of the Sherman Minton Bridge corridor. A bicycle/pedestrian connection between New
Albany and West Louisville could be considered by the states as a potential project for the future.
We appreciate your feedback.
Best,
Sherman Minton Public Involvement Team
Lighting: Several comments and questions were posed about adding decorative lighting to the
Sherman Minton Bridge.
The project team is nearing the end of an in-depth environmental study for this specific rehabilitation
project, which is required by law for federally-funded projects. The purpose of the Sherman Minton
Renewal is to add up to 30-years of service life to the bridge, ensuring the safety of drivers who use it.
The only lighting called for as part of this project is street lighting for the roadway and navigational
lighting for the shipping channel. There are no provisions for decorative lighting as part of this current
project.
However, this doesn’t preclude a group of engaged citizens from pursuing the idea. We would
encourage such a group to begin the process of coordinating with the necessary state and federal
agencies, researching costs associated with decorative lighting installation on a bridge and
establishing a foundation for its ongoing maintenance and promotion. Implementing an idea like this
is certainly possible, but not until the critical work of the Sherman Minton Renewal project is
completed.
Tolls: Comments about tolls focused on a public desire to not toll the bridge or to reduce toll costs
on tolled regional crossings during times of closures for the Sherman Minton Bridge.
The $90+ million project is fully funded through federal and state highway funds. There are no plans
to toll the Sherman Minton Bridge.
Indiana and Kentucky will share in the cost of the work on the main spans of the Sherman Minton
Bridge. INDOT will fund the cost of work on the Indiana approach bridges and some nearby
improvements. KYTC will fund the cost of work on the Kentucky approach bridge.
The project is fully funded through federal and state highway funds, with no plans to toll the Sherman
Minton Bridge. Decisions about mitigation measures will be made at a later date in the process. Any
decision about toll mitigation will be made by the bi-state tolling body, not by the Sherman Minton
Renewal project team.
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Appendix H: Online Survey Results
66.2%

3,006

Completion Rate

8,514

Completed

4,541

Viewed

Started

1,535
Dropouts

5 mins
Average Time

1k
0
2k

+

Response Distribution

Countries

Responses

US

99.85%

JM

0.04%

AU

0.04%

BS

0.02%

GB

0.02%

IE

0.02%

Total

100.00%

-

What is your name? (Optional to answer)

What organization are you affiliated with? (e.g. Louisville Metro Government)

Where do you live? City

(e.g. Louisville

)

What's the most common reason you cross the bridge? (e.g. work, shopping, doctor, etc.)

What is your most common destination when crossing the bridge? (Provide an address or
general location such as downtown New Albany, downtown Louisville, River Ridge, etc.)

Sherman Minton Bridge Survey
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How frequently do you cross the Sherman Minton bridge? (A crossing is a one-way trip across
the bridge)

Seldom : 3.69%
Monthly : 11.49%

Daily : 53.36%

Weekly : 31.46%

Answer

Count

Percent

Daily

1820

53.36%

Weekly

1073

31.46%

Monthly

392

11.49%

Seldom

126

3.69%

3411

100 %

Total

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

What is the average duration of your commute (in minutes) when crossing the Sherman Minton
bridge? (From start point to end point in your vehicle).

More than an hour : 4.61%

Less than 10 minutes : 7.13%

31 minutes - 1 hour : 26.56%

11 minutes - 30 minutes : 61.70%

Answer

Less than 10 minutes

Count

Percent

235

7.13%

2035

61.7%

31 minutes - 1 hour

876

26.56%

More than an hour

152

4.61%

3298

100 %

11 minutes - 30 minutes

Total

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

10/01/2019 45404948 Work

Sherman Minton Bridge Survey
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More restrictions on bridge traffic will allow work to be done faster but will have greater impacts
on motorists. Fewer restrictions will allow more motorists to continue using the bridge but will
lengthen the overall construction process. Which option do you most prefer?

Shorter construction period and more daily impacts on my travel : 19.52%

Longer construction period and fewer daily impacts on my travel : 80.48%

Answer

Count

Percent

20%

Shorter construction period and more daily impacts
on my travel

657

19.52%

Longer construction period and fewer daily impacts
on my travel

2708

80.48%

Total

3365

100 %

40%

60%

80%

100%

Please rank the above options from what you prefer most to what you prefer least. (1 = option
you prefer most, 6 = option you prefer least). *Please rank all 6 options by dragging each option
to the empty boxes.

Average Rank

Option 1: Two Lanes, Two Decks Open

1.6

Option 2: One Lane, Two Decks Open

2.44

Option 3: One Deck Open (Alternating AM/PM)

1

2

4

5

6

3.3

Option 4: One Deck Open (Reversible Lane AM/PM)

3.33

Option 6: One Deck Open (One Direction)

4.71

Option 5: Full Closure

5.19

1
Data Table

3

2

3

4

5

6

Average Rank
Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent

Option 1: Two Lanes, Two Decks Open

1.6

1672

65.49%

432

17.88%

208

9.02%

66

3.14%

53

2.54%

44

2.12%

Option 2: One Lane, Two Decks Open

2.44

422

16.53%

1191

49.3%

264

11.45%

247

11.76%

165

7.9%

52

2.51%

3.3

139

5.44%

333

13.78%

757

32.83%

768

36.57%

176

8.43%

52

2.51%

Option 4: One Deck Open (Reversible Lane AM/PM)

3.33

124

4.86%

319

13.2%

831

36.04%

685

32.62%

231

11.06%

51

2.46%

Option 6: One Deck Open (One Direction)

4.71

16

0.63%

70

2.9%

155

6.72%

260

12.38%

1356

64.94%

254

12.24%

Option 5: Full Closure

5.19

180

7.05%

71

2.94%

91

3.95%

3.52%

107

5.12%

1622

78.17%

Option 3: One Deck Open (Alternating AM/PM)

74

Sherman Minton Bridge Survey
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Please rank the following items from what you consider to be the highest travel-related cost to
the lowest travel-related cost (1 = high cost, 4 = low cost). *Please rank all four items by dragging
each option to the empty boxes.

Average Rank

Time

1.93

Tolls

2.12

Fuel

2.47

Vehicle Wear and Tear

3.37

1

1
Data Table

2

3

2

3

4

4

Average Rank
Count

Percent

Count

Percent

Count

Percent

Count

Percent

Time

1.93

1262

45.76%

719

26.24%

423

15.54%

329

13.14%

Tolls

2.12

994

36.04%

824

30.07%

431

15.83%

441

17.62%

Fuel

2.47

422

15.3%

886

32.34%

1104

40.56%

293

11.71%

Vehicle Wear and Tear

3.37

80

2.9%

311

11.35%

764

28.07%

1440

57.53%

Are there other comments/concerns you would like to share with the Project Team?
04/05/2020 62049840 Full closure is safest for everyone
10/02/2019 45512502 Finish the project in a safe but still timely manner.
As I speak for many (that I’ve personally spoken with that commute on this bridge daily) ..If you decide to completely shutdown the bridge.. many
10/02/2019 45509218 plan to completely change jobs regardless if it’s less pay etc so we do not have to waste/add 1hr & half to & from to our already daily commutes..
our time is valuable to ourselves, our families and loved ones...

10/01/2019 45404948

When Sherman Minton was shut down before my 30-35 minute commute was 1-1/2 hours (3 hours roughly each day in car). All the one way streets
in New Albany now will be a big handicap in traffic flow.

10/01/2019 45404714 I noticed during a weekend project - one lane open traffic backed up forever - 265 can't handle any excess traffic - already overloaded at times.
I think that Floyd county residents should be able to use the toll bridges(I65) for free during the construction period as Clark county residents
09/30/2019 45336199 were able to use the Sherman Minton bridge for free during their construction period on I65, which resulted in the rapid deterioration of the
Sherman Minton bridge. Anything less would be unacceptable to Floyd county residents.
09/30/2019 45327391

Shut down the bridge completely and have no tolls on the 2 downtown bridges until completed

09/29/2019 45311181

Don't allow semi trucks with either option.

09/29/2019 45307820 If it is shut down it will be a traffic night mare there will be road rage lost of business for new Albany
09/29/2019 45296727 Full Closure Cheaper Safer Faster No brainer
09/29/2019 45295324 If there is full closure there should be no tolls on the other bridges.

09/28/2019 45269259

I think if you are going to keep the bridge open, the on ramp from New Albany to 64 east should be closed because it seems like that merging
traffic causes a lot of slow down any time the bridge is being worked on.

09/28/2019 45268668 Full closure will kill New Albany. Can’t believe that is even an option.
09/28/2019 45266458 Lower the tolls because I will not go over the toll bridge

09/28/2019 45266430

if you close the Sherman, you better lower the damn tolls. Indiana and Kentucky are so stupid charging SO much money to cross into either crap
state.

09/28/2019 45263856 Get 're done. Start ASAP!
09/28/2019 45249602 We are over to Indiana several times a week for one thing or another and I would hate to see the bridge totally shut down.
09/27/2019 45239904 Tolls really impact my travel!
09/27/2019 45211501

Closing the bridge will hurt business in the area

09/27/2019 45198217

Need quick access to care for elderly family in Shively
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09/27/2019 45198217

Need quick access to care for elderly family in Shively

09/26/2019 45040451 Build a new bridge next to the Sherman Minton.
09/26/2019 44969530 I would hope that when this is all over that the bridge will still not be tolled as many people on limited income cant afford the tolls.
09/26/2019 44865172 Keep our bridge open. To help the Businesses in downtown New Albany if the bridge is closed do you want me is closed
09/25/2019 44839879 Drop the toll on the other bridges

09/25/2019 44811591

Yeah, shut the whole thing down and do it right. Don't pay a bonus for early completion because that just leads to shotty workmanship. I make the
statements but your going to cow tail to the public any way so just do what you want to do

09/25/2019 44783323 There should be a time limit put on the contractors. With penalties assessed for any days over the agreed time.

09/25/2019 44783136

Sherman Minton has been the best option to get to Ky coming from west side of indiana . Last time it wasn’t shit down people would not even
move to many areas in indiana because of the slow down in traffic and inconvenience.

09/25/2019 44782612 Don't know if it's an option to open up the old railroad bridge or not but that might help
09/25/2019 44773919

Don’t close bridge

This bridge's travel has increased since the toll bridge started. This construction will increase the traffic to the second street bridge cause people
09/25/2019 44764186 do Not want to pay tolls. So this bridge needs to stay open or it is going to hurt many businesses and the taxes that are paid to the counties by
the boat.
09/25/2019 44691958 Shopping, doctor's, prescriptions, get it done the fast way.

09/24/2019 44624672

When the bridge was closed before it would take anywhere from 45 mins to 2 hours to get to work. Being closed completely or just having 1 lane
open will be a nightmare!

09/24/2019 44590440 Please do not close the bridge. My job depends on it!
09/23/2019 44482370 I feel there are many people who can not afford to pay tolls if the bridge is totally closed.
I will never use the toll bridge even if it takes me 2 hours one way to work. Has anyone considered opening the K&I bridge? I would prefer to cycle
to and from work especially when the 64 bridge work begins. Currently it would be a 19-21 mile trip one way for me to ride my bicycle. Using the
09/23/2019 44442185 K&I would shorten that to under 13. So my options are ride my bike for two hours each way or fight traffic if the 64 bridge is partially open or drive
3 hours one way or quit my job and move out of the area. The best option for me would be for the K&I to open to pedestrians and cyclists and
that would make my commute around one hour each way(45 mins possibly) which is about 20 minutes more than normal but still acceptable.

09/23/2019 44434464

Please don’t close the bridge and kill the budding industry in downtown New Albany. You’ll completely very traffic away from the city and wipe out
a decades worth on improvement work. Thanks.

09/23/2019 44422864 If you close it then it will prove you just want ppl to pay tolls..I wont...period...

09/23/2019 44415089

Please do not close the ramp to downtown New Albany from I-64 Eastbound. It is one of the main travel routes to Scribner Middle School and this
would be a burden on parent who need to drive there.

09/23/2019 44397630 I need a new job. I am concerned about finding one in Louisville because of the possible bridge closure and for how long.. So, it is concern.

09/22/2019 44394671

I have little to no support in New Albany in case there are emergencies and my family has to criss the bridge to get to my son if I am unavailable.
And my son plays sports in Louisville so this would limit him due to my average pay not being able to afford the tolls

How is traffic going to be handled leading up to the bridge? There are already a ton of people merging into traffic from exit 119 and 121. Those
09/22/2019 44392226 from 121 might be better off being forced to cross from second street bridge or 65, but there’s still a great deal of traffic from 119. Also, if the
bridge is closed it will more than triple my drive time to work...
09/22/2019 44390650 Closing down the bridge completely will severely damage the success of businesses downtown New Albany. That would be totally criminal.
09/22/2019 44383815 Please don’t toll this bridge. I want to be able to see my friends and can’t afford to constantly pay tolls.
09/22/2019 44377476 I would be more open to a full closure if tolls on the downtown bridges were suspended during the closure.
09/22/2019 44377001 Closing the bridge altogether will harm the downtown New Albany restaurant (and other businesses) that I love to patronize.
09/22/2019 44376320 Is a toll planned for this bridge? If so why?

09/22/2019 44375001

Untoll the other bridges during work. Reverse the state income tax cut for whatever period necessary to cover the loss. We managed to build new
bridges which REDUCED cross-river commerce? Somebody needs to re-think this “user fee” and consider broader economic implications

09/21/2019 44350706 may The construction be safe & swift!
09/21/2019 44336259 No
Build a new bridge parallel and blow the motherfucker (Sherman-Minton ) up when it’s complete. The S-M is in terrible shape. Construction of a
09/20/2019 44328176 brand new bridge is likely cheaper, faster, safer, and less likely to negatively impact travel (provided the existing bridge doesn’t fall into the Ohio
before a new one is completed). We’ll pay the tolls. We already have to for 65.
09/20/2019 44281545 I would be in favor of a full closure if the rolls on the other crossings were waived during construction for local residents.
09/20/2019 44271899 close bridge completely between 8pm and 5am. Do all work at night
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09/19/2019 44241226

Prove to the citizenry that this is not a ploy to increase toll revenues by keeping the bridge open during construction, and don't toll it afterwards.
Government takes enough of my hard earned income, extortion through tolls is criminal.

My biggest concern with the plans is communicating it to road transport companies in the region. I know a lot of drivers who deliver to my store
use the bridge and I'd want them to have easy access to updates to prevent them from being tied up in traffic. As a driver, I also know it's
09/19/2019 44236529 annoying when hundreds of trucks line up in traffic because they aren't aware that they would be better off taking the 265 detour. Increased
signage as well as a possible Twitter/Facebook status update page would hopefully help make that less of a problem. And making sure to
communicate to Waze if at all possible.
09/19/2019 44236546 Just be careful
09/19/2019 44227762 Please do not toll the bridge. Please work to reduce or eliminate the tolls of the other bridges.
09/19/2019 44213915

Traffic jams

09/18/2019 44093703

I think they should reconsider the walking path option on this span. I feel it's unfair the East End of Louisville is allowed this luxury, but the West
End is excluded. If it is possible it would be a wise decision to alleviate some traffic as well as people will have alternative ways to cross the river.

09/18/2019 44079833 Option 4 or Option 2
09/18/2019 44073812 Don’t shut the bridge!!!! Keep as many eastbound open in the AM and westbound open in the PM as possible.
09/16/2019 43905589 Consider toll free options on the currently tolled bridges during the construction time on the Sherman Minton.
09/16/2019 43893352 Just build a new damn bridge next to it while keeping the old one open.
09/16/2019 43890978 DON'T TOLL IT
The last time the bridge was closed it was a living nightmare every single day. Wrecks daily, horns blowing, belligerent cussing people screaming
09/09/2019 43300975 out windows at people. It truly was an absolutely horrible experience. Many days it took me 2 1/2 hours one way to get work.. Please do not close
the bridge.
The time issue for me is: 1) the DOT's in both states have done little for so long taking 2-3 years to upgrade the renewal is minimal, 2) access to
09/09/2019 43289502 use of the S-MB is critical to business and personal economic and personal satisfaction and quality of lives, 3) don't penalize the citizens and
force use of toll bridges for the lack of maintenance by our inept elected representatives.
09/09/2019 43265773

Would suggest finding a way to keep the bridge open during construction. The time saved by completely closing the bridge doesn't seem justified.

09/08/2019 43232498

Please don’t completely shut down the bridge. If you do, it will negatively impact families’ lives, medical care, EMS, work performance, and all the
businesses in New Albany.

I lived through the total closing before when I still worked. What a nightmare! It also cost some people their jobs in trying to get from the Knobs in
09/08/2019 43230499 IN to work in the West end of town. And remember the impact on IN businesses in downtown and in Louisville, because some people will just find
other things to do rather then crossing the other bridges.

09/08/2019 43229140

Shutting down 1-2 lanes backs up traffic for miles so surface roads become parking lots. So why extend times when back ups effect people in large
area near bridge

09/08/2019 43228553 See no logical reason to close bridge completely if the same work can be done using an alternate program.
09/06/2019 43121370

I am not sure my vehicles or my patience could handle another bridge shut down.

09/03/2019 42823353

There are many people that work third shift at company’s like Ford that have a long commute to and from work. I feel making someone’s loved
one travel out of the way could cause serious accidents when trying to come home from a 10-12 hr shift. Please take into consideration someone’s
family member working for companies like this that work very long and extreme temps that could potentially cause danger to someone’s family
member having to go out of the way to come home.

Options 3 and 6 are pretty much ridiculous. There is nothing that makes them good. Full closure is still so long that it isn't a viable option either,
08/30/2019 42570990 especially since it's not significantly enough shorter than Opt 1 or 2. Options 1 or 2(barely) are the only real options. It is vital to So.In. business to
keep the Sheman Minton open. In 15 months (minimum closure) folks will have forgotten about New Albany shops.
08/30/2019 42539374 No
08/30/2019 42518788 The bridge should stay open for business in new Albany.
08/29/2019 42509515 Closing the bridge force's u.s. to pay tolls. We already live paycheck to paycheck. The 2nd st bridge is too far from New Albany as well.
08/29/2019 42485680 Winter months can impact traffic greatly as well.
08/28/2019 42370438 Closing the bridge will have a financial impact the city of New Albany and local businesses and should be avoided at all cost.

08/28/2019 42307491

Can traffic restrictions be instituted to redirect tractor trailers to 265 to 65 or 265 to 71 or use the 265 loop and east end bridge to 64 E at the
Snyder? This would further reduce congestion and increase safety for commuters.

08/28/2019 42305074

Need to prevent the sequel to Shermageddon! That was horrible!!! Would be appreciated if other Louisville area bridges didn’t toll while work was
underway on the Sherman Minton - I don’t think the 2nd Street bridge can hold all of non-tollers.

08/27/2019 42287259 Suspend the tolls to encourage traffic to take the other bridges. Would be safer for the workers and could still allow limited traffic for locals
08/27/2019 42278673 We want no tolls on this bridge.
08/27/2019 42276928 The most sensible option is total closure. I would strongly recommend suspending tolls on other bridges during this period.
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08/27/2019 42276928 The most sensible option is total closure. I would strongly recommend suspending tolls on other bridges during this period.
08/27/2019 42277017

Please do not close the bridge, i cannot afford the tolls.

08/27/2019 42259078 Keep downtown small businesses thriving by keeping Sherman M bridge partially open !

08/27/2019 42255708

Please don’t close the bridge as my wife and I use it twice daily that’s 4 crossings daily which would incur $8 daily or $240 per month if we use the
toll bridges.

08/27/2019 42250992

I work and spend most of my time in downtown New Albany. Keeping bridge and exits closures at a minimum will help our current and future
customers coming to downtown New Albany during the construction period. It is imperative the downtown area not be shut off at the Sherman
Minton bridge/exit! The vast majority of business owners in downtown/midtown/uptown New Albany are small business owners, and we can not
afford to lose business the way businesses did in the 2011 Sherman Minton Bridge project.

08/27/2019 42250018

If there is full closure, then there will be a lot of traffic on the tolled bridges, which in turn means we will be paying ridiculous tolls to sit in traffic
anyway. Also I live 1 mile from the Sherman Minton, I'm adding 20 additional minutes one way to get to my work.. please keep it open..

08/27/2019 42245148

Forcing people to take a TOLL ROAD to close a Free one is wrong. This would cost me $80+ extra a month just to get to work and would result in
me probably leaving a job of 8 years to find work on the Ky side of the river.

08/27/2019 42243485 No
08/27/2019 42231526 Do not fully close the bridge, and don't add tolls.

08/27/2019 42225923

Due to the specifics of my commute It would be impossible for me to ever make it to work on time if the bridge was closed completely. This would
be a major problem for me.

08/27/2019 42224300 I've not seen any plan to make improvements on I-265 in Indiana 6 lanes? 2 exit lanes from 64 East to 265 or 2 exit lanes from 265 East to 65 South
08/27/2019 42222067 For daily commuters, the upcoming work is a major concern. Please keep us updated on the plan as much as at all possible. Thank you.

08/27/2019 42210718

Health is also a concern not available to choose from. Severe traumatic brain injury, sensitivity to sunlight, noise, and temperatures. Possible
increase of road rage and the dangers that come with such activity due to traffic patterns. Traffic enforcement and safety.

08/27/2019 42206973 Traffic safety and business success should be number 1 concern.

08/27/2019 42206272

I work in downtown New Albany. I have watched that downtown revitalize itself over the last 5+ years. Most of those business owners work hard
for slim profit margins. I afraid full bridge closure will put all of those businesses, and the millions of dollars that the state, County, and city have
invested in the revitalization, in jeopardy. So many people have worked extremely hard to create a thriving downtown from previously boarded up,
vacant buildings. I don’t want to see it go back to that.

08/27/2019 42204360 Build a new bridge then tear down the old one.
08/27/2019 42199968 It seems to me that it's a way to revert traffic to pay the toll on the other bridge.

08/26/2019 42194307

This bridge being closed would really hurt the upcoming downtown New Albany small business. Being from New Albany I'd rather have longer
construction times for the community and the commuters.

08/26/2019 42192608 Please don't close the Sherman Minton
I firmly believe that full closure of the Sherman Minton bridge lasting a year or longer would be detrimental to business in downtown New Albany.
The area has finally built back up from when the Green Tree Mall opened in Clarksville. A full closure would divert traffic back to that area and
would make it difficult and time inefficient to patronize New Alvany’s local shops. As a student of the University of Louisville, living in Indiana, my
08/26/2019 42190333
daily travel would be significantly altered in the event of a full closure of the Sherman Minton Bridge, but my main concern is the livelihood of my
family, neighbors, and community. Even reducing the traffic on the bridge to one lane would not only be a massive inconvenience for commuters,
but also have a detrimental effect on Local Business.
08/26/2019 42190654 Closing the bridge entirely would cause too much unnecessary burden on the communities along the 64 corridor.
08/26/2019 42190554 No tolls, dont't close the bridge

08/26/2019 42190255

Option 4. I’ve thought about it a lot and I think it’s far and away the most efficient (closing the bridge is a terrible idea) coupled with the highest
worker safety..

08/26/2019 42188341 Don’t make it a toll
08/26/2019 42187306 Yes, not that it matters to most of you but the Sherman Minton bridge is the only way I know how to travel into and out off Louisville area
08/26/2019 42187249 Do not close the bridge
08/26/2019 42186302 I work in downtown New Albany. I am concerned how this construction period will effect the business.
08/26/2019 42186066 I am mostly concerned for our customers coming from Louisville

08/26/2019 42185477

We as citizens hope the teams consider the various small businesses around Downtown New Albany that could potentially be seriously impacted
negatively if the bridge was to be closed completely and make their decision based on how citizens are affected.

08/26/2019 42185441

If the bridge closes downtown new albany will suffer with the businesses. People will have to pay more tolls when not neccessary and my drive
will be longer and I will be going out of my way often.

08/26/2019 42184645 Closing the bridge during construction would be detrimental to many’s quality of life
08/26/2019 42184590 Cannot afford tolls
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08/26/2019 42184590 Cannot afford tolls
08/26/2019 42176468 If you all shut down the Sherman Minton bridge you will cause the whole entire city of New Albany to lose massive amounts of business.

08/26/2019 42175144

I’m concerned about what a full bridge closure would do to the economic well-being of my city. Also I am a single mom and can not afford the cost
of paying tolls daily in order to go to work. Keep the bridge open!

08/26/2019 42173263

Why wasn't bridge fixed when it was shut down for six months and they said 20 of life added to bridge.you sure bridge needs work? Or just sone
dumbass engineering firm trying to make some money. I think bridge needs nothing but fixing potholes and pave with blacktop and paint the
bridge and patch approach ramps supports on kentucky side.dont need to shut down for that.

08/26/2019 42173861

remove all rolls. tell kentucky to get it together

08/26/2019 42172958 Re route truck traffic and interstate traffic to 265. Make it local access only

08/26/2019 42167229

The Full closure for emergency repairs a couple years ago, caused major economic and job problems for New Albany area businesses and
residents. Please do not do a full closure.

08/26/2019 42163384

Full closure means more traffic than 65/265 can handle and when there is an accident between charlestown rd. And 65 there is no good
alternative route especially if 265 is shut down.

08/26/2019 42154328 This would shut down my place of work at this time.

08/24/2019 42062454

The bridge needs to be expanded to add at least one more lane each way, and add at least one emergency lane on each deck. The amount of cars
traveling this bridge with only 3 lanes and no emergency lanes is the main cause for traffic.

The addition of the East end snd Lincoln bridges will do nothing to shorten the commute for people in Floyd or Harrison counties. When the
Sherman Minton was closed previously the major time and cost driver was getting to the existing bridges, not the time it took to cross them. Since
Floyd and Harrison County motorists still have to go to the same congested area in Clark County where the Kennedy, Lincoln and Clark bridges are
located right next to each other it will still take ad long as it did when there were only 2 options. And since more motorists take the Clark now than
08/24/2019 42044544 before to avoid the tolls it will likely take longer. Many people moved to Floyd County to avoid the heavy traffic impacts of the east end of
Louisville and Spaghetti Junction, so the new East End bridge is an even worse option than the Lincoln, Clark, or Kennedy as you have to travel
through the congestion by the existing bridges to get to it, AND fight the traffic from the East end of Louisville. A complete shutdown of the
Sherman Minton would be detrimental to the economy and cause stress leading to societal and family breakdowns for many people. A complete
shutdown of the Sherman Minton is by far the worst option.
08/24/2019 42037422 Keep it open east in the am and west in the pm
08/23/2019 42030307 Shortest construction duration is best. Longer drive around bridge is better than long traffic backups. Less traffic backups = less traffic accidents.

08/23/2019 42024053

Please do not close off the exits to and from downtown New Albany & please leave one lane open on both decks at a minimum. Please do not
fully close off the bridge or our town will dry up in less time it took to revitalize. If you or any other organizations & agencies have matching money
to promote downtown New Albany along with us it would be appreciated. Please keep the local media outlets updated so they can provide the
community with public service announcements regarding construction updates and best travel times etc. Thank you :-)

It is my undersatnding the FEDERAL LAW progibits the closure of the only non tolled bridge when all other options are tolled. Tolls not only are not
08/23/2019 42008891 affordable to households but not convenient to go further out of the way to.have to cross a tolled road. So which toll road is going to offer
free/exemptions to all drivers when this contruction starts?
08/22/2019 41948915 Please consider not only the commuters but also the community itself. Downtown NA businesses will suffer greatly with a full closure.
08/22/2019 41893569 Please don't close the bridge altogether
08/19/2019 41693209 N/A

08/18/2019 41635800

I LOVE, LOVE the yellow paint job that is being done on the Second Street Bridge. In certain times of the day, it even looks gold. How lovely it would
be IF all the bridges were painted, each in a different pastel color, such as blue, green, or pink. It would also add a much needed sense if whimsy
and be a nod to the inclusivity of the LGBTQ community. Plus it would be absolutely beautiful, as there are more than enough grey bridges in the
world already. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration!

08/18/2019 41630440 It is unimaginable why it would take such a long period of time to do this project
08/18/2019 41629888 Keeping workers safe and maintaining best traffic flow should be most important issues.

08/18/2019 41628624

It will be a major inconvenience for a lot of people if you close it down not only because pain toes because of the time spent trying to get on the
Kennedy or the new Lincoln Bridge

08/18/2019 41627340 Please do not roll this bridge.

08/16/2019 41571805

Thank you for putting this survey out there, I appreciate being heard! I live off Dixie Hwy and travel to Georgetown, IN and New Albany, IN. Closing
the Sherman Minton would be detrimental to my job. Not to mention, a colossal waste of time and gas!

08/16/2019 41565376 NO FUTURE TOLLS! We did not ask for tolls and are taxes enough for poor roads in Indiana already!
08/16/2019 41559841 Crossing a tolled bridge would add considerable time to my commute not to mention cost.

08/16/2019 41554900

I in no way want to be forced to pay the excessive toll fees on the other two bridges. Best option is to suspend tolls on Kennedy for the duration
of a full closure of the SM bridge.

08/16/2019 41526508 Please include a safe bike and pedestrian component!

08/15/2019 41516134

It would be nice if tolls would be lowered or lifted completely during renovation in order to elevate the regular traffic that currently travels by way
of 265 from I65 to I64 and vice versa I64 to I65 in order to just avoid tolls on I65 and the east end bridge. There is a substantial amount of traffic
that travel out of their way on 265 both directions both AM and PM in order to avoid paying tolls. This would then greatly reduce the amount of
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that travel out of their way on 265 both directions both AM and PM in order to avoid paying tolls. This would then greatly reduce the amount of
traffic crossing the Sherman Minton on a daily basis during the renovation.

08/15/2019 41517984

It’s safer for everyone to just close it. I can’t imagine having one lane open and construction crew standing right next to the lanes. Please don’t do
that!

08/15/2019 41517790

Option 6 wording is incorrect on previous question.

08/15/2019 41514412

Indiana and Kentucky plus john yarmouth fucked everyone that lived in new Albany and worked an paid taxes in Kentucky with last bridge closing
it took me one hour an fortyfive minutes to drive 16 miles each way I wish te states would pay me for setting sit in my truck not to mention huw it
crippled buisnesses in new Albany

08/15/2019 41510891

Waive the tolls for working commuters while under construction.

08/15/2019 41511065

Is there any way to offer reduced tolls for I-65 & the Eastend bridge during construction for REGULAR commuters? This would divert a large
number of vehicles that normally travel the Sherman to avoid tolls. Last time the bridge was closed, my 30 min. Commute turned into a 90 min
commute both ways 7:30 am & 4 pm.

Full closure would be devestating to thousands of people. It’s. It about the tolls at all. If I thought I could pay the toll, go 15 minutes the other
08/15/2019 41509903 direction and hit 65 and be at work on time I would have zero complaints. That’s not the situation. This will mean sitting for hours every morning
just to arrive at work.
08/15/2019 41502998 Stay safe and do us proud.
08/15/2019 41501479

Emergency vehicles will be stopped if the bridge is closed. Also the semi traffic will cripple I 65 traffic.

08/15/2019 41500576

Quicker the better. If you can give a financial incentive to get it done early then do it. Complete close down and let us adjust accordingly like the
last closed down. Everything ended up working out. If I'm a business right there the complete shutdown has got to be easier than the slow bleed.

08/15/2019 41498330

Would be more more cost effective to build a new bridge. Tolling would pay the bill. Convert existing bridge into local pedestrian businesses,
condos, shops, etc.

08/15/2019 41489620 Thanks for requesting public input!
08/15/2019 41476663 Git R Done!
08/15/2019 41466001 Please don’t close the bridge completely and waive the tolls during anytime the bridge is closed or delayed traffic
08/14/2019 41443249 For those of us who opposed building the new bridges and costly tolls, leave us with our one bridge we can count on.

08/14/2019 41431249

YES, I have written comments before, but have a couple new ones. Sat and Sunday the traffic is very low. I would suggest considering a work week
starting Wednesday through Sunday. Also consider three shifts, 24 hour work day when you can (March -November). I have said before NO SEMI
TRUCKS a lot of traffic will have to go over the other bridges, make semi's part of that group. Large truck are not good for construction areas, as far
as moving traffic at a good pace.

08/14/2019 41401483 The added lanes to and from I-265, like what was done during other shut done should be done again.

08/14/2019 41397601

I have worked in Louisville for over 24 years and have struggled through several bridge closures. It affects every aspect of life. I had no time for
family, pets, or myself. Not to mention all the money spent in gas and time sitting in traffic (4 hours a day). It was horrible!! I literally cannot sit
through another closure. The effect it will have on the new businesses in New Albany would be detrimental to the community. Please do the best
thing for the community which is keep traffic flowing as much as possible. Thank you!

08/14/2019 41399847 I worry that after renovations the Sherman Minton will become a toll bridge like all of the other bridges in our area, and I do not want to pay a toll.
08/14/2019 41395027 Please don't close it down completely!
08/14/2019 41394700 Don’t force us to go across the toll bridge!
08/13/2019 41380952 I really am concerned for this bridge to be tolled as I use it frequently and can not afford to pay the toll.

08/13/2019 41378831

I work in Louisville as well as my husband and but have a child in school in Salem therefore we cannot be delayed substantially getting home
every day, nor do we want to have to make other arrangements for longer hours for her to be somewhere else in the morning because if having to
sit in traffic for hours daily.

08/13/2019 41378413

The congestion is already on second street bridge. We the locals who pay taxes are tried of paying tolls and taxes. You will cause more wrecks with
higher insurance cost. This will cause more congestion.

08/13/2019 41377330

Full closure or even major partial closures will impact all the other bridges. Please consider closing only Lane in each direction.

08/13/2019 41376483 Traffic on this bridge has gotten so much worse since tolling started. Perhaps “locals” should be able to pay a lower fee ($.50 per crossing).
08/13/2019 41373062 If you toll this bridge at any point you are all assholes!

08/13/2019 41372081

My biggest concern is regarding medical emergencies. Minutes cost brain and heart when dealing with stroke and heart attacks. The bridge must
remain open in order to allow for medical emergencies. Think about the tornado and all of the responders from Louisville who came and all of the
survivors who needed to be treated at University hospital. Minutes cannot be wasted for mere convenience or cost.

08/13/2019 41369744 Excellent work.
08/13/2019 41369095 Emergency services
I own a health food store and cafe. Heavy traffic and bridge closure will hurt my business maybe even close my business. I'm also a property
08/13/2019 41367450 owner with two tenants with retail stores. One has mentioned closing if the bridge is completely closed. Let it take longer and just close one
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08/13/2019 41367450 owner with two tenants with retail stores. One has mentioned closing if the bridge is completely closed. Let it take longer and just close one
lane...please!! Less negative impact. Don't kill what we have built in New Albany.
I'm in the medical profession and work between our three hospitals - New Albany, Louisville and La Grange. This has a huge impact on my ability
08/13/2019 41364509 to go to each location daily. I also am concerned about ambulance traffic not being able to cross the Sherman Minton for trauma or fragile infants
needing transferred to U of L.
08/13/2019 41357356

No. 5 would be hideous. Do not consider.

08/13/2019 41349919

I work too hard and pay too much in taxes. Keep the bridges open and accessible to the people. This means toll free. No more predatory policies
that directly affect the most vulnerable among us. The current rates provided by vendors might as well be poverty taxes.

08/13/2019 41350052 No Tolls on the SM

08/13/2019 41347765

You are just wanting to put tolls on the road so the city can get more money. I fill you all need to be more transparent and tell us how much
money that the city has already made on the other toll Bridges and how much we still own on the construction.

As this bridge is one of only two bridges without a toll, I believe it is very important to keep it open. I also feel it is important to keep lanes in both
08/13/2019 41344753 directions at all times of the day, as commuting is done throughout the day, rather than just before and after work. Thank you for taking into
consideration the thoughts of those who will be travelling!
08/13/2019 41342162

If they have to do a closure, remove tolls on other bridges until project is complete.

08/13/2019 41336700 If the Sherman Minton Bridge is closed, I will stop going in to Louisville on a regular basis.
08/12/2019 41326235 Keep it simple and keep east and west traffic flowing at all times.
08/12/2019 41323652 Would prefer no toll but I understand if they must happen

08/12/2019 41323066

Do not close the bridge!! Workers cannot handle the nightmare that happened before when you worked on the Sherman Minton!! Build a new
bridge then close!! Tolls need to be off as well!! Not a good thing for commuters

08/12/2019 41313122

On all 5 bridge open options, a new proposal to include the following: 1. close 64 bridge to tractor trailers 2. close New Albany ramp eastbound I64
3. from New Albany I265, close access from left lane to 64. . Finally, increase speed limit to 65 mph at I64 Westbound New Albany, Indiana past the
bridge.

08/12/2019 41309942 This will have a huge impact to business in downtown New Albany.
08/12/2019 41303431 I have an electric car, so the longer route will be more difficult due to range issues. But, I am very happy to have a safe bridge in the longterm
08/12/2019 41300930 Why does it take 3 months less for a full closure than if you had just 1 lane open? Wouldn't it make a much bigger difference than 3 months?
08/12/2019 41296077 fully closing the bridge will have devastating effects on the other river crossings and roads.
08/12/2019 41294696 You ar forcing us to pay tolls if you close the bridge. We should be credited back

08/12/2019 41285092

Please keep 3 lanes eastbound open in the AM and 3 westbound lanes open in the PM. Your wording is terrible on the options. Diagrams would
help.

08/12/2019 41283657 Please do not close it completely.
08/12/2019 41275895 I believe option 3 is written incorrectly, but I understand what you mean, hopefully.
08/12/2019 41273336

Has it been considered to keep one tier open at a time and making it two way traffic?. I realize some temporary roadway would need to be added.

08/11/2019 41254834 DO NOT PUT A TOLL ON BRIDGE
08/11/2019 41244665 So no one thought of copying Madison, ind and just build a new bridge close to old one?
08/10/2019 41236183

Keeping the bridge open is key, impacting us in such a way by a closure would add business cost and likely make us cease business in the region.

08/10/2019 41226797

Build a new bridge. Tear down the old one.

08/10/2019 41225849 While the toll bridges offer options getting to them will be a traffic jam itself.

08/10/2019 41224064

Please don't close the bridge completely. We have already endured this once before. I can even be ok with full closures on the weekends. Friday
night to 5 am Monday morning. Thanks for even considering multiple options. Good luck

08/10/2019 41224193

No full closure, sure you plan on tolling it after project done.

08/10/2019 41154712

Please do not close the bridge and keep as many eastbound lanes open in the AM and westbound lanes open in the PM. Thank you

08/09/2019 41129817

Don't close the bridge!

08/09/2019 41125853

Pay tolls for commuters living in Floyd County, Indiana and surrounding counties in Indiana West of Louisville.

08/09/2019 41125659

DONT CLOSE THE BRIDGE

08/09/2019 41109092

I don’t cross the river daily, but I am stuck in the traffic that goes that direction and will be stuck again with anyone traveling down 265 to 65
south. I live in Georgetown but work in a Clarksville. When this bridge was closed several years ago I sat for HOURS trying to get to work, and ALL
roads were crammed with people. My time is valuable, and I don’t wish to leave 2-3 hours early for 2 years just to meat the “short term” goals and
have the bridge done quickly.
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08/09/2019 41102216

Total bridge closure would create a medical hardship.

08/09/2019 41097908 Don’t kill us commuters again by closing the bridge. Divert all trucks on to 265

08/09/2019 41080237

Under all circumstances, since there will be major delays, for 2 - 3 years+, my preference would be to cut the toll by half, or more, even if it
extends the toll payback by that amount of time.

08/09/2019 41079405 If you are working 365 days 24/7 I hope this can be completed in record time!
08/09/2019 41078484 Every day at 745am-830am 64E already gets backed up approaching the Sherman Minton. What options are being considered for 64E and 265E?

08/09/2019 41076554

We need to get to work without taking 90 minutes and completely jamming up the other routes to the other bridges every day. 3 lanes east open
in the Sherman Minton in the am and 3 lanes west open in the PM

Please take into consideration that many of us have children to get home to each afternoon/evening. We do NOT want to take our children out of
08/09/2019 41076409 after school activities and sports because we can’t get home to Greenville, IN from Louisville in a timely manner in order to get them there on time
or pick them up on time. Thank you.
08/09/2019 41076111

Closing the bridge would be a NIGHTMARE for us commuters. Need Eastbound open in the AM and Westbound open in the PM. Please!

08/09/2019 41059835 Please please don’t close this bridge completely. The impact on our businesses would have effects far beyond the bridge closure timeline.
08/08/2019 41027774

Promote this survey and the results more!!

08/08/2019 41005672 If the option which calls for ramp closings is selected the people of southern Indiana will be ill served

08/07/2019 40941176

Commuters are the most important. Trucks should be diverted to 265 to reduce traffic. 265 ramps should be reconfigured to allow two lanes to
exit.

08/07/2019 40926007 I think it should be blown up during thunder to make next year even more increadable.

08/07/2019 40883164

There is not enough interstate/roadways to get all the daily commuters effectively over to the Kennedy bridge without major traffic congestion.
Sitting 2 hours in a car on way to work is not effective based on my past experience of Shermagedon.

08/07/2019 40879130

I'm surprised that the full close didn't reduce the construction time in an appreciable manner. I hope there is a way to do traffic impact surveys to
help assess which way to go with closures. What work will be done on 265 to reduce congestion on that road?

Have the bridge down to one lane during off peak hours(9am-4pm), less traffic and conjestion, safe for crews. Make sure crews are actually
08/06/2019 40777283 working and not standing around smoking cigs and discussing how it will take 20 ppl to gather around a small pothole and determine who will fill
it and how much material it will take, leading up to 30 mins before the end of their day and half the hole is filled.
08/05/2019 40719452 I would prefer as many lanes stay open as possible.
By completely closing, tolling, or doing both to this bridge it’ll make me consider completely moving states to save money. Otherwise there needs
to be some kind of reimbursement process or tax write off available that is significant enough to make up for the loss of income. This not only
08/03/2019 40635590 affects those items it’s trickledown to other things such as daycare cost, because longer commute makes my son be at daycare longer and that
costs more money. Also it could be considered of taking the tolls off of the other two downtown bridges temporarily and then completely shutting
Sherman Minton down. Food for thought as I am a single mom with a full time job that hardly makes enough as is.

08/02/2019 40616113

My job is very stressful and a horrible commute just adds to that stress. The option that is the best for drivers would be the best one to use.
Thanks!

My husband and I have been riding to work together to Louisville every day for 39 years. His job moved him to work in their Clarksville location a
couple years ago. We travel daily from our home and use Hwy 111 into New Albany and cross the Sherman Minton via downtown New Albany
entrance ramp. He drops me off at my job in downtown Louisville each morning, then goes across Clark Memorial to his job. In the evening, he
comes back across Clark Memorial (or toll bridge if Clark is backed up), picks me up downtown and we use 64 west across Sherman Minton and
get off at exit 123 in downtown New Albany to go back down Hwy 111 for our commute home. Whatever can be done to lessen the headache of all
08/02/2019 40591383
this construction, even though we know it is necessary, will be appreciated. “Shermageddon” was bad enough, not to mention the flooding that
often happens on Hwy 111, which causes us to divert getting to work, and just road construction in general. We feel like there are orange cones on
every road we travel these days. I feel like it’s going to be a headache no matter what choice is made. Any time there are lane closures involved,
there is always that group of jerk drivers who think their time is more valuable than yours, that cut to the front of the line of traffic, rather than
waiting their turn in line - which just infuriates me and everyone else who is sitting in traffic.
08/02/2019 40591641 Please do not close it completely.
08/02/2019 40587985 If tolls were removed, full closure wouldn't bother me.

08/02/2019 40578741

I am less concerned for my own personal travel needs than I am for the businesses in downtown New Albany. Some of these businesses are small
and new but currently thriving due to the traffic they are able to bring from Louisville.

08/02/2019 40573006 Please consider closing the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic.
In this economy, a lot of people cannot afford to pay $4.20/day to go to work. The 2nd Street bridge is not equipped to handle the increased traffic
08/01/2019 40523860 if the Sherman Minton bridge is closed for an extended time. Closing the bridge entirely is NOT an option unless tolls are removed from one of
the other bridges.
There needs to be two bridges, just like 65. 64 bridge was never intended to serve the amount of cars that is presently does and the extra traffic
08/01/2019 40518656 causes extra wear and tear on the bridge and makes it unsafe for commuters. We are putting a bandaid on a stab wound by just fixing it, we will
be in the same boat in a couple years and spending double the money to build a new bridge anyway.

08/01/2019 40516550

Traffic in the morning coming down I-64 E is always slow and heavy now therefore I come down Paoli Pike most days, full closure will make traffic
coming down off the Hill towns a nightmare.
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08/01/2019 40505353 Downtown NA gets a LOT of business from Louisville people. Closing the bridge will decimate those local businesses.
07/31/2019 40466241 I think access to downtown New Albany and all the business down there will be greatly reduced with a full bridge closure.
07/31/2019 40463968 Fuck tolls. Won’t pay them.

07/31/2019 40458531

Yes. What about those whose only way to work in Indiana is 64east?. Funneling all traffic to 265 will cause even more traffic congestion for
commuters.

07/31/2019 40449720 Don’t close the bridge!!!!!!!!!!!!

07/31/2019 40447664

Time element is huge for getting to and from work. Extended time varying depending on option chosen. Much confusion with the switching of
lanes and decks a.m. and p.m. and increased accidents.

07/31/2019 40442193

If any lanes are kept open during the construction period, they should be restricted to 2 axle vehicles only. Trucks and tractor-trailers should be
forced around to one of the other bridges to minimize delays for local commuters.

07/31/2019 40440200

Full closure would adversely affect employers on both sides of the bridge, and could cause retailers and businesses on the Indiana side to close
or have severe impacts on their business. Any cost savings to INDOT might actually result in negative impacts to economy in other areas that
would likely exceed the savings or benefits. Secondly, any scenario that continually switches lane directions or closes a bridge in one direction
and not the other just sounds confusing and dangerous.

07/31/2019 40436925

With the Sherman Minton being the only non-tolled bridge, I feel it is imperative to aid those of us who wish to use it even if it will take longer for
completion.

07/31/2019 40433362 Tractor Trailers should be prohibited from crossing the bridge during construction. Please do not consider full closure of this bridge.
07/31/2019 40413755 Please consider making the 65 bridge toll-free during a full closure of the Sherman-Minton bridge!
07/31/2019 40391542 NO TOLLS!!!

07/31/2019 40391738

Very awful to expect us to pay tolls for 2 years or more by closing a bridge that everyone in New Albany uses daily . Fill closure should not be an
option in my opinion.

07/31/2019 40371457

A complete shut down would be devastating to the New Albany/Floyds Knobs/Georgetown areas. Eliminating semis during construction would
help reduce traffic.

07/31/2019 40343307 After construction is finished, will the bridge then be tolled?

07/31/2019 40341299

I believe that changing lanes or decks or directions is too confusing for motorists, and it appears that those options don’t actually shorten the
duration much over leaving one or two lanes on each deck open at all times.

My primary concern with this project is the addition of tolls that state they will be temporary but will be thought to be a "chronic" (forever)
07/31/2019 40339837 solution. The unfortunate aspect of this is that although I truly enjoy living in Indiana I do not have any specific ties and it may force us to move
back to Louisville. Please consider other options than what was done on the bridge going to Clarksville. Thank you.
07/31/2019 40336972 Don’t close the bridge
07/31/2019 40334568 We can not shut down this bridge...I can not afford the rolls on the other bridges...I am a Mother of two...and very sick...with a fixed income
This project will be affecting so many people and their daily lives. Please take into account EVERYONE and not just a few. This is the only VIABLE
07/30/2019 40327496 route open with no tolls. Please put yourself in the shoes of those who use this route for work and not just for leisure. It costs average wage
earning people too much to pay the tolls twice a day 5 days a week or more. Thank you.
Please consider the best way to keep some part of the bridge open...yes, traffic will be a headache but I was a member of the Management team
07/30/2019 40327183 of that little waffle house right off the bridge the last time the bridge closed....the impact on that business ALONE was MAJOR...so many people will
struggle to keep open the Mom and Pop shops open that New Albany and all other small cities (I love Highlander Point too) are connected with..

07/30/2019 40324825

There better not be tolls when you're done. Its ridiculous already that we will be essentially FORCED onto toll bridges. Not all companies
compensate travel costs caused by excessively tolled bridges.

07/30/2019 40323007 What ever is decided, I hope the ramps from 64 to 265, and 265 to 64 are made two lanes like they did when the bridge was shut down before....
Consider a couple things. 1. No semi trucks permitted on bridge during construction. 2. Use Saturday &. Sunday’s for construction. Traffic is very,
very light on those two days. Take advantage of it. Use three work crew shifts and get the job done quicker . There will be wrecks during this
07/30/2019 40321805 project, you can probably count on it. What is your incentive for the 90,000 people to accept this project and the difficulties it presents, such as
having to get started earlier in the morning, longer time traveling, cost of toll bridges, cost to businesses on both sides of the river. Face it, this
traffic problem during will tick a lot of people off for a long time. Better plan this project very carefully.

07/30/2019 40321959

Tolls should be exempt during this construction period for those commuters who do “not normally” use the toll bridge. We should be able to
request exemption through riverlink and if our account reflects that we do not operate daily on the toll bridge, an exemption should be approved.

Last time the bridge was closed it took a normal 35 minute drive and made it a 2 hour commute each way. I did that for eight months and worked
07/30/2019 40320179 normal work week. It wore me out. I own a business and have 20 employees who will be effected by the bridge construction. I can not afford to
loose people over this or wear them out trying to get to work.

07/30/2019 40311924

Have you considered suspending tolls on other bridges during construction to lesson cost of commute and entice those who could either bridge
to avoid the Sherman miton during this process.

07/30/2019 40305296 I think tolls should be lowered on the other two bridges while SM is under construction.
07/30/2019 40303822 Don’t toll this bridge!!!!
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07/30/2019 40299373

Please keep at least 1 lane open as tolls will continue to increase on I-65 as well as more commuting times to and from Floyd County and beyond.
Closing completely will have a negative impact (both monetarily and quality) for those that utilize the Sherman Minton daily.

07/30/2019 40298920 Do you all not remember how crappy traffic was the last time you closed the 64 bridge?

07/30/2019 40296819

I can’t afford the toll bridge to get to and from non profit work every day, please keep something open so I don’t have to drive through
Jeffersonville to get to downtown.

07/30/2019 40290347 I think a sizable toll discount would be appropriate for local residents for the duration of the construction.

07/30/2019 40295413

Tolls are a terrible idea. Especially since the price for the tolls on the other bridges are rising really fast. Making it really unaffordable to travel over
to Louisville. Set it at a price and leave it or don't toll at all.

07/30/2019 40292204 do not close the bridge - it put so many NA businesses out of business the last time it was closed
07/30/2019 40290796 do what is best for people that have to drive this way every workday
07/30/2019 40287811 What takes me thirty minutes would take me over a hour if the bridge is closed.
07/30/2019 40288402 Please consider keeping the bridge open during construction.

07/30/2019 40287705

This is going to be a nightmare for our downtown New Albany businesses and for those of us that commute from IN to Louisville for work. Please
do not close the bridge.

07/30/2019 40287362

There doesn't appear to be much saving in time to the "creative" closures vs. closing one lane at a time. I would think either close one lane at a
time, or close the entire thing, but that adds roughly $1,000 in tolls to my commute cost during the project. I'm NOT in any way in favor of that!

07/30/2019 40287173

The news story that was run timing the numerous routes using the toll bridges are bogus. Nobody wants to be forced to use toll bridges.

07/30/2019 40285410 I do not want another bridge with tolls in this area, it's a scam and the other bridges should been paid off by now.

07/30/2019 40284875

If you have full closure then close both NA downtown ramps. Do like you did for the emergency closure and make two lanes comeing East on the
ramp to 264 from I64. If you close the ramps downtown there will be no merger problems at the ramp that comes out by State Street. It may crowd
State Street, Grantline or Charlestown Road for a time but I believe it would be safer. Althought I wish the ramps both east and west at 264 on to
and off of 64 had dual ramps. I also wish that 64 was 3 lanes from before Georgetown also east. It would be so much better.

07/30/2019 40285298

Largest concern is how this will impact So. Indiana businesses and those that have children in schools close to the bridge (ie Scribner Middle
School) that work in Louisville.

We specifically moved to New Albany because of the no toll on the Sherman Minton Bridge. My wife uses the bridge daily for work as a school
07/30/2019 40284734 teacher. This would be very difficult for our family financially if we had to start using the other bridges. We hope the bridge will be partially open
to use for daily commute.

07/30/2019 40284949

Please get it done quickly and keep as much traffic open as possible. It’s such a plusivijg in new Albany and working in Louisville. I would have to
leave my home at 5:30am with two young boys to get to work on time.

07/30/2019 40283168

Use a contractor that motivated to complete quickly, possible bonus to complete early without any risk of quality of construction. Hire a large
enough contractor to get it done.

07/30/2019 40283418 Emergency vehicles could not get through during the last SM Bridge closure.
07/30/2019 40282940 Longer travel time to work and to loc business in the new albany area could cause businesses to close
07/30/2019 40282628 Full closure of the bridge will choke out business in downtown New Albany.
07/30/2019 40280937 The local economy hurting the small retailer.

07/30/2019 40277463

The last time this bridge was closed, it took me approx 90 min to get home which normally took about 20 min. The amt of traffic on I-65 was
horrible.

07/30/2019 40277233 Any thing that will help with rush hour traffic would be helpful. More work during the night time hours when there is less traffic
07/30/2019 40276310 both states should ask employers to alter schedules as much as possible for commuters to lessen traffic
07/30/2019 40275901 in the last shut down I spent 1.5 - 2 hours every morning and afternoon to make a 25 minute commute. lets do better this time please.
07/30/2019 40272811

Please don't close the bridge!

07/30/2019 40271515

As a business who makes local delivers in the area affected by closure, time and cost is important to us and our customers. We are a locally
owned small business who needs to save every cent possible.

07/30/2019 40262643 Missing work time and related income loss is a real factor for working parents
I was pregnant when the Sherman Minton was closed in 2011/2012. I was so afraid I would be giving birth on the side of I65 on my way to or from
07/30/2019 40260429 work. A full closure is unsafe for medical emergencies alone! If you do a full closure then tolls should not be present on the other bridges during
the full closure time period.

07/30/2019 40259009

Closing both decks or allowing one deck to be closed will dramatically effect thusands of drivers daily. This will also directly effect businesses in
and around the area. I hope that you are able to leave at least one lane open on both decks for drivers to travel.

07/30/2019 40256792

I will not pay riverlink another cent. This bridge shuts down I'm finding another job. Been st my job over 10 years now I will not hesitate to relocate
work places. Bridge was just serviced some years ago and closed for 8 months......
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07/30/2019 40256792
work places. Bridge was just serviced some years ago and closed for 8 months......

07/30/2019 40250915

A lot of folks can not afford the tolls back and forth. We really need to keep this bridge access open as the Second st bridge gets way to backed
up when all traffic is diverted. People need free access to this bridge.

07/30/2019 40250974 No TOLLS. that is all
07/30/2019 40249452 If we had a bridge down by the boat a lot of motorists could use that bridge. Which would cause less strain on motorist and workers alike.
07/30/2019 40236822 Please do not fully close the bridge in any direction, east or west.
When the Sherman Miton was closed for repairs the last time, once they closed all traffic to the bridge, traffic on 64 East flowed much more
07/30/2019 40231778 quickly because they opened two lanes merging onto 265. The amount of time we sat in traffic for the one lane onto the bridge was ridiculous. Just
close it and make two lanes onto 265 to route around the construction again and knock out the work that needs completed.

07/30/2019 40213977

close the bridge to all tractor trailer trafic, close westbound New Albany exit from bridge, close entrance ramp from New Albany to bridge
eastbound

07/30/2019 40195073

We live in Palmyra and drive every morning to New Albany for school and work using Hwy 150 that already gets extremely congested in the am due
to traffic going over the Sherman William bridge if this closure takes place it will be a nightmare for us and we have no other route option

07/30/2019 40184393 Please do not close the Sherman Minton completely

07/30/2019 40180940

Please consider keeping both decks of the Sherman Minton Bridge open during construction 2021. If only one lane in both directions. I know both
Louisville and New Albany benefit greatly from the convenience of this bridge. Having this bridge completely closed for a year or more would be
detrimental to some local business. Thank you for your consideration. Coral Portman Portman & Company 602 State Street New Albany, Indiana
47150 & Nova Salon 2346 Frankfort Avenue Louisville, Kentucky 40205

07/30/2019 40179069

You don’t want to force people to roll bridges. Finance issues, longer drives results in late to work and less pay. Bridge should remain open and
traffic should be monitored. Police available and wrecks moved ASAP. Effort needed for success

07/29/2019 40159884

ASk Indiana how their i65 construction , mile marker 1-10, ten years ago worked. I thought it would never end, and was a great bottle neck. all day
and most of the night. I was driving a truck at the time...check the accident reports.

07/29/2019 40151394

Please remember what happened during Shermagedon. It was a mess. I feel it best to do one lane at a time both directions. The impact will not be
AS bad.

I am not only thinking about the extra time it will take for me to get to Louisville from Harrison County, but also to get my child from Harrison to
07/29/2019 40141207 Floyd (New Albany) for school. The 64/150 junction is already a mess every morning. I am very concerned with a full closure or a 1 lane only due to
the already high traffic area we deal with daily. I also want to know if we will get a break on the tolls?

07/29/2019 40140561

This is going to be really hard on a lot of people. Working in the west end of Louisville and living in Harrison county. I really don’t want to have to
drive all the way to 65 and then back to the other side of louisville

07/29/2019 40122123

traveling westbound, the first horizontal box beam one passes under is concerning. as one approaches, viewing its midpoint, there is some
corrosion and what appears to be deflection upward. what forces are happening to cause this or is it illusory? i dont like it as it seems like it could
yield. whatever rehabilitative actions are to be undertaken, please insure we have thoroughly investigated, analyzed, and formulated the proper
corrective actions.

07/29/2019 40117541

Total bridge closer would greatly impact my job and income along with forcing motorists to use the toll bridge is also a major impact on my
household income. Please don't force me into bankruptcy. I am a paycheck to paycheck worker, just trying to make ends meet for my family.

07/29/2019 40116864

We were told all timelines are based on 1 shift, 8 hour per day. This project should be a 24/7 project until finished due to its huge impact on the
region. Also, toll assistance should be a part of the project.

07/29/2019 40102893

This is the only non toll bridge that keeps you on the highway. Driving through downtown to get back to the highway is a pain in the ass. God
forbid there's an event at the yum! I run a daycare and many of my parents work over the river, with the closures many will run late and may incur
fees as the result. None of these options are a quick fix, nor much of a difference in time span. Anything other than option 1 would be a bad move.
People around here get upset with roundabouts, they will not be able to handle switching what direction/ramp is open.

07/29/2019 40101164

Another option: 1. Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block access from the
bridge's left lane traffic westbound to the New Albany exit. 4. Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it expands to 3 lanes.

07/29/2019 40100824 Will there be ever lasting tools on the bridge after work is completed?

07/29/2019 40097136

I don't want to get stuck in traffic. If I need to get to Louisville, I don't want to spend time wasted just sitting in traffic plus being forced to pay
tolls just to sit in traffic

07/29/2019 40095728 Downtown New Albany is experiencing revitalization which could be seriously halted by the complete closing of the bridge.
07/29/2019 40092713 Please don’t close the bridge
07/29/2019 40090038 Closing the bridge completely will risk lives of sick and injured traveling to Louisville for acute medical care

07/29/2019 40081865

What’s taking so long!! Every time that I drive-by, it appears that there is one man working and about 10 men watching him work while they are
taking a smoke break, The lack of efficiency is quite sickening!!!!!!!!!

07/29/2019 40081681

Don't close the bridge please. Everyone here knows that this needs to happen, but Shermageddon was the worst thing that's ever happened to the
area, traffic wise, since I've lived here.

07/29/2019 40080136 Get your a$$ in gear
07/29/2019 40079862 Please use your heads. Close the bridge to all trucks. Increase speed limit on 64. Consider limiting or closing ramps to and frlm New Albany.
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07/29/2019 40078676 I would follow suit with the Clark county bridge I think they have done a very good job with keeping traffic flowing are fixing the bridge.
07/29/2019 40079255 If the bridge is to remain partially open, please do not allow any tractor trailer traffic. They need to be rerouted. Thanks.

07/29/2019 40079283

having the bridge shut down several years ago gave me a slight headache everyday and that exposed me to what impact having it down would give
me and that was not for an entire year....

07/29/2019 40078753

1. Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block access from the bridge's left lane
traffic westbound to the New Albany exit. 4. Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it expands to 3 lanes.

07/29/2019 40076835 DO NOT SHUT THE BRIDGE DOWN IF YOU DO U NEED TO REMOVE TOLLS UNTIL COMPLETED AND LOWER GAS PRICES

07/29/2019 40075482

: 1. Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block access from the bridge's left lane
traffic westbound to the New Albany exit. 4. Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it expands to 3 lanes.

07/29/2019 40072654

1. Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block access from the bridge's left lane
traffic westbound to the New Albany exit.

07/29/2019 40070447

My suggestions are: 1. Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block access from the
bridge’s left lane traffic westbound tot he New Albany exit 4. Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it expands to 3 lanes.

I am very concerned for this project since both myself and my husband work in Louisville but have very young children in school in New Albany. I
remember when the bridge was closed last time, I was living in Louisville and working in Indiana. It took me several hours to get to my classes at
07/29/2019 40068261 U of L from work. I'm afraid I will have to find new work on the Indiana side of the bridge just to make sure my children's lives are not impacted.
Whatever decision is made, I really hope urban planners really take the time to decide how to lessen the the loss of time for travel over other
costs.

07/29/2019 40066538

Downtown New Albany is finally coming back to life in the past 5 years. The Bridge construction will hurt the local businesses and overall
revitalization of New Albany. It is critical we we do whatever meanings necessary to keep life in downtown possible.

07/29/2019 40065871

If the bridge is completely closed, I will find replacements for what I go to Louisville for in Indiana. I am not paying tolls. Nor am I giving anymore
time to go a different route.

07/29/2019 40064228 I don't feel you are addressing other issues like truck traffic, backups on 265, closing ramps in New Albany.
If history tells us anything it is that it will take twice the time you tell us. There are no incentives to finish on time or early, and we watch other
07/29/2019 40063992 road projects sit untouched for days at a time. My comment is that there should be an incentive for finishing on time and penalties for
overages...dragging on for years and years. We lived through Shermageddon and it was horrible for commuters and NA businesses.

07/29/2019 40061165

I’d like to get the project done as quickly as possible and understand that by doing this both motorists and businesses will be impacted. Hoping
that in this process the exit ramps to and from i265 are increased from 1 to 2 lanes to accommodate a larger volume of traffic

07/29/2019 40061295 No tractor trailers during construction. Increase speed limit and add a lane to 64 eastbound at 265.

07/29/2019 40060898

1. Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block access from the bridge's left lane
traffic westbound to the New Albany exit. 4. Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it expands to 3 lanes.

07/29/2019 40060325 Untoll the other bridges until construction is complete
How about just build a newer, nicer, larger bridge that can actually handle the traffic? Traffic already backs up because it’s not tolled. All the other
07/29/2019 40059247 bridges are nicer and get less traffic. Also, do not paint it UGLY Mustard Yellow! Old people must’ve picked that color in the 80s! Embarrassing
explaining it to our out of town guests.

07/29/2019 40058534

Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. Block access from the bridge's left lane traffic
westbound to the New Albany exit. Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it expands to 3 lanes.

Reduce or cancel tolls during this time. I have a son crossing the bridge to college. Work on traffic patters during closures. Also, 1. Close the bridge
07/29/2019 40058467 to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block access from the bridge's left lane traffic westbound to
the New Albany exit. 4. Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it expands to 3 lanes.
07/29/2019 40057194 Speed limit on the 3 lane portion of 64 should be 65.

07/29/2019 40056660

Have you considered restricting tractor trailer use during the construction or at least during rush hour? This would signficantly reduce the impact
of the lane closures on workers during peak times.

07/29/2019 40053474 Consider closing bridge from truck traffic during construction phase(s).
07/29/2019 40052421 If I have to continuously pay to go to Kentucky I'll just quit going to Kentucky
My suggestions are as follows: 1. Close the bridge to all tractor trailer traffic. 2. Close the New Albany eastbound ramp to the bridge. 3. Block
07/29/2019 40051978 access from the bridge's left lane traffic westbound to the New Albany exit. 4. Increase the speed limit on I-64 westbound to 65 mph where it
expands to 3 lanes.
I just want this done as quick as possible. We commute back and forth sometimes twice a day or more. This will have a huge impact on our lives
no matter which way it goes. The less time I have to sit in traffic will be greatly appreciated...young children don’t understand traffic and have to
07/29/2019 40048069 pee frequently! Also could something be presented to show how the other bridges will handle the volume if the Sherman Minton is closed? This
would probably further encourage me to choose bridge closure. We all lived through Shermageddon and it was a nightmare. I think we are reliving
that when bridge closure is mentioned.
07/29/2019 40048544 Get it right so we can quit having bridge maintenance.
07/29/2019 40048169 RiverLink is a greedy company who steal from the poor and under educated.
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07/29/2019 40044825 Not enough reward for closing both decks at same time
07/29/2019 40041053 It’s a much further distance to where we have to go from our location and use our own vehicles.
07/29/2019 40039902 The Sherman Minton must be kept open during construction.
07/29/2019 40039052 Thanks for providing the opportunity to give feedback.
If you look now, 64E is only two lanes coming down the hill. It’s three lanes going up the hill. It already gets backed up every morning. There is
07/29/2019 40036850 only one lane to travel to 265 east. Whatever option is decided, there needs to be a better solution for Floyd and Harrison County residents
coming down 64 east. It will be a nightmare regardless of option . I am concerned this area is being left out of the equation.
07/29/2019 40031235 I don’t want tolls added to the bridge. It makes it a penalty to do business in the neighboring state
07/28/2019 40027861 Impact on New Albany business
07/28/2019 40027648 Don’t want to be forced to pay a toll

07/28/2019 40027378

I think the residents of indiana as well as the tourists/travelers deserve a bridge connecting indiana and kentucky on a main interstate to stay toll
free. If the project takes longer to keep traffic slowly mostly smoothly so be it. I do not see a huge time difference in any of the options.

07/28/2019 40027046 The closure in 2011 hurt business in New Albany.
07/28/2019 40025607 Having to use the toll bridge due to closures is stupid and expensive. Totally unfair. And changing labest will get confusing.

07/28/2019 40024628

Can we look at a total closure, just on the weekends. This would minimally impact people traveling to work M-F. In addition, we could restrict lanes
or decks through the week. Best of both worlds.

07/28/2019 40023385 Close it. Fix it. Emergency use only.
07/28/2019 40023106 Please do it in the least amount of time. No one wants years of traffic delays.
07/28/2019 40022838 Full closure of the bridge as long as tolls on Kennedy and Lincoln are waived during construction

07/28/2019 40022762

Closing the bridge is not an option at all! My mother in-law lives across the bridge and if we had to get to her quickly it would really add
significant time.

07/28/2019 40022594

Not everyone commutes the direction you expect at the time you expect. Don’t effectively close the bridge to those commuters. Last time this
happened it would take me two hours to get to work.

07/28/2019 40022238 Full closure would be horrible for both communities

07/28/2019 40020539

no way is going to make everyone happy, so take the consideration of the people into account, but also what seems safest for the workers who
have to be out there on the bridge.

07/28/2019 40019067 There is absolutely no reason to close the Sherman Minton Bridge during the updates.

07/28/2019 40018641

The times in months are not significant enough to fully close the bridge. Having west vs east bound open and closed at different times will be
extremely confusing and will cause a lot of trouble.

07/28/2019 40018430

No matter what way is decided this will come a traffic nightmare. I choose option 4 not only the best solution for traffic but also for the safety of
the highway workers

We had the Shermin Minton bridge shut down several years ago. The traffic to get across the Kennedy or Second Street bridge was horrible from
New Albany, it backed up so bad and if there was a wreck it was worse not to mention weather. I would have to leave at 630 am to get my job in
07/28/2019 40018289 downtown Louisville by 800 am. Then to get home you would sit in traffic anywhere from an hour to an hour and a half just to get back home.
People Get so frustrated sitting in traffic lime that everyday. Now you would have to pay tolls on top of all that would make it that much more
worse.
07/28/2019 40017996 The last construction was done with a tag line of good for 20 years. What happened?
New Albany has been thriving recently, and if the bridge were to close completely it could cripple the city's economy. Businesses would close,and
07/28/2019 40017572 jobs would be lost. We are finally getting to be a really cool city, and people from Louisville actually want to cross the river to us. I would just hate
to see it crumble.
07/28/2019 40017611

Tolls. Would make better if a special bridge pass was available for people who can provide proof of usage on SM bridge.

07/28/2019 40016578 NO TOLLS upon completion
A full closure, wouldn't just affect the commuters who dont want to pay tolls or just cant afford too. This will impact all the businesses near the
07/28/2019 40016475 waterfront on both sides. No one should be forced to pay tolls. This bridge was already shut down several years back for repairs, maybe
everything should have been repaired then
07/28/2019 40016466 If you are going to fully close to bridge at least get rid of the tolls

07/28/2019 40016255

I think that any of the alternating closures would be very confusing. It’s ok, I guess, for people who work and could take advantage 1 way in the
a.m. and other way in p.m. but if you’re just going to be gone a couple hours it would not be convenient at all. Besides that, you’d have to pay tolls
to use the other bridges since 2nd St bridge will more than likely be huge traffic disaster due to all the people who have been rerouted from
Sherman Minton.

07/28/2019 40016302 Remove all tolls on all bridges.
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07/28/2019 40016223 Keeping the bridge open seems like the best option for the community. I also don't like being forced into a toll.

07/28/2019 40016148

After what we all went through when the bridge closed the last time, I can't believe the length of inconvenience for the people that is being
considered.

07/28/2019 40016065 Whichever option you choose, full closure should not be one of them!!!

07/28/2019 40015416

Closing the whole bridge down or just one lane open will be a disaster for the entire so IN community, not just the commuters, but the businesses
will suffer too. Longer construction could happen either way. So keep as mush open as possible during this time.

07/28/2019 40015396 No tolls!!
07/28/2019 40014855 It would be bad for emergencies for the bridge to be closed
Completely shutting down the Sherman Minton for more than a year will cause significant negative impacts on Southern Indiana residents and
07/28/2019 40014796 businesses - it will more than double most commutes (even on residents that do not cross the bridge for work), it will increase traffic on routes
that already struggle to keep up with daily demand, and it will diminish patronization of local businesses (specifically in downtown New Albany).
07/28/2019 40014424 Please don’t do a full closure.
07/28/2019 40014020 What ever option is decided upon this will be a traffic nightmare
07/28/2019 40013882 Want high quality work shortest amount of time. Incentivise more if necessary.
To close the bridge would significantly add to our travel times. I know this because we have had this bridge closed before and the extra time in
07/28/2019 40013967 the evening to get home meant not a lot of family time. Also, I had to leave so early in the morning to get to work on time, I was unable to get my
child on the bus which I normally do. Resulting in us changing our entire morning routine and having to pay for someone to watch him.
07/28/2019 40013865 Traffic was a disaster last time the bridge was closed. My commute was more than doubled each way.
07/28/2019 40013100 Don’t close it down. Leave 2 lanes open at all time
07/28/2019 40011622 After this bridge is complete all tolls should be removed

07/28/2019 40011521

When all this is finished, if there is another toll set up like the riverlink nightmare going on at the other bridges, we won't be using this bridge at all
so the rest of our answers can just be discarded.

07/28/2019 40011315

It will also hurt New Albany businesses to have the bridge closed. Even with the bridge closed, the time table of the project was not that much
quicker for me to feel there is a benefit to cause so much chaos for the people who live and travel back and forth across the bridge.

07/28/2019 40011309 Tolls lifted on other bridges while this construction is going on would be nice. Keep this bridge toll free after construction.
07/28/2019 40011317

No

07/28/2019 40010775 Just do not want the full closure. Last time it was closed for three months it was a disaster taking an hour to three hours getting to work.

07/28/2019 40010626

A full closure will cause us to use the toll bridges and we will not pay for something that isn’t our fault. If our commute will be substantially longer
already, it’s insane to ask people to fork over money each day for work when the SM is a bridge NOT TOLLED.
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Appendix I: PI Procedures (Preferred Alternative Annoucement

Virtual Public Involvement Procedures for SMR
The SMR is a highly visible, bi-state project that has received a significant level of regional
interest since it launched in September 2018. The level of environmental documentation is a CE
Level 4 in Indiana and a CE Level 3 in Kentucky. Under this level of environmental
documentation, a public hearing is not required in either state, although one may be requested
per Indiana guidance.
Over the past eighteen months (18), the project has executed an extensive public involvement
process that has included the development of a project website and social media engagement,
a Community Advisory Committee (representatives from Indiana and Kentucky) and two
Environmental Justice Technical Advisory Committees (one in Indiana and one in west
Louisville), interaction with traditional media outlets, public official briefings, specific one on
one meetings with key stakeholder groups and two rounds of public open houses.
The proposed public involvement activities outlined in this document reflect discussions with
INDOT, KYTC and FHWA and align with the interim INDOT guidance and Draft KYTC guidelines
for disseminating project information and for soliciting feedback on the environmental
document.
At this time, the Project Team is not recommending a traditional or virtual public meeting be
held, as there is no legal precedence for doing so and there is no requirement associated with
the project’s level of environmental documentation, unless requested. If such a meeting is
requested, the Project Team will make a decision on the best means for executing this, once
the request (s) has been reviewed.
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH CONSIDERATIONS
It is important to consider the Environmental Justice community as we consider public
engagement during this time. Many people continue to shelter-at-home and may choose to do
limit their participation and attendance at public gatherings even after restrictions are lifted.
Further, low income persons and senior citizen households may or may not have high-speed
Internet access or the ability to download large files or stream video. The mobile-optimized
project website and social media continue to be valuable tools for obtaining information and
providing comments, however, additional means of communication and outreach are needed
to ensure that the community can:
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1) Review the environmental document (in-person and electronically). Hard copies of the
environmental document will be placed in local repositories, consistent with INDOT and
KYTC policy. Recommendation locations include the following:
• INDOT’s Seymour office (Seymour, IN)
• KYTC’s District 5 office in Kentucky
• TARC, 1000 W. Broadway, Louisville, KY 40203
• Hope Southern Indiana, 1200 Bono Rd., New Albany 47150
Electronic copies of the environmental document (compressed/reduced PDFs) will be placed
on the project website for review and/or download.
2) Understand the Preferred Alternative for Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) and restrictions
placed on the contractor during construction. The Project Team has prepared a Project
Information Handout that explains the Preferred Maintenance of Traffic Alternative and
features graphics and maps, along with an updated Project Fact Sheet. The handout outlines
restrictions placed on the contractor during construction.
Electronic copies of the environmental document (compressed/reduced PDFs) will be placed
on the project website for review and/or download, shared on social media channels and
emailed to the project’s extensive stakeholder list (to include all CAC and EJ Committee
members). The handout will be printed and made available at the previously specified
locations (outlined above in 1).
All opportunities for public viewing/access of project documents will be explained using the
strong communications network established at the project’s outset; the network includes
traditional media (e.g. distribution of a news release announcing the preferred alternative),
the project website, social media channels and sharing via email with a list of extensive
project stakeholders.
3) Provide comment(s) on the environmental document and Preferred Alternative for MOT.
Comments will be accepted using a variety of methods including the project website, e-mail,
a dedicated local telephone number (502) 329-8320 where callers can leave their comment
or request a return call within one business day from the Project Team and via comment
card that will be printed and placed at the previously specified locations.
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The comment period for the environmental document and Preferred Alternative for MOT and
restrictions placed on the contactor will be 45 days.
RECOMMENDED PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT STRATEGIES:
1. News Release Distribution to broadly disseminate information about project status, the
preferred alternative MOT and opportunities to comment. Information will be shared in
a news release and sent to extensive broadcast and print media (including minority
owned media outlets, to reach the EJ communities) and stakeholder list; the news
release will promote all ways the public can access information and make
comments/submit questions. Using this strategy, the project has received consistent
media coverage since its inception.
2. Project Information Handout that reflects the following information:
a. Key Facts (pulled from fact sheet)
b. Explanation of the preferred alternative MOT option, with graphic
representation
c. Key requirements identified during the NEPA process and included in the
contract procurement documents.
d. Instructions on providing comments
The handout will be printed for placement at previously identified INDOT and KYTC offices
and other confirmed locations, shared digitally on the project website, social media
channels and with key stakeholders (including CAC and EJ members, local public officials,
schools and universities, etc.) to share broadly with their networks via all means available to
them that they typically use (e-mail, e-newsletters, social media networks, etc). A draft of
the Public Information Handout is attached for review and comment.
3. Short Project Overview Video that can be used to promote the recorded Project Power
Point presentation. This video will be placed on the website and will be promoted on
social media channels and with key stakeholders.
4. Simplified Project PowerPoint Presentation that will be recorded on a virtual platform
(e.g. Zoom) and downloaded as a recorded session, to the project website.
5. Outreach to Public Officials, CAC members and EJ Tech Committee members. All
project materials will be shared with these key stakeholders, for sharing through all
means available to them, as previously mentioned (e-mail, e-newsletters, social media
networks, etc.). The sharing of materials will coincide with the distribution of the news
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release (exact June date is TBD, pending final approval of CE document). This follows the
prescribed, successful process the project has followed from the start, when important
news is being shared.
6. Coordination with select local municipalities once they have reopened to the public
(following COVID-19 closures) to confirm physical locales as places where materials can
be made available and where Internet services can be used, as available, to view the
project website. See appendix for a list of locations where initial contacts have been
made. Given the dynamic and variable nature of business and government entities
reopening after COVID-19 closures, there are certain details that cannot be confirmed
yet.
7. Comment Cards, providing space to write comments, will be provided with the
handouts at previously identified INDOT and KYTC offices (and select other locations, if
they have confirmed they are open, at which point materials are ready to be
distributed).
8. Publish Legal Notices or Newspaper Ads in the most widely circulated papers within the
study area; this includes the Courier-Journal and The News & Tribune. Additionally, we
will include the notice in the Louisville Defender newspaper—to reach the EJ population
in Louisville’s West End.
9. Dedicated local telephone number, (502) 329-8320, to leave a comment or request a
return call within one business day from a member of the Project Team. This hotline
number will be included on the project website and on all printed/electronic materials.
All calls will be documented for inclusion in the project record.

TIMING AND SCHEDULE CONSIDERATIONS:
Members of the Project Team have reached out to select members of the project’s CAC and EJ
Tech committees to share the Team’s ideas about outreach plans and solicit feedback. The
Project Team has also reached out to numerous public facilities, agencies and municipalities
about their willingness and ability to serve as public repositories for the environmental
document and other related materials. In addition to INDOT and KYTC offices, the project team
has confirmed commitments from entities who are willing and able to house project
documents; these are highlighted in the accompanying Excel sheet. Many facilities remain
uncertain about the timing of their ‘reopening’s’ and what additional requirements and
considerations will need to be in place to ensure public safety. Additional recommended
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entities who are able to confirm their opening and cooperation at the time materials are ready
to be placed, will be included.
The Environmental Team is finalizing the Environmental Document and associated technical
appendices and making the materials available for public involvement. Specific language in the
environmental document will need to be updated to reflect INDOT/KYTC/FHWA’s consensus
with these public involvement recommendations.
The Project Team recommends expanding upon the existing Public Involvement Plan/Process as
outlined in this approach after internal review and comment. This would allow the
Environmental Document to undergo final edits and review so that it can be made available to
public for review and comment before June 15, 2020 when the RFP is publicly released. This
would also allow the 45-day public comment period to begin in June and close in July.
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Appendix J: Public Repositories Log
Location

Facility Type

KY/IN

Address

Open to
Materials
Yes, once
open

Public
Open Date
Not sure,
phased
process

Contact
Person
Becky
Jetton

Contact
Phone
5025741781

Contact Email

Notes

Louisville
Public Library
(Main
Branch)

Library

KY

301 York St,
Louisville, KY
40203

becky.jetton@lfpl.org

3305
Northwestern
Pkwy, Louisville,
KY 40212

Yes, once
open

Not sure,
phased
process

Becky
Jetton

5025741781

becky.jetton@lfpl.org

IN

180 W Spring St,
New Albany, IN
47150

Yes, once
open

Not sure,
will take
and
distribute
when
possible

Melissa
Merida

8129493525

mmerida@nafclibrary.org

Materials will need
to be approved,
then glad to put
out. Touch base in a
few weeks.
Materials will need
to be approved,
then glad to put
out. Touch base in a
few weeks.
Glad to put out,
email Melissa and
can arrange pick up,
they will distribute
as possible

Louisville
Public Library
(Portland
Branch)

Library

KY

New
Albany/Floyd
County Public
Library

Library

Jefferson
Township
Public Library
(Clarksville
Branch)

Library

IN

1312 Eastern
Blvd, Clarksville,
IN 47129

Yes, once
open

Becky
Kelien

8122855640

bkelien@jefflibrary.org

Louisville
Public Library
(Shawnee
Branch)

Library

KY

3912 West
Broadway,
Louisville, KY
40211

Yes, once
open

Not sure,
phased
process

Becky
Jetton

5025741781

becky.jetton@lfpl.org

Louisville
Public Library
(Western
Branch)

Library

KY

604 South 10th
Street, Louisville,
KY 40203

Yes, once
open

Not sure,
phased
process

Becky
Jetton

5025741781

becky.jetton@lfpl.org

Louisville
Firestations

Municipalities

KY

1135 West
Jefferson,

Yes

left
voicemail
6/2
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Share materials
with manager Becky
Kelien, likely open
to having materials
in lobby/main
branch
Materials will need
to be approved,
then glad to put
out. Touch base in a
few weeks.
Materials will need
to be approved,
then glad to put
out. Touch base in a
few weeks.
Talked to fireman,
little to no foot
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Public Repositories
Louisville, KY
40203
1000 W
Broadway,
Louisville KY
40203
601 W Jefferson
St. #19, Louisville,
KY 40202
7219 Dixie
Highway #106,
Louisville, KY
40258
311 Hauss
Square, Suite 316
New Albany, IN
47150
3920 Dixie Hwy,
Shively, KY 40216

TARC
Headquarters

Municipalities

KY

Louisville City
Hall

Municipalities

KY

Metro
government

Municipalities

KY

New Albany
City Hall

Municipalities

IN

Shively City
Hall

Municipalities

KY

Floyd County
Clerk

Municipalities

IN

311 Hauss
Square, New
Albany, IN 47150

Chestnut St.
YMCA

Businesses
/Other

KY

West
Louisville
Kroger

Businesses

KY

Louisville
Central
Community
Center

/Other

KY

930 W Chestnut
St, Louisville, KY
40203
2710 W
Broadway,
Louisville, KY
40211
1300 W
Muhammad Ali
Blvd Louisville,
Kentucky 40203
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Yes

Open to
public now

Awaiting
feedback

Not sure

Yes

Soft
opening
week of
5/18
Awaiting
feedback,
left
voicemail
6/2

Awaiting
feedback

Aida
Copic

traffic, only
firefighters/workers
Aida Copic
confirmed, open to
having CE and
materials onsite

5022133490

Awaiting feedback,
email/Facebook
message sent
Mitzi
Kazitz

5024495000

mitzi.kasitz@shivelyky.gov

8129485413

5025877405

Yes, once
open

No date set

Yes, doing soft
opening next week
(they have call
button)

Patricia
Williams
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5025838821

Awaiting feedback,
email/Facebook
message sent

pwilliams2@lcccnews.org
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Public Repositories
Simmons
College

Businesses

KY

First
Gethsemane
Baptist
Church
Greater
Louisville,
Inc.
Hope
Southern
Indiana

/Other

KY

Businesses

KY

/Other

IN

Clean Socks
Hope

Businesses

IN

St. Mark’s
United
Church of
Christ
Develop New
Albany

/Other

IN

Businesses

IN

222 Pearl St, New
Albany, IN 47150

One
Southern
Indiana

Business/Other

IN

Metro United
Way

Business/Other

IN

4100
Charlestown Rd,
New Albany, IN
47150
334 E Broadway
Louisville,
Kentucky 40202

IU Southeast

Business/Other

IN
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1018 South 7th
Street Louisville,
Kentucky 40203
1159 Algonquin
Pkwy, Louisville,
KY 40208

Brown-Starks
Neighborhood
Place, 1200 Bono
Rd, New Albany,
IN 47150
141 E Main St,
New Albany, IN
47150
222 E Spring St,
New Albany, IN
47150

5027761443
5026357906

Awaiting feedback,
left voicemail
Awaiting feedback,
left voicemail

Yes, once
open

June 1,
tentative

Tyler
Shaheen

8122061820

tyler@hopesi.org

Yes, once
open

June 1,
tentative

Jeff
Minton

jeff@cleansockshope.org

Yes, once
open

June 7,
tentative

Patty

8127250004
8129452569

Heather
Trueblood

Opening
September,
after Labor
Day

8129410018

office@stmarksucc.org

502-533-1135 (Jeff
Minton contact,
call/text)
Left voicemail 6/2
to confirm 6/7 open
date
Awaiting feedback,
left voicemail again
6/2

5025832821

4201 Grant Line
Rd, New Albany,
IN 47150
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Public Repositories
Ivy Tech
Community
College
INDOT
Freight
House
INDOT
Seymour
Office
KYTC District
5 Office
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Businesses

IN

Jeffersonville, IN
47130

Government

IN

Government

IN

Government

IN

1008 E. 10th St.,
Jeffersonville, IN
47130
185 Agrico Ln.,
Seymour, IN
47274
8310 Westport
Rd., Louisville, KY
40242
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*Note These Public Comments were collected before the formal public comment period.

Public Comments
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Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) Meeting
Meeting Summary
Thursday, Sept. , :
: p.m.
EJ attendees
Darnell Farris, First Gethsemane Baptist Church
Yolanda Farris, First Gethsemane Baptist Church
Dan Hall, OneWest
Cathy Hinko, Metropolitan Housing Coalition
Mike Neagle, Portland Now
Eurana Horton, Portland Promise
John Hawkins, Center for Neighborhoods
Latondra Yates, Louisville Metro, property and leasing
Presenters
Ron Heustis, INDOT, project manager
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker, project manager
Andrea Brady, C2 Communications
Alex Lee, Parsons
Project attendees
Antonio Johnson, FHWA
Tim Foreman, KYTC
Aaron Stover, Michael Baker
Dan Miller, Parsons
Brandon Miller, INDOT
Mindy Peterson, C2 Communications
Kaitlin Keane, C2 Communications
Eric King, C2 Communications
Ed Holmes, EHI
Meeting Minutes
I.
elcome
Andrea Brady welcomed EJ members and self-introductions followed. EJ members
introduced themselves and shared their knowledge of the project to date.
Several members expressed concerns about traffic and cross-river mobility during
construction, pointing out this is the only toll-free interstate bridge in the area and
residents and businesses rely heavily on it. People will be impacted. They referenced
the emergency closure of the bridge in 2011 and the impact on traffic. Several members
had heard about the project and knew it would add significant life to the bridge.
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Specific comments included:
• Appreciation for the diversity at the meeting, the timing of meeting and location.
• The Sherman Minton Bridge is very important for people going to school and
work.
II.

Project Presentation and Discussion
a. Environmental Justice Andrea Brady
b. Overview Ron Heustis
b. Funding Ron Heustis
c. History and Timeline Alex Lee
d. Environmental Process Alex Lee
e. Contractor Selection Mary Jo Hamman
f. Construction Approach Mary Jo Hamman
g. Project Schedule Mary Jo Hamman
h. Staying in Touch Mary Jo Hamman

Environmental Justice
Environmental Justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people
regardless of race or income.
This committee is made up of a diverse group of engaged voices from both sides of the
river. It’s important to have voices heard from the beginning.
Meetings will rotate from one side of the river to the other. The next meeting will be in
New Albany. We’re sharing a lot of information tonight. Future meetings will be more
interactive.
We’ll be engaging EJ communities throughout the process. Two open houses are
scheduled for early October (dates and locations are on the fact sheet). We’ll work to
identify adverse effects and work to avoid, minimize or mitigate.
Project Overvie and Funding
Sherman Minton Bridge:
• Connects Louisville and New Albany, six lanes of traffic. There are no full
shoulders and no opportunity to add to the bridge with new construction.
• Carries 90,000 vehicles daily (up since the start of tolling)
• Before the Ohio River Bridges Project, there were 17 lanes of cross-river traffic.
There are now 26 lanes of cross-river traffic more options for drivers.
This is a major bridge rehabilitation that will add up to 30 years of service life. The
bridge has its original deck. There will be major structural repairs, painting and new
lighting. There are no plans to toll the Sherman Minton.
No decisions have been made. There will be closures, but it’s too soon to say how
long/when. We’re not talking about a 2-3 year closure. There are a lot of rumors.
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Q: Do you have information from the previous shutdown (2011) on traffic mitigation and
the impact on traffic?
A: Mary Jo and her team were part of the repair work in 2011. There are many more
lanes of cross-river mobility available now. The Project Team is working closely with
people who were involved in the rerouting of traffic during the 5-month closure.
Comment: The additional lanes now available are not toll-free options.
Three additional bridge rehabilitation/refurbishment projects are part of the Sherman
Minton Renewal.
Q: Is that the work that is happening now on the approaches?
A: No. Ron pointed out the locations of the bridges that will receive some amount of
work as part of the project.
This is a $90 million project. IN and KY are sharing cost of the work. There are no
plans to toll the Sherman Minton.
History
History of who Sherman Minton was, history of the bridge and the 2011 closure
This was the first interstate bridge in the area. It has a unique double-decked design.
2011 closure: It’s different this time with the ability to plan well in advance and to gather
public input during the decision-making process. There is more of an opportunity to
mitigate. We’re here to listen. There is more cross-river capacity available.
Environmental Process
The Project Team is working on an environmental study. The environmental process will
include an analysis of the project’s impacts.
Public outreach: Two upcoming open houses (included dates and times), CAC and EJ
committees. EJ committee will meet again later this year. All input will help drive the
decision-making process
Contractor Selection and Construction Approach
We know that lane restrictions and/or closures will have a significant impact on traffic.
The bridge carries 90,000 vehicles a day and we’re very aware of that.
Selection for more projects is often based on low bid. Procurement for the Sherman
Minton Renewal will be design-build best value. There will be an emphasis on the
amount of time for closures/restrictions and traffic impacts. The Project Team will help
define best value for the community. It’s not just a dollar amount that will determine
what developer team (contractor/designer) will be selected. The Project Team will
develop its design to about 30% complete, setting parameters for teams.
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A “lane rental” would add expenses/disincentives for lane closures to encourage
restrictions to be as short as possible.
The more we restrict traffic, the quicker (and safer) the work will be done. This generally
translates to lower costs.
Because the Sherman Minton carries 90,000 vehicles a day, there is much more
consideration of acceptable trade-offs.
No decisions have been made. There’s a wide range of options that will be considered.
They’ll be looking at maintenance of traffic possibilities and level of acceptance from the
community.
Construction is expected to begin in early 2021. We anticipate the project will take 2-3
years. The timeline will be determined by the work and construction approach. There
are unknowns (things we can’t see yet).
Q: There are 90,000 vehicles using the Sherman Minton now. What was the increase
after the start of tolling?
A: 2018 Traffic numbers from the ORB Post Construction Traffic Study: Lincoln and
Kennedy about 64,000, Clark Memorial
45,000 and Lewis and Clark 21,000
(link to report included at the end of minutes).
Q: Has traffic on the Clark Memorial Bridge increased significantly since the start of
tolls?
A: Yes. Clark traffic is up about 75% and Sherman Minton traffic is up about 23%. (ORB
post-construction traffic study)
Comment: Cost is a driving factor. It’s important to consider the concentration of
poverty.
Response: This is an important conversation and we realize the potential impacts.
Comment: We do a lot of work in West Louisville and I hear from many residents who
have to head to New Albany for shopping options. They rely on a toll-free route.
Comment: This part of West Louisville is poised for an economic renaissance.
Q: Is the $90 million set in stone? Could we pay more and expedite the work or would
that lead to tolls?
A: The $90 million should be sufficient for contractors to bid on the project and the
states will determine the best value for the public.
Comment: If you work on one side of the river and live on the other, you don’t have a
choice. You have to cross the river and the added expense (with tolls) is significant.
There could also be a ripple effect on spending, employers, etc.
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There’s a difference between convenience (optional travel) and cost of impact on
people’s lives.
Comment: With the last closure, we had to change our office hours to accommodate our
employees.
Comment: The last closure was a nightmare.
Response: There were many lessons learned from the 2011 closure. We have much
more time for planning. Community input and traffic analysis will also help drive
mitigation discussions. We’re spending this time to design correctly and determine
mitigation. The input we’re getting is extremely valuable.
Q: Each direction has 3 lanes. Are they 11-foot lanes? Is there a shoulder lane that
could be created to accommodate traffic?
A: It is not a full shoulder and can’t accommodate traffic. There are minimal shoulders
with no additional room to accommodate a lane of traffic. The lanes are narrow, but we’ll
see what is practical and possible as we get further into the study.
Comment from FHWA: The Project Team will look at a number of alternatives and
consider traffic modeling, information on traffic patterns and public input. The discussion
is just beginning and will help drive the decision.
Q: What about using TARC and a fleet of Ubers during high-traffic hours?
A: We’re going to consider many possibilities. Those ideas are already being discussed.
Project Schedule
2018/2019/ Environmental Work, public outreach
Fall 2019: Public hearing held, environmental document submitted
Fall/Winter 2019: Receive federal environmental approval, begin contract procurement
Fall 2020: Complete contract procurement, select contractor
Early 2021: Construction to begin. Will move up if possible, but season/weather could
have an impact.
Q: Are there goals for women and minority participation in the project?
A: Absolutely. For any project with federal funding involved, there are requirements for
minority and female participation.
Best value can include meeting and exceeding DBE goals.
Q: Who will be in charge of the procurement process?
A: Indiana is the lead. The states trade lead on maintenance responsibilities for the
bridges.
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Comment: The scrutiny on this will be substantial (DBE goals) because of the location in
West Louisville
Response: We are committed to our DBE Program.
Staying in Touch
The project website is live and will be a source of updated information throughout the
project, shermanmintonrenewal.com. Social channels are also live.
Please share project information and share feedback with us.
Comment: Is the website on its own enough? Graphics may help to visualize progress
Response: There will be community/grassroots outreach, presentations, etc.
Comment: Many people will benefit from this project, but there’s a cost to individuals
(tolls).
Response: We’ll be looking at mitigation, and we these type of discussions are very
helpful. We want to continue these discussions throughout the project.
Q: Can you tell us more about the community engagement plan?
A: We are developing that plan and working with this group to identify the best outreach
methods. We’ll be sharing information with the community in a variety of ways, and will
consider community events as a way to share information.
III. Meeting rap Up
We appreciate everyone’s time and commitment today and being part of the EJ
meetings. Fact sheets and Follow Our Progress cards are available on the way out.
The group agreed the evening time worked well for meetings.
Comment: It seems there are many more Project Team members than members of the
community at this meeting.
Response: EHI made up to 75 calls and received commitments from about 20 people to
be a part of the EJ Committee. Several touches were made regarding tonight’s meeting.
Some members believe the email invitation should have provided more information
about the project and potential impact on the community.
The complete EJ committee membership list will be shared with the meeting summary.
The fact sheet is also being shared electronically for ease of distribution.
Save the Date: November 29 is expected to be the next EJ meeting.
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Attachment: Sherman Minton Renewal fact sheet
Link to OR Post Construction Traffic Study prepared for the i State
Management Team: https://www.in.gov/indot/files/LSIORB%20Project%20PostConstruction%20Traffic%20Study Final.pdf (published July 2018)
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New Albany Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) Meeting #
Meeting Summary
Tuesday, Dec. 4, 6:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Brown-Starks Neighborhood Place (Hope Southern Indiana), 1200 Bono Rd.
EJ attendees
David Barksdale, community historian
Justin Tackett, Floyd County planner
Mike Donahue, Clean Socks Hope/Southeast Christian Church
Jerry Miles, retired PNC executive
John Manzo, St. Mark’s United Church of Christ
Nicole Yates, New Albany/Floyd County NAACP
Sue Freas, community representative
Angela Graf, Hope Southern Indiana
Jeff Minton, Clean Socks Hope
Presenters
Andrea Brady, C2 Communications
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker
Ron Heustis, INDOT
Alex Lee, Parsons
Toby Randolph, Parsons
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker
Project attendees
Aaron Stover, Michael Baker
Ryan Holmes, EHI
Brandon Miller, INDOT Environmental Services
Mindy Peterson, C2 Communications
Kaitlin Keane, C2 Communications
Meeting Minutes
I.
Welcome
EJ members were welcomed, the Project Team was introduced and EJ members
introduced themselves. After an initial EJ meeting in Louisville this fall, the Project Team
decided to create two EJ committees, a Louisville group and a Southern Indiana group
to encourage a diverse group of voices to be heard on both sides of the river and to
make attending the committees easier for members on each side of the river.
II.

Project Presentation and Discussion
a) Project Background
b) EJ Role and Benefits
c) Group Guidelines
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d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)

What’s Been Happening
Themes from Open Houses
Purpose and Need
2011-2012 Emergency Closure
Open Discussion
Preliminary Traffic Alternatives
Open Discussion
Project Constraints
Evaluation Criteria
Open Discussion
Project Schedule Review
Sharing Information

Project Background
Environmental Justice
Environmental Justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people
regardless of race or income. It’s important to identify and address any
disproportionately high and adverse temporary effects on minority or low-income
populations and look for ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate.
Our initial meeting was in Louisville and designed to include representatives from both
sides of the river. Because of the unique needs of the community and to make it more
convenient for members to attend meetings, there is now a New Albany EJ Committee
and a Louisville EJ committee.
Project Overview and Funding
Sherman Minton Bridge:
• Connects Louisville and New Albany, six lanes of traffic. There are no full
shoulders and no opportunity to add to the bridge with new construction.
• Carries 90,000 vehicles daily
• Before the Ohio River Bridges Project, there were 17 lanes of cross-river traffic.
There are now 26 lanes of cross-river traffic more options for drivers.
This is a major bridge rehabilitation that will add up to 30 years of service life. The
bridge has its original deck. There will be major structural repairs, painting and new
lighting. There are no plans to toll the Sherman Minton.
Regarding bridge closures, no decisions have been made yet. There will be restrictions
and may be closures, but it’s too soon to say how long/when. Any full closures would be
limited in duration and not last the length of the project.
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Three additional bridge overlay projects on I-64 within the 3-mile corridor are part of the
Sherman Minton Renewal to improve coordination and help lessen the impact on
drivers.
This is a $90 million project. IN and KY are sharing cost of the work. There are no
plans to toll the Sherman Minton.
History
History of who Sherman Minton was (US Supreme Court Justice) and history of the
bridge (opened in 1962). This was the first interstate bridge in the area. It has a unique
double-decked design.
Q: Are the three additional bridges included in the project the same bridges that had
work completed earlier this year?
A: No, Captain Frank and Quarry Rd. bridges had work completed earlier this year. This
will be similar work, but not the same bridges.
Project Team Comment: The 90,000 vehicles the Sherman Minton carries daily
represents about a 23% increase in traffic since the implementation of tolling. Studying
where that traffic will go and diversion is a big part of the work underway. We need to
understand any disproportionate, temporary impacts on EJ populations (especially as it
relates to tolling). It’s too early to say what that mitigation will look like. The Project
Team can make recommendations, but it’s up to a bi-state tolling body to determine toll
policy.
EJ Role and Benefits
The Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) is made up of two diverse groups of
engaged voices. There is a Louisville EJ group and a Southern Indiana EJ group. Both
groups include representatives of business, civic organizations, educational institutions,
government, low-income advocates, minority organizations, faith-based organizations
and neighborhood groups. The role of the committee is to provide input, share feedback
and share project information with the community. The benefits include sharing project
information, building understanding, the opportunity to hear differing views and the
opportunity for collaborative problem solving.
Group Guidelines
Hold productive conversations, consider different perspectives, make constructive
suggestions and respect all viewpoints.
What’s Been Happening
Public announcement in mid-September, first CAC and EJ meetings were held in late
September, environmental/permitting resource agency met in late September, open
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houses were held in New Albany and Louisville in early October, preliminary traffic
modeling and Environmental Justice technical analysis are continuing.
Themes from Initial Open Houses
Toll-related concerns, questions about a bike/pedestrian facility, business concerns
related to maintenance of traffic and concerns about closures (partial or full).
Purpose and Need
Project Need: Structural deterioration
Purpose: Rehabilitate deteriorating Sherman Minton Bridge, extend the service life of
the bridge by 30 years and coordinate and complete adjacent projects scheduled for the
same construction timeframe.
2011-2012 Emergency Closure
The Project Team is taking as many pieces as possible to learn from the closure and
prepare for upcoming work.
Differences: It was an emergency closure without time to prepare. There is now
more cross-river capacity.
Mitigation used: Added ramp capacity (added capacity on ramps from 64 to 265
and 265 south), Kennedy Bridge treatments to organize traffic (has since been
addressed by Bridges Project), US 31 Clark bridge capacity (3 lanes in peak hours),
ramp metering and closures, increased Hoosier Helper patrols, traffic signal
optimization, signage and use of intelligent transportation systems (message boards to
publicize alternate routes).
Comment: There was no Lincoln Bridge or Lewis and Clark Bridge at the time of the
emergency closure, and that will make a big difference with the added capacity.
The Project Team is considering what helped then and what will help now.
Current Travel Patterns – Big Data
GPS tracking, smart phone apps and vehicle tracking information is being used to tell
where trips are coming from and headed to. A better understanding of current use of
Sherman Minton and other bridges will help predict where traffic will go during any
restrictions or closures.
Trips from IN to KY: about 45% are coming from the West. 6% are coming from the
North and nearly half of the trips (49%) are coming from the New Albany/Clarksville
area.
The Project Team will use all available data to inform decisions on maintenance of
traffic. That information includes lessons from 2011/2012 emergency closure, big data,
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community and business input, more cross-river capacity (completion of Ohio River
Bridges Project) and traffic demand model. The traffic demand model will be a key tool
to help predict traffic diversion, anticipate what to expect and make informed decisions
in identifying possible mitigation.
The Project Team will use all available data to inform decisions on maintenance of
traffic. Lessons from 2011/2012 emergency closure, big data, community and business
input, more cross-river capacity (completion of Ohio River Bridges Project) and traffic
demand model. Traffic demand model will be a key tool to help predict traffic diversion,
anticipate what to expect and make informed decisions in identifying mitigation that may
be helpful.
Group Discussion
Many of you were here during the 2011 closure. We run these models and have a lot of
data. What are the impacts you want to discuss that may not be obvious from the data?
Comment/Project Question: What issues/problems do you expect in connection with this
project? These forums help us identify those issues.
Comment: Some employers allowed flex schedules, with more employees working at
home or working different shifts. That was very valuable in adapting to the closure.
Comment: An EJ committee member was in Louisville the night the bridge closed. She
lives in New Albany and works in Louisville. It’s a 12-minute drive daily. During the
emergency closure, she flexed her schedule, when possible, to avoid peak travel times.
If she traveled during morning drive, it could add up to 90 minutes to her commute.
Comment: There was signage near 265 that indicted the bridge was closed, but it didn’t
offer diversion information. It caused confusion for some drivers. It’s important to make
it clear during any closures or lane restrictions that New Albany is open for business
and clearly mark the last available exit for traffic.
Comment: There are two additional bridges, but it’s important to remember that people
are paying to use those bridges.
Comment: We have more lanes of cross-river traffic, but fewer free lanes.
Comment: It’s important to keep in mind that more people will be using tolled bridges
and relying on those bridges. There were many challenges with RiverLink customer
service at the launch of tolling. There will be high customer service needs again, and it’s
important that RiverLink is prepared for that higher demand.
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Comment: During the emergency closure, downtown New Albany was dead. The
committee member worries about the impact of this work on small businesses.
Comment: Another EJ committee member is also concerned about the impact on small
businesses. There are many more restaurants today in New Albany and some may not
survive if crossing the river becomes a hardship during the work.
Comment: An EJ committee member knew of a worker who had to give up her job
because she couldn’t get across the river in a timely fashion to get her children.
Comment: The jobs with the least flexibility are often the lowest-paying jobs.
Comment: Businesses could likely not survive a 2-3 year closure.
Response: It won’t be a full closure for the entire 2-3 year period of construction. A lot
of work can be done with traffic on the bridge.
Comment: Sharing information and setting expectations will be critical.
Comment: It’s important to consider destinations. People in west Louisville are quickly
getting to the Kroger on State St. It’s the closest, fastest available grocery. There will be
a community impact.
Comment: There is also a medical issue. There is only one hospital west of I-65. People
in West Louisville rely on facilities on this side of the river.
Comment: We need plenty of education, awareness and discussion in advance of the
work.
Q: Is anybody going to talk to the schools and discuss possible toll relief for commuting
students?
A: Yes, there are educational representatives on our Community Advisory Committee
(CAC), and we are including educational representatives in our discussions.
Preliminary Traffic Alternatives
Double-decker bridge with three lanes of traffic in each direction. Existing bridge is
narrow, only 42 feet, project limits bound by one service and system interchange.
Option One: One/Two Lane Closure (Partial Width Repair)
Advantages:
Maintains one or two lanes of traffic in each direction, simultaneous construction on
both decks and could include additional nighttime/weekend closures.
Disadvantages:
Traffic congestion during peak hours, longest construction duration and limited
contractor access.
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Options include the possibility of one or two lanes. When contractors have more room,
they can finish the work faster.
Option Two: One Directional Closure AM Peak (One Directional Closure PM
Peak/One Deck Under Repair at a time)
Maintains three lanes in the morning and switch in the afternoon.
Advantages:
Maintains three reversible lanes and maintains contractor access.
Disadvantages:
One direction is always closed, upgrade detour routes, safety provisions on upper deck
while maintaining traffic on lower deck.
There would be a full closure (twice daily) for about 30 minutes to set up closures.
Movement of 64W to 264 would have to be restricted during the morning.
Q: What about the weekend? Would there still be directional closures on the weekend?
A: Possibly.
Q: With deck closures, wouldn’t there be impacts on traffic and safety issues
underneath top-deck work?
A: Safety is a priority. There are systems and technology that would be used to have
necessary barriers in place. The Project Team is continuing to evaluate in more detail.
Option Three: Movable barrier operation (One deck under repair at a time)
Two lanes in and one out and switch.
Advantages:
Maintains two lanes in peak direction and always maintains at least one lane.
Disadvantage:
Safety provisions on the upper deck while maintaining traffic on the lower deck.
Could be a viable option dependent on what traffic modeling indicates.
Comment: Of the options you’ve discussed, I like this one (Option 3) best. It maintains
access, which is important especially for healthcare needs.
Option Four: Full Closure (Repair Entire Bridge)
Contractor could get in, complete the work and get out.
Advantages: Offers the quickest timeframe.
Q: How much time does it shave off work if there is a total closure?
A: We don’t know yet. We’re continuing to evaluate.
Project Team Comment: We’re not sure yet how long repairs would take/closure would
last. We could do a combination of any of the preliminary options. It will likely be a
“menu of options.” All options are on the table. We need to know what is acceptable to
the public. We will be assigning a dollar figure to associate with possible restrictions.
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The Milton-Madison work is a best-value example, where the winning bidder limited full
closures to only 7 days. A new bridge was built off-line and they were able to slide it in
place. That’s not possible with this project, but it does indicate the potential of
possibilities. There will be a “menu of options” that contractors will consider. Contractor
innovations may help accelerate the timeline.
Open Discussion
Q: Is it possible to suspend tolls during a limited time of closures?
A: It’s too early to say. We are exploring possibilities and discussing options. More data
would be needed and more discussion with the tolling body.
Comment: A total closure is my least-favorite option. Could we pair any lane restrictions
with reversible lanes during peak hours on the Clark Memorial Bridges?
A: This is an idea being explored and we’re taking a closer look at the possibility.
Comment: Closing one deck at a time seems like a safer option.
Comment: A full closure could be very detrimental to the community. It’s important to
keep traffic moving in both directions.
Project Team Q: What’s the community’s level of acceptance for limited closures during
the lifetime of the project?
A: Limited closures would be much more palatable to the community.
Comment: I would like to know the point of origin for traffic coming to New Albany
businesses. Are most of those drivers crossing the Sherman Minton Bridge and where
are they coming from?
Comment: The casino has been key to development in New Albany and Floyd County.
We have to keep traffic flowing to make sure downtown New Albany stays vibrant and
economically healthy.
Q: What happens if you require semis to divert from the Sherman Minton Bridge?
A: That is a possibility the Project Team has discussed. The Motor Truck Association is
looking for the fastest way through the area for thru truck traffic.
Comment: Restricting truck traffic is an option that has worked well in the New York
area. It makes a world of difference.
Project Team Comment: We are working with cities and counties to best coordinate with
other roadwork and projects.
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Q: Is there going to be any construction on the ingress and egress ramps for the
Sherman Minton Bridge?
A: There won’t be any permanent changes in connection with this project. We could
explore striping to make temporary or permanent changes to improve traffic flow.
Project Constraints
Environmental Constraints
We determine our impacts and then identify possible mitigation. Data is not always
humanized. That’s why we’re having these discussions. Constraints include
environmental justice areas, historic districts, neighborhoods, businesses/business
districts, floodplains, community resources (parks and trails) and wetlands and streams
within the existing right-of-way (ROW).
We’ll also be considering TARC routes and stops.
Q: We’re seeing a lot of people moving from Louisville to New Albany neighborhoods.
Affordable housing, cleanliness of the city, amenities and ease of traveling to downtown
Louisville are all reasons cited. We don’t want the project and work to discourage that
trend.
Comment: Traffic is already very challenging. Adding the project work to the mix will
have a big impact. It may be important to add those hot spots of traffic to the project
map and obtain current traffic counts/patterns in New Albany.
Evaluation Criteria
Traffic impacts, environmental impacts and economic impacts are all considered.
Traffic impacts include roadway network, level of service/delay, queue lengths, and
diversion (time and cost).
Environmental impacts include environmental justice and historic districts.
Economic impacts include duration, tolls and construction cost.
Comment: The Clark Memorial Bridge can be inconvenient to use because of the traffic
and lines. It’s difficult to get to because of all of the traffic lights.
Comment: Special events, especially at the YUM Center, also have a significant impact
on traffic on the Clark Memorial Bridge.
Comment: Group discussions like these are very important in gathering and sharing
information.
Project Schedule
Summer 2018: Project team started work.
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2018/2019: Environmental work, public outreach, development of contract
specifications.
Fall 2019: Public hearing will be held, environmental document submitted to FHWA with
preferred approach to construction and traffic management.
Fall/Winter 2019: FHWA approval of environmental document; begin contract
procurement.
Fall 2020: Complete contract procurement; select design-build/best value contractor.
Early 2021: Construction expected to begin.
Project Team Comment: We’ll work to advance the project as much as possible,
reaching construction as soon as possible.
Environmental Milestones
We’re currently working to develop the range of alternatives and gather information and
feedback. In spring (March), we expect to be able to share more detailed information
about traffic modeling, temporary impacts and possible mitigation. We’ll have another
round of open houses in summer 2019 and a public hearing in fall 2019.
This group is expected to meet twice in 2019 (spring and summer).
It’s a 2-way street. We want to share and receive information.
III. Closing/Next Steps
The project website is a central source for information. Meeting minutes are available on
the website for the previous meetings and will be posted for this meeting. Meeting
summaries and presentations will also be shared electronically with this group. Be sure
to sign in and pick up meeting materials.
Next meeting expected in March 2019.
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Louisville Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) Meeting
Meeting Summary
Thursday, Nov. , :
: p.m.
Louisville Central Community Center,
. Muhammad Ali

lvd.

EJ attendees
Kevin Fields, Louisville Central Community Center
Arnita Gadson, West Jefferson County Community Task Force and NAACP of Louisville
John Cullen, Metropolitan Housing Coalition
Pam Osborne, Parkland Neighborhood Association
Ken Jobst, Simmons College
Latondra Yates, Louisville Metro, property and leasing
Darnell Farris, First Gethsemane Baptist Church
Stephanie Benson, Seven Counties Services
Eddie Squires, Dixie Area Business Association
Sam Jones, community representative
OJ Oleka, community representative (KY Treasurer’s office)
Shaun Spencer, West Louisville Dream Team
General public attendees
Terrell Holden
Presenters
Andrea Brady, C2 Communications
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker
Craig Moore, Parsons
Alex Lee, Parsons
Toby Randolph, Parsons
Project attendees
Ron Heustis, INDOT
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker
Lindsay Ashby, KYTC
Mindy Peterson, C2 Communications
Kaitlin Keane, C2 Communications
Meeting Minutes
I.
elcome
Andrea Brady welcomed EJ members, introduced the Project Team and EJ members
introduced themselves. Kevin Fields welcomed the group and talked about the role that
that Louisville Central Community Center plays in hosting public involvement events.

1
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II.

Project Presentation and Discussion
a) EJ Role and Benefits Alex Lee
b) Group Guidelines Alex Lee
c) What’s Been Happening Wendy Vachet
d) Themes from Open Houses Wendy Vachet
e) Purpose and Need Wendy Vachet
f) 2011-2012 Emergency Closure Craig Moore
g) Open Discussion All
h) Preliminary Traffic Alternatives Toby Randolph
i) Open Discussion All
j) Project Constraints Wendy Vachet
k) Evaluation Criteria Wendy Vachet
l) Open Discussion All
m) Project Schedule Review Wendy Vachet
n) Sharing Information Wendy Vachet

EJ Role and enefits
The Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) is made up of two diverse groups of
engaged voices. There is a Louisville EJ group and a Southern Indiana EJ group. Both
groups include representatives of business, civic organizations, educational institutions,
government, low-income advocates, minority organizations, faith-based organizations
and neighborhood groups. The role of the committee is to provide input, share feedback
and share project information with the community. The benefits include sharing project
information, building understanding, the opportunity to hear differing views and the
opportunity for collaborative problem solving.
Group Guidelines
Hold productive conversations, consider different perspectives, make constructive
suggestions and respect all viewpoints.
hat s een Happening
Public announcement in mid-September, first CAC and EJ meetings were held in late
September, environmental/permitting resource agency met in late September, open
houses were held in New Albany and Louisville in early October, preliminary traffic
modeling and Environmental Justice technical analysis are continuing.
Themes from Initial Open Houses
Toll-related concerns, questions about a bike/pedestrian facility, business concerns
related to maintenance of traffic and concerns about closures (partial or full).
Purpose and Need
Project Need: Structural deterioration

2
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Purpose: Rehabilitate deteriorating Sherman Minton Bridge, extend the service life of
the bridge by 30 years and coordinate and complete adjacent projects scheduled for the
same construction timeframe.
Emergency Closure
The Project Team is taking as many pieces as possible to learn from the closure and
prepare for upcoming work.
Differences: It was an emergency closure without time to prepare. There is now
more cross-river capacity.
Mitigation used: Added ramp capacity (added capacity on ramps from 64 to 265
and 265 south), Kennedy Bridge treatments to organize traffic (has since been
addressed by Bridges Project), US 31 Clark bridge capacity (3 lanes in peak hours),
ramp metering and closures, increased Hoosier Helper patrols, traffic signal
optimization, signage and use of intelligent transportation systems (message boards to
publicize alternate routes).
Team is considering what helped then and what will help now.
Current Travel Patterns
ig Data
GPS tracking, smart phone apps and vehicle tracking information is being used to tell
where trips are coming from and headed to.
A better understanding of current use of Sherman Minton and other bridges will help
predict where traffic will go during any restrictions or closures.
Trips from IN to KY: about 45% are coming from the West. 6% are coming from the
North and nearly half of the trips (49%) are coming from the New Albany/Clarksville
area.
The Project Team will use all available data to inform decisions on maintenance of
traffic. That information includes lessons from 2011/2012 emergency closure, big data,
community and business input, more cross-river capacity (completion of Ohio River
Bridges Project) and traffic demand model. The traffic demand model will be a key tool
to help predict traffic diversion, anticipate what to expect and make informed decisions
in identifying possible mitigation.
Q: Could you be more specific on some of the ITS used?
A: KYTC and INDOT had traffic sensors in place to track traffic. They used variable
message boards to alert motorists to detours.
Q: Did messaging include expected travel time?
A: That messaging was not available at the time, but it would be possible now.
A: Signage extended north to Indianapolis.
Q: Will GPS divert traffic based on congestion?
3
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A: More people are using WA E and other technology.
Q: Is this the first type of project in the area that has used this type of big data and data
collection method?
A: It was not used for ORB. The team is not aware of other projects that have used this
type of data. Both KY and IN have more technology to pull from now, with the ability to
track the size and number of vehicles moving through the area.
Q: This looks at origin data, do you also look at destination?
A: Yes. We’ll also be looking at destination. The information will be used for our travel
demand models to help predict where traffic will be going.
Comment: It would be helpful to include the capacity numbers, as well as percentages.
How many vehicles are traveling through the area at what times? Would prefer actual
counts vs. percentages for traffic volumes.
Comment: There will be predictions, but we’ll also be doing some nearly real-time
monitoring of those predictions to make adjustments as necessary.
Comment: We often monitor and make adjustments, like traffic signal adjustments.
Q: Can you make those same predictions with truck traffic, especially thru traffic? That
truck traffic can lead to real congestion issues.
A: The data breaks down trucking data separately from passenger car data.
The Project Team will use all available data to inform decisions on maintenance of
traffic. Lessons from 2011/2012 emergency closure, big data, community and business
input, more cross-river capacity (completion of Ohio River Bridges Project) and traffic
demand model. Traffic demand model will be a key tool to help predict traffic diversion,
anticipate what to expect and make informed decisions in identifying mitigation that may
be helpful.
Q: What is the timeliness of the data you are collecting?
A: There are many sources. We can do inquiries based on certain times of the year and
times of day. We draw comparisons between the model and data observed.
Comment: With the data we’re collecting and the traffic demand model being created,
we’re looking at the 90,000 vehicles using the Sherman Minton. It’s hard to estimate
individual impact. We want a better understanding of local use, temporary impacts, etc.
Q: Is it possible to get some of the preliminary data to identify geographic areas of
greatest impact? It may help with community engagement if we know the impacted
areas.
A: There will be at least two more EJ meetings. As we get more information, we will
share that information and adjust our outreach based on that information.
4
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Group Discussion
Many of you were here during the 2011 closure. We run these models and have a lot of
data. What are the impacts you want to discuss that may not be obvious from the data?
Q: Have you done any monitoring to determine air quality? Stalled traffic will impact air
quality. Finding out more at the beginning will help to mitigate. Expressed desire for air
quality monitoring.
A: We’re still in the early stages of what we will study. Our impacts will be temporary.
Q: Do you have economic studies on how local businesses were impacted during the
emergency closure?
A: Not that the team is aware of, but we are talking to businesses and business groups
through our advisory committees and other outreach.
Q: Have you considered the East End bridge as a possible means of diversion?
A: We have created a study area, but it’s important to look at the broader travel area.
This is the study area for impacts. It’s not the full area we’re considering as far as
possible diversion. It is a positive difference with the East End connection and signage
could help alert drivers to more options. The models do consider the whole region. The
model will help us determine distribution, diversion and delay times. We’ll work to
reduce delays as much as possible.
Q: Do we know that there isn’t planned work on the other bridges at this time?
A: We have looked at all projects, including local projects that we have access to and
will continue to monitor. We are coordinating and including some smaller projects that
will be happening in the same construction timeline.
Q: Will the federal infrastructure bill change with possible additional funding/more
projects possible?
A: There could possibly be an impact, but we would coordinate accordingly.
Preliminary Traffic Alternatives
Double-decker bridge with three lanes of traffic in each direction. Existing bridge is
narrow, only 42 feet, project limits bound by one service and system interchange.
Option One: One T o Lane Closure (Partial idth Repair)
Advantages:
Maintains one or two lanes of traffic in each direction, simultaneous construction on
both decks and could include additional nighttime/weekend closures.
Disadvantages:

5
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Traffic congestion during peak hours, longest construction duration and limited
contractor access.
Options include the possibility of one or two lanes. When contractors have more room,
they can finish the work faster.
Option T o: One Directional Closure AM Peak (One Directional Closure PM
Peak One Deck Under Repair at a time)
Maintains three lanes in the morning and switch in the afternoon.
Advantages:
Maintains three reversible lanes and maintains contractor access.
Disadvantages:
One direction is always closed, upgrade detour routes, safety provisions on upper deck
while maintaining traffic on lower deck.
There would be a full closure (twice daily) for about 30 minutes to set up closures.
Movement of 64W to 264 would have to be restricted during the morning.
Option Three: Movable barrier operation (One deck under repair at a time)
Two lanes in and one out and switch.
Advantages:
Maintains two lanes in peak direction and always maintains at least one lane.
Disadvantages:
Could be a viable option dependent on what traffic modeling indicates.
Option Four: Full Closure (Repair Entire ridge)
Contractor could get in, complete the work and get out.
Advantages: Offers the quickest timeframe.
We’re not sure yet how long repairs would take/closure would last. We could do a
combination of any of the preliminary options. These are preliminary options only. It will
likely be a “menu of options.” All options are on the table. We need to know what is
acceptable to the public.
Open Discussion
Q: How long would Option 3 extend the duration of the work?
A: That’s not been determined yet, but it’s expected to be a faster option than the first
option (as far as duration of work).
Comment: Some work may require some duration of full closures (like hanging cables).
Analysis is still underway. It’s important to remember it’s not an either/or for a longduration. It could be a combination of alternatives, more limited in duration.
Comment: We could have a short time period to complete needed work and then switch
to other option/closure.
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Comment: I think we’re going to need more information to know more about what the
time frame is for each option. Duration could change acceptance of approaches. That
information will help determine best fit.
Q: Are you considering diverting trucks and allowing only passenger vehicles and local
traffic to use the bridge?
A: Yes, that will be looked at during traffic modeling. It will be an option on the table.
Q: What’s the distance between the cables and traffic?
A: There are 3-foot shoulders and approximately 5 additional feet between cables and
traffic.
Comment: The wait time may be as long to sit in traffic as it would be to totally close the
bridge, divert and detour.
Comment: Agreed with earlier comment that more information is needed on how long
construction is expected to take under each option. It’s important to consider peak travel
times for the year when coordinating closures and restrictions.
Comment: The further along we get, the more information we’ll have.
Q: Have you discussed impact of people diverting to tolled bridges?
A: That will be part of the analysis.
Q: With 2-3 years of construction, where will construction staging areas be and where
will waste areas be located?
A: We’ll be looking at footprint impacts, but that analysis is continuing.
Comment: From an EJ point of view, it should be kept away from homes and
businesses.
Q: If we’re adding 30 years, why can’t we add 50 years of service life?
A: We’re not putting in all new steel. Main steel structures will remain. At the end of 30
years, it will be time to reevaluate. In transportation, 30 years is a significant horizon.
Materials can require repair or replacement at this point.
Comment: We’re limited with funding capabilities.
Q: Do you expect any greater capacity because of the work being done?
A: No, capacity is not being changed.
Project Constraints
Environmental Constraints
We determine our impacts and then identify possible mitigation. Data is not always
humanized. That’s why we’re having these discussions. Constraints include
environmental justice areas, historic districts, neighborhoods, businesses/business
districts, floodplains, community resources (parks and trails) and wetlands and streams
within the existing right-of-way (ROW).

7
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If you have an issue/area of concern, now is the time to share it for consideration.
Q: Is there a total cost estimate for the project?
A: It’s a $90 million project. We’re refining estimates.
Q: How intentional will the team be regarding DBE goals for construction?
A: DBE goals will be required and evaluated during the review of proposals.
The subject will be added to the next meeting for additional discussion.
Evaluation Criteria
Traffic impacts, environmental impacts and economic impacts are all considered.
Traffic impacts include roadway network, level of service/delay, queue lengths, and
diversion (time and cost).
Environmental impacts include environmental justice and historic districts.
Economic impacts include duration, tolls and construction cost.
Comment: The fact that there are no plans to toll the Sherman Minton may help build
patience from the traveling public.
Comment: There are no plans to toll the Sherman Minton.
Q: Are you looking at suspending or reducing tolls?
A: There have been very early discussions; that information is still to come.
Comment: Regarding tolls, it’s important to consider the impact on individuals paying
tolls and impact with greater use on non-tolled options.
Comment: If more traffic is using tolled bridges, there should be more available revenue
to assist with mitigation.
Project Schedule
Summer 2018: Project team started work.
2018/2019: Environmental work, public outreach, development of contract
specifications.
Fall 2019: Public hearing will be held, environmental document submitted to FHWA with
preferred approach to construction and traffic management.
Fall/Winter 2019: FHWA approval of environmental document; begin contract
procurement.
Fall 2020: Complete contract procurement; select design-build/best value contractor.
Early 2021: Construction expected to begin.
Environmental Milestones
We’re currently working to develop the range of alternatives and gather information and
feedback. In spring (March), we expect to be able to share more detailed information
about traffic modeling, temporary impacts and possible mitigation. We’ll have another
round of open houses in summer 2019 and a public hearing in fall 2019.
8
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This group is expected to meet twice in 2019 (spring and summer).
It’s a 2-way street. We want to share and receive information.
Open Discussion
Q: When will procurement happen?
A: Reviewed timeline slide. Contract procurement will begin in fall/winter 2019.
Q: Who approves or rejects what the contractors propose?
A: The states.
The work being done now and the information being collected informs the value of the
various scenarios being considered for contractors.
Q: None of the alternatives include public transit. We can’t look at this project in a
vacuum. Are there possibilities to include a transit lane or HOV lane on bridges?
A: TARC is represented on the CAC. Public transit could be part of mitigation.
Q: Does part of the ORB Project prohibits additional transit?
A: On the federal level, federal dollars for transit are separate and distinct from
transportation dollars. There is a full report available on how ORB money was used by
TARC for various improvements.
Comment: We can make better use of limited lanes and room with transit.
Q: Is there any consideration to opening traffic lanes on the K I Bridge?
A: No.
III. Closing Ne t Steps
Meeting minutes are available on the website for the previous meetings and will be
posted for this meeting. Meeting summaries and presentations will also be shared
electronically with this group. Be sure to sign in and pick up meeting materials.
Ne t meeting e pected in March

.

Follow-up Questions Received
Who selects the procurement committee?
Evaluation of proposals is conducted by a Technical Proposal Evaluation Committee
(TPEC), and a Price Proposal Evaluation Committee (PPEC) with assistance from
subcommittees, which may include an Administrative/Legal subcommittee, a Technical
Proposal pass/fail and responsiveness subcommittee, and a Price Proposal pass/fail
and responsiveness subcommittee. The TPEC and PPEC are comprised of
representatives from INDOT, selected at the sole discretion of the Deputy
Commissioner of Innovative Project Delivery. The subcommittees are comprised of
9
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representatives from INDOT and, at the sole discretion of the Deputy Commissioner of
Innovative Project Delivery, advisors (including outside consultants) and other qualified
individuals. In addition, observers from federal, State or other agencies with specific
interests and responsibilities associated with the Project may be invited to observe
aspects of the evaluation process. All evaluators and outside consultants and observers
are required to sign confidentiality statements and conflict of interest disclosures, or
otherwise are subject to INDOT confidentiality restrictions and conflict of interest
requirements.
There are a number of other documents related to a DBBV procurement (a publicprivate partnership or P3 procurement). Examples may be found on the INDOT I-65 SE
project website at https://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/65se/65SE.htm.
What are Indiana state laws on the procurement process?
The Indiana statute for P3 procurements may be found on the INDOT website at
https://www.in.gov/indot/3186.htm . The reference cited on the website is IC 8-15.7 for
INDOT P3 projects. The IC citation may be found at
http://iga.in.gov/legislative/laws/2018/ic/titles/008 8-15.7 .
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Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) Meeting
Meeting Summary
Tuesday, July ,
, p.m.
p.m.
Hope Southern Indiana
ro n Sparks Neighborhood Place
EJ attendees
Angela Graf, Hope Southern Indiana
Mike Donahue, Clean Socks Hope
Tyler Shaheen, Hope Southern Indiana
Linda Reynolds, Hope Southern Indiana
Mike Reynolds, Hope Southern Indiana
Jerry Miles, Retired PNC Bank executive
Sue Freas, Community Representative
Jeff Minton, Clean Socks Hope
Presenters
Andrea Brady, C2 Communications
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker International
Craig Moore, Parsons Transportation Group
Alex Lee, Parsons Transportation Group
Toby Randolph, Parsons Transportation Group
Project attendees
Ryan Holmes, EHI
Erica Tait, FHWA
Michelle Allen, FHWA
Melvin Bynes, KYTC
Mary Pusti, Michael Baker International
Ron Heustis, INDOT
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker International
Aaron Stover, Michael Baker International
Lindsay Hoskins, KYTC
Brandon Miller, INDOT
Derrick Casson, INDOT
Berry Craig, C2 Strategic Communications
Hayley Robb, C2 Strategic Communications
Chad Carlton, C2 Strategic Communications
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I.

elcome and Introductions Andrea rady
Ron Heustis opened, discussed how design- build best value works and how that
will shape project decisions. Andrea Brady welcomed the Project Team and
asked CAC members to introduce themselves.
EJ Role and enefits
The Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) is made up of two diverse groups of
engaged voices. There is a Louisville EJ group and a Southern Indiana EJ group.
Both groups include representatives of business, civic organizations, educational
institutions, government, low-income advocates, minority organizations, faithbased organizations and neighborhood groups. The role of the committee is to
provide input, share feedback and share project information with the community.
The benefits include sharing project information, building understanding, the
opportunity to hear differing views and the opportunity for collaborative problem
solving.
Group Guidelines
Hold productive conversations, consider different perspectives, make
constructive suggestions and respect all viewpoints.

II.

Project Update: hat s een Accomplished
endy Vachet
hat s een Happening
Public announcement in mid-September 2018, first CAC and EJ meeting were
held in late September 2018, environmental/permitting resource agency met in
late September 2018, open houses were held in New Albany and Louisville in
early October 2018.
Preliminary traffic modeling and Environmental Justice technical analysis were
completed. CAC and EJ meetings held in July 2019 and open houses will be held
in New Albany and Louisville in late July 2019.

III.

Presentation:
Existing Traffic Conditions

Toby Randolph

Maintenance of Traffic Options

Toby Randolph

Anticipated traffic diversions during construction

Craig Moore

Q: Will the closure you mention in Option 5 be full? As in, not partial full closures on
weekends / weeks at a time?
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A: It will likely be a combination of the presented options. The options presented are
shown individually here, in order to provide a fair comparison between each of them.
This is where the design-build best value comes into play.
Q: Is option 4 (with the 2 lane in / one lane out for peak) not for semis? Or is this all
traffic allowed?
A: It’s (along with all presented MOTs) for all vehicles diverting semis may be a
mitigation tactic, but would be contingent on FHWA approval that’s not being
discussed at this time; it may be discussed at a later date.
Q: Why does truck travel time appear to take longer?
A: Many passenger vehicles are taking shorter trips to New Albany and Portland, etc.
Truck trips are usually longer routes that take more time.
Preliminary Environmental Justice considerations

Ale Lee

What We Know:
•
•
•

EJ areas make up majority of study area
Most traffic crossing Sherman Minton comes from outside EJ areas
EJ trips are predicted to stay on the Sherman Minton, as MOT’s allow, based on
the traffic model

Tables summarizing traffic diversion from Sherman Minton (overall and EJ-specific)
were presented.
Predicted changes in traffic flow at the local street level were presented and screen
lines were analyzed along with east-west corridors in KY and IN, to include: West
Louisville, New Albany (Downtown), New Albany (East) and Clarksville.
West Louisville has a robust arterial grid that operates under capacity; the arterial
provides sufficient east-west travel capacity.
Tables summarizing the net change in peak-hour traffic per lane in West Louisville and
the peak-hour traffic per lane in Clarksville, New Albany (downtown) and New Albany
(East) were presented.
Public Involvement ne t steps Project Schedule

endy Vachet

Over the past couple of weeks, the project team has met with key officials in
Jeffersonville, Louisville, New Albany and Floyd/Harrison Counties. The team has also
conducted its third round of Community Advisory Committee and Environmental Justice
Committees in Louisville and Southern Indiana.
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The next round of open houses will take place on July 23 and 25. Later this fall or early
winter, the project team will conduct a public hearing.
IV.

Group discussions

endy Vachet

V.

Reporting out from each group

endy Vachet

Table :
Members (Tyler Shaheen, Linda Reynolds, Mike Reynolds, Jerry Miles)
Highlights
•

•
•
•
•

Of the presented Maintenance of Traffic options, options 4 and 3 were highly
ranked. Least preferred were the full closure (option 5) and option 6. All were
opposed to a full closure unless significant reductions in overall time could be
assured.
If there are a mix of Maintenance of Traffic options used, the group requests
for the amount of options to be kept low, to allow less confusion to the public.
The group wanted to ensure that the Maintenance of Traffic options takes
constituents like those served by Hope Southern Indiana into account;
these are people who would appreciate longer chunks of consistency.
The group requests communication updates throughout construction.
Transit rose to the top as a primary concern

Key Questions
•
•

How can TARC be more engaged?
Is it possible to quantify the potential impacts to local businesses?

Table :
Members (Mike Donahue, Mike Reynolds, Sue Freas)
Highlights
•
•
•
•

Consensus choice was for options that reduce impacts on motorists but
require longer construction time. Options 1 and 2 were favored.
Option 3 was considered a “nightmare” because communications would be
challenging
Some favored banning trucks and other measures to ensure safety to
motorists, workers
Donahue called for the construction of a “west bridge” prior to SMR repairs
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•

Traffic restrictions should be paused during major events such as Thunder,
Harvest Homecoming and other local festivals.

Key Questions
•
•

Would you consider a contraflow option for Clark Memorial Bridge to improve
traffic flow during rush hour?
Have we looked at the neighborhood streets that will have an increase in
traffic?

Table :
Members (Angela Graf and Jeff Minton)
Highlights
o This group’s consensus was that option 1 was the preference, followed
by a full closure “get it done, get it done quickly,” they said.
o Add clarification on the construction duration times “snapshot” so that
all durations are estimated for one continuous time period throughout
construction, rather than in separate phases.
o Concern was noted about how to message the methods chosen as
well as the plans/schedules.
o Members requested updates throughout construction be shared, letting
the public know the project is progressing.
o The group wanted to ensure the messaging/traffic patterns were in the
right spots to update with mapping programs like Google Maps and
Waze.
o Mitigations for tolls were brought up.
o All traffic impacts are within existing network without mitigation,
Removing trucks would be a potential mitigation.
Key Questions
•

VI.

Two non-profits in the group currently give their clients TARC vouchers, is
there a mechanism to be able to give out RiverLink transponders to their
clients?

Final questions
•

endy Vachet

To address emergency services Environmental Justice (EJ) meetings are
important, but we’re also discussing these options with emergency services,
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•

school representatives and others to ensure we develop an effective traffic
management plan.
This project is a design-build best value contract. INDOT will issue a Request for
Qualifications (RFQ) later fall/early winter. The Sherman Minton Renewal Project
Team will then issue a Request forr Proposals (RFP) after determining qualified
parties. Construction activity that would require significant maintenance of traffic
will not occur until early 2021.
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Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) Meeting
Meeting Summary
Thursday, July ,
, p.m.
p.m.
Lincoln Elementary School
EJ attendees
Ken Jobst, Simmons College
Samuel Jones, Community Representative
Pam Osborne, Parkland Neighborhood Association
Cathy Hinko, Metropolitan Housing Coalition
Allison Smith, Louisville Metro Government
Arnita Gadson, West Jefferson Community Task Force
Darnell Farris, First Gethsemane Baptist Church
Gordon Garner, Center for Neighborhoods
Presenters
Andrea Brady, C2 Strategic Communications
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker International
Craig Moore, Parsons Transportation Group
Alex Lee, Parsons Transportation Group
Toby Randolph, Parsons Transportation Group
Project attendees
Ryan Holmes, EHI
Melvin Bynes, KYTC
Mary Pusti, Michael Baker International
Aaron Stover, Michael Baker International
Ron Heustis, INDOT
Ntale Kajumba, USEPA Atlanta Office
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker International
Lindsay Hoskins, KYTC
Berry Craig, C2 Strategic Communications
Hayley Robb, C2 Strategic Communications
Chad Carlton, C2 Strategic Communications
Meeting Minutes
I.

elcome and Introductions Andrea rady
Andrea Brady welcomed EJ members, introduced the Project Team and asked
EJ members to introduce themselves.
o Ron Heustis --We want to remind you that these Maintenance of Traffic
(MOT) options take into consideration existing traffic conditions; mitigation
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measures will be analyzed and will be discussed at a later date. The MOT
options and traffic patterns reflect the Clark Memorial Bridge being fully open.
EJ Role and enefits
The Environmental Justice Committee (EJ) is made up of two diverse groups of
engaged voices. There is a Louisville EJ group and a Southern Indiana EJ group.
Both groups include representatives of business, civic organizations, educational
institutions, government, low-income advocates, minority organizations, faithbased organizations and neighborhood groups. The role of the committee is to
provide input, share feedback and share project information with the community.
The benefits include sharing project information, building understanding, the
opportunity to hear differing views and the opportunity for collaborative problem
solving.
Group Guidelines
Hold productive conversations, consider different perspectives, make
constructive suggestions and respect all viewpoints.
II.

Project Update:

hat s

een Accomplished

endy Vachet

hat s een Happening
Public announcement in mid-September 2018, first CAC and EJ meeting were
held in late September 2018, environmental/permitting resource agency met in
late September 2018, open houses were held in New Albany and Louisville in
early October 2018.
Preliminary traffic modeling and Environmental Justice technical analysis were
completed. CAC and EJ meetings held in July 2019 and open houses were held
in New Albany and Louisville in late July 2019.
III.

Presentation
E isting Traffic Conditions

Toby Randolph

Q: There are 90,000 vehicles crossing daily on the bridge. How/why are
crossings bunched up in the morning, coming from IN into KY and then bunched
in the evening coming back?
A: The dominant flow of traffic follows these trends as Kentucky is an
employment hub for Southern Indiana residents.
Q: Who completed the original study of traffic?
A: KYTC.
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Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) Options

Toby Randolph

Q: Why is the Clark Memorial Bridge counted as an option for travel?
A: The MOT options show the Clark Memorial as fully open because the painting will be
complete by the point in time the work on the Sherman Minton Bridge will begin.
Q: Traffic will back up. What about tolls?
A: No mitigation measures are being discussed tonight but traffic flows are being
considered, along with the effect of tolling.
Q: When will we study the environmental impact of the construction and the pollution
from the backed up traffic on local traffic?
A: The environmental impacts for this project are being completed under NEPA
(National Environmental Policy Act). Air quality will be considered as we continue in the
project further.
Q: What about the ramps that lead to the Sherman Minton from New Albany in terms of
traffic numbers? Sometimes that’s backed up for blocks.
A: We can look at ramp volumes, but the project’s scope does not include any additional
mainline or ramp lanes. The existing network map shown pertains to general estimates
of congestion.
Q: Do various MOT options impact price?
A: To some degree, yes but this project is a design-build best value procurement. That
means a contractor team could have a higher price but still be chosen because its
approach provides lower impacts to the study area.
Q: How is safety measured and accounted for?
A: Safety is a top priority for both motorists and workers. Under existing conditions,
safety is measured by number of crashes.
Q: Are you able to determine impacts to duration of travel?
A: Yes, that’s a slide later in the presentation.
Q: Do the colors of the circles on the MOT maps indicate levels or traffic data points
A: No, the circles are illustrative of different locations of travel not reflective of traffic
queues.
Q: Do you anticipate pushback from Indiana retailers with a bridge closure?
A: Yes, we have discussed these potential issues and we are aware of the concerns.
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Q: What defines AM and PM Peak hours?
A: Peak hours are defined within 3-hour windows according the rush period of that day.
The schedule can vary from day to day, with no exact time frame set for each day.
Example peak periods: 6:00 AM 9:00 AM, 3:00 PM 6:00 PM.
Q: What are the times for am/pm swaps during MOT options 3, 4, 6?
A: The change in direction will occur during low periods of traffics. An exact time has not
been set but will be once a MOT has been preferred. The AM swap will most likely
occur during night hours, while the PM swap is most likely to occur during mid afternoon
before the PM peak hour is to occur. There is no swap in Option 6.
Q: What’s the safety history of the movable barrier?
A: The method has been used successfully by INDOT in Indianapolis and other DOTs
across the country.
Q: Are the options being discussed truly impacted by our feedback? If yes, how so?
A: INDOT and KYTC will have final say over any option the selected contractor may
present in a proposal. The Project Team will evaluate the contractor teams’ submissions
and make the selection based on best overall value, including reducing traffic impacts.
Q: How do we quantify congestion and pollution?
A: Mitigation and traffic measures are examined and quantified.
Anticipated traffic diversions during construction

Craig Moore

Q: Regarding trucking companies, will the trucks divert? Or will they ignore detours and
travel via smaller, city streets?
A: That is something to consider most trucks honor those diversions, but we will be
able to see more as things go farther along in the process.
Preliminary Environmental Justice considerations

Ale Lee

What We Know:
•
•
•

EJ areas make up majority of study area
Most traffic crossing Sherman Minton comes from outside EJ areas
EJ trips are predicted to stay on the Sherman Minton, as MOT’s allow, based on
the traffic model

Tables summarizing traffic diversion from Sherman Minton (overall and EJ-specific)
were presented.
Predicted changes in traffic flow at the local street level were presented and screen
lines were analyzed along with east-west corridors in KY and IN, to include: West
Louisville, New Albany (Downtown), New Albany (East) and Clarksville.
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West Louisville has a robust arterial grid that operates under capacity; the arterial
provides sufficient east-west travel capacity.
Tables summarizing the net change in peak-hour traffic per lane in West Louisville and
the peak-hour traffic per lane in Clarksville, New Albany (downtown) and New Albany
(East) were presented.
Public Involvement ne t steps Project Schedule

endy Vachet

Over the past couple of weeks, the project team has met with key officials in
Jeffersonville, Louisville, New Albany and Floyd/Harrison Counties. The team has also
conducted its third round of Community Advisory Committee and Environmental Justice
Committees in Louisville and Southern Indiana.
The next round of open houses will take place on July 23 and 25. Later this fall or early
winter, the project team will conduct a public hearing.
IV.

Group discussions
endy Vachet (facilitator) Group
• What are some of the biggest impacting factors? What are you hearing from
your constituents that are concerning them? What hat are some of the
biggest things you’re looking at? Important factors?
o We know when tolls went into effect, many went to the non-tolled
options. Those people want to keep their costs low.
o People cannot pay the tolls on their wages and tolls force a financial
burden on them.
o Pollution: there’s extra gas, more pollution and more time as people
sit in traffic.
• What are the best ways to alleviate the weighted factor of costs? Continue to
use the bridge/keep it open as possible?
o Yes, with the two lanes open on each deck the time was not
appreciably longer/shorter. Having no full closure and a longer
duration of construction would be preferred, for the sake of the
people.
• What MOTs are preferable?
o Between options 1 and 2 if you split that bridge and it’s easier to
work on it half at a time, this would make it cheaper and quicker; this
approach is preferable. Or, would a hybrid of 1.5 lanes closed, 1.5
lanes open be possible? Staging area in between? That would allow
for more room for a contractor and less impacts to the public.
o If a contractor can lessen the cost and lessen the time, a combination
of various MOTs is preferred. Even with a longer construction period,
it’s better to have lanes open for all rather than a full closure.
• What about traffic diversions?
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•

•
•
•
•

•

V.

o We know about contractors and vehicular safety what is being
considered to study and deal with the numbers of cars that will divert
to I-265?
o Cars will trend east from the Sherman Minton, spreading out as the
traffic begins to increase. Natural changes in people’s traffic patterns
will also mean they leave earlier or later for commutes.
How will you communicate?
o Several members expressed a desire to ensure that communication
lines are constant this communication at the outset will allow for
people to understand and change their drives accordingly, reducing
traffic congestion.
Does the model include people on I-264 going around and down?
o Yes, the model goes around the city and down to Shively.
Has TARC been involved in this process?
o Yes, TARC is represented on the Community Advisory Committee
(CAC).
Could someone from the Project Team come speak with some of our
groups?
o Yes, that’s something we’ll look at doing.
How do you plan on getting the information to people without Internet
access?
o We are looking at ways to share that information with the general
public. A suggestion was made have been made to share copies of
the information with local libraries, community centers, or popular
businesses. We are evaluating needs and opportunities to share
information in many ways including non-digital means.
Concerns:
o Ozone Action days
o Public transportation, school systems going back and forth.
o The increase of traffic in neighborhoods and local streets that are not
reported in the traffic demand model.
o The increase of trucks on local streets and the impacts they will have.

Reporting out from each group

endy Vachet

Given the size of this group, the members requested to stay in one large group
for the discussion (reflected above), rather than breaking out into smaller groups.
VI.

Final questions

endy Vachet

No additional questions were raised.
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Environmental Justice (EJ) Southern Indiana Committee Meeting
Meeting Summary
Tuesday, Feb. , :
: p.m.
Hope Southern Indiana
EJ Committee member attendees
Angela Graf, Hope Southern Indiana
Linda Reynolds, Hope Southern Indiana
Jerry Miles, retired PNC executive
David Barksdale, Community historian
Justin Tackett, Floyd County planner
Mike Donahue, Clean Socks Hope
Sue Freas, community representative
John Manzo, St. Mark’s United Church
Tyler Shaheen, Hope Southern Indiana
Presenters
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker
Andrea Brady, C2 Strategic Communications
Project attendees
Ron Heustis, INDOT, project manager
Brandon Miller, INDOT
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker
Alex Lee, Parsons
Mindy Peterson, C2 Strategic Communications
Kaitlin Keane, C2 Strategic Communications
Meeting Minutes
I.
elcome
Andrea Brady welcomed EJ members and members introduced themselves. A. Brady
indicated the goals of the meeting were to update the advisory group on maintenance of
traffic (MOT) options and avoidance and minimization considerations while promoting
group discussion and soliciting feedback to help inform technical documents.
II.
Presentation
Since the last EJ meeting in July 2019, the Project Team has held open houses in
Louisville and New Albany, shared a project survey, held small group meetings,
continued technical analysis of MOT options and requested qualifications from
contractor teams.
There were more than 3,000 survey responses. Most respondents crossed the bridge
daily. The majority of respondents favored a longer construction period and fewer
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impacts/lane restrictions. MOT Options 1 and 2 were most favored and MOT Option 5
(full closure) was least favored.
MOT Options
Wendy Vachet provided an overview of the six MOT options ranging from two lanes
remaining open on each deck to a full closure of the bridge. She added the goal of the
project is to rehabilitate the bridge. Capacity is not being added and there is no new
right of way. The Project Team will minimize impacts and manage traffic impacts as
much as possible.
Preliminary recommendations are for MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 to move forward for
further consideration, MOT Options 3 and 6 to be eliminated from consideration and to
minimize the impacts of MOT Option 5 with a full closure for minimal days only. MOT
Option 5 will be used in combination with other MOT options, based on constructability
requirements.
Q: Would a full closure occur at certain points in time?
A: Yes, we’ll talk more about that.
Comment: Full closure will be a hot button issue. It will be important to communicate
with the public and businesses.
Comment: Full closures will be minimal. We’ll talk more about that.
MOT Options Analysis
An overview of the analysis was provided with a map showing existing congestion
locations. Volumes for existing Ohio River bridges were also reviewed. The Sherman
Minton Bridge carries around 90,000 vehicles daily (2018 AADT). The Clark Memorial
Bridge is at capacity in the morning and evening.
A map highlighted general MOT diversion patterns, with more diversion seen (as
expected) with more lane restrictions. About 7,400 vehicles are expected to divert if two
lanes on each deck remain open. About 33,400 vehicles are expected to divert with one
lane open on each deck and a full closure would result in diversion of around 90,000
vehicles. Most vehicles are diverting to I-65 and I-265.
Community Impact Assessment
An overview was provided of communities and neighborhoods in the project area
including New Albany, Clarksville and West Louisville. The Project Team is required to
look at census tracts to identify Environmental Justice (EJ) affected communities (lowincome, minority and low-income and minority populations).
Comment: The full presentation is on the project website for ease of viewing.
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Traffic Diversions
A table was reviewed showing overall trips expected to be diverted, broken down by
bridges traveled for each MOT option. Some trips shift from the at-capacity Clark
Memorial Bridge to the I-65 bridges. Another table outlined expected traffic diversion by
MOT option by bridge for EJ passenger vehicles. For example, with the expected 7,400
vehicles expected to divert daily with MOT Option 1, around 700 are expected to be EJ
passenger vehicles diverting to tolled bridges.
Traffic analysis zones (TA ) were used to track EJ and non-EJ zones to measure
impacts. EJ trips were trips originating from an EJ TA in the Study Area.
MOT Options
An overview was provided of the “bookends” of MOT Options. MOT Options 1 (2 lanes
open on each deck) had the lowest network congestion, the longest construction
duration and the highest project cost. MOT Option 5 has the highest network
congestion, the shortest construction duration and the lowest project cost.
The Project Team also looked at local congestion on the street network. MOT Options 5
and 6 create a high level of congestion (Option 6 is not moving forward).
Traffic Impacts
MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 maintain continuous travel on the Sherman Minton Bridge
(SMB) in both directions. MOT Option 1 has the lowest diversion and congestion. MOT
Option 5 has the highest diversion and congestion.
Transit (TARC)
More than 50% of TARC riders are minority, more than 30% are low income and nearly
75% do not own cars according to an on-board TARC survey in Feb. 2017. Riders
would experience temporary impacts and potential detours during construction. The
fixed nature of routes means buses have an even greater emphasis on reliability and
on-time performance.
Q: Will TARC buses have limited access during construction?
A: If lanes are open, TARC will have access.
Comment: If TARC had an express lane during construction, ridership would likely be
higher.
A: Unfortunately, the extra lane/capacity is not available.
There are 3 TARC routes of particular interest in the area, but only one (Route 71)
crosses the SMB. It creates a loop and uses both the SMB and Clark Memorial. MOT
Option 5 would require a reroute of TARC Route 71.
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Economic Impacts
A table of economic impacts on all vehicles was reviewed. Each MOT option was
considered for the full duration for analysis purposes, but that’s not expected to be the
case. MOT Option 1 is lowest cost and MOT Options 5 and 6 are the highest.
The User Cost Methodology considers travel time, distance and tolls paid on a trip. A
table of average user cost for non-EJ and EJ Trips at peak hours was reviewed.
Non-EJ trips tend to be longer trips while EJ trips are closer to the SMB. MOT 5 has
some concerns in this regard, relative to EJ populations
Q: Is a trip one-way and are trips during peak hours?
A: Yes. Trips are one way and peak hours were examined to show the highest volumes.
Economic Impacts:
The closer to the bridge, the larger the impact of the project. MOT Option 1 has the
lowest economic impact, but the longest duration. MOT Option 5 disrupts cross-river
commerce and has a higher economic impact.
Social Impacts
All MOT options will have temporary effects on affected communities. Quality of life
issues include air and noise. Options that maintain two-way traffic have reduced
congestion and are least disruptive.
Community Access, Mobility and Cohesion
SMB traffic restrictions, diversions and travel time increases will affect community
mobility and access.
Quality of Life
The project is included in KIPDA’s transportation plan and is exempt from air quality
conformity analysis. Noise and air impacts related to traffic are expected to be minor
since most of the traffic stays on the interstate.
Overall Social Impacts
MOT Option 1 is least disruptive. MOT Options 2 and 4 are less disruptive by
maintaining continuous travel in both directions. MOT Option 5 disrupts cross-river
mobility and cohesion.
A table was reviewed to summarize Potential for Disproportionately High and Adverse
Impacts to EJ Populations. MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 don’t have the potential for
disproportionately high and adverse impacts to EJ populations. MOT Options 3, 5 and 6
do, to some degree.
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Avoidance
W. Vachet said you can’t avoid the problem because you can’t avoid the necessity to
rehab the bridge. Since you can’t avoid, you want to minimize. Possibilities to minimize:
minimize construction duration, determine what MOT combinations make sense,
minimize number of lanes closed, incentivize contractors, temporarily restripe ramps,
temporary use of shoulders, use lessons learned from 2011 closure, coordinate with
local officials and rely on frequent communication.
Before breaking into small groups for discussion, R. Heustis talked more about MOT
Option 5. The Project Team will outline a maximum number of closure days allowed for
each MOT option (one lane/each direction, 2 lanes/each direction, 3 lanes closed, full
closure). Bidding teams will be scored and given credit for shorter durations of closures.
Full closure would likely be limited. R. Heustis used an example of 15 days of full
closure for the duration of the project for discussion only. Constructability issues will
require some days of full closure for safety of crews and public. Time is needed to shift
between MOT phases. The Project Team will determine how much of the necessary
work can be done at night and on weekends. The Project Team is also considering
whether to limit the number of closure days by season or for the full project.
The selected contracted is held to their bid of closure days as their contractual limit.
Liquidated damages (LDs) will be charged if contractors run over on number of days or
duration of closures. LDs could be in 15-minute increments. LDs are not insignificant to
avoid allowing the contractor to “buy time.”
The Project Team must come up with final recommendation. The preferred alternative
will likely be MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 with minimum period of MOT 5. The
recommendation will be presented at upcoming public hearings (one in Louisville, one in
New Albany). Two lanes are expected to remain open in each direction for the majority
of construction.
Q: MOT Option 4 would cut off one of the New Albany ramps?
A: Yes. Getting on from Spring Street or off at Elm Street would be impacted when a full
deck of the bridge is closed. Traffic would have to drive a bit further for access and to
exit. Access across the bridge is maintained.
Q: What’s the estimated added travel time?
A: The table/chart reviewed in the presentation provides an overview.
Q: Can the State St. exit handle additional volume?
A: All of the exits are already heavy/congested. Construction will likely mean more
congestion.
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Q: Is there a similar problem in Louisville with MOT Option 4 with access/congestion
issues?
A: Yes, the impact would be felt on both sides.
III.
Group Discussions
The committee and Project Team members broke into three groups for smaller
discussions with a focus on recommended MOT Options, limiting use of MOT Option 5
and minimization strategies.
IV.
Reporting Out From Each Group
The group focused on MOT Option 1, knowing that Options 4 and 5 may come into play
multiple times during construction. The group thinks it’s important to emphasize the
temporary nature of the closure. Members also talked about the importance of talking
about why the closures are needed. They said it would be nice to see if state funds are
available for EJ residents in the area (working on one side of the river/living on the other
side). Any state funds could be used to discount tolls for EJ residents and/or incentivize
longer trips for other drivers to divert traffic. They also said it would be helpful to have a
fixed rate/known cost for tolls for a period of time for budget/planning purposes.
Group 2:
Discussion focused on MOT Option 5. It’s important to set realistic expectations for the
full closure and why it’s needed. It’s important to allow flexibility for contractors to be
innovative in their approach to the project. The tradeoff for closure days and the latitude
to be creative and work efficiently might benefit the project/drivers. Members also
stressed it will be important to communicate with the public. They said the public
reaction to the closure news will likely be favorable because many people expected a
longer period for closures. Limited days (for constructability reasons) will likely be well
received.
Group 3
The group had a similar discussion and perspectives with a focus on MOT options 1
and 5 to keep the bridge open as much as possible. There was also discussion of
possibly focusing on heavier work in the summer when school is out. A member said
closures would likely be best received if there are a minimum number of days at a time.
Advance notice will help prepare drivers and there are two more bridges available this
time (as opposed to 2011 closure). It was noted that MOT Option 2/one lane each
direction would be very challenging.
V. Project Schedule
Andrea Brady said the environmental process will close this spring with a final agency
coordination meeting, a briefing for elected officials, public hearings in Kentucky and
Indiana and the final environmental document being submitted to FHWA. Hearings
allow for public comment on the record. The RFP will be issued this summer. A
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contractor team is expected to be selected this fall and construction is expected to begin
in early 2021.
Q: What is considered early 2021?
A: There are constraints with what type of work can be done in colder temperatures
(such as painting). But painting would likely not be an early activity. When weather
allows, work would likely begin (early spring).
VI.
Final Questions
There were no final questions, A. Brady advised attendees to watch for updates on the
website and the meeting adjourned at 7:30pm.
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Environmental Justice (EJ) Louisville Committee Meeting
Meeting Summary
Thursday, Feb. , :
: p.m.
Lincoln Elementary School
EJ Committee member attendees
Darnell Farris, First Gethsemane Baptist Church
Sam Jones, Goldberg Simpson
Stephanie Benson, Seven Counties Services
Presenters
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker
Andrea Brady, C2 Strategic Communications
Project attendees
Ron Heustis, INDOT, project manager
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker
Mary Pusti, Michael Baker
Craig Moore, Parsons
Alex Lee, Parsons
Toby Randolph, Parsons
Mindy Peterson, C2 Strategic Communications
Kaitlin Keane, C2 Strategic Communications
Meeting Minutes
I.
elcome
Andrea Brady welcomed EJ members. She indicated the goals of the meeting were to
update the advisory group on maintenance of traffic (MOT) options and avoidance and
minimization considerations while promoting group discussion and soliciting feedback to
help inform technical documents.
II. Presentation
Since the last EJ meeting in July 2019, the Project Team has held open houses in
Louisville and New Albany, shared a project survey, held small group meetings,
continued technical analysis of MOT options and requested qualifications from
contractor teams.
There were more than 3,000 survey responses. Most respondents crossed the bridge
daily. The majority of respondents favored a longer construction period and fewer
impacts/lane restrictions. MOT Options 1 and 2 were most favored and MOT Option 5
(full closure) was least favored.
MOT Options
1
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Wendy Vachet provided an overview of the six MOT options ranging from two lanes
remaining open on each deck to a full closure of the bridge. She added the goal of the
project is to rehabilitate the bridge. Capacity is not being added and there is no new
right of way. The Project Team will minimize impacts and manage traffic impacts as
much as possible.
Preliminary recommendations are for MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 to move forward for
further consideration, MOT Options 3 and 6 to be eliminated from consideration and to
minimize the impacts of MOT Option 5 with a full closure for minimal days only. MOT
Option 5 will be used in combination with other MOT options, based on constructability
requirements.
MOT Options Analysis
An overview of the analysis was provided with a map showing existing congestion
locations. Volumes for existing Ohio River bridges were also reviewed. The Sherman
Minton Bridge carries around 90,000 vehicles daily (2018 AADT). The Clark Memorial
Bridge is at capacity in the morning and evening.
A map highlighted general MOT diversion patterns, with more diversion seen (as
expected) with more lane restrictions. About 7,400 vehicles are expected to divert if two
lanes on each deck remain open. About 33,400 vehicles are expected to divert with one
lane open on each deck and a full closure would result in diversion of around 90,000
vehicles. Most vehicles are diverting to I-65 and I-265.
Community Impact Assessment
An overview was provided of communities and neighborhoods in the project area
including West Louisville, New Albany and Clarksville. The Project Team is required to
look at census tracts to identify Environmental Justice (EJ) affected communities (lowincome, minority and low-income and minority populations).
Traffic Diversions
A table was reviewed showing overall trips expected to be diverted, broken down by
bridges traveled for each MOT option. Some trips shift from the at-capacity Clark
Memorial Bridge to the I-65 bridges. Another table outlined expected traffic diversion by
MOT option by bridge for EJ passenger vehicles. For example, with the expected 7,400
vehicles expected to divert daily with MOT Option 1, around 700 are expected to be EJ
passenger vehicles diverting to tolled bridges.
Traffic analysis zones (TA ) were used to track EJ and non-EJ zones to measure
impacts. EJ trips were trips originating from an EJ TA in the Study Area.
MOT Options

2
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An overview was provided of the “bookends” of MOT Options. MOT Options 1 (2 lanes
open on each deck) had the lowest network congestion, the longest construction
duration and the highest project cost. MOT Option 5 had the highest network
congestion, the shortest construction duration and the lowest project cost.
The Project Team also looked at local congestion on the street network. MOT Options 5
and 6 create a high level of congestion (Option 6 is not moving forward).
Q: How do the areas of local congestion affect the New Albany street grid?
A: The scenario creating some of that congestion goes away with MOT Option 6 (which
is an option that’s not moving forward).
Traffic Impacts
MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 maintain continuous travel on the Sherman Minton Bridge
(SMB) in both directions. MOT Option 1 has the lowest diversion and congestion. MOT
Option 5 has the highest diversion and congestion.
Transit (TARC)
More than 50% of TARC riders are minority, more than 30% are low income and nearly
75% do not own cars according to an on-board TARC survey in Feb. 2017. Riders
would experience temporary impacts and potential detours during construction. The
fixed nature of routes means buses have an even greater emphasis on reliability and
on-time performance.
There are 3 TARC routes of particular interest in the area, but only one (Route 71)
crosses the SMB. It creates a loop and uses both the SMB and Clark Memorial. MOT
Option 5 would require a reroute of TARC Route 71.
Q: Do we know how the impact on TARC users crossing the bridge?
A: Route 71 is the only route using the SMB. It makes a loop using the SMB and Clark.
Q: Is only the one route express (TARC Express 65)?
A: Yes, only the I-65 route crossing the Kennedy and Lincoln.
Q: An attendee asked about actual ridership on cross-river routes.
A: It’s relatively low, but TARC could provide actual ridership numbers.
Economic Impacts
A table of economic impacts on all vehicles was reviewed. Each MOT option was
considered for the full duration for analysis purposes, but that’s not expected to be the
case. MOT Option 1 is lowest cost and MOT Options 5 and 6 are the highest.
The User Cost Methodology considers travel time, distance and tolls paid on a trip. A
table was reviewed of average user cost for non-EJ and EJ Trips at peak hours.

3
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Non-EJ trips tend to be longer trips while EJ trips are closer to the SMB. MOT 5 has
some concerns in this regard, relative to EJ populations
Q: What’s the base condition?
A: The base is what it is today. There’s a longer trip time for non-EJ populations.
Q: Do you have information about workers carpooling for work?
A: Park and Ride numbers are relatively small, but TARC has this information.
Q: How will tolls be levied as a rider for a carpool situation? Tolls and ridesharing.
A: TARC and Ticket to Ride are exempt from tolls. Personal carpool situations can
decide how to share toll expenses (one vehicle/one toll/each direction).
Economic Impacts
The Project Team heard from many groups including Develop New Albany, GLI and
One Southern Indiana. The Team has heard the SMB is important and businesses
depend on people crossing the river. The closer to the bridge, the larger the impact of
the project. MOT Option 1 has the lowest economic impact, but the longest duration.
MOT Option 5 disrupts cross-river commerce and has a higher economic impact.
Social Impacts
All MOT options will have temporary effects on affected communities. Quality of life
issues include air and noise. Options that maintain two-way traffic have reduced
congestion and are least disruptive.
Community Access, Mobility and Cohesion
SMB traffic restrictions, diversions and travel time increases will affect community
mobility and access.
Q: Is there explanation as to why people cross the river to shop and for services?
A: (Another attendee) It’s about access to quality goods and services.
Project Team: We’ve also heard about access to hospitals, medical care and schools.
(Another attendee): There are more options for eateries in southern Indiana than West
Louisville and likely savings with major chain stores.
An attendee commented there’s information available from Louisville Metro Housing
Authority regarding West Louisville and access to goods and services.
The Project Team affirmed the analysis shows people are using the bridge to access
goods and services.
Q: Could this project benefit from night closures like during the painting project on the
Second Street Bridge?
A: Yes. We’re looking at that and will discuss more.

4
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Quality of Life
The project is included in KIPDA’s transportation plan and is exempt from air quality
conformity analysis. Noise and air impacts related to traffic are expected to be minor,
since most of the traffic stays on the interstate.
Overall Social Impacts
MOT Option 1 is the least disruptive. MOT Options 2 and 4 are less disruptive by
maintaining continuous travel in both directions. MOT Option 5 disrupts cross-river
mobility and cohesion.
A table was reviewed to summarize Potential for Disproportionately High and Adverse
Impacts to EJ Populations. MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 don’t have the potential for
disproportionately high and adverse impacts to EJ populations. MOT Options 3, 5 and 6
do, to some degree.
Q: An attendee asked if this information is also available online.
A: The entire presentation will be online in the morning and will be emailed to members
with the meeting summary.
Q: An attendee asked if the time of travel is not affected.
A: It is, but it affects everyone, not just EJ populations.
Avoidance
W. Vachet said you can’t avoid the problem because you can’t avoid the necessity to
rehab the bridge. Since you can’t avoid, you want to minimize. Possibilities to minimize:
minimize construction duration, determine what MOT combinations make sense,
minimize number of lanes closed, incentivize contractors, temporarily restripe ramps,
temporary use of shoulders, use lessons learned from 2011 closure, coordinate with
local officials and rely on frequent communication.
The group discussed recommended MOT Options, limiting use of MOT Option 5 and
minimization strategies.
R. Heustis talked more about MOT Option 5. The Project Team will outline a maximum
number of closure days allowed for each MOT option (one lane/each direction, 2
lanes/each direction, 3 lanes closed, full closure). Bidding teams will be scored and
given credit for shorter durations of closures. Full closure would likely be limited to two
dozen or fewer days. Constructability issues will require some days of full closure for
safety of crews and public. The Project Team will determine how much of the necessary
work can be done at night and on weekends. The Project Team is also considering
whether to limit the number of closure days by season or for the full project.
The selected contracted is held to their bid of closure days as their contractual limit.
Liquidated damages (LDs) will be charged if contractors run over on number of days or
5
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duration of closures. LDs could be in 15-minute increments. LDs are not insignificant to
avoid allowing the contractor to “buy time.”
The Project Team must come up with final recommendation. The preferred alternative
will likely be MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 with a minimum period of MOT Option 5. The
recommendation will be presented at upcoming public hearings (one in Louisville, one in
New Albany).
A Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for contractors is out and we’re in the process of
shortlisting proposers. Public hearings will follow.
Comment: People have spoken and want to maintain as much access as possible. The
people in EJ zones are going to be concerned about how much it will cost them. There
will also be concerns about access. R. Heustis responded that is why the Project Team
is favoring keeping two lanes open in each direction as much as possible.
Q: Is MOT 5 an option because it’s only necessary at certain times?
A: Yes. Closures could focus on nights and weekends to reduce impacts. We want to
get the project done quickly, but not while increasing impacts.
Q: Who determines the number of allowable days of closure?
A: The Project Team will decide. Better value and less impact is incentivized through
the bidding process for contractors.
W. Vachet commented that communication also matters to make sure drivers are aware
and prepared. Information is powerful. D. Farris commended efforts and added the
more you communicate, the better. He added safety issues have to be balanced with EJ
issues. R. Heustis added that the Project Team has heard the length of construction is
not the priority on either side of the river. The priority is on reducing impacts.
III. Project Schedule
W. Vachet said the environmental process will close this spring with a final agency
coordination meeting, a briefing for elected officials, public hearings in Kentucky and
Indiana and the final environmental document being submitted to FHWA. The RFP will
be issued this summer. A contractor team is expected to be selected this fall and
construction is expected to begin in early 2021.
Q: Is this a one-time bid?
A: We can decide if we adjust the RFP based on comments received from proposals.
R. Heustis added that information on allowable closures will be available at the public
hearings and that the hearings will include public comments written or oral. The
environmental document will be submitted about two weeks before the public hearing.

6
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IV. Final Questions
There were no final questions, A. Brady advised attendees to watch for updates on the
website and the meeting adjourned at 7:30pm.

7
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Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting
Meeting Summary
ednesday, Sept. , :
: a.m.
aptist Health Floyd
CAC attendees
Brian Cox, Baptist Health Floyd
Scott Wood, City of New Albany
Heather Trueblood, Develop New Albany
Suzanne Ruark, One Southern Indiana
Matt Hall, One Southern Indiana
Jan Sherrell, Metro United Way
Kevin Baity, Town of Clarksville
Angie Gray, Hope Southern Indiana
Erin Bojorquez, Greater Clark County Schools
Norris Hamilton, Horseshoe Southern Indiana
Melissa ink, Kentucky Trucking Association
Joey Barnett, Ivy Tech Community College
Sharon Jones, New Albany Floyd County Schools
Mitzi Kasitz, City of Shively
Aida Copic, TARC
Nancy Trafton, Indiana University Southeast
Deanna Karem, GLI
Jerry Finn, Horseshoe Foundation
Presenters
Ron Heustis, INDOT, project manager
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker, project manager
Andrea Brady, C2 Communications
Dan Miller, Parsons
Project attendees
Laura Hilden, INDOT
David Dye, INDOT
Aaron Stover, Michael Baker
Alex Lee, Parsons
Mindy Peterson, C2 Communications
Kaitlin Keane, C2 Communications
Eric King, C2 Communications
Thomas Benford, EHI
Meeting Minutes
I.
Welcome
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Andrea Brady welcomed CAC members and led introductions of the Project Team. CAC
members introduced themselves and shared their knowledge of the project to date.
Several members were aware that the Sherman Minton Renewal would be a multi-year
project to rehabilitate the bridge. Several members expressed concerns about traffic
and cross-river mobility during construction and referenced the emergency closure of
the bridge in 2011 and the impact on traffic.
Specific concerns included:
• The impact on businesses
• The traffic impact on local streets
• Hope Southern Indiana: the ability to get clients across the river as cheaply as
possible
• Indiana University Southeast: major concerns for the 1,500 students and 300
faculty and staff who cross the river
• Develop New Albany: hearing from a lot of merchants who have been
referencing the 2011 closure
There was some misinformation, with one member hearing the bridge would be closed
for three years. Another member said rumors had been circulating for a long time.
II.

Project Presentation and Discussion:
a. Overview Ron Heustis
b. Funding Ron Heustis
c. History Dan Miller
d. Environmental Process Dan Miller
e. Contractor Selection Mary Jo Hamman
f. Construction Approach Mary Jo Hamman
g. Project Schedule Mary Jo Hamman
h. Staying in Touch Mary Jo Hamman

Overvie and Funding
Ron opened the presentation by asking members to take information back to the
community and help clear misinformation about the project.
The Sherman Minton Bridge:
• Connects Louisville and New Albany
• Carries 90,000 vehicles daily (up since the start of tolling)
• Before the Ohio River Bridges Project, there were 17 lanes of cross-river traffic.
There are now 26 lanes of cross-river traffic more options for drivers.
This is a major bridge rehabilitation that will add up to 30 years of service life and get
the bridge to 2050. The bridge has its original deck. There will be major structural
repairs, painting and new lighting. There are no plans to toll the Sherman Minton.
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No decisions have been made. There will be closures, but it’s too soon to say how
long/when. IN and KY are sharing cost of the work
Q: What are the three additional bridges included in the project?
A: There will be bridge deck overlays on I-64 WB over I-265 WB ramp to I-64 EB, I-64
WB over I-64 EB to I-265 EB and I-64 EB/WB over Cherry St.
Q: Are those in progress now?
A: No. They will be coordinated with the Sherman Minton Renewal work.
Q: Why wasn’t this work performed and painting done during the 2011/2012 shutdown?
A: The emergency repairs were designed to open the bridge as soon as possible. It
would have been closed much longer for painting and extended repairs. The work
performed in 2011/2012 is still in good shape.
Q: Is the work going to be done at night?
A: Closures and schedule and timing have not determined yet.
Q: Will there be a total shutdown?
A: That decision also hasn’t been made.
History
History of who Sherman Minton, history of the bridge and the 2011 closure
2011 closure: It’s different this time with the ability to plan well in advance, gather public
input during the decision-making process and there is more cross-river mobility
available.
Environmental Process
The Project Team is working on an environmental study. The environmental process will
include an analysis of the project’s impacts.
Public outreach: Two upcoming open houses (included dates and times, information is
on project fact sheet), CAC and EJ committees. All will help drive the decision-making
process
Contractor Selection
Selection is often based on low bid. Procurement for the Sherman Minton Renewal will
be design-build best value. The Project Team will help define best value for contractors:
how quickly can the work be done, tradeoffs for closures and traffic diversion.
The more we restrict traffic, the quicker (and safer) the work will be done. This generally
translates to lower costs.
Because the Sherman Minton carries 90,000 vehicles a day, there is much more
consideration of acceptable trade-offs.
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They’re looking to contractors for innovation: precast work is one example. Every
contractor will have a slightly different approach.
They’ll be looking at maintenance of traffic possibilities and level of acceptance from the
community. No decisions have been made. The Project Team will be asking for
immediate thoughts and longer-term feedback from this committee.
The more lanes you take away, the more pain there is.
Q: Is a contractor that is an expert on construction work also an expert on maintenance
of traffic?
A: It is a designer/contractor team that submits proposals. Both have expertise in these
types of projects.
Project Schedule
2018/2019/ Environmental Work, public outreach
Fall 2019: Public hearing held, environmental document submitted
Fall/Winter 2019: Receive federal environmental approval, begin contract procurement
Fall 2020: Complete contract procurement, select contractor
Early 2021: Construction to begin. Will move up if possible, but season/weather could
have an impact.
Q: Are disruptions expected prior to construction for inspection?
A: Every bridge is inspected every two years, so there will be another inspection before
construction begins. Information gathered will be used by this Project Team.
Staying InTouch
The project website is live and will be a source of updated information throughout the
project, shermanmintonrenewal.com. Social channels are also live.
III.

Q and A

Q: Will truck traffic be restricted?
A: It’s a factor in the equation, but no decisions have been made.
Q: Is it an option?
A: It would be a possible mitigation tool. Discussed the three models that have analyzed
traffic in the area and explained that her team is looking to weave the best parts of
those models together. Her team will be looking at a range of alternatives, and where
those vehicles go.
Q: Have there been discussions with TARC to increase cross-river routes?
A: That will certainly be an avenue explored for mitigation.
Q: What was the increase in traffic on the Sherman Minton after the start of tolling?
A: Traffic has increased by 23% from 2013 to 2018.
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Q: More diversion to the Lewis and Clark Bridge would lead to more congestion. Is there
consideration to add a second lane to the ramp from 265 to I-64 W. It often backs up
and he expects a significant increase with any diversion during any closures or lane
restrictions.
A: It has not been discussed to date. It would have to be explored, but a temporary lane
could be possible during construction if needed. It may have to be a standalone project.
INDOT is aware of EB backup coming from Georgetown. There is an ATL project in the
works to address the situation.
Q: At the next meeting, can you provide a table with total crossings/traffic volume before
the Sherman Minton closed, before the new bridges and after bridges to help
understand the traffic shift and overall volumes? This would help TARC determine how
to use bus service to improve cross-river routes.
A: The group reviewed the traffic table from the Ohio River Bridges Project PostConstruction Study during the meeting. (link included at end of meeting minutes)
Comment: It’s important to consider communications strategy: Encourage employers to
think differently about the work place such as flexible hours and working from home.
Response: Knows those tactics were utilized successfully during the closure in 2011.
Q: Could there be a partnership with RiverLink to reduce tolls during work?
A: Everything is on the table, but the revenue generated from tolls is required to meet
financial obligations of the Bridges Project project costs, operations and maintenance.
Comment: If traffic volume goes up, then tolls should go down.
Response: Nothing is off the table, but it will be a decision made at a higher level at a
later date.
Q: Will workforce brought in be housed on both sides of the river?
A: It will be up to individual firms. Because federal funding will be used, there will be
DBE requirements. They can’t restrict where the workers are coming from/housed.
Q: Is the work extending service life 20 or 30 years? I’ve heard both (20 on media).
A: Additional preventive maintenance will be needed, but the project is expected to
extend the service life of the bridge 30 years. KY approaches will include complete
repainting. IN approaches previously galvanized and not on same schedule.
Comment: When you look at the traffic numbers from 2013 and 2018, 21,200 went to
Lewis and Clark Bridge. It’s a new option for people in Oldham County, and important to
consider that.
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Response: It’s significant to see that many people using a new bridge (Lewis and
Clark). People have a value on their time and decide if they want to pay a toll. Overall
cross-river traffic is down about 4,000
Q: What’s being done to address intermodal transportation (bikes, pedways) and see if
it can be included in the project?
A: It won’t be included. This is a rehabilitation project and not an expansion. The
NEPA process would be significantly longer and it would extend the timeline and costs.
It could be considered by the states as a potential project in the future.
Structural needs are driving this project. It’s a necessity to complete the work in a timely
manner.
Q: Will transit travel patterns will be included in traffic modeling?
A: We’re developing the outline for contractors.
Q: Are there sound considerations/attenuation being considered for this project?
A: Because this is a rehabilitation project and won’t add capacity, it doesn’t fall under
requirements for noise abatement. The team will be in conversations with preservation
officers
Comment: Would like to see improvements for downtown New Albany streets/lighting
incorporated as part of the project.
Response: The lighting we’re going to address is on the bridge. Cherry St. may be more
likely b/c work is being done on that bridge. There are opportunities, but it would have to
be brought up as early as possible and done in a collaborative way.
Q: Super heavy loads currently stop traffic on the Sherman Minton Bridge. Will this
rehab prevent traffic stopping for super heavy loads?
A: It depends on what the super load is. Circumstances differ for each permit. It may not
change a lot. The condition rating of the bridge should improve with the work.
Q: Will the model look at traffic demand impact on local streets?
A: The model is still being developed and it’s too soon to say how robust it will be. They
want to spend money wisely.
Comment: The Silver Creek Bridge on Brown Station Way has a life expectancy of 3-5
years. The timeline could put the bridge out of commission at the same time as this
project. There’s been previous discussion of making it an at-grade intersection (being
considered by Clarksville and Clark County).
Project Team question: Is that programmed right now?
A: It is not programmed. Money is not currently available.
Project Team: The sooner we know about these things, the better we can plan.
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IV. Meeting rap Up
Ron Heustis reiterated this is a rehabilitation project. Because of the traffic impacts, the
environmental work must be done.
Andrea Brady thanked everyone for their time and commitment today and being part of
the CAC meetings. Today, there was a lot of disseminating information. The next
meeting may be much more interactive. Fact sheets and Follow Our Progress cards are
available on the way out.
Save the Date: November 29 will likely be next CAC meeting.
Attachment: Sherman Minton Renewal fact sheet
Link to OR Post Construction Traffic Study prepared for the i State
Management Team: https://www.in.gov/indot/files/LSIORB%20Project%20PostConstruction%20Traffic%20Study Final.pdf (published July 2018)
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Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting
Meeting Summary
Thursday, Nov. , :
: a.m.
Junior Achievement of entuckiana,
. Muhammad Ali lvd.
CAC attendees
Barb Hunt, IN Motor Truck Association
Gary Langston, IN Motor Truck Association
Scott Wood, City of New Albany
Melissa ink, Kentucky Trucking Association
Kevin Baity, Town of Clarksville
Michael Denny, Ivy Tech Community College
Nancy Jo Trafton, Indiana University Southeast
Jeff Wafford, UPS
Doug Hamilton, Metro Louisville
Sharon Jones, New Albany Floyd County Schools
Aida Copic, TARC
Matt Hall, One Southern Indiana
Jerry Finn, Horseshoe Foundation
Norris Hamilton, Horseshoe Southern Indiana
Iris Wilbur, GLI
Randy Frantz, JCPS
Jim Nichols, Humana
Mary Gesenhues, Develop New Albany
Presenters
Andrea Brady, C2 Communications
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker
Craig Moore, Parsons
Toby Randolph, Parsons
Project attendees
Ron Heustis, INDOT
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker
Alex Lee, Parsons
Lindsay Ashby, KYTC
Mindy Peterson, C2 Communications
Kaitlin Keane, C2 Communications
Meeting Minutes
I.
elcome
Andrea Brady welcomed CAC members, introduced the Project Team and CAC
members introduced themselves.
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II.

Project Presentation and Discussion
a) CAC Role and Benefits Andrea Brady
b) Group Guidelines Andrea Brady
c) What’s Been Happening Andrea Brady
d) Themes from Open Houses Wendy Vachet
e) Purpose and Need Wendy Vachet
f) 2011-2012 Emergency Closure Craig Moore
g) Open Discussion All
h) Preliminary Traffic Alternatives Toby Randolph
i) Open Discussion All
j) Project Constraints Wendy Vachet
k) Evaluation Criteria Wendy Vachet
l) Open Discussion All
m) Project Schedule Review Wendy Vachet
n) Sharing Information Wendy Vachet

CAC Role and enefits
The Community Advisory Committee (CAC) is made up of a diverse group of engaged
voices from both sides of the river and includes representatives of business, civic
organizations, educational institutions, government, low-income or minority groups,
faith-based organizations and others. Its role is to provide input, share feedback and
share project information with the community. The benefits include sharing project
information, building understanding, the opportunity to hear differing views and the
opportunity for collaborative problem solving.
Group Guidelines
Hold productive conversations, consider different perspectives, make constructive
suggestions and respect all viewpoints.
hat s een Happening
Public announcement in mid-September, first CAC and EJ meeting were held in late
September, environmental/permitting resource agency met in late September, open
houses were held in New Albany and Louisville in early October, preliminary traffic
modeling and Environmental Justice technical analysis are continuing.
Themes from Initial Open Houses
Toll-related concerns, questions about a bike/pedestrian facility, business concerns
related to maintenance of traffic and concerns about closures (partial or full).
Purpose and Need
Project Need: Structural deterioration
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Purpose: Rehabilitate deteriorating Sherman Minton Bridge, extend the service life of
the bridge by 30 years and coordinate and complete adjacent projects scheduled for the
same construction timeframe.
Emergency Closure
The Project Team is taking as many pieces as possible to learn from the closure and
prepare for upcoming work.
Differences: It was an emergency closure without time to prepare. There is now
more cross-river capacity.
Mitigation used: Added ramp capacity (added capacity on ramps from 64 to 265
and 265 south), Kennedy Bridge treatments to organize traffic (has since been
addressed by Bridges Project), US 31 Clark bridge capacity (3 lanes in peak hours),
ramp metering and closures, increased Hoosier Helper patrols, traffic signal
optimization, signage and use of intelligent transportation systems (message boards to
publicize alternate routes).
Team is considering what helped then and what will help now.
Current Travel Patterns
ig Data
GPS tracking, smart phone apps and vehicle tracking information is being used to tell
where trips are coming from and headed to.
A better understanding of current use of Sherman Minton and other bridges will help
predict where traffic will go during any restrictions or closures.
Trips from IN to KY: about 45% are coming from the West. 6% are coming from the
North and nearly half of the trips (49%) are coming from the New Albany/Clarksville
area.
The Project Team will use all available data to inform decisions on maintenance of
traffic. That information includes lessons from 2011/2012 emergency closure, big data,
community and business input, more cross-river capacity (completion of Ohio River
Bridges Project) and traffic demand model.
The traffic demand model will be a key tool to help predict traffic diversion, anticipate
what to expect and make informed decisions in identifying possible mitigation.
Open Discussion
Comments and Q: Last time it was a Friday at 5pm, which was a prime time for
Horseshoe guests to visit. Signage was an early issue. People didn’t know where to
go/what to do. Horseshoe partnered with INDOT to work on signage.
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Biggest concern with difference now is that many of the alternates are tolled. Will there
be concessions on tolling? How can we make it more palatable for people to possibly
drive further and pay a toll?
A: Tolling will have to be considered, but it’s very early in the conversation.
Q: Is public transit included in big data information? Can public transit be included on
the constraints map?
A: They can separate commercial vehicles from passenger vehicles, but transit is not
specifically pulled out.
TARC indicated cross-river traffic and trip numbers are available and TARC is happy to
assist Project Team members.
Q: New Albany recently switched to some arterial streets to 2-way streets. Is that taken
into consideration?
A: Yes
Q and Comment: If the closures happened today, would previous mitigation measures
be enough? There’s more traffic using the Sherman Minton Bridge today.
A: The additional traffic using the Sherman Minton Bridge is considered. Different
scenarios will be modeled and help identify congestion spots and best mitigation. It’s too
soon to say what the mitigation will include.
Q: Have you decided if it will be a complete closure or partial with lane restrictions?
A: It’s too early to say. We’ll be talking about preliminary traffic alternatives shortly.
Q: Have you considered increasing I-265 to 65 interchange to 3 lanes? It’s 2 lanes. If
traffic is funneled in that direction, can it be expanded to three lanes and possibly
separate truck traffic and passenger traffic?
A: Once the traffic modeling is complete, we’ll look at width and possibilities for
mitigation.
Q and Comment: I was caught in “Shermageddon” and it was very frustrating. Why
were police not more involved? It never seemed like traffic patterns resolved
themselves. Can we use more law enforcement to direct traffic?
A: When talking about lessons learned, lessons were also learned by law enforcement.
There is more time to plan now.
Comment: Traffic control worked well. They used manual point control to help in major
intersections. It was manual point control that was also used the following week.
Communication was a real issue in sharing information with motorists. Waze and smart
phones will assist this time.
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Comment: The addition of lanes in 265/64 area was very helpful. It worked well. It
continues to be a bottleneck. We’ve seen a revitalization of downtown New Albany with
more businesses relying on traffic that is crossing Sherman Minton Bridge. New Albany
is more of a destination. Not all of the increased traffic on Sherman Minton Bridge is
because of toll diversion.
Comment: It’s important to look at efforts that happened on local streets (turning lanes,
queuing, traffic signals). Vincennes and Spring Street intersection had a dedicated righthand turn, but on-street parking immediately followed. They removed some of the onstreet parking. An inventory needs to be done to determine what was done, what
worked.
Preliminary Traffic Alternatives
Double-decker bridge with three lanes of traffic in each direction. Existing bridge is
narrow, only 42 feet, project limits bound by one service and system interchange.
Option One: One T o Lane Closure (Partial idth Repair)
Advantages:
Maintains one or two lanes of traffic in each direction, simultaneous construction on
both decks and could include additional nighttime/weekend closures.
Disadvantages:
Traffic congestion during peak hours, longest construction duration and limited
contractor access.
Options include the possibility of one or two lanes. When contractors have more room,
they can finish the work faster.
Option T o: One Directional Closure AM Peak (One Directional Closure PM
Peak One Deck Under Repair at a time)
Maintains three lanes in the morning and switch in the afternoon.
Advantages:
Maintains three reversible lanes and maintains contractor access.
Disadvantages:
One direction is always closed, upgrade detour routes, safety provisions on upper deck
while maintaining traffic on lower deck.
There would be a full closure daily for about 30 minutes
Movement of 64W to 264 would have to be restricted during the morning.
Option Three: Movable barrier operation (One deck under repair at a time)
Two lanes in and one out and switch.
Advantages:
Maintains two lanes in peak direction and always maintains at least one lane.
Disadvantages:
Could be a viable option dependent on what traffic modeling indicates.
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Option Four: Full Closure (Repair Entire ridge)
Contractor could get in, complete the work and get out.
Advantages: Offers the quickest timeframe.
We’re not sure yet how long repairs would take/closure would last.
We could do a combination of any of the preliminary options. These are preliminary
options only.
Open Discussion
It’s important to remember it’s not an either/or for a long-duration. It could be a
combination of alternatives with limited duration. Work underway could also limit live
load allowed on bridge at that time. There are also special events (Derby, Oaks and
Thunder) to consider.
Q: Could you encourage big semis to go in another direction and limit truck traffic?
A: We could and that’s an option that’s being considered, with diversion of truck traffic. It
will be one scenario that is considered in traffic modeling.
Comment: Truckers will take the biggest hit. They’ll have to pay more if using tolled
bridges. Congestion is a killer of commerce. Congestion raises transportation costs and
those costs trickle down to consumers. Truckers want to be in out and out quickly.
Comment: From UPS’s perspective, every 5 minutes of delays costs the fleet $10
million dollars. The cost reaches customers eventually. Times in transit are crucial,
especially when taking about medical devices. This is a logistics and healthcare hub. A
full closure would be very difficult.
Comment: If truckers are sitting in traffic for an hour, it’s an hour they can’t drive. When
maximum hours are reached, truckers can’t move.
Comment: Is it possible that thru truck traffic may prefer a detour for ease and
quickness of travel. Trucks are an important part of the model and something the
Project Team is looking at closely.
Q: When are we expecting construction to begin?
A: Early 2021.
Comment: It’s important to consider seasonality and daylight savings. It would be a
challenge to have younger students on the road (public transportation).
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Comment: We agree the work needs to be done. If there is an option to do the work with
restrictions, that would be the preference to avoid a total shutdown. Understands that it
adds time to the project, but it’s important to keep traffic moving across the river and
leave that option available to drivers.
Q: Will you consider impact on public transportation when considering alternatives?
Consider constraints and solutions, and long-term considerations for public
transportation and mobility.
A: Long-term, no. We’re not changing capacity. It will be better, smoother and safer
after the work.
Comment: Public transportation should be a solution (possible mitigation) for all
populations, not just EJ populations.
Comment: TARC can share information on bus routes and traffic patterns during the
emergency closure.
Comment: JCPS has 1,200 buses and can share where/when those buses are traveling
today. (information is not available for 2011)
Comment: New Albany Floyd County Schools may also have bus data to share.
Q: Is there no opportunity for a reduction of tolls during construction?
A: Tolls are something we’ll be talking more about, but it’s too soon to say what any
mitigation may look like. We don’t know yet, but we know it’s important.
Q: What’s the duration of the project?
A: It depends on the delivery method.
Comment: We have Harvest Homecoming and several events that should be
considered.
Q: What’s the minimum, allowable width for lanes?
A: 11-foot lanes can be used, but current 3-foot shoulders already don’t meet current
design standards.
Comment: Duration will be determined by construction approach. This will be a designbuild best value project that will offer the contractor the opportunity to bring creative
solutions to the table.
Comment: There will likely be a dollar amount set for various scenarios and a contractor
will “bid” the number of days for each MOT approach.
Project Constraints
Environmental Constraints
We determine our impacts and then identify possible mitigation.
Constraints include environmental justice areas, historic districts, neighborhoods,
businesses/business districts, floodplains, community resources (parks and trails) and
wetlands and streams within the existing right-of-way (ROW).
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If you have an issue/area of concern, now is the time to share it for consideration.
Evaluation Criteria
Traffic impacts, environmental impacts and economic impacts are all considered.
Traffic impacts include roadway network, level of service/delay, queue lengths, and
diversion (time and cost).
Environmental impacts include environmental justice and historic districts.
Economic impacts include duration, tolls and construction cost.
Open Discussion
Q: You mentioned roadway network. What is your date for needing to know what local
closures will be in place during this time period?
A: Now is the time, if possible. Coordination is important to determine optimum time for
work to be done. We can look at local programming, but with new money being
available, it would be helpful to have the information as quickly as possible.
Q: If a community is awarded funds and has a limited time to use the money, is there an
option to extend the deadline for the use of the funds?
A: It’s important to know what’s going on so we can make that type of request to delay,
accelerate or possibly extend deadline.
Q: Have you talked to utility companies?
A: Yes, that coordination is taking place. We’ve talked about potential impacts, but we
will also be talking about future projects/work that could have an impact.
Q: As we talk about diversion, are you looking at the need to add stop signs, etc.?
A: Yes, some detour routes may need to be upgraded strengthening of shoulder,
paving, signage.
Q: Is there a formula to weigh the proposals? Is there a scoring rubric that will be used
and can it be shared?
A: There will be a template and contractors will know criteria (but not weighting). There
will be scores for communication, schedules, etc.
Q: As that is fleshed out, would it be appropriate for stakeholders to know that
information to share?
A: Criteria will be public and published with request for proposals. Scoring and
weighting will remain confidential.
This process helps us determine the right weight to assign to the criteria.
Comment and Q: Closing the bridge is not popular. But a full closure would improve
safety. Is safety a consideration? Thru truck traffic is not as familiar with the area and
will be important to clearly communicate any rerouting.
A: Safety is always the number one consideration.
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A: There may be tasks (like hanging cables) when it’s not possible to have live traffic on
the bridge.
Comment: Signage is important.
Comment: There are concerns about limited crossings of Silver Creek (Browns Station
Way) and traffic demands. (Crossings include Spring Street, Providence Way and
Blackiston Mill Road.) The models don’t take into consideration the limited number of
crossings.
Project Schedule
Summer 2018: Project team started work.
2018/2019: Environmental work, public outreach, development of contract
specifications.
Fall 2019: Public hearing will be held, environmental document submitted to FHWA with
preferred approach to construction and traffic management.
Fall/Winter 2019: FHWA approval of environmental document; begin contract
procurement.
Fall 2020: Complete contract procurement; select design-build/best value contractor.
Early 2021: Construction expected to begin
Environmental Milestones
We’re currently working to develop the range of alternatives and gather information and
feedback. In spring (March), we expect to be able to share more detailed information
about traffic modeling, temporary impacts and possible mitigation. We’ll have another
round of open houses in summer 2019 and a public hearing in fall 2019.
This group is expected to meet twice in 2019 (spring and summer).
It’s a 2-way street. We want to share and receive information.
Q: Is the role of the CAC complete at that time (late 2019)?
A: The majority of the role is complete. We will likely move to talking more about
communication and sharing information with the public.
Q: This group will likely not have direct impact on the design-build solutions?
A: You’re helping now with the information being gathered. There will be a public
outreach component that is part of the contractor’s proposal.
Q: Are there notes from the previous meeting that are available?
A: Project website is up and running. It’s a central source for information. Social media
channels are also available, use comment cards to stay in touch.
Meeting minutes are available on the website for the previous meetings and will be
posted for this meeting. Meeting summaries and presentations will also be shared
electronically with this group. Be sure to sign in and pick up meeting materials.
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Follow-up Questions Received
• Will the bridge be lit? New roadway lighting will be installed, but there will not be
aesthetic lighting.
• Will some consideration be given to the merging traffic from 264 onto the bridge
(people tend to use the middle lane as a lane and a half when merging)?
Pavement markings may be able to be adjusted, but physical pavement will not
be changed.
• Will there be technology incorporated into the bridge work for driverless vehicles
or Google car technology? Autonomous vehicles do not rely on any technology
within the infrastructure. INDOT and KYTC both have advanced ITS systems that
are upgraded on a regular basis.
Ne t meeting e pected in March
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COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC) MEETING
Meeting Summary
Tuesday, July ,
: a.m.
: p.m.
Indiana University Southeast
CAC attendees
Nancy Jo Trafton, IUS
Norris Hamilton, Horseshoe Casino
Suzanne Ruark, One Southern Indiana
Wendy Dant Chesser, One Southern Indiana
Michael Denny, Ivy Tech
Mary Gesenhues, Develop New Albany
Scott Wood, City of New Albany
Michael Henderson, New Albany/Floyd Co. Schools
Melissa ink, Kentucky Trucking Association
Aida Copic, TARC
Iris Wilbur, Greater Louisville Inc.
Jerry Finn, Horseshoe Foundation
Dr. Ray Wallace, IUS
Presenters
Andrea Brady, C2 Strategic Communications
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker International
Craig Moore, Parsons Transportation Group
Toby Randolph, Parsons Transportation Group
Alex Lee, Parsons Transportation Group
Project team attendees
Ron Heustis, INDOT
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker International
Aaron Stover, Michael Baker International
Andrea Clifford, KYTC
Lindsay Hoskins, KYTC
Mary Pusti, Michael Baker International
John Mettille, Michael Baker International
Naitore Djigbenou, KYTC
Jordan Smith, KYTC
Chad Carlton, C2 Strategic Communications
Berry Craig, C2 Strategic Communications
Hayley Robb, C2 Strategic Communications
Erica Tait, FHWA
Michelle Allen, FHWA
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Meeting Minutes
I.

elcome and Introductions Andrea rady
Andrea Brady welcomed CAC members, introduced the Project Team and asked
CAC members to introduce themselves.
CAC Role and enefits
The Community Advisory Committee (CAC) is made up of a diverse group of
engaged voices from both sides of the river and includes representatives of
business, civic organizations, educational institutions, government, low-income or
minority groups, faith-based organizations and others. Its role is to provide input,
share feedback and share project information with the community. The benefits
include sharing project information, building understanding, the opportunity to
hear differing views and the opportunity for collaborative problem solving.
Group Guidelines
Hold productive conversations, consider different perspectives, make
constructive suggestions and respect all viewpoints.

II.

Project Update:

hat s

een Accomplished

endy Vachet

hat s een Happening
Public announcement in mid-September 2018, first CAC and EJ meeting were
held in late September 2018, environmental/permitting resource agency met in
late September 2018, open houses were held in New Albany and Louisville in
early October 2018.
Preliminary traffic modeling and Environmental Justice technical analysis were
completed. CAC and EJ meetings are being held in July 2019 and a second
round of open houses will be held in New Albany and Louisville in late July 2019.
III.

Presentation
Existing Traffic Conditions

Toby Randolph

Maintenance of Traffic Options
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Toby Randolph

Anticipated traffic diversions during construction

Craig Moore

Preliminary Environmental Justice considerations

Alex Lee
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Public Involvement next steps/Project Schedule
IV.

Wendy Vachet

Group discussions
Q: What is the role of the contractor in the selection of the maintenance of traffic
(MOT) options? Will the contractor be able to decide the MOT? How is the
contractor selected?
A: The Sherman Minton Renewal is a design-build best value project, which
means price is not the only criteria that will determine which contractor team is
selected. For example, a chosen contractor team could have a higher dollar cost
than another and still be selected because of its ability to minimize traffic impacts
more effectively.

V.

Reporting out from each group
Table :
Members (Jerry Finn, Horseshoe Foundation; Michael Denny, Ivy Tech; Scott
Wood, City of New Albany)
Highlights
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
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Most preferable is option 2 or an option 7, that is a mixture of options
placed together in order to get the job done on time with least amount of
impact.
Option 5, Full Closure, is not preferred but if needs to occur for specific
repairs or safety issues, the participants would like the duration time
minimal. Jerry Finn is not in-favor of Full closure and would like it removed
as an option.
Participants agreed they liked the operations of Option 4, however do not
favor the duration.
New Albany has had significant growth since the 2011 closure and a
growth in smaller, independent and family-owned businesses. Fear may
lie in loosing these businesses. However, the City of New Albany saw an
increase in business in downtown New Albany during the 2011 closure
due to patrons staying local.
The consensus was construction should be kept to a minimum and avoid
“construction zone fever.”
Public updates should be frequent. Public wants to stay informed
throughout construction process.
Stakeholders and constituents want to be proactive. For example, for
delays or in the case of modifications to a maintenance of traffic option,
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•
•
•

the project team should use the website and social media to keep all
informed with updates.
Participants would like to see more public outreach/involvement. One
example brought up was using You Tube to deliver messaging, as a local
gas company had used it to let people know about local traffic delays.
Keep local schools informed as they may allow online courses for those
impacted.
Option 3 was difficult to understand.

Key Questions
•
•
•
•

What percentage is community preference going to be considered?
When will the tolling discussion occur?
How do we plan to reach out to communities to let the locals know, no
decision has been made yet.
Can we keep construction lane closures and full closures to a minimum
(specifically full closure).

Table :
Members (Mary Gesenhues, Develop New Albany; Aida Copic, TARC; Michael
Henderson, New Albany/Floyd Co. Schools; Dr. Ray Wallace, IUS)
Highlights
•
•
•

Sensitivity should be ensured for student commuters coming from
Kentucky to IUS.
There was a noted desire to study the transit impact on transit users
themselves, on members of Environmental Justice communities and on
the students.
Group did not like the idea of using full-closures for the entire duration, but
they did express desire to get the work done quickly and, if needed, use
periods of full-closure.

Key Questions
•

If a full closure is to be done at any point, could it be limited to summer
months (July and August) to ease student disruptions?

Table :
Members (Nancy Jo Trafton, IUS; Suzanna Ruark, One Southern Indiana)
Highlights
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•
•
•
•
•
•

This group, too, looked at the impact on the student population but
recognized that what might be good for student commuters may not
necessarily be good for trucks and trucking companies.
In terms of Maintenance of Traffic options, option 3 was deemed most
difficult to manage and options 2 and 4 were preferable. Full closure was
the least desired, followed by option 6.
Signage and notice of construction/traffic changes are important to have
throughout the rehabilitation.
30 % of Ivy Tech Students come from KY, with advance notice students
may be able to have access to more online material and course work
during times with heavy travel restrictions.
Participants would like to see INDOT mitigate existing problems before
SM construction takes place.
There was a consensus on wanting an increased amount of
marketing/promotion of public open house meetings and updates
throughout construction. Participants would like a good communication
plan in place so both communities are frequently updated on the project.

Key Questions
•

How can we help mitigate travel concerns for students?

Table :
•

Members (Wendy Dant Chesser, One Southern Indiana; Norris Hamilton,
Horseshoe Casino; Iris Wilbur, Greater Louisville Inc.; Melissa ink, Kentucky
Trucking Association)
Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Options 2 and 1 were most favored.
Option 5 (full closure) was least favored. “Full pain, no gain”
Participants were surprised the single deck closure options (Option 3, 4 and
6) did not save any construction time.
ink said her members are opposed to the removal of truck traffic from SMB
Participants urged proactive communications throughout construction to
ensure motorists know how they can continue to cross the river and reach
their destinations. Signage is crucial to help direct people to businesses and
attractions.
Informational tool kits for businesses will help them spread the word. “We
want to help tamp down fears and share information.”
Transit should be considered for EJ mitigation.
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Key Questions
•
•
VI.

Will you coordinate traffic restrictions with cities and utilities to minimize
impact on motorists?
Will you suspend work during major events such as Thunder Over Louisville?

Final questions

endy Vachet

Q: When is the next CAC meeting? Scheduling will help ensure ample planning
time to share information with constituents.
A: Sometime later this fall.
Q: How much should we share open house information?
A: As much as possible. Please share links and posts on social media. Tell your
friends, family and constituents to stop by an open house or share your
comments on the website, if you can’t make it.
Q: When does the RFP go out?
A: First will be RFQ (Request for Qualifications) and then RFP (Request for
Proposals). An RFQ is released and contractors submit their qualifications.
After the list of qualified contractors is determined, the RFP will be released.
Contractors and design teams will develop proposals for MOT approach and
each bid package will be examined. Selected team wouldn’t be in place before
the latter part of 2020. Construction activity that would require significant
maintenance of traffic will not occur until early 2021.
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Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting
Internal Meeting Summary
Thursday, Feb. , :
: a.m.
Junior Achievement of entucky
CAC attendees
Matt Hall, One Southern Indiana
Aida Copic, TARC
Michael Denny, Ivy Tech
Mary Gesenhues, Develop New Albany
Heather Trueblood, Develop New Albany
Scott Wood, City of New Albany
Jeff O’Brien, Develop Louisville/Louisville Metro
Charles Aull, Greater Louisville Inc.
Dirk Gowin, Louisville Metro
Gretchen Milliken, Louisville Metro
Michael King, Louisville Metro
Will Clements, UPS
Sharon Jones, New Albany Floyd County Schools
Nancy Jo Trafton, Indiana University Southeast
Kevin Baity, Town of Clarksville
Brad Seigel, Caesars Southern Indiana
Presenters
Wendy Vachet, Michael Baker
Craig Moore, Parsons
Andrea Brady, C2 Strategic Communications
Project attendees
Ron Heustis, INDOT, project manager
Stephanie Caros, KYTC
Mary Jo Hamman, Michael Baker
Aaron Stover, Michael Baker
Mary Pusti, Michael Baker
Alex Lee, Parsons
Toby Randolph, Parsons
Mindy Peterson, C2 Strategic Communications
Kaitlin Keane, C2 Strategic Communications
Meeting Minutes
I.
elcome
Andrea Brady welcomed CAC members and attendees introduced themselves. She
indicated the goals of the meeting were to update the advisory group on maintenance of
1
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traffic (MOT) options and avoidance and minimization considerations while promoting
group discussion and soliciting feedback to help inform technical documents.
II. Presentation
Since the last CAC meeting in July 2019, the Project Team has held open houses in
Louisville and New Albany, shared a project survey, held small group meetings,
continued technical analysis of MOT options and requested qualifications from
contractor teams.
There were more than 3,000 survey responses. Most respondents crossed the bridge
daily. The majority of respondents favored a longer construction period and fewer
impacts/lane restrictions. MOT Options 1 and 2 were most favored and MOT Option 5
(full closure) was least favored.
MOT Options
Wendy Vachet provided an overview of the six MOT options ranging from two lanes
remaining open on each deck to a full closure of the bridge. She added the goal of the
project is to rehabilitate the bridge. Capacity is not being added and there is no new
right of way. The Project Team will minimize impacts and manage traffic impacts as
much as possible.
Preliminary recommendations are for MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 to move forward for
further consideration, MOT Options 3 and 6 to be eliminated from consideration and to
minimize the impacts of MOT Option 5 with a full closure for minimal days only. MOT
Option 5 will be used in combination with other MOT options, based on constructability
requirements.
MOT Options Analysis
Craig Moore provided an overview of the analysis with a map showing existing
congestion locations. He also reviewed volumes for existing Ohio River bridges. The
Sherman Minton Bridge carries around 90,000 vehicles daily (2018 AADT). The Clark
Memorial Bridge is at capacity in the morning and evening.
A map highlighted general MOT diversion patterns, with more diversion seen (as
expected) with more lane restrictions. About 7,400 vehicles are expected to divert if two
lanes on each deck remain open. About 33,400 vehicles are expected to divert with one
lane open on each deck and a full closure would result in diversion of around 90,000
vehicles. Most vehicles are diverting to I-65 and I-265.
Community Impact Assessment
W. Vachet provided an overview of communities and neighborhoods in the project area
including West Louisville, New Albany and Clarksville. The Project Team is required to

2
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look at census tracts to identify Environmental Justice (EJ) affected communities (lowincome, minority and low-income and minority populations).
Traffic Diversions
C. Moore reviewed a table showing overall trips expected to be diverted, broken down
by bridges traveled for each MOT option. Some trips shift from the at-capacity Clark
Memorial Bridge to the I-65 bridges. Another table outlined expected traffic diversion by
MOT option by bridge for EJ passenger vehicles. For example, with the expected 7,400
vehicles expected to divert daily with MOT Option 1, around 700 are expected to be EJ
passenger vehicles diverting to tolled bridges.
Traffic analysis zones (TA ) were used to track EJ and non-EJ zones to measure
impacts. EJ trips were trips originating from an EJ TA in the Study Area.
MOT Options
W. Vachet provided an overview of the “bookends” of MOT Options. MOT Options 1 (2
lanes open on each deck) had the lowest network congestion, the longest construction
duration and the highest project cost. MOT Option 5 had the highest network
congestion, the shortest construction duration and the lowest project cost.
The Project Team also looked at local congestion on the street network. MOT Options 5
and 6 create a high level of congestion (Option 6 is not moving forward).
Traffic Impacts
MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 maintain continuous travel on the Sherman Minton Bridge
(SMB) in both directions. MOT Option 1 has the lowest diversion and congestion. MOT
Option 5 has the highest diversion and congestion.
Transit (TARC)
More than 50% of TARC riders are minority, more than 30% are low income and nearly
75% do not own cars according to an on-board TARC survey in Feb. 2017. Riders
would experience temporary impacts and potential detours during construction. The
fixed nature of routes means buses have an even greater emphasis on reliability and
on-time performance.
There are 3 TARC routes of particular interest in the area, but only one (Route 71)
crosses the SMB. It creates a loop and uses both the SMB and Clark Memorial. MOT
Option 5 would require a reroute of TARC Route 71.
The Project Team has met with TARC. TARC’s Aida Copic expressed her appreciation
for the outreach and reiterated a number of riders will be impacted by the project.
She emphasized TARC is responsible for delivering service and staying on schedule
and TARC is increasing operating costs if buses are operating longer on roads because
3
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of delays. She added that transit could be considered as possible mitigation to minimize
impacts. She talked about the importance of communicating with passengers during
possible delays and that it’s important riders are prepared for changing routes.
Q: (A. Copic) Will there be time frames when the bridge will be fully closed?
A: (W. Vachet) The Project Team is still considering this with more discussion planned
later during this meeting.
Economic Impacts
C. Moore reviewed a table of economic impacts on all vehicles. He said each MOT
option was considered for the full duration for analysis purposes, but that’s not expected
to be the case. MOT Option 1 is lowest cost and MOT Options 5 and 6 are the highest.
The User Cost Methodology considers travel time, distance and tolls paid on a trip. W.
Vachet reviewed a table of average user cost for non-EJ and EJ Trips at peak hours.
Non-EJ trips tend to be longer trips while EJ trips are closer to the SMB. MOT 5 has
some concerns in this regard, relative to EJ populations
Economic Impacts
The Project Team heard from many groups including Develop New Albany, GLI and
One Southern Indiana. The Team has heard the SMB is important and businesses
depend on people crossing the river. The closer to the bridge, the larger the impact of
the project. MOT Option 1 has the lowest economic impact, but the longest duration.
MOT Option 5 disrupts cross-river commerce and has a higher economic impact.
Social Impacts
All MOT options will have temporary effects on affected communities. Quality of life
issues include air and noise. Options that maintain two-way traffic have reduced
congestion and are least disruptive.
Community Access, Mobility and Cohesion
SMB traffic restrictions, diversions and travel time increases will affect community
mobility and access.
Quality of Life
The project is included in KIPDA’s transportation plan and is exempt from air quality
conformity analysis. Noise and air impacts related to traffic are expected to be minor
since most of the traffic stays on the interstate.
Overall Social Impacts
MOT Option 1 is least disruptive. MOT Options 2 and 4 are less disruptive by
maintaining continuous travel in both directions. MOT Option 5 disrupts cross-river
mobility and cohesion.

4
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Q: (D. Gowin): Why is their inconsistency for the construction time range on
handout/fact sheet and the presentation slides?
A: (W. Vachet) The Project Team has been doing additional analysis since the handout
was first prepared several months ago. In general, durations go from 1.5 years (MOT 5)
to 3 years (MOT 1).
Q: (D. Gowin) What’s the construction range of MOT Option 4?
A: (W. Vachet) 2.5 years, as noted on the slide Economic Impacts: All Vehicles
Q: (D. Gowin) Will the presentation be posted online?
A: Yes. The presentation will also be emailed to CAC members.
W. Vachet reviewed a table to summarize Potential for Disproportionately High and
Adverse Impacts to EJ Populations. MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 don’t have the potential for
disproportionately high and adverse impacts to EJ populations. MOT Options 3, 5 and 6
do, to some degree.
Q: (G. Milliken) Have you considered eliminating the toll on the I-65 bridges during
construction?
A: (W. Vachet and R. Heustis) The Joint Board that oversees tolling will make that
decision. It’s not a decision that will be made by the Project Team.
G. Milliken commented it’s important not to minimize the impact the project will have on
the Clark Memorial Bridge.
R. Heustis commented that the glass is full/Clark is at capacity. It will be at the same
capacity regardless of this project.
Q: (G. Milliken) Do you make a recommendation to the Joint Board?
A: (R. Heustis) The Project Team provides information to the Joint Board, not a
recommendation.
Q: (NJ Trafton) Who makes the final decision on the project and the preferred MOT
option?
A: The discussion is upcoming.
Avoidance
W. Vachet said you can’t avoid the problem because you can’t avoid the necessity to
rehab the bridge. Since you can’t avoid, you want to minimize. Possibilities to minimize:
minimize construction duration, determine what MOT combinations make sense,
minimize number of lanes closed, incentivize contractors, temporarily restripe ramps,
temporary use of shoulders, use lessons learned from 2011 closure, coordinate with
local officials and rely on frequent communication.
Feedback Requested
3 things to think about during small group discussion: Recommended MOT Options,
limiting use of MOT Option 5 and minimization strategies.

5
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Before group discussion, R. Heustis talked more about MOT Option 5. The Project
Team will outline a maximum number of closure days allowed for each MOT option (one
lane/each direction, 2 lanes/each direction, 3 lanes closed, full closure). Bidding teams
will be scored and given credit for shorter durations of closures. Full closure would likely
be limited to two dozen or fewer days. Constructability issues will require some days of
full closure for safety of crews and public. The Project Team will determine how much of
the necessary work can be done at night and on weekends. The Project Team is also
considering whether to limit the number of closure days by season or for the full project.
The selected contracted is held to their bid of closure days as their contractual limit.
Liquidated damages (LDs) will be charged if contractors run over on number of days or
duration of closures. LDs could be in 15-minute increments. LDs are not insignificant to
avoid allowing the contractor to “buy time.”
The Project Team must come up with final recommendation. The preferred alternative
will likely be MOT Options 1, 2 and 4 with minimum period of MOT 5. The
recommendation will be presented at upcoming public hearings (one in Louisville, one in
New Albany).
A Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for contractors is out and we’re in the process of
shortlisting proposers. Public hearings will follow.
Q: (NJ Trafton) Do the states or FHWA have veto power over any recommendations?
A: (R. Heustis): Both states will make the recommendation on the preferred alternative
to FHWA. It’s up to FHWA to agree, disagree or modify. The preferred alternative will
include a combination of MOT options and closure durations.
R. Heustis added that the initial direction from FHWA was not to divert trucks from SMB
during construction, but discussions continue. K. Baity asked what qualifies as truck
traffic and R. Heutis says that is still to be defined; will depend on width and weight.
Comment: NJ Trafton referred to a September meeting (not project affiliated) where
concerns were voiced over the length of closure and disruption. She was concerned
that those concerns weren’t heard and wondered if a decision had already been made.
R. Heustis said no decisions have been made and the quickest duration for construction
is not always the best.
III.

Small Group Discussions

The group spent 10-15 minutes in small group discussions.
IV.

Reporting Out

6
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Group 1 (J. O’Brien) Concerns were expressed about what limited use of MOT 5 would
mean. Develop New Albany wants to minimize any disruptions to exits into New Albany
because of concerns about access to businesses. Concerns were also expressed about
the duration of the project and a question was asked about incentives and LDs. R.
Heustis clarified there would be no incentives for early completion, but earlier deadlines
would help a contractor win the contract. LDs would be used to manage timelines.
Group 2 (D. Gowin) Questions were asked about the work to be performed and what
closures would be needed. R. Heustis said the rehab would include replacing decks and
hanger cables, along with significant steel repairs and painting structural steel. D. Gowin
noted MOT Option 4 likely makes sense for that portion of the work, while also allowing
capacity for traffic. MJ Hamman noted ramps and shoulders were restriped during the
2011 SMB closure and that would be an option.
Group 3 (A. Brady) Top questions included how to support trailer traffic and TARC
buses without slowing the rest of traffic (UPS voiced concern). R. Heustis indicated the
capacity is not available on the bridge to dedicate a truck/bus line during construction.
The group also talked about the importance of communication and keeping the
community advised during construction.
V. Project Schedule
W. Vachet said the environmental process will close this spring with a final agency
coordination meeting, a briefing for elected officials, public hearings in Kentucky and
Indiana and the final environmental document being submitted to FHWA. The RFP will
be issued this summer. A contractor team is expected to be selected this fall and
construction is expected to begin in early 2021.
VI. Final Questions
There were no final questions and the meeting adjourned at 11:30am.
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